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Abstract
Having a Say: Democracy, Access to Justice and Self-Represented Litigants
‘Access to Justice’ is one of the most contested issues on the law-and-society
agenda. There is a long-standing exchange over its meaning, objectives, and success.
Beneath that engagement, there is a deeper and more basic debate about the overall
ambitions for access to justice: – is the goal to improve people’s access to the legal
process and generate more positive outcomes (the practical thesis), or to enhance
people’s participation and ultimately their ability to affect justice as an end in itself (the
democratic thesis)? This thesis adopts the latter approach.
The plight of self-represented litigants (SRLs) offers a revealing glimpse into the
more systemic failings of the litigation process. This thesis builds on original qualitative
work that explores SRLs’ experiences and circumstances in their own voices. The
challenges presented by their growing numbers bring into question the whole basis for
understanding and advancing the debate on access to justice. Indeed, existing ways to
understand access to justice are found to be seriously lacking. Instead, a fresh agenda of
questions and answers recommend themselves to deal with the new realities of the
existing legal process. The existence of SRLs does not simply create difficult challenges
within the legal process, but presents a huge and subversive challenge to the legal process
itself. Due to this disconnect between the theory and realities of litigation, any progress
in improving access to justice demands a transformed approach to further study and
policy analysis.
Responding to this new state of affairs is not easy or straightforward. But it must
be done if the drive for better access to justice is to make significant and meaningful
headway. Consequently, this thesis contributes to the theory and practice of access to
justice by shifting the discourse about what access to justice should be and how it might
be pursued. The democratic approach advocated seeks to encourage the meaningful
participation by SRLs in the legal and political processes and institutions that impact their
lives. In doing so, the hope is to challenge the existing litigation framework and ensure
that democratic rhetoric matches reality in the pursuit of access to justice.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Access to Justice is both an ideal and an undertaking that serves to benefit all
members of society. It is difficult to be against a plea for more and better access to more
and better justice in and through the legal process. However, the concepts of both access’
and ‘justice’ are highly contested.1 Moreover, this contest calls into play a range of
theoretical issues and practical challenges that further separate scholars, members of the
public, the legal profession and policy makers. Indeed, it may be said that a person’s
stance on access to justice is reflective of certain of their assumptions, both stated and
unstated, about law and society in the broadest sense. Thus, in this regard, a person’s
position on access to justice is further reflective of her commitments to some of the
foundational assumptions and values about the adversarial system, individuals’
relationship with law, and concepts of justice.
The sociologist of law, Roscoe Pound, noted, “our conception of the problem to
which our discourse is addressed shapes both. What we are trying to do, why we are
trying to do it, and how we are trying to do it, are not wholly separable, and each enters in
to both definition and discourse.”2 This is particularly true of access to justice. Each new
wave of the access to justice movement has not only identified particular problems to be
solved, but also recommended a particular discourse through which to think about and
recommend reforms and solutions. Historically, the lack of access was viewed as a
problem within the legal system that needed to be corrected through institutional reform
of that system. In surveying access to justice and its literature, David Trubek suggested
that, in the course of addressing the problem, “the original terms of the debate were
changed as successive waves of reform led to a reconsideration of the original ideas that

1

While the concepts of both access and justice have historically been contested, there are certain themes
and approaches that have influenced the direction of access to justice theory and resulting policy. These
are examined in more detail in chapter 2 of this thesis.
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Roscoe Pound, “Natural Natural Law and Positive Natural Law” (1960) 5 Nat L F 70 at 70.
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had defined the concern in the first place.”3 Thus, institutional changes were often
associated with certain theoretical approaches that, in turn, worked to justify a particular
course of action. This cyclical process resulted in the shaping of not only the initiatives
undertaken to ameliorate a lack of access, but also the underlying justification for those
initiatives. Roderick MacDonald has challenged this cyclical reform process in access to
justice as continuing to “induce the presentation of ideas in a form prefigured for
implementation within the system.”4 This has the effect of bringing both theory and the
initiatives derived from that theory within the “existing, stabilized normative order” of
the official legal institutions and processes.5 The result being that, while the objective
might be the removal of barriers and the enhancement of access, the process undertaken
to affect these objectives already contains certain assumptions and values about the
system that are not easily displaced.
This is a thesis about access to justice as understood through the experiences of
self-represented litigants. It includes qualitative work involving self-represented litigants
and their experiences in the litigation process and, more specifically, their experiences
making use of self-help legal services when engaged in the civil justice system. The
methodological approach undertaken in this research project, which is also consistent
with the theoretical framework in this thesis, seeks to examine the self-represented
litigants’ situation, circumstances and views in their own voice. However, this thesis is
not intended to be restricted in either content or ambition by that specific focus. The
situation and circumstances of self-represented litigants provides a means to shine a more
critical light on the whole enterprise of access to justice. The challenges and dilemmas
presented by the growing number of self-represented litigants bring into question the
whole basis for understanding and moving forward the debate on access to justice. The

3

David M Trubek, “Critical Moments in Access to Justice Theory: The Quest for the Empowered Self” in
Allan C Hutchinson, ed, Access to Civil Justice (Toronto, Canada: Carswell – A Division of Thomson
Canada Limited, 1990) at 110-111 [Trubek, “Critical Moments in Access to Justice Theory”].
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Roderick A MacDonald, “Theses on Access to Justice” (1992) 7:2 CJLS 23 at 32 [MacDonald, “Theses
on Access to Justice”].
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Ibid at 32.
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plight of self-represented litigants offers a revealing glimpse at some of the larger and
more systemic failings of the litigation process. Until recently, these failings had been
taken for granted within the adversarial model in light of the fact that the litigation
process was generally working and workable for the insiders that designed and made use
of it.
Looked at through the experiences of self-represented litigants, this thesis
suggests that the existing ways to understand access to justice are seriously lacking. The
perspective from which people approach access to justice has generated a series of
questions and a series of answers that no longer correspond with the realities of the
existing legal process. Moreover, these new realities raise new questions about whether
the existing litigation process, together with its underlying operating assumptions, is
worth saving in the present form. Due to this disconnect between the theory and realities
of litigation, if there is to be any progress in improving and enhancing access to justice,
there needs to be a very different approach taken so that the agenda for study and policy
change are transformed. This is not an easy or straightforward matter, but is one that
must be initiated and debated if the movement to achieve access to justice is to make
significant and meaningful headway. Consequently, this thesis is intended to contribute
to the conversation about the theory and practice of access to justice in a way that shifts
the discourse about what access to justice should be and how it might be pursued in a
new direction. By doing so, the hope is to challenge the existing litigation framework,
particularly in terms of its failure to meet the new realities within the litigation process,
and ensure that rhetoric matches reality in the pursuit of access to justice.
Toward a Democratic Approach
In his classic essay written in 1976, Abram Chayes explained how a paradigm shift was
taking place in civil litigation.6 He chartered a move from a traditional private law model
of litigation that was grounded in ideas of 19th century legal liberalism to a public law
model of litigation that envisioned more flexible procedures and a broader role for the
6

Abram Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation” (1976) 89:7 Harv L Rev 1281 [Chayes,
“The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”].
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adjudicator. In so doing, he identified some of the salient characteristics of the older
model and demonstrated how they were being challenged and replaced by the new, more
expansive and different ones. Not unlike Thomas Kuhn’s notion of paradigm shifts in the
scientific realm, Chayes’ basic idea was that, within an established model, there were a
whole set of basic assumptions and operating premises that offered a finite set of
problems and answers to those problems.7 The existing traditional model represented
both the wisdom on what the appropriate parameters of civil litigation were and defined
the conditions, directions and limits of both academic research and possible institutional
reform of the litigation process or institutions given those parameters. Thus, within the
existing model, the participants and the researchers take certain first principles for
granted and, in so doing, engage on the basis of those shared values and even make
adjustments based on those same values.
For Chayes, the breakdown of the traditional model and the dawning of a new
model raised serious questions not only about the efficacy of the older paradigm, but also
about its legitimacy. Although his focus was primarily on the broader role of the judge
within a public law model of litigation and a correspondingly expanded notion of
procedure, his analysis opened up a whole new approach to thinking about the legal
process. His overall assessment was very much to the point – “we are witnessing the
emergence of a new model of civil litigation and, I believe, our traditional concept of
adjudication and the assumptions on which it is based provide an increasingly unhelpful,
indeed misleading framework for assessing either the workability or the legitimacy of the
roles of the judge and the court within this model.”8
In the same way that Abram Chayes in 1976 charted a paradigm shift that was
taking place in civil litigation, 9 I want to insist that another paradigm shift is (or should
be) taking place today. Whereas Chayes focused on the role of the judge in civil

7

Thomas S Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, (Chicago, USA: The University of Chicago
Press, 1962) at 10; Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”, ibid at 1285.
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Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”, supra note 6 at 1282.
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Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”, supra note 6.
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litigation, I identify and analyze a similar transformation of size and significance that is
beginning to occur in civil litigation when understood from the perspective of selfrepresented litigants. This shift gives rise to a corresponding imperative to develop a
broader conceptualization of access to justice. Self-represented litigants now comprise a
large portion of litigants. As I will try to show through exploring the experiences and
perceptions of self-represented litigants as they grapple with and within the existing
system of civil litigation, the signs of impending crisis and the resulting need to reevaluate the existing adversarial model are plain to see. The existence of self-represented
litigants does not simply create difficult challenges within the legal process, but present a
huge and subversive challenge to the legal process itself.
In some legal settings, self-represented litigants comprise the overwhelming
majority of litigants. This fact alone necessitates a serious re-appraisal of the structure
and dynamics of the adversarial context. However, when this fact is combined with a
sense of disempowerment and disengagement felt by those who represent themselves
and/or those who, for a variety of reasons, do not litigate at all,10 the need for deep and
systemic change in the system becomes apparent. The consequence otherwise is the
continued disengagement and corresponding de-legitimization of legal processes and
institutions.

Moreover, this continued disengagement from legal processes and

institutions is inconsistent with the equal application of the Rule of Law in the sense that
not all members of society are in a position to invoke and/or otherwise benefit from the
Rule of Law. As such, I maintain that Chayes’ comments regarding the need for a new
model of civil justice, that in this case takes account of the failure of the current model to
include and engage self-represented litigants, are as pertinent now as they were then.
10

Due to the nature of the self-help centre and the fact that it offers assistance to a wide range of
individuals addressing civil legal matters, one particular challenge faced by the staff and highlighted by
several of the interviewees in this research project was the difficulty in addressing the needs of individuals
with mental health issues. On a regular basis, there were often individuals waiting to speak to a volunteer
lawyer who were suffering from apparent mental health issues as well as issues of homelessness and other
poverty-related issues. In these instances, it appeared that the staff found it quite challenging when
attempting to understand the nature of the individual’s legal problem and how LawHelp Ontario (“LHO”)
might be able to assist them. Thus, an important question raised in respect of this research is that while the
fact is that there are lots of self-represented litigants making use of self-help legal services to resolve their
legal problems, this fact also begs the question of who is not accessing the self-help services and/or fall
outside the scope of the services offered by LHO and as such, are unable to get assistance at all.

5

Accordingly, I want to suggest that this changing landscape presents important
challenges to the legitimacy and continued operation of the prevailing process of civil
litigation as viewed from the perspective of access to justice. While there is not yet any
fixed or settled notion of what a new process or underlying paradigm might look like,
there are signs that one might be beginning to take shape. At a minimum, my research
suggests that, based upon the views from those trying to access the legal system (the selfrepresented litigants) and those witnessing and assisting these attempts (the volunteer
lawyers), there are clear indications that, as the traditional model and its underlying
assumptions start to falter, a fresh appraisal of the litigation process and its operating
assumptions is required. How the legal system responds to these fundamental challenges
will be a good indication of whether there is a genuine desire to make substantive and
substantial changes that best promote and advance a broader conceptualization of access
to justice.
The major contribution of this thesis to the access to justice literature is to
recommend and defend a more thoroughly and pervasive democratic approach to access
to justice. At present, much of the disagreement within the access to justice community
of scholars, activists and policy-makers can be traced to an important and often ignored
division over a fundamental operating premise not only within the access to justice
debate, but also underneath it. Allegiance to one commitment or another has very
significant implications for the whole approach of access to justice in both its theoretical
and practical dimensions. In short, there is a foundational difference between those who
assume a different position on the overall framework for understanding and taking steps
to improve access to justice.

There are two basic orientations that dominate the

discussion:
 For some, the goal is to improve people’s access to the legal process (through
legal representation or an equivalent form of legal services that requires
professional intervention) so as to increase their chances of achieving a more
positive outcome in their individual legal matter (the practical thesis).
6

 For others, the goal is to enhance citizens’ participation and ultimately their
ability to engage with law-making and law-administering institutions and
processes as well as concepts of justice as ends in themselves (the democratic
thesis).
This basic division influences not only an appreciation of the central problems to be
addressed, but also the range of possible solutions to be adopted. While the practical
thesis has tended to underpin and dominate the access to justice debate to date, the
primary ambition of this thesis is to deepen and expand upon the democratic thesis and its
implications for future work and interventions in access to justice. The democratic
approach to access to justice contemplates that individuals are provided with more and
better opportunities to participate in a discourse about law and justice. In so doing, they
might contribute to the development of a new legal vernacular that is relevant to and
reflective of their lives. In this sense, individuals have an opportunity to reclaim official
law. The further benefit in proceeding in this manner is that individuals begin to engage
in a wide variety of decision-making processes as citizens and the resulting decisions are
legitimized. This expansion of a theory of access to justice in accordance with the
democratic thesis also takes account of my empirical data respecting self-represented
litigants’ experiences and the implications of their existence and experiences on an
expanded conceptualization of access.
Furthermore, this expanded theory of access to justice has important implications for
a transformed view of lawyering. The rise in the number of self-represented litigants puts
pressure on the traditional understanding of what the role of the lawyer should be. By
emphasizing the democratic approach to access to justice, there is an opportunity to reappraise the way that both opposing counsel and lawyers (insofar as they assist selfrepresented litigants) think about and approach their duties, strategies and general
participation in the legal process.11

11

Carrie Menkel-Meadow, “The Lawyer’s role(s) in Deliberative Democracy” (2004) 5 Nev LJ 347.
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The examination of a broader conceptualization of access to justice and the
research undertaken in this project in respect of this broader conceptualization originates
out of my experience as a litigator, and a volunteer lawyer at a self-help legal centre in
downtown Toronto. In the course of acting as a volunteer lawyer, I provided legal
information and advice to self-represented litigants representing themselves in the civil
justice system. My encounters with self-represented litigants attempting to navigate the
justice system on their own, together with my experience as a civil litigator, caused me to
begin to question some of the accepted reasoning about access to justice, its objectives
and the initiatives derived therefrom. In the traditional sense, the existence of selfrepresented litigants has been viewed as a problem for which the accepted solution has
been to find ways to provide more and different legal services in order to ameliorate the
presence of self-represented litigants in the legal system. However, this seemed to be an
unsatisfactory approach from both a practical as well as a philosophical perspective.
Self-represented litigants represent a new reality within the litigation process that this
approach does not fully address. More significantly, this approach appeared to disregard
certain essential factors about the role of law in individuals’ lives in a modern democratic
society and the importance of ensuring that individuals are able to participate in the
construction and implementation of the laws that affect them. Consequently, I began to
question whether the existing thinking about access was provisional, insubstantial and,
thus, limited by its response to the perceived problem which was how to provide
individuals with legal representation. In this sense, this approach failed to take account
of individuals’ agency and abilities, while being overly preoccupied with courtroom
efficiency. As a result, I wanted to examine a different approach to access that could
begin to re-frame the discussion about the nature of the issue, the underlying objectives
and the potential responses in a deeper and more enriched manner.
Charting the Thesis
The goal of the second chapter in this thesis is to examine, from a historical perspective,
the different waves of access to justice theory and the corresponding initiatives that have
evolved out of developments in access to justice theory. Important to this examination is
8

the role of the dominant practical thesis of access to justice that has influenced access to
justice theory and practice and how this approach conflates access to legal services with
access to justice movements. Subsequently, I will introduce a broader conceptualization
of access to justice as it is contemplated in the democratic thesis. This conceptualization
originates from some of the most recent deliberations on access to justice theory by
individuals such as Roderick MacDonald and Janice Gross Stein, among others, and is
further informed by procedural justice scholars.

This democratic thesis frames the

empirical research undertaken in this project, both in terms of the research questions
posed and the methodologies employed to address those questions.
In the first part of chapter three, I elaborate on the principles of participatory
democracy as a theoretical foundation for a democratic thesis of access. This will include
a brief discussion of the objectives, as well as benefits, associated with empowerment and
meaningful citizen participation. Following this discussion, the chapter will analyze the
role of law and legal institutions, including both their law-making and law-administering
functions within a democracy.

Included in this analysis is a discussion about the

corresponding importance of adopting a participatory approach to both law-making and
law-administering functions, particularly as it relates to the dual objectives of the
democratization of law and the creation of a new legal vernacular, which is more
consistent and relevant to individuals’ lives. In light of the important role that law plays
in individuals’ lives, this chapter will further examine how access to justice might
encourage direct meaningful participation in these important legal processes, particularly
within the civil justice system. An access to justice project undertaken in Connecticut
will be used to underscore the importance of fostering participation and the benefits
potentially derived from a participatory approach to access to justice.

Finally, this

chapter will look at some of the previously recognized institutional challenges associated
with the promotion of participation within the civil justice system.
In chapter four, I will examine the growth of self-representation within the civil
justice system, and briefly touch upon causes and consequences of this phenomenon. In
the course of examining the growth of self-representation, I intend to review some of the
9

particular barriers that previous research has suggested that self-represented litigants face
when they attempt to engage in the civil justice system. As a result of the growing
numbers of self-represented litigants entering the civil justice system and otherwise
attempting to resolve their legal issues without professional legal representation, there has
been a corresponding proliferation of access to justice initiatives that are aimed at
improving individuals’ access to justice. In the context of such initiatives, the focus of
this discussion will be on the emergence of self-help legal services. Self-help legal
services provide self-represented litigants with legal information and advice in order that
they may better represent themselves. I will examine the development of self-help legal
services in various jurisdictions as well as the potential benefits associated with this
initiative in accordance with the democratic thesis. I will also canvass some of the
critiques associated with self-help legal services both in terms of the particular challenges
faced by self-represented litigants as well as certain broader critiques including a
neoliberal critique of self-help services.

With respect to the latter, the critical

commentary questions whether self-help represents a form of empowerment or
alternatively, a form of disempowerment.
Chapter five of this thesis will lay the methodological groundwork for the
empirical work undertaken in this research project. I will begin by canvassing certain
recent empirical quantitative work in access to justice and relate it to the broader
challenges and ambitions of the practical and democratic theses. In so doing, I hope to
outline the tension between quantitative and qualitative research methodologies in access
to justice and the challenges associated with these different methodologies. This will
include a discussion of the two research streams that have arisen in access to justice
research namely, (1) the qualitative and related observational work; and (2) the more
recent quantitative studies that seek to use randomized methods in an attempt to measure
outcomes. With regards to the later approach, I will discuss critically and in more depth
some of the concerns associated with a focus on legal outcomes and corresponding
adoption of a randomized quantitative methodology. I will concentrate on the practical,
theoretical and ethical issues raised by these studies. In turn, I will advocate for the
continuing need for more in-depth qualitative research that examines the experiences,
10

views and perceptions of individuals engaged with the civil justice system. This is based
on the belief that qualitative research, which takes account of the individual’s experiences
attempting to access justice, creates a space in which to think about and debate access and
meaningful participation from the users’ perspectives. This discussion will also serve as
a foundation for a discussion of the methodology adopted in this project. My critical
ambition is to relate the empirical debate back to the more fundamental discussion over
the tension between the practical and democratic theses as a basis for access to justice
theory and policy.
The focus of my empirical research is on those individuals who, having identified
their problem or issue as legal in nature, take steps to address it without retaining legal
representation. The self-represented litigants interviewed in this project were involved
with cases in the civil courts in Ontario and had appeared in a variety of different levels
of courts within the civil justice system. 12 While the participants in this study were
representing themselves, all of the individuals had made use of self-help legal services in
Toronto. This chapter will include a brief description of the self-help centre (Law Help
Ontario) where the research was undertaken.
Based on the earlier discussions regarding the need for qualitative research, the
second part of this fifth chapter will outline the actual ethnographic methodology adopted
in this research project and include a description of the methods employed to obtain an
understanding of self-represented litigants’ experiences representing themselves. These
methods include observation and in-depth interviews with self-represented litigants who
made use of self-help legal services and the lawyers who volunteer at the self-help centre.
As such, the last part of this chapter will include a discussion of both the rationale for
adopting these particular methods as well as the process involved in conducting this
particular type of research. I will conclude this chapter with a consideration of some of
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the methodological and ethical challenges that flow from these research methods,
particularly as it relates to the in-depth interviews conducted.
In the sixth chapter, I will begin by introducing the participants in this research
project and contextualizing the setting for the research through a brief discussion of some
of the observations made at Law Help Ontario (“LHO”). Following this, I will frame the
two overarching themes derived from the narratives provided by the participants in this
study – empowerment and disempowerment.

These contrasting themes are situated

within the previously discussed literature on participatory democracy and citizen
engagement. Next, I will discuss each of these themes in greater depth. In so doing, I
will draw on those aspects of the participants’ experience as described in their interviews
that animate these themes. Finally, I will canvass the impact that these contrasting
themes have had on the participants’ conceptualization of access to justice and
engagement more generally. Throughout the discussion in this chapter and in keeping
with the democratic thesis, I hope to give expression to the participants’ experiences
through their own voices, whenever possible.
In the concluding chapter, I intend to discuss two important aspects of a shift from
the practical thesis to the democratic thesis of access to justice. In the first part, I will
suggest that the adoption of the democratic thesis is consistent with democratic objectives
and, more importantly, reflective of certain aspects of the self-represented litigants’
experiences gathered in this research project. Thus, as part of this discussion, I intend to
propose that what is needed from a theory of access to justice is a commitment to
enhancing more meaningful and direct participation by individuals as opposed to a
predominant focus on representation by lawyers. Assuming that individuals wish to
participate but struggle to do so, it will be necessary to make significant changes to the
way access to justice is conceptualized and operationalized. Thus, to paraphrase Chayes,
“the traditional conception of [access to justice] and the assumptions on which it is based
provide an increasingly unhelpful, indeed misleading framework for assessing either the
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workability or the legitimacy of civil litigation as a realization of [access to justice].”13
The result is a need for broader systemic changes as well as more immediate and
practical changes that will encourage and support self-represented litigants. Therefore,
the second part of this concluding chapter will introduce the idea that the litigation
process must change to better address and redress the self-represented litigants’
disempowering experiences. This transformation, which is aimed at enhancing greater
participation by self-represented litigants, signifies a broader paradigm shift in the
litigation model and one that is both necessary and urgent, if we are to live up to our
democratic ideals.
Conclusion
Recent thinking about access to justice has questioned the dominant role played by
lawyers. As an alternative, it has begun to explore the role that ordinary citizens can and
should play in the creation and operation of law that is more consistent with the
participatory goals and principles of democracy. The recent rise in the number of selfrepresented litigants in the civil justice system has concretized the need to explore this
question in a more immediate fashion. By employing the methods of ethnographic
research and socio-legal critique, this thesis aims to examine a broader concept of access
to justice that adopts, more centrally, a democratic perspective. The hope is that this
approach will not only enhance the positive benefits associated with direct engagement
by self-represented litigants, but also address the challenges and continued barriers that
cause self-represented litigants to lose confidence in the civil justice system, feel
disempowered and, therefore, unable or unwilling to participate.

As part of the

examination of a broader conceptualization, the concepts of empowerment and
disempowerment will play a key role in both understanding the experiences of selfrepresented individuals and proposing innovations and changes that will empower
individuals to participate in a more meaningful fashion. This applies not only in the
context of the civil justice system, but also in a myriad of political and legal forums and
processes. In so doing, the ambition will be to re-think access to justice generally so that
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Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”, supra note 6 at 1282.
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it will better advance the practical efficacy of the legal process as well as its democratic
agenda and corresponding legitimacy.
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CHAPTER TWO
ACCESS TO JUSTICE
Access to justice is a truly contested concept. There is little agreement about
what the term access to justice means among scholars and policy makers. Moreover, this
continuing lack of agreement respecting the concept of access to justice could be traced
to an “evolution in thinking about what access to justice in a liberal democracy entails.”1
This has resulted in heated and divergent debates over its meaning, its objectives and its
successes. That said, my approach is to take much more seriously than has been done to
date the commitment to a democratic perspective on access to justice.

Instead of

pursuing or refining a practical thesis that commits to the goal of improving individuals’
access to the legal process through legal or professional representation in the hope of
generating more positive outcomes, I will explore access to justice as a means of
enhancing citizens’ participation that potentially improves citizens’ ability to engage with
law-making and law-administering institutions and processes as well as concepts of
justice as ends in themselves.
By way of laying the groundwork for this democratic approach, the goal of this
chapter is to examine the different permutations of access to justice theory and the
corresponding initiatives that have evolved out of access to justice theory.2 The purpose

1

Roderick A MacDonald, “Access to Justice in Canada Today: Scope, Scale and Ambitions in Julia Bass,
WA Bogart & Frederick H Zemans, eds, Access to Justice for a New Century – The Way Forward
(Toronto, Canada: The Law Society of Upper Canada, 2005) at 19 [MacDonald, “Access to Justice in
Canada Today”].
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In a discussion of the critical moments in the evolution of access to justice, David Trubek considers the
relationship between legal theory, legal institutions and legal practices that are relevant in the context of
thinking about how access to justice theory is constituted. Specifically, he states, “[t]he relationship
between legal theory and legal institutions and practices is complex. Theory and practices are loosely
related. Theory neither determines practice, nor practice theory. Theory is both normative and descriptive.
It is a way of explaining what we do and why we do it. It can operate as justification: legal theory is often a
rationalization (in the Freudian sense) of practices in light of broadly held normative understandings.
Because theory must have a normative component, it also can be a source of critique. Thus theory can be
transformative.” David Trubek, “Critical Moments in Access to Justice Theory: The Quest for the
Empowered Self” in Allan C Hutchinson, ed, Access to Civil Justice (Toronto, Canada: Carswell - A
Division of Thomson Canada Limited, 1990) at 110 [Trubek, “Critical Moments in Access to Justice
Theory”].
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in proceeding in this fashion is to trace the evolution of access to justice theory and, thus,
better understand how different influences have shaped the current approaches to access
to justice.

An important aspect of this examination is the role played by legal

professionals in both the construction of theories of access as well as the implementation
of those theories through various policy initiatives. In the first part of this chapter, I will
examine the ‘waves’ of access to justice movements that have evolved over time. In so
doing, I will also examine the policy initiatives that have been developed in accordance
with those theoretical waves. Next, I will investigate critically the dominant practical
thesis of access to justice that has shaped much of the policy direction in access to justice.
I look at the implications that this approach has for self-represented litigants attempting
to access justice. In particular, I emphasize how this approach conflates access to legal
services with access to justice; this is grounded in serious and legitimate concerns about
the ability of individuals to represent themselves without professional legal assistance.
Finally, I will discuss a broader conceptualization of access to justice as it is
contemplated in the democratic thesis and that originates from some of the most recent
deliberations on access to justice theory. This democratic thesis frames the empirical
research undertaken in this project, both in terms of the research questions pursued and
the methodologies employed to address those questions.
The Evolution of Access to Justice Theory and Policy
In North America, approaches to thinking about access to justice have been characterized
as ‘waves’ that began subsequent to World War II.3 Much prior to this time in the late
eighteen and early nineteen hundreds, access to justice was viewed essentially as a “right
of access to judicial protection” which contemplated the formal rights an individual may
have to either assert or defend a claim.4 This approach to access to justice was consistent

3

Marc Galanter, “Access to Justice in a World of Expanding Social Capability” (2010) 37:1 Fordham Urb
LJ 115 [Galanter, “Access to Justice in a World of Expanding Social Capability”]; Mauro Cappelletti &
Garth Bryant, (eds), Access to Justice: A World Survey, vol 1 (Milan, Italy: Sitjoff & NoordhoffAlpehenaandenrijn, 1978); Albert Currie, “Riding the Third Wave: Rethinking Criminal Legal Aid within
an Access to Justice Framework”, Government of Canada.
Available online at
http://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/ccs-ajc/rr03_5/rr03_5.pdf.
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Mauro Cappelletti and Bryant Garth, eds, A World Survey, vol 1 (Milan, Italy: Tipografia MORI & C,
1978) at 6 [Cappelletti and Garth, A World Survey].
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with ‘classic legal thought’ that pervaded certain thinking about law and procedure
during the nineteenth century. In accordance with this approach, individuals as legal
subjects were viewed as “fully-constituted, self-contained actors capable of autonomous
choice” who were free to make choices within formally delineated spheres defined by
regulation. 5 Elements of this approach to procedure and dispute resolution still shape
certain current thinking about the legal process and, thus, by extension, continue to
impact how we think about the promotion of access to justice.6 In this sense, the
development and reform of theoretical approaches to access to justice were intimately
tied to theories and approaches to civil procedure.7 However, an individualist and
formalistic approach to procedure and dispute resolution and, by extension, access to
justice, fails to take account of both great inequalities that effectively prevent a majority
of citizens from accessing the justice system and the value-laden role of procedure.
Recent articulations of access to justice theory arose once it was acknowledged that it
would be necessary for the state to take steps to actively protect and promote certain civil
and social rights.8
The work of Mauro Cappelletti, Bryant Garth and others has been instrumental in
developing the characterization of access to justice in waves.9 In the course of his work
on access to justice, Cappelletti originally set out the development of access to justice
theory and policy in three broad waves. Cappelletti’s description of waves of thinking in

5

David M Trubek, “The Handmaid’s Revenge: On Reading and Using the Newer Sociology of Civil
Procedure” (1988) 51:4 Law & Contemporary Problems 111 at 112-114 [Trubek, “The Handmaid’s
Revenge”].
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For example, one of the underlying assumptions was that procedure would not impact the outcome of a
dispute but rather serve as a framework in which disputes were subjected to pre-existing rules and resolved
accordingly. In this sense, procedure was a scientific instrument that had no effect on the goals or values of
the participants using the system. See Trubek, “The Handmaid’s Revenge”, supra note 5 at 114-115.
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Trubek, “Critical Moments in Access to Justice Theory”, supra note 2 at 111.
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Cappelletti & Garth, A World Survey, supra note 4 at 7.
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In his article entitled “Access to Justice in a World of Expanding Social Capability”, Galanter attributed
the phrase ‘access to justice’ (as it is currently understood) and the expansion of its meaning to
developments made by Mauro Cappelletti during the Florence Access to Justice Project which ultimately
embodied a series of publications about access to justice. The Florence Access to Justice project cultivated
a concept of access that was expanded to include a focus on achieving justice in a variety of forums. See
Galanter, “Access to Justice in a World of Expanding Social Capability”, supra note 3 at 116.
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access were grounded in part in his work on the Florence Access to Justice Project (a
partnership between the Italian government and the Ford Foundation in the United States)
which aimed to “examine and seek solutions for the pressing problems of making justice
more accessible.”10 The work on access to justice at this time was also grounded in
various institutional changes that were occurring in the United States.11 MacDonald
expanded this characterization to provide for more recent elaborations on access to justice
theory and situate the discussion in a uniquely Canadian context.12 Different countries
developed initiatives in varying manners and time frames. Generally speaking, as the
notion of access evolved and expanded, access to a variety of different institutions and
processes, both judicial and non-judicial, were contemplated. As noted, David Trubek
argues that the theoretical framework of access of justice, which ultimately resulted in a
broad range of institutional reforms across jurisdictions, can be linked back to efforts to
change the theory of civil procedure.13 Viewed in this manner, the ‘waves of access to
justice’ can be better understood as an interaction between theoretical claims and changes
to institutional practices which in turn, led to new theoretical claims and so on.14
The first wave of access to justice saw the birth of poverty law and the
development of ‘storefront’ legal clinics that were aimed at providing legal services to
low-income individuals. In Canada, this mode of thinking led to the emergence of legal
aid initiatives that included certificate programs, duty counsel and eventually legal
clinics, some of which provided specialty legal services or addressed particular legal
needs. Beginning around 1973, there was federal funding for legal assistance programs
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K.-F. Koch, Access to Justice, An Anthropological Perspective, vol IV (Milan, Italy: Tipografia MORI &
C, 1979), at v; see also Cappelletti and Garth, A World Survey, supra note 4 at 7 in which Cappelletti notes
that the “task in this Report will be to trace the emergence and development of a new and comprehensive
approach to access problems in contemporary societies.”
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that encouraged the growth of legal aid.15 At this time, there was also a focus on
procedural rights in criminal law and the development of civil rights litigation. 16
Notwithstanding the different iterations, the focus was on providing lawyers and legal
services to those who would not otherwise be able to afford them.
In the second wave of access to justice through the 1970’s, there was a
recognition that issues within the institutional organization of the civil justice system
impacted individuals’ ability to access to justice. The judicial system’s performance
regarding the procedures used in both the criminal and civil context was scrutinized and
consequently found to be slow, inefficient and inconsistent. As a result, non-judicial
institutions and processes were established as a means of dealing with certain types of
civil claims.17 In an effort to reduce costs and enhance timely access for those in need of
specific types of remedies, this wave in thinking led to an expanded landscape of dispute
resolution mechanisms.

This included workers’ compensation boards, human rights

tribunals, and other quasi-regulatory bodies and schemes that operated outside of the
purview of the traditional justice system. While the goal during this period might have
been to provide additional means by which individuals could resolve their legal problems
outside the traditional legal system in a timely and efficient manner, the development of
these bodies and regulatory schemes did not necessarily dissuade individuals of the need
for professional legal assistance. The quasi-judicial nature of these regulatory regimes
meant that there were still many complex procedural requirements that necessitated the
need for legal assistance.

Moreover, in certain contexts, the failure to have legal

representation potentially placed the individual at a significant disadvantage. Having said
that, there was an acknowledgement of the need to develop alternative means of resolving
individuals’ legal problems. In keeping with this acknowledgement, this period also
witnessed the emergence of alternative dispute resolution processes.
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Galanter suggests that in the 1970’s, ideas about access to justice were
accompanied, as well as influenced, by the Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
movement and the dispute perspective. These fields were born of,
an expansion of accountability and remedy fostered by courts and
legislatures in the years between the end of World War II and the mid1970’s. An enlargement of remedies, an expansion of standing, abolition of
old immunities, and the promotion of civil rights provided ordinary people
with new occasions for using the courts and a greater likelihood of success
when they did.18
The dispute perspective in legal research examined how disputes were constructed
and ultimately resolved (or not resolved) within a legal framework. This body of inquiry
influenced Felstiner, Abel and Sarat’s influential work on the naming, blaming and
claiming process that occurs when individuals are confronted with an injury or problem.
A key component of this mode of analysis was the development of the litigation pyramid
that had, at its pinnacle, the small number of cases that actually proceed to the legal
system for resolution. Galanter suggests that the realization that only a small number of
disputes are resolved in the formal legal system had important implications for access to
justice theory.19 In particular, it uncovered various barriers that prevented individuals
from both identifying issues and resolving those issues. The dismantling of these barriers
became important access to justice objectives. Moreover, the development of a litigation
pyramid that highlighted the fact that only a limited number of disputes are resolved
through formal legal processes also served to raise broader questions about the purposes
and interests served by the justice system; these questions remain integral to the access to
justice agenda. In this regard, it could be said that ADR provided a partial answer to the
challenges raised by the dispute perspective, particularly as it relates to the legitimacy of
the formal dispute resolution process. MacDonald contends that the emergence of ADR
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also served to spark public legal education programs and the use of plain language as
means of demystifying law and thereby making it more accessible.20
Interestingly, as ADR was embraced by corporations and courts for its costeffectiveness and its potential for faster results as well as tailor-made solutions for the
affected parties, there was a shift in thinking about ADR as a means of enhancing access
to justice. In fact, in subsequent years, there have been critiques of ADR that challenge
the notion that it enhances access to justice.21 In her discussion of ADR, Sally Engle
Merry suggested that wealthy corporate parties and government were keen to make use of
the ADR process (and thus chose to make use of ADR initiatives) because it offered a
less time-consuming and inexpensive process, which they could abandon if it did not
work. However, for the working poor, ADR was required or at a minimum, encouraged
because “their problems were defined as undesirable or inappropriate for the courts.”22
The former group was likely able to make use of private lawyers if need required.
However, the latter group were often either without representation in the court system or
dependent on state assistance. In this regard, the argument was that certain groups were
removed from the court system and relegated to a second-class system of justice.
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Following a period that explored alternative forums as well as modes of dispute
resolution, the 1980’s saw a third wave of access to justice reforms that was focused on
issues of equality and the corresponding development of substantive measures that were
aimed at ensuring equality in legal outcomes as well as procedures.23 Most significantly,
this was influenced in Canada by the inception of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms24 (the “Charter”) in 1982. This was particularly true in the criminal context
whereby the scope of challenges to different aspects of criminal procedure was expanded
and, as a result, new iterations of rights were articulated. In this respect, legal aid in
Canada was also significantly impacted due to the increase in the number of cases being
brought before the courts.25 Notwithstanding the specific impact that the Charter had on
access to justice in the criminal context, it also had a broader impact in the sense that it
raised difficult questions about equality, the need to ensure equal access and what equal
access entailed. MacDonald maintains that this also required an equality of outcomes.
This aspect of the access agenda remains a live issue from both a theoretical as well as a
practical perspective. Ongoing questions about inequality in society are directly linked to
broader issues of marginalization and disengagement, both of which have profound
effects on individuals’ ability to access justice.
Through the 1990’s, there was a growing recognition by legal scholars that access
to justice would need to include access to non-traditional means of resolving disputes as
well as provide better access to public legal education. This would enable citizens to
understand their rights and responsibilities and potentially gain access to the law-making
processes.26 These initiatives were motivated by an acknowledgement that access needed
to include access to law-making as well as law-administering institutions and forums.
Underlying this acknowledgement was a more fundamental concern that law creation
also needed to take account of issues of access to justice. In order to do so, it was
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necessary that citizens engage in the law-making processes.27 In the Canadian context, it
was during this time that the government sought to “enhance citizen participation in
Parliamentary committees and the rule-making hearings of administrative bodies in
accordance with this expanded concept of access to justice.”28 Expanding the sites at
which it is recognized that access is both required and deeply inadequate represented an
important shift in access to justice theory. Galanter has suggested that prior to this shift,
“access to justice programs have focused on ‘unmet legal needs’” and thus, the programs
have been principally concerned with removing barriers to the existing system.29 Further
underlying this focus was the assumption that access to courts will result in access to
justice. 30

In accordance with this assumption, concepts of ‘justice’ are linked

predominantly to court processes. However, this provides for a limited conceptualization
of justice; it fails to take account of the “justice to which we seek access.”31 As society
evolves and socio-political and legal conditions change, justice becomes a moving
frontier that must be defined and re-defined by those directly impacted by either its
fulfillment or, alternatively, its failures.

In this regard, the ability to engage in

discussions about justice and how it is implemented in society become crucially
important. Thus, to the extent that law permeates significant aspects of individuals’ lives,
the ability to engage in a discourse about justice at different law sites is a crucial
component of access.
Finally, the fifth and most recent wave of access to justice theory has built on and
responded to some of the themes that have emerged over the past 30 years. The most
recent approaches to promoting access to justice contemplate an expanded notion of
access that includes access to the “official and myriad of unofficial institutions where law
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is made and administered.”32 This approach to access includes the recognition that in
order for people to be able to affect justice in their lives – a critical objective of
promoting access – citizens must be able to participate in all of the institutions were law
is made and administered.

As such, the promotion of access to justice cannot be

restricted to access to the formal court processes.

More importantly, there is an

acknowledgement that meaningful access to justice that enhances individuals’ ability to
participate in a variety of legal institutions and processes is not limited to access to legal
representation. Instead, MacDonald stated,
[i]n a liberal democracy, true access to justice requires that all people should
have an equal right to participate in every institution where law is debated,
created, found, organized, administered, interpreted and applied. This
means providing equal opportunities for the excluded to gain full access to
positions of authority within the legal system. Improving access to legal
education, to the judiciary, to the public service and the police, to
Parliament and to various law societies is now seen as the best way of
changing the system to overcome the disempowerment, disrespect and
disengagement felt by many citizens.33
A New Wave?
Following from this broader conceptualization of access to justice, the question that now
arises is whether access to justice is on the cusp of a new wave. This is shaped by existing
as well as evolving themes in access and motivated by attempts to address the challenges
stemming from a continued lack of access. I believe that there are several considerations
that may affect the emergence of this latest shift in the access to justice movement. First
of all, recent socio-legal research on access to justice, including ongoing research on the
unresolved justiciable issues of vulnerable groups,34 has highlighted the fact that there is a
32
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link between a lack of access to justice and the continued social exclusion of certain
individuals and groups within society. In his article on social exclusion and civil law,
Pascoe Pleasance states, “the existence of a defining framework of civil law applicable to
many problems of every day social life and social well-being, and the possibility for
utilizing legal services and process to reach solutions to such justiciable problems, means
that the infrastructure of civil justice today plays an important role in realizing social
justice.”35 His research on vulnerable groups underscored the fact that “the socially
excluded often face multiple problems…[and] there is a clear overlap between those
demographic characteristics associated with social exclusion and vulnerability, such as
living in temporary accommodations or being on a low income, and the experience of
justiciable problems.”36 In the Canadian context, the Canadian Bar Association’s Report
entitled “Envisioning Equal Justice” recently highlighted the significant role that access to
justice has to play in alleviating social exclusion when it was stated that,

[t]he reality today is that not everyone has meaningful access to justice
regardless of income. The justice system is aggregating, rather than
mitigating inequality. The growth in income disparity and social exclusion
is a leading public policy concern and has specific ramifications for justice
policy. Providing suitable legal advice and assistance can play a crucial role
in helping people move out of some of the worst experiences of social
exclusion. Timely intervention in a life crisis can make all the difference.37
Incorporating concerns of marginalization and social exclusion within the framework of
access to justice objectives represents a further deepening of how access to justice is both
conceptualized and reformed.38
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In accordance with the acknowledgement that access to justice has a role to play
in ameliorating social exclusion in society, there has also been a corresponding call to
ensure that access to justice takes better account of the civil justice system users’
perspectives and needs as opposed to the views and perspectives of those who work in
the civil justice system. In other words, individuals attempting to make use of the justice
system to resolve their legal issues need to be heard in terms of both designing and
administering dispute resolution processes. Most recently, the Action Committee on
Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters’ Final Report highlighted the need for a
cultural shift in both how access to justice is conceptualized and how the corresponding
reform is approached.

Specifically, one of the objectives articulated in the report

included,
…a need to change our primary focus. Too often, we focus inward on how
the system operates from the point of view of those who work in it. For
example, court processes — language, location, operating times,
administrative systems, paper and filing requirements, etc. — typically
make sense and work for lawyers, judges and court staff. They often do
not make sense or do not work for litigants. The focus must be on the
people who need to use the system. This focus must include all people,
especially members of immigrant, aboriginal and rural populations and
other vulnerable groups. Litigants, and particularly self-represented
litigants, are not, as they are too often seen, an inconvenience; they are
why the system exists. Until we involve those who use the system in the
reform process, the system will not really work for those who use it.39
This sentiment was also emphasized in the Canadian Bar Association’s report on access

legal perspective. Farrow states that “[t]o the extent that we improve how we address everyday social
issues (including legal issues) in order to provide those things that people need and want, then – in line with
a more modern view of justice – we succeed in improving access to justice. And to do so, we need to start
from the premise of what the public needs, not - at least as a starting point - what the legal system
currently can offer.” See Trevor Farrow, “A New Wave of Access to Justice Reform in Canada” in Adam
Dodek & Alice Woolley, eds, In Search of the Ethical Lawyer (Vancouver, Canada: UBC Press, 2016) 164
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to justice.40 It has been operationalized in research undertaken by Trevor Farrow who
sought to ask members of the public what they thought about concepts such as ‘access’
and ‘justice.’ Farrow’s ethnographic research project was based on the belief that “[t]he
public, which uses the system, needs to be at the centre of how we think about,
understand, and reform the system” and this was consistent with a “growing body of
public-centered access to justice literature and justice reform initiatives.”41
A user-centric approach to access to justice theory and related reform is further
consistent with the present realities of the civil justice system. One of the present
realities and most pressing issues facing the civil justice system is the increasing number
of self-represented litigants who are obligated to represent themselves within a system
that, to date, has not taken serious account of their particular needs or objectives. While
there is no question that efforts have been made to simplify court processes and reform
complex procedures, these measures have, more often than not, been shaped by those
professionals who work within the system rather than those who use the system. This
approach to reform has, in turn, underscored the continuing influence that legal
representation and legal services more generally have on the development of concepts of
access to justice and implementation of access initiatives. The continued weight afforded
to legal representation as a means of improving access to justice is now running up
against the practical reality of self-representation and the need to address this
phenomenon. Moreover, this has begun to call existing practices and approaches to
access into question. The presence of significant numbers of self-represented litigants
has also begun to challenge certain underlying assumptions about the dispute process
and, more particularly, the role of the key actors in the dispute process, including how
lawyers and judges interact with self-represented litigants. When read together, all of
these factors signal another potential shift in the access to justice movement and one that
contains the possibility of fundamentally challenging certain accepted understandings of
what access entails.
40
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These broader concepts of access to justice theory form part of the framework for
the present analysis of self-representation and the role of self-help legal initiatives in
promoting access to justice. While this approach to access to justice represents a broader
concept of what access should entail, there is still a tension between this broader concept
as expressed by the democratic thesis, which contemplates participation in a variety of
legal and political institutions that impact individuals’ lives, and a concept of access as
described by the practical thesis, which is focused on providing individuals with access to
lawyers and legal services as a means of obtaining justice.
The Practical Thesis of Access to Justice
Despite very recent shifts in access to justice theory that have begun to take account of
the role of citizen participation in various legal and political forums, the ‘waves’ of
access theory and policy that have developed over the past 60 years have tended to
assume that participation by individuals is best achieved through improved access to legal
representation that, in turn, promoted access to institutionalized dispute resolution
processes.42 It was further assumed that if, “we increase people’s access to courts and
tribunals by lowering wait times, making trials more efficient, and to the extent that we
increase the availability of lawyers, perhaps by increasing the number of lawyers who can
practice law in a given jurisdiction or decreasing what they charge, we increase access to
justice.”43 The predominant paradigm about what access should include and how access
achieves justice has largely focused on the belief that access to lawyers will assist
individuals in getting a better outcome; a better outcome was typically defined as justice
within the particular context of the individuals’ cases. Notwithstanding whether the
lawyer pursued the client’s interests as the client saw fit, the assumption was that
representation by a lawyer allowed the individual to participate fully in the legal
system.44 These assumptions have continued to influence the development of the ‘waves’
of access to justice over the past 60 years. In this regard, the continued focus on legal
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representation calls the metaphor of the ‘wave’ into question.45 Specifically, to the extent
that a focus on legal representation—present in the earliest conceptualizations of
access—has continued to influence thinking about access to justice and direct the reform
initiatives, it cannot be said that each new development in access is like a wave. This is
particularly true when it is considered that, once a wave has reached its peak, it recedes
and is ultimately replaced by another one.46 In the example of access to justice, this has
not been the case. To the extent that there have been different iterations about the points
of access, certain dominant views about how best to enhance access have continued to
shape access policy.
Underlying this paradigm are certain assumptions about what people are believed
to want from the legal system. 47 The first assumption is that individuals’ only desire is to
win their case. A further assumption is that the formal justice system represents the
complete landscape of access to justice and that access to the formal legal system (with
the assistance of lawyers) can affect justice in people’s lives. This is perhaps more
problematic than the first assumption because there is an underlying belief that “existing
law is substantively just” and individuals, once unencumbered by procedural barriers to
the formal legal system, will be in a position to obtain justice.48 This belief fails to take
account of the political nature of attempting to obtain justice and also serves to underplay
the importance of obtaining access to the many other institutions (e.g., legislatures) where
law is constituted and the possibilities of obtaining justice delineated. Instead, citizens
are limited to participating in formal legal institutions by way of professional agents who
re-construct their issues, problems and struggles within a legal framework that those
45
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same individuals had no part in constructing and little opportunity to reform. The result
is a very limited ability of citizens to engage in discussions about and ultimately define
concepts of justice that have direct bearing on their lives.
The adherence to a conceptualization of access to justice as access to formal legal
institutions with the assistance of legal representation has also shaped the thinking about
how access is achieved. In particular, it assumes that the removal of certain types of
barriers will improve individuals’ ability to obtain access to justice.

MacDonald

categorized certain of these barriers as being ‘material.’ These include access to the
physical institutions such as courts, administrative agencies and court offices, and are
further focused on the delay, cost and complexity of legal processes and institutions. In
addition, barriers to access are also characterized as ‘subjective’ in the sense that certain
justice-seekers (i.e., non-white, female, and poor individuals) do not see themselves as
able to access the formal legal institutions.49 However, taking a step back from these
categories of barriers, it is important to take note of the fact that the equation of access to
justice with access to legal representation in formal legal institutions represents a
particular barrier for individuals who self-represent. If it is assumed that access to legal
representation provides for access to justice, then it may also be assumed that selfrepresented litigants (who proceed without legal representation) will be unable to access
justice.

Given the ever-increasing number of individuals who are compelled or,

alternatively, choose to represent themselves, these assumptions about how access is
achieved (i.e., the removal of barriers) represent a hollow account of access to justice and
one that fails to take account of more deeply-rooted barriers to access.
The Crisis in Access to Justice
In recent years, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of individuals who
either choose or are compelled to address a legal issue without the assistance of legal
representation. This dramatic increase is reflective of even more troubling statistics that
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reveal a serious lack of access to justice in Canada manifest in unmet legal needs.50
Specifically, statistical data in Canada suggests that approximately 12 million people will
experience at least one legal problem in a given three-year period.51 Underlying this
statistic is the fact that many individuals do not identify or characterize their problem as
‘justiciable’ or seek assistance in addressing the problem, even if they are able to identify
the issue as legal in nature.52 One of the consequences in this regard is that a significant
portion of the population may be unaware of the rights they hold as citizens, unable to
exercise their rights and/or recognize those same rights in other citizens; all of which is
inconsistent with the principles underlying a democratic society. Research has further
demonstrated that unresolved legal problems can lead to further and more complicated
legal problems, as well as lead to other types of socio-economic problems.53 Moreover,
given the increasingly long “reach of law” into individuals’ daily lives and the significant
socio-political role that legal institutions play in our society,54 the inability of citizens to
identify and address legal problems signifies a critical disengagement by significant
portions of the population. Thus, the consequence of not addressing these problems can
be profound.
In Canada, it is believed that approximately “50% of people try to solve their
problems on their own with no or minimal legal or authoritative non-legal assistance.”55
In certain legal contexts such as family law, the percentages are significantly higher.56 In
these circumstances, individuals do not retain a lawyer to address their legal matter on
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their behalf. However, a certain percentage of self-represented individuals seek out
various forms of legal advice or sources of legal information that will help them to
address their problem and maneuver through the legal system.
Prior to examining the underlying reasons that individuals may have for
addressing their legal problem without legal representation, there is a preliminary issue
raised in the access to justice literature regarding the appropriate nomenclature respecting
individuals who manage their own legal matter without legal counsel.57 It has been
suggested that the term ‘self-represented’ is preferable to ‘unrepresented.’ The latter
connotes a lack of representation due to an insufficiency of financial resources, which, in
turn, conveys negative images of the litigants that follow them through the civil justice
system. In contrast, Rollie Thompson suggests that ‘unrepresented litigant’ is the more
accurate term because unrepresented litigants “would like to have a lawyer but can’t
afford or find one. The ‘self-represented’ might be able to afford a lawyer, but don't want
one or can’t keep one.” 58 According to these understandings, the ‘unrepresented
litigants’ category would likely represent the overwhelming number of non-lawyers in
the civil justice system. However, it is important to note that the term ‘self-represented’
is not without negative connotations and the assumptions that come with such
connotations. 59

Julie MacFarlane offers a different interpretation of the relevant

nomenclature on self-represented litigants.

She states that the term ‘unrepresented’

suggests a level of intention and choice to appear without a lawyer that mischaracterizes
the motives of the vast majority of the respondents in her study. MacFarlane further
asserts that the decision to adopt the term “self-represented” as a generic term throughout
her Report is reflective of the conclusions of the Lord Chancellor’s Civil Justice Council
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Working Group in the United Kingdom.

This group rejected the use of the term

“unrepresented” saying that it assumes that the “norm is representation by lawyers and
this assumption can no longer be made.”60 Moreover, in its report on self-represented
litigants in England and Wales, the Civil Justice Council acknowledged that there were
important considerations underlying the change in nomenclature from ‘litigant in person’
to self-represented litigant. The Report states that two general points about language lay
behind this change.

First, there is the importance of using language that those

representing themselves will recognize; plain language as opposed to legal terminology.
Second, there is an obligation to use language that both emphasizes that representation of
a party does not only exist when there is a lawyer, as well as acknowledges that the terms
employed do not imply a deficiency in the fact of self-representation.61 Finally, the
Canadian Judicial Council’s Statement of Principles on self-represented litigants makes
note that the term self-represented litigant is
used to describe persons who appear without representation. The use of
the term is not meant to suggest inferences about the reasons the individual
is without representation, nor the quality of their self-representation, and
recognizes that some individuals prefer to represent themselves.62
Data collected from several socio-legal research projects in the field of access to
justice indicates that the main reason that individuals represent themselves relates to their
inability to pay for legal representation.63 While the self-representation phenomenon is
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not entirely new, the scale and scope of self-representation has increased dramatically.64
Data suggest that this trend will continue as legal fees are priced out of the reach of more
individuals. The result is that individuals are compelled to represent themselves. The
further consequence is a concept of self-representation that is at odds with the traditional
practice of law and the legal institutions that were designed by and for lawyers and
judges.65 More specifically, a lack of knowledge, experience and skills about both the
legal processes and institutions place self-represented litigants at a serious disadvantage
when acting on their own. This, in turn, limits individuals’ access to justice.66 In the
preamble to its statement of principles on self-represented litigants and accused persons,
the Canadian Judicial Council acknowledges that self-represented litigants both face and
present special challenges that necessitate efforts to ensure that “self-represented litigants
are provided with fair access and equal treatment by the court.”67
As noted, various socio-legal studies have indicated that the most notable reason
that individuals represent themselves relates to an inability to afford legal
representation.68 In this regard, the research reveals that a disproportionate percentage of
self-represented litigants are either low or moderate-income individuals for whom the
costs of legal services are out of reach.

Recent empirical research in Canada has

identified various characteristics of self-represented litigants which include individuals
with a lack of social resources (such as low income, low education levels and/or low
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literacy), individuals living with social barriers (such as mental or physical challenges,
language or cultural barriers), individuals living in remote areas as well as individuals
that are unable to find a lawyer or lose their lawyer in the course of a lengthy case.69
Moreover, research by Balmer in England and Wales has suggested that inaction among
certain groups (e.g. low and moderate income individuals) was also connected to the
individual’s level of awareness regarding legal rights: data indicated a link between
greater awareness of legal rights and higher income levels.70 Similar conclusions have
been made as a result of research data collected in Canada.71 However, more recent
research has suggested that increased levels of income do not necessarily mean that
individuals are less likely to either suffer justiciable issues or represent themselves when
faced with a legal problem. 72

In their article on justiciable problems and the

corresponding use of lawyers, Pascoe Pleasance and Nigel Balmer stated that, while the
type of legal problem experienced may be different as between individuals of different
income levels, research data collected from Canada, New Zealand, England and Wales
among other jurisdictions demonstrated that low-income is most associated with
problems of welfare and housing. In contrast, individuals with higher income are likely
to experience problems as owner-occupiers, issues of employment or consumer
problems.73 Thus, while the type of problem faced may differ, the pervasiveness of law
in “contemporary bureaucratic societies” means that a significant majority of individuals,
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including middle-income individuals, have justiciable issues that they cannot afford to
retain a lawyer to address.74 Even in the case of individuals who start out by hiring legal
representatives, they may ultimately become self-represented as the retainer paid upfront
to the lawyer runs out and the legal matter remains outstanding.
As a result of these factors, individuals may offer three responses: take no action
to try and resolve their problem, thereby ‘lumping’ the problem;75 attempt to take some
action on their own; or try and find some limited assistance that includes other forms of
legal services.76 Moreover, while it is assumed that individuals falling within the middleincome category may be in a better position to secure some form of legal assistance other
than legal representation, these alternative forms of legal services often provide a
patchwork remedy at best. For example, individuals may be able to access self-help
resources, information centres (e.g. the family law information centres), specialty legal
clinics (e.g. the Family Legal Health Program at the Hospital for Sick Kids), as well as
duty counsel in certain courts (e.g. the amicus curiae program at the Ontario Court of
Appeal). However, these services tend to work independently of each other. Thus,
individuals are unlikely to obtain complete or comprehensive assistance when attempting
to resolve their legal issue. Compounding the patchwork nature of available services is
the fact that certain of the legal services available have income limits and are not
accessible to those in a middle-income bracket.77 As a result of these circumstances,
many low- as well as middle-income individuals are compelled to proceed alone and in
so doing, navigate the justice system without legal assistance.
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Notwithstanding that a significant number of individuals become self-represented
out of financial need, it is also important to acknowledge that a certain percentage of
individuals may choose to represent themselves for other reasons.78 A recent study on
legal needs in Ontario found that approximately one-third of low- and middle-income
individuals surveyed indicated that they would prefer to settle their legal matter
themselves with appropriate advice. This did not necessarily mean with the assistance of
a legal representative.79 This decision to self-represent can be based on a variety of
considerations. For example, individuals may believe that the legal matter is simple
enough to be handled without a lawyer’s involvement. In this sense, the type and/or size
of the legal matter will impact the individual’s decision to seek legal representation.80 In
the American context, Deborah Rhode contends that the growth in self-representation
has, in part, resulted from increased consumer consciousness coupled with cutbacks in
government-subsidized legal assistance. 81 This growth has, in turn, led to more interest
in the concept of self-help strategies and the corresponding expansion of ‘do-it-yourself’
legal documents and online programs that individuals can access from a variety of
different sources.
With respect to the latter, a recent development in dispute resolution theory and
practice that reflects this shift toward self-help is the growth of online dispute resolution
(ODR) processes. 82 ODR processes contemplate the use of technology to create
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platforms and processes on the Internet through which individuals attempt to resolve their
dispute. While these initiatives are still in their infancy, it is possible that ODR processes
could provide an additional opportunity for self-represented litigants to participate
directly in the resolution of their legal dispute. Its original use by entities such as Ebay
and Amazon, was in the context of e-commerce whereby consumers could resolve
disputes that arose in the course of transactions that occurred over the Internet. However,
the ability to resolve disputes online through a combination of electronic submissions and
real-time exchanges between disputants is consistent with conceptualizations of self-help
that support individuals in resolving their disputes directly and without legal
representation. Rather than simply automating traditional disputes processes, ODR seeks
to “create new processes using technology.”83 In this sense, ODR could incorporate
processes that are reflective of self-represented litigants’ abilities and experiences (as
opposed to those developed and administered by lawyers), and in so doing, provide selfhelp services that encourage individuals’ participation in these new processes. Moreover,
the fact that individuals would be able to engage online rather than be physically present
in a courtroom could also serve to alleviate certain challenges faced by self-represented
litigants living in remote areas or otherwise encountering physical barriers to access.

Alternatively, individuals may decide to represent themselves because they have
lost confidence in the ability of members of the legal profession to represent their
interests. 84 A recent report of the Canadian Bar Association suggested for some
individuals who might otherwise be in a position to afford legal representation, the
decision not to hire a lawyer was based in part on the individual’s distrust of lawyers
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and/or a confidence in her own ability to represent herself in the legal system.85 In the
American context, statistical data collected from various studies on self-represented
litigants in the United States confirmed that, while financial concerns were the
predominant reason for not hiring a lawyer, individuals also expressed concerns over
delays caused by lawyers, as well as distrust in lawyers.86
In another regard, empirical research has suggested that the decision to selfrepresent is for certain litigants a means of compelling the court to address the issues as
defined by the litigant rather than the lawyer. In examining the decision to self-represent,
Scott Barclay distinguished between what might be a ‘successful legal decision’ and a
‘sound legal decision’. If litigants are aware that their choice may result in losing the
case, the decision to self-represent in order to ensure that the issues as they see them are
before the court rather than how a lawyer may characterize the issue, may not be
successful, but it can constitute a sound decision.87 The idea that individuals would
decide to represent themselves in order to ensure that their voice is heard has important
implications for how access to justice is conceptualized and how the types of initiatives
that are aimed at ensuring individuals are heard are developed and implemented.
Given these different accounts of why individuals might decide to represent
themselves, the traditional focus on access to justice as being about how to increase
access to lawyers may be quite different when looked at from the public’s standpoint.
Instead, what might be needed is a greater emphasis on achieving justice rather than
achieving more access to lawyers.88 This shift in priorities is consistent with the most
recent wave of access to justice theory and policy that is more focused on direct
85
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engagement by individuals in the legal process that affects their lives. In this regard,
there would be a corresponding shift away from strict reliance on traditional modes of
legal representation and a move toward more varied means and forums for accessing
justice. Individuals would have a better say and be heard and, in so doing, participate
directly in the development of both a theory and practice of justice. Rhode further
suggests that a focus on achieving justice, as opposed to a focus on increasing legal
representation, further contemplates providing individuals with the means to address
legal problems in ways that are “timely, fair and affordable.”89 This may ultimately
envisage individuals pursuing their own legal strategies.
In addition to addressing the reasons underlying individuals’ decision to represent
themselves, two of the main themes in the literature on self-representation relate to the
significant challenges that self-represented litigants face when representing themselves,
as well as the impact that self-represented litigants have on the administration of the
justice system. For a significant portion of self-represented litigants, the challenge lies in
being able to represent themselves within a professionalized and complex justice
system.90 This challenge is rooted in certain assumptions about the reality of the existing
adversarial system, the role of the professionals within the adversarial system, the right of
opposing parties to a timely resolution of disputes, and the associated need for the justice
system to run in an efficient and timely manner.91
The Democratic Thesis of Access to Justice
Given the growing numbers of self-represented litigants in the civil justice system and the
challenges they face, it is necessary to revisit the efficacy of the existing waves of access
to justice theory and the corresponding implications for access to justice policy. An
important element of this examination is the need to take critical account of some of the
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underlying ideas about what constitutes access, why access is important, and for whom
access is pursued. As I have sought to insist, one of the manifestations of this reexamination involves reference to the more basic debate about the underlying premises of
access to justice—is the goal to provide individuals with legal representation so that they
may assert legal rights and resolve legal problems in a favourable manner (the practical
thesis) or is it to enhance their direct engagement with a variety of law-making
institutions and processes such that they are able to participate in and ultimately affect
concepts of justice relevant to their lives (the democratic thesis). My discussion about
and research on access to justice is premised on the democratic thesis of access to justice.
In accordance with this broader approach to access to justice, the means by which an
individual participates span a continuum from self-representation through to
representation with the assistance of lawyers whose ambition and expertise are directed
toward encouraging clients to share in the decision-making processes that affect them. In
the course of engaging in the decision-making processes that affect them, individuals are
able participate in a discourse about justice and further develop certain practical skills,
which facilitate additional participation.

Unlike the practical thesis, which is more

narrowly focused on achieving a specific outcome in a particular legal matter with the
assistance of legal representation, the democratic thesis is more broadly focused on
encouraging individuals’ engagement in law-making and law-administering institutions.
Importantly, the result would be the “returning of official law to ordinary people.”92
This broader conceptualization of access to justice is further premised on a belief
that there are a significant number of individuals in society who are disengaged from lawmaking processes, whether these processes take place in the legal system or through the
legislatures. Moreover, the present reality for many citizens living in highly bureaucratic
societies is that law permeates a broad range of activities in their lives. However, they
have little say in how laws that impact them are either constituted or administered. As a
result of this continuing disengagement, many individuals are not provided with any
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opportunity to contribute to definitions of justice relevant to their lives.93 If the political
and legal institutions that govern individuals’ lives are to remain legitimate and relevant,
it is important that those ultimately affected by the decision-making processes in these
institutions are able to participate in the relevant decision-making processes. Otherwise,
there remains a continuing disconnect between citizens and the laws to which they are
subject such that democracy is weakened and de-legitimized. For these reasons, it is
important to democratize law and re-enlist individuals in defining both law and justice in
their own language. This applies fully and squarely to access to justice.
Aside from the theoretical considerations, there is also a practical reality that
underscores this broader conceptualization of access. Not only are there not enough legal
professionals to address all of the legal issues that individuals’ experience, but there are a
wide variety of relationships and issues that individuals would likely prefer to mediate
outside of formal legal frameworks. Finally, it is arguable that an attempt to provide
legal representation of this nature without substantial reform of the existing system of
dispute resolution would potentially cause the existing legal system to collapse in on
itself both in terms of delay and volume of matters litigated.
I have emphasized that part of the explanation for a move toward a broader
conceptualization of access to justice also lies in the corresponding shift away from
reliance on the traditional dispute resolution process as the exclusive means by which
individuals are able to obtain justice. This shift is derived, in part, from the earlier waves
of access that influenced the development of ADR. MacDonald characterized this as a
movement to de-judicialize and de-institutionalize justice. Merry and Harrington suggest
that some of the early motivations underlying the development of alternative dispute
resolution included ideas about community building, participation and empowering
individuals to handle conflict at a local level. All of these benefits are thought to assist in
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disabusing citizens of the assumption that justice was imposed on the citizenry by the
state.94
While subject to certain criticisms, alternative dispute resolution processes
potentially provide individuals with an opportunity to have a more ‘direct say’ in the
process as opposed to being passive bystanders in the context of the traditional court
system.

Carrie Menkel-Meadow suggests that this can facilitate greater democratic

participation in the sense that, “some forms of facilitated settlement, including mediation,
mini-trials, and some settlement conferences, involve greater, rather than lesser,
participation from the actual disputants, ‘control’ of the dispute by the parties involved
may make some forms of dispute resolution more responsive to the parties, rather than
professionals’ interests.”95 This is, again, contrasted with the passive role traditionally
played by non-lawyers in the legal system. On this basis, alternative dispute resolution
processes provide a means by which individuals may have the opportunity to participate
directly in the resolution of their own dispute and, in the course of doing so, become
more accepting of the resolution.96 In her article on the level and scope of participation
in mediation and court processes respectively, Christine Harrington also suggests that the
flexible and accommodative nature of mediation allows account to be taken of individual
histories and circumstances, which in turn, allows for participatory problem-solving by
the parties.97 While such processes may not provide for individuals’ participation in the
articulation of public norms of justice, Menkel-Meadow offers an alternative and
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democratic interpretation of the settlement derived in an alternative dispute resolution in
which, “[s]settlement (and its sometimes rejection of law) could just as easily be seen as a
democratic expression of individual justice where rules made for the aggregate would
either be unjust, or simply irrelevant to the achievement of justice in individual cases.”98
Again, this is contrasted with the formal adjudicatory process whereby ostensibly neutral
general principles are imposed on the parties in the form of a judgment rendered by the
adjudicator.99 In light of these considerations, one of the key lessons that may be learned
from the ADR movement and subsequently applied in the context of a broader
conceptualization of access is the centering of the individual (rather than the professional)
in the decision-making and problems-solving process. In this way, such processes are
consistent with the democratic thesis of access.
For the purposes of my research project, an examination of the tension between
the broader ‘democratic’ concept of access and a concept that has focused on ‘practical’
legal outcomes facilitated by legal professionals is situated within a study of the role of
legal self-help in assisting self-represented litigants. This context provides a useful site at
which to examine the objectives and merits of the different concepts of access from the
perspective of the self-represented litigant. In so doing, it may be possible to evaluate
critically the legitimacy of a broader conceptualization that takes account of selfrepresented litigants’ ability and willingness to engage in legal and political processes.
This critical evaluation is made possible, in part, by the fact that there are valid practical
concerns associated with self-represented parties’ ability to participate meaningfully in a
judicial system that is designed by and for lawyers and judges. Arguably, the legal
process as it has been developed and administered historically has not been conducive to
participation by non-lawyers.100 “Is the
However, if the benefits derived from the adoption of a broader conceptualization of
access are worth pursuing (and it is my view that such goals are not only worthwhile, but
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necessary for a more robust democratic society), then it is imperative that the existing
system be critically examined with a view to adopting a broader concept of access. Thus,
to the extent that access to justice initiatives promote direct engagement by citizens in the
decisions that affect them (an example of which is self-help), it is important that existing
court systems and procedures, as well as the key players in that system, be assessed from
the perspective of civil justice system’s users. The ultimate ambition is to reshape and
support a process that better facilitates participation.101
Conclusion
The historical evolution of access to justice as both a theoretical approach and policy
initiative has been shaped by a variety of concerns that include individuals’ ability to
assert legal rights and the fair administration of justice. One of the predominant forces in
this evolutionary process has been the role of the legal representative, both in terms of
shaping the conceptualization of access and in facilitating or controlling individuals’
access to justice.

However, more recent thinking about access has questioned the

dominant role played by lawyers: it has begun to explore the role that the ordinary citizen
can and should play in the creation and operation of law that is more consistent with
principles of democracy. The recent rise in the numbers of self-represented litigants in
the civil justice system has concretized the need to explore this question in a more urgent
fashion. As a result, my project aims to examine a broader concept of access to justice
within the particular context of self-represented litigants’ experiences participating in the
civil justice system. However, prior to engaging in that examination, it will be important
to explore the more general objectives and merits of a participatory approach to
democracy that might inform a broader conceptualization of access. This exploration
will also need to take account of the particular challenges that the civil justice system
poses in respect of direct citizen engagement.

Consequently, the next chapter will

examine the concept of participatory democracy and the role of law in a democracy.
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CHAPTER 3
DEMOCRACY AND LAW
The modern era is one in which private law and public law regulate a broad range
of everyday activities of life. Many aspects of citizens’ lives and the problems that they
experience in a modern bureaucratic society incorporate a legal dimension.1 Elements of
personal injury, consumer relations, and debt as well as almost all areas of economic and
social interaction are regulated by the law. In a common law system, decisions about
familial relationships, housing and employment, social benefits and immigration matters
made in the traditional legal institutions such as the civil law courts, as well as various
regulatory and administrative regimes, are just some of the types of decisions that can
affect individuals’ daily lives in significant ways.2 In this sense, courts and tribunals
“create a body of law that directly governs and indirectly guides, through both the full
light and the shadow of the common law, much of what we do in our daily lives,
including both individuals and corporate actions.”3 Moreover, in many instances the
matters encompassed by these areas of law can affect the “cohesiveness and inclusiveness
of the bonds that tie people together as both members of a community and as citizens
more generally.”4 Notwithstanding the pervasiveness of civil law in our society and the
impact of its creation and administration on our lives, the reality is that citizens are too
often bystanders in such matters; they are either represented by lawyers, and/or required
to resolve civil law problems themselves without the assistance of legal representation.
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In effect, the history of court processes and the development of law within these court
processes has involved a stylized conversation between elite judges and lawyers: ordinary
citizens were typically excluded and, even if included, had little familiarity or dexterity
with its routines. The development of the regulatory state has, in certain ways, provided
avenues for individual members of society to engage more directly with the laws and
regulations that impact their lives. However, not unlike the traditional court processes
settings, many tribunal settings are attempting to address the fact that these forums are
either replete with legal representatives and/or encountering an increased presence of
unrepresented individuals.

The consequence of this is to raise questions about the

fairness and workability of the regulatory procedures.5
The essence of democracy is that it engages ordinary people in government and
governance.6 It contemplates a “regime of popular self-government which not only
allows for, but relies upon participation by citizens in the formulation and enactment of
laws that govern their lives.”7 In its strong incarnation, democracy encompasses “politics
in the participatory mode where conflict is resolved in the absence of an independent
ground through a participatory process of ongoing, proximate self-legislation and the
creation of a political community capable of transforming dependent, private individuals
into free citizens and private interests into public goods.”8 In furthering a concept of
strong democracy, the question that arises is how best to increase the scope and nature of
individuals’ participation in the institutions, processes and decision-making that impacts
their lives.
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In the first part of this chapter, I examine the fundamental principles of
participatory democracy, including a brief discussion of the objectives, as well as
benefits, associated with meaningful citizen participation. Following this discussion, the
next section of this chapter will analyze the role of law and legal institutions, including
both their law-making and law-administering functions, within a democracy and the
corresponding significance of adopting a participatory approach to both functions. In
light of the important role that law plays within a democracy, this chapter will then
explore how access to justice might further democratic participation in these important
legal processes, particularly within the civil justice system. At this stage, an access to
justice project in Connecticut will be used as a means of examining the ways in which
participation may be fostered and the benefits potentially derived from a participatory
approach to access to justice theory. These benefits include the democratization of law
and the creation of a new legal vernacular that is more consistent with and relevant to
individuals’ lives. Finally, this chapter will outline some of the challenges associated
with the promotion of more and better participation within the civil justice system.
Democracy and Participation
Democracy in a participatory mode is not simply about conducting free elections in
which every citizen is provided with the opportunity to vote. Rather, it involves a
“diffuse and urgent hope that the people themselves can become moral and political
actors in the civic fabric of our society.”9 Subject to casting votes in regularly scheduled
elections, citizens in a representative system of democracy do not directly participate in
the creation of the laws and policies that govern them. As a result, they become the
“passive constituents of representatives, who, far from reconstituting the citizens’ aims
and interests, usurp their civic function and deflect their civic energies.”10
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By contrast, participation requires that citizens regularly and frequently engage in
debate, deliberation and decision-making respecting the development of policy and
deployment of power that impacts their collective lives. Drawing on Habermas’ theories,
Finlayson suggests that political systems work well when the decision-making processes
are porous to the input of civil society and there are channels through which members of
civil society can provide public opinion that influences and impacts policy.11 From a
theoretical standpoint, there is a presumption that communication, dialogue and
deliberation by citizens and decision-makers together can produce better and more
legitimate outcomes.12
The assumption is not that citizens, as opposed to elected officials, will resolve all
of the complicated issues that face modern democratic societies. Rather, it is that citizens
will participate through dialogue and deliberation. In so doing, they develop public ends
that reflect the concerns and needs of the citizenry, including collective normative
concepts, such as justice and equality, and the promotion of positive social change.13
While it is not assumed that individuals will always agree about the definition of public
norms or public ends and about how such norms may be adopted and implemented within
the fabric of society, it is assumed that the ability to participate in the discussion and
delineation of such norms encourages and strengthens individual empowerment. This is
due to the fact that as individuals contribute to the dialogue, are heard and their views and
concerns are reflected in the resulting articulation of public ends, they experience a sense
of connectedness and engagement that is further empowering on an individual scale.
Moreover, the development of public ends and the expression of collective normative
values is consistent with a community that is engaged in acts of collective self-
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government as opposed to representative government or, alternatively, a political system
that is focused almost exclusively on individual needs.
In light of the objectives associated with political participation (i.e., the
encouragement of individual empowerment, development of community and a greater
citizen engagement in a wide variety of decision-making processes), the question that
arises is whether these objectives are achievable within a representative democracy.
Typically, in a representative democracy, the elected politicians are entrusted to
determine what is in the public’s interest. As such, there is often assumed to be little or
no further need for citizen engagement once the electoral process is complete.14 From a
practical standpoint, this approach can be particularly significant in respect of policies
that require that citizens play an active role in the administration of specific policy
initiatives, such as disease control and environmental protection.15 To the extent that,
beyond the electoral process, individuals are disengaged and disaffected, there are serious
questions about the legitimacy of resulting laws and regulations; there are also questions
about the implementation and operation of those laws.

However, an even more

substantive critique of large-scale representative democracies calls into question the
validity of a political system in which the “masses are relegated to voting for
representatives, joining interest groups (few of which have adopted internal participatory
procedures), and providing the elites with new recruits.” 16

Acknowledging the

difficulties associated with direct democracy in a large and pluralistic society, Susan
Lawrence questions the validity of modern democratic theory that has abandoned an
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educative/community-building function in favour of this reliance on political elites and
limited citizen engagement in the political decision-making processes. In this regard,
there is a critical distinction between individuals merely “having a vote” in a
representative democracy and individuals also “having a say” in the matters that affect
them pursuant to the principles of participatory democracy.17
Drawing on the work of classic democratic theorists, such as Rousseau and Mill,
Carole Pateman articulated certain principles of participatory democracy. She ultimately
concluded that a theory of participatory democracy is built on a central assertion that
individuals and institutions cannot be considered in isolation from one another.18 In
further reflecting on classic conceptualizations of participatory democracy, Susan
Lawrence has, more recently, suggested that a mutual dependence of each citizen on
others creates a sense of belonging to a community that, in turn, serves as a mechanism
for community-building and self-government.19
Thus, not only are individuals and institutions inter-related, but so too are those
individuals within a community.

Theories of empowerment characterize this inter-

relatedness as two sides of the same coin; personal empowerment occurs at a level of
consciousness that requires internal strengths, while political empowerment necessitates
organizational conditions that enable the individual to exercise her new abilities as an
empowered citizen. 20 Thus, participation requires that an individual obtain certain
training or skills and also be in a position to access the appropriate forum or institutional
setting in which to exercise those skills.
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Empowerment as an Antecedent to Participation
Individual empowerment plays a crucial role in a participatory democracy. It works both
in terms of an individual’s ability to initiate participation as well as engage in ever greater
and more frequent types of participation. In particular, individual empowerment is a
necessary prerequisite for open debate and the exchange of ideas; both of these are
integral to meaningful participation.

Elisheva Sadan contends that individual

empowerment results in the enhanced ability to participate, an ability to cope with
frustrations, and a desire to influence decision-making processes. 21 This sense of
individual empowerment begins on a personal level with the advent of self-confidence
and self-efficacy; this is associated with enhanced skills, abilities, access to resources,
and knowledge. Moreover, Sadan contends that because an individual’s self-perception
is based on their experiences and achievements in their lives, there is a positive
relationship between the “development of self-confidence and reinforcement of personal
ability.”22 The accumulation of these attributes contributes to the further ability and
willingness to engage in the social world.

This does not mean that empowered

individuals will automatically obtain more political power. Rather, by being empowered,
individuals can become enabled-participants in a variety of political and democratic
forums and decision-making processes.23 As such, personal empowerment becomes a
necessary precondition for meaningful participation in a variety of different contexts.
In answering the question of how greater citizen participation might evolve,
Pateman suggests that there is a need for the social training of citizens in the ways of
democracy in order to ensure that citizens are able to maximize their participation within
21
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a democracy.

She envisions this training as occurring in many different spheres of

society and involving ever-greater acts of participation. The benefit of participating in
different social and political spheres is that the individual develops “attitudes and
psychological qualities” that, in turn, foster further participation.24 Thus, one of the
significant functions and effects of democratic participation is educative. Participation
serves as a “learning process that educates citizens with the skills needed to sustain
democracy”, including the skills necessary to both engage in political processes and be
effective in those same processes. As individuals participate in making decisions and
solving problems, they learn in an experiential manner and this leads to further changes
in behaviour, confidence and leadership.
From a participatory perspective, each encounter by a citizen provides an
opportunity for that individual to gain self-confidence and knowledge of the community
around them. This inculcates the capacity to negotiate and deliberate which spills over
from one area of life to another.

This ‘spill-over’ has a cumulative effect on the

individual’s ability and potential willingness to engage in different forums.25 Of course,
this characterization presupposes that participation is both meaningful and productive.26
Individuals also gain practice asserting democratic skills, which potentially provide them
with the confidence to participate in ever more complex spheres of decision-making. As
this happens, participation becomes self-sustaining because individuals voluntarily
continue to use the skills and information obtained to engage further in debate and
deliberation about the laws and policies that affect them. 27

Democracy is then

strengthened by the fact that input from citizens and the resulting decision-making is
derived from wide and frequent participation. This, in turn, further empowers individuals
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and allows them to expand the nature and scope of their participation.28 As individuals
participate positively and meaningfully in decision-making processes that impact their
lives, the argument is that they will be more willing to engage further in dialogue and
deliberation and in more diverse contexts. Thus, there are educative benefits associated
with learning from participation in public spheres that potentially carry forward for the
individual as well as broader community. In the context of self-represented litigants
compelled to engage directly with the decision-making processes in the civil justice
system, one of the questions becomes whether individuals’ experiences are educative in
the positive sense of providing them with participatory skills, information, knowledge
and confidence such that they are able to further participate in other decision-making
processes. Another more fundamental question that arises is whether self-represented
litigants’ experiences participating in the civil justice system will ultimately encourage or
discourage further and broader participation in other contexts.
A key component of this process involves the individual as a citizen in the
political sense. In this regard, citizenship is learned through “education, socialization,
exposure to politics, public life and day-to-day experiences.” 29 Benjamin Barber
distinguishes between masses (as in ‘government of the masses’) and citizens. While
masses do not govern themselves, citizens self-govern through participatory processes
and evolve as they engage in deliberation and decision-making processes .30 Within a
theory of participatory democracy, citizenship requires more than voting from the
individual members of society; it requires that individuals actively engage in creating and
implementing the political and legal rules and processes that shape their lives and the
lives of their communities.

This concept of participation necessarily entails direct

deliberation, direct action and direct contribution.
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In this sense, ‘strong democracy’ is defined as a means of resolving conflict
through a participatory process that engages citizens in a political community.31 Barber’s
definition of a strong democracy contemplates a public element to citizenship that obliges
individuals to think and act in common. However, the kind of participation contemplated
in a strong democracy exists on a small scale, as well as a national political scale, in
terms of issue, forum and/or geography.

In fact, the small-scale focus of much

participation offers a sense of connectedness because people are more likely to be
comfortable engaging in dialogue and reaching sustainable solutions on a local level, as
opposed to being thrust in to large national forums where the issues and policy choices
can be quite complex.32
In this regard, the local realm can arguably become one of the important sites at
which to learn and develop collective action by cultivating “face-to-face settings and
manageably sized groups in which people talk, listen and think, and act together.”33 The
argument made by Jaime Lee regarding the potential for the new governance model to
support marginalized voices is based, in part, on the belief that even rare opportunities for
incremental change assist in alleviating deeply entrenched marginalization. For instance,
small, localized, examples of engaged decision-making can support “learning by doing”
which is then potentially applied in different contexts.34 Again, in the context of the selfrepresented litigant’s experiences in the civil justice system, the question becomes
whether their participation in the dispute processes in the civil justice system represents
an example of localized engaged decision-making that has the potential to offer an
31
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opportunity to learn by doing. The assumption being that, to the extent that individuals
are able to participate in a ‘face-to-face setting’ (i.e. civil justice forums) and are
provided an opportunity to engage with and learn important participatory skills as a result
of having engaged in these settings, they will be better prepared and perhaps more willing
to expand the scope of their participation. Such would be consistent with principles of
participatory democracy.
Ever-greater citizen participation encourages the development of a community to
the extent that individuals begin to think publicly as citizens, establish connections to
other citizens, and, in feeling connected, are prompted to consider the “welfare of the
community as a whole.”35 This process influences the setting of collective goals because
all of the members of the community are given the opportunity to deliberate over the
construction and development of those goals. In this sense, community has,
a meaning of life that is more egalitarian, participatory and intimate than life
in society at large, which demands the objectification of man and
anonymous obedience to authority and law. The ‘community’ as an image
is a kind of antithesis of the bureaucratic, hierarchical, formal, and judiciary
society. The concept is to a certain extent abstract, but at the same time
concrete, because it operates in the geographical, the ethnic, and the
functional sense.36
Thus, the development of a community and the enhancement of meaningful participation
become mutually constitutive.

Participation in a community encourages individual

empowerment because it contemplates self-efficacy, the making of group decisions, the
solving of common problems and the mobilizing of local resources for common causes.37
Furthermore, the concept of community-building is related to the potential for
individual self-transformation that is often associated with participation. By participating
in various decision-making processes, individuals are also able to fulfill certain “innate
35
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and basic developmental needs for agency and for living up to one’s potential” which
reinforces the individual’s sense of autonomy.38 However, by engaging in deliberation
and dialogue, this autonomy is balanced against individuals taking account of other
world-views and becoming attentive to the interests of others. Again, a key manifestation
of empowerment is the notion that individuals move from the private to the public. This
means that the person becomes engaged in a political sphere that expands beyond selfinterest and takes account of both the socio-political influences around them and the
individuals’ ability to affect outcomes in respect of these conditions. A recent report of
the United Nation on the topic of legal empowerment suggested, “democracy and legal
empowerment are kindred spirits, and are better synchronised than sequenced. In the
absence of empowerment, societies lose the benefits that come from the free flow of
information, open debate, and new ideas.”39
Acknowledging that it is not possible to have both significant inequality and
meaningful participation, 40 a prospective benefit of participatory democracy is the
potential to create measures and forums that re-engage those members of society that are
presently disenfranchised and/or disempowered. By developing avenues through which
all citizens are given the opportunity to be heard and affect decision-making, individuals
are also given the opportunity to re-engage as equal members of a community: they begin
to think and act in common. This could, in turn, work to negate the concept of the ‘other’
associated with exclusion and inequality. At the same time, it fosters inclusivity. While
this represents a promising and positive consequence of meaningful participation, it is
also important to take account of the ways in which inequality, social exclusion and the
marginalization of certain individuals and groups in society preclude their ability to
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engage at all. In this sense, it is important to stress that ‘meaningful engagement’ seeks
actively to ensure that the voices and needs of historically-excluded groups are heard. In
the particular context of engagement in the civil justice system, Patricia Hughes suggests
that this requires the need to ensure that the solutions implemented are not generic but
rather that,
[i]deally, responding to the challenges facing individuals who cannot afford
lawyers challenges us to apply the lessons offered by the rich scholarship
exploring the complete dynamics in the relationship between dominant and
marginalized groups or communities or even the simpler understanding of
the relationship of marginalized groups to the legal system. It requires us to
apply what we know about why particular groups and individuals are
exclude from access to justice. Without doing so, we cannot expect to
provide adequate solutions that will promote access to justice.41

Meaningful Participation
Notwithstanding the benefits associated with greater citizen engagement, there are
challenges to the pivotal notion of ‘meaningful participation’. First and foremost, there is
an assumption that any or all participation is good participation.

Sherry Arnstein

challenges this idea. She maintains that participation must result in the real possibility of
redistributing power and resources to those without resources or power if it is to be
meaningful and legitimate. This presupposes that the participation will be effective and
of consequence. Even more fundamentally, it assumes that there will be a willingness
and agreement among those who maintain power to share power and decision-making
authority.42 Failing that, participation is an empty process used by those with power to
justify a course of action that only certain members decide on and from which only
certain members of society are likely to benefit.43
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Given this requirement, if participatory democracy is to be effective and
beneficial, it must account for the “economic and social determinants” that impact
individuals in society and affect their ability to participate in a meaningful way.44 Lucie
White suggests that, in many instances, the lack of power held by an individual or a
particular group in society will do more than prevent them from being heard. Even more
fundamentally, it will structure consciousness; preventing individuals from attempting to
engage in the discussion at all. 45 This makes any notion of participation worthless. For
Gramatikov, individuals’ belief in their ability to solve legal problems (a key component
of legal empowerment) will differ depending on a variety of factors. However, an
important factor is the distribution of power in the relationship.46
Gramatikov’s conceptualization of legal empowerment incorporates the belief that
empowered individuals are those who see their position in a relationship as being as
important as the other party and, therefore, perceive that they are afforded relatively
equal power in resolving the relevant dispute. As Sadan noted in a more general context,
“people have testified that in their empowerment process, they did not necessarily acquire
more social influence or political power but they did become able participants in the
political process and in local decision-making.”47 Thus, empowered individuals are those
who have developed confidence in the sense that they believe that they have the ability to
solve their problems and the corresponding means by which they can attempt to resolve
them.48 These beliefs are then manifest in individuals exercising certain abilities and
taking certain actions.

The downside of this characterization of the empowerment
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necessary for participation is reflected in Gramatikov’s research results on legal
empowerment. His research results suggested that, when there were significant power
imbalances among individuals and/or groups, the result was a “disbelief in perceived
personal capabilities for using the law to solve problems.”49
As such, when significant power imbalances exist, it is unlikely that those with
less power will adopt the belief that they have either the abilities or the means by which
to act. The further result of this is continued disengagement and a corresponding sense of
disempowerment. Thus, individuals who are subordinated in the sense that they have
internalized the isolation and/or the belief that it is either their fault or immutable position
in society are unable to articulate who is responsible for their situation and will further
distrust the existing legal and political systems. Indeed, in these circumstances, it may be
impracticable to suggest that there can be meaningful participation without a profound
change in the actual distribution of power to these individuals.50
The link between distributions of power and the ability to participate is seen in
one example that took place during apartheid-era South Africa. In that example, the
black town members of Driefontein were threatened with forcible removal orders
pursuant to which the white South African government would relocate the individuals to
resettlement camps. These camps were located in impoverished rural areas that lacked
even basic resources. Because the government action was sanctioned by South African
law, the black community had “few clear cut legal rights” and few protections against the
removal.51 Notwithstanding what appeared to be limited legal options, the community
was able to resist the removal order. In so doing, it was necessary for the members of the
black community to challenge the existing structures of apartheid domination and create
their own source of power in the government’s vulnerabilities. Historically, the majority
of the community would have placed all of the power in the hands of the white apartheid
government. However, by beginning to talk about the legality and the morality of the
49
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removal order, as well as the validity (or invalidity) of the South African law from a
justice perspective, the community members recognized, through their own conversations
about these issues that they ‘had the collective power to reason about justice.’52
This type of conversation can be likened to other political dialogue that becomes
an “embodiment of the procedural and substantive goals that a democratic society can
aspire to achieve; it improves and strengthens itself through constant practice and
usage.”53 To the town members of Driefontein, the ability to engage in discussions about
what was happening to them, what they felt about what was happening, and what might
be done about the situation allowed them to define their circumstances on their own terms
and then begin to think about transforming it in a political manner. The conversation
further fostered confidence in the collective perspective that the proposed action by the
South African government was unjust.

54

This confidence and corresponding

consciousness around issues of justice, in turn, motivated the community to mobilize and
develop strategies and courses of action that were outside traditional legal approaches and
grounded in different sources of power. Once there was an acknowledgement of existing
power relations, there was an opportunity to think about how to shift the power held by
the community based in part on its mobilization. As a result, the community was able to
ultimately stave off the relocation with the assistance of a volunteer lawyer and a
community worker.
However, following the transition from apartheid to democracy, the challenges
associated with facilitating participation and addressing asymmetries of power were still
present in South Africa. An analysis of three participatory forums that were established
following apartheid raised questions about the viability of deliberative policy-making
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through discourse between groups in formal institutions of policy-making.55 In the
context of the three participatory organizations examined, it was held that the entrenched
power of the ruling ANC government meant that, despite a commitment to the idea of
participation, the government was not necessarily motivated to relinquish its own control
over policy direction and thereby engage in meaningful participation with various civic
groups. As a result, the researchers maintain that without a re-distribution of power and a
corresponding genuine interest in societal participation, citizens may be wise to continue
to make use of power in the informal public sphere (through protest and pressure) that
can then be expended in more institutional settings.56
Harris and Gabel contend that alienation is best described as the “inability of
people to achieve genuine power and freedom.” This alienation is most often associated
with a hierarchical society. This hierarchy ultimately diminishes the community and,
…forces people into a lifelong series of isolating roles and routines within
which they are unable to fully recognize one another in an empowering
and mutually confirming way.
By contrast, the development of
community through dialogue, deliberation and the articulation of common
objectives further engagement and continued participation. Absent the
development of community, people come to experience one another as
powerless and passive in relation to the hierarchies within which they live
and work.57
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The result is that individuals begin to self-identify as powerless, passive and alienated
within the social order. Without engaging in a dialogue about these common objectives,
the justice of the South African government’s actions and their options, these individuals
would have likely remained powerless.
The consequence of not providing legitimate means and opportunities by which
power can be re-distributed is that the participation remains ‘cosmetic’ in nature; this
potentially leads to alienation and the deeper marginalization of certain stakeholders.58
This deeper sense of marginalization results from the entrenchment of existing beliefs
that only certain voices will be heard and only certain viewpoints are actually considered
in the decision-making process. The likely outcome in this scenario is not only the
continued exclusion of certain individuals and groups from the dialogue, deliberation and
decision-making processes, but also the further belief that only certain individuals or
groups are worthy of being heard. This, in turn, perpetuates continued disengagement by
those who have been excluded historically. Without the capacity to be heard and impact
the decision-making process, this necessarily implies that power is not shared among the
relevant stakeholders. As such, participation may prove to be a faux-engagement.
The meaningfulness of citizens’ engagement within various democratic contexts
will, in part, be judged by the actual impact that citizens have on the decision-making
process. This is not to assume that the individual will always be able to change the
outcome. Rather, the individual will be able to ‘have a say’ and that there will be
opportunity for their voice to be reflected in the decision-making process that ensues.
For this to occur, there must be dialogue that “demands more than the existence of speech
somewhere by someone; it demands a realistic opportunity to have that speech heard and,
preferably responded to by others.”59 Thus, an important component of this dialogue is
individuals’ belief that they were heard which is validated, in part, through the nature of
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the response provided, notwithstanding the final outcome achieved.60 Susan Lawrence
argues that the legal system can provide this opportunity to individuals in the context of
their private law case because individuals are required to make legal and factual
arguments, have these arguments responded to, and in turn, respond to those counter
positions – a process that does not occur directly in other political settings.61
Thus, within a participatory context, engaging in dialogue and deliberation is
different from engaging in traditional political debate. Unlike political debate, which
seeks to expose weaknesses and score points for the debater, the former approach seeks
to ensure that there is a considered exchange of different views and perspectives prior to
making informed decisions.62 A focus on listening as much as speaking fosters citizens’
belief that their views and perspectives are not only being heard, but also being
considered. In order to have such an impact, citizens as well as the decision-makers must
be in a position to communicate and, in so doing, engage in conversation; this again
involves more than simply speaking. Specifically, it involves “receiving as well as
expressing, hearing as well as speaking, and empathizing as well as uttering.”63
Such communication plays an important role not only in terms of decisionmaking, but also in terms of ensuring that all individuals, including those previously
silenced or unable to access the conversation, are able to engage in dialogue and
deliberation before decisions are made. This component of meaningful participation
presupposes a second important educational pre-requisite—that individuals are provided
with access to adequate information about the issues, processes and policies prior to
being expected to deliberate about those same issues, processes and policies. Without
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adequate and reliable information, certain individuals and/or groups remain
disadvantaged and thus, unlikely or unable to participate.
However, there are certain practical realities involved in promoting meaningful
dialogue that must also be addressed. While the majority of individuals may “possess the
intuitive capacity to reason practically and therefore participate in political decisionmaking, it is naïve to assume communicative skills are distributed equally in society.”64
Moreover, even if it is assumed that all individuals are capable of participating, many
individuals are busy with their own lives; they have neither the time nor the inclination to
participate in various political processes.65 In such circumstances, there is a concern that
participatory democracy will fail to achieve the critical mass of committed political
citizens that is necessary to meet the ambitions of participatory democracy. In addressing
these concerns, there are a couple of different considerations. First, it should be noted
again that, while not all citizens are prepared to participate in every decision-making
process, what is important is that individuals understand that they can participate if they
so choose; they must be provided with both the requisite opportunities to participate as
well as the support necessary to do so when they do so. Moreover, the political and
democratic institutions must be designed to encourage participation. The forums and
contexts in which citizens participate are expanded and made accessible to citizens.
Accepting the reality that not all citizens will participate in all decision-making
processes, Benjamin Barber stated that, “if all of the people can participate some of the
time in some of the responsibilities of governing, then strong democracy will have
realized its aspiration.”66
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Furthermore, the failure of individuals to exercise willingly their power to
participate may have less to do with their ability to do so and more to do with the fact that
the present political system excludes all, except certain specialists who become vocal
interest groups and experts. All of these individuals engage in the day-to-day political
activity on behalf of citizens through a representative democracy. In so doing, they
perpetuate a language and process that is removed from and unfamiliar to ordinary
citizens.67 By contrast, the purpose of promoting a participatory mode of democracy is to
create a community in which citizens engage in dialogue and deliberation that will
“oblige and empower people to wrest control of responsible decision-making from the
technical experts, like lawyers and bureaucrats.”68 Secondly, while individuals may be
frustrated with politicians and political processes as they presently exist in a
representative democracy, it does not mean that they do not want or are not interested in
having a voice and role in the policies, rules and decisions that affect their daily lives and
the lives of their communities.

Experience would suggest that, to the extent that

participation begets further and expanded participation (and individuals are provided with
the opportunity to participate), the assumption is that individuals want more participation
and engagement, not less, so long as it is meaningful. However, as noted fostering
meaningful participation requires a re-distribution of power such that those who have
been excluded historically are able to engage and those who have held power are
prepared to relinquish it or at a minimum, share it. A redistribution of power may not
alone be sufficient to foster meaningful participation.

But, at a minimum, it may

constitute an important criterion for meaningful participation. Such a redistribution of
power must also take account of existing and inadequate socio-economic infrastructure,
differences in knowledge bases and difficulties faced by certain groups who have been
impacted by historical alienation, exclusion and distrust.69 These considerations involve
a gamble that those who have historically been disengaged and disempowered will be or
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become in a better position to place themselves in the conversation and ultimately the
decision-making processes.
Given these challenges, if participation is to be effective, it is important that
participation be fostered in a variety of forums and institutions that contemplate
individuals participating on local as well as national levels. By offering a variety of
forums and avenues for participation, individuals are able to gain the experience, skills,
self-confidence and knowledge that encourage further participation. However, this also
means that participation will not look or operate the same in all areas of political, social
and economic life.70 The very nature and structure of a particular participatory process
may be influenced by theoretical frameworks of deliberative democracy and discourse
theory as well as questions of operationalization and differing participatory objectives.71
Moreover, it cannot be assumed that all individuals will participate in all forums or
decision-making processes and in respect of all issues. Rather, the goal is that individuals
are able to participate as they choose. This is particularly so in situations where the
policies being decided affect citizens’ lives and/or where “significant power is being
deployed” against them. 72
Therefore, if participation is to be meaningful, it is important that the requisite
political and legal institutions provide for and encourage engagement at a variety of
different stages, at different levels, and in different ways. To accomplish this, there is
also a need for corresponding systematic institutional reform within the various political
and legal institutions.

However, because many of the barriers to participation are

context-specific, the reforms must be examined within the particular forum in which
greater participation is sought. If participation is to be sustaining and meaningful, these
reforms cannot be piecemeal, but must be system-wide and complementary.73
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The Role of Law in a Democracy
As a “robust, retrospectively looking public dispute resolution system, as well as a
predictable, accessible and just prospectively looking common law based-regulatory
regime,” 74 courts are an integral part of democracies that profess to be bound by the Rule
of Law. Consequently, it is acknowledged that law-making by courts is a historical as
well as institutional fact of common law jurisdictions.75 As such, any serious account of
participatory democracy must examine the role of courts in developing law and
preserving democracy.
More specifically, the civil justice system represents a significant component of a
democratic society.76 Courts resolve the private disputes of parties that come before
them, as well as the public disputes that arise in the constitutional context and beyond. In
so doing, courts and the judges who sit in these courts perform a distinctly political
process within a democracy – namely rule-making and rule-administering whether it be
in a private, public, or constitutional context. In a paper that Chief Justice McLachlin
delivered on the legal profession, she stated that,
[c]ourts are seen as ways of compensating for the weaknesses of electoral
decision-making and contributing to deliberative democracy by providing
a forum where citizens can test laws for conformity to the fundamental
values upon which the society is premised…[these values]…are
fundamental to deliberative democracy, the goal of which is decisions that
best represent the interests of the community as [a] whole. Independent
courts thus emerge as an essential condition of democracy.77
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In recognizing the importance of active participation in the decisions that affect
individual citizens, Susan Lawrence also suggests that “through litigation, citizens can
participate in decisions about how the law will be applied to them and, sometimes about
how the law should be.” 78 While Lawrence acknowledges that litigants are not
necessarily the final decision-makers (as that function is reserved for the adjudicator
assuming the matter proceeds to trial in the civil justice system), the argument is that
concepts of participation do not require that the individual be the final decision-maker in
order to gain benefits typically associated with a participatory approach. What is more
important is individuals’ “participation in the dialogue preceding the final decision that
provides the educative benefits to the litigant.”79
Notwithstanding the important role that adjudication plays in constructing and
enforcing law, there is continuing debate and discussion about both the legitimacy and
effectiveness of the courts’ law-making function from a democratic perspective.80 More
specifically, there is a criticism that the courts should adhere to a practice of judicial
restraint in decision-making in recognition of the supremacy of the elected bodies’ lawmaking powers in a democracy. Pursuant to this critique, engagement by the courts in
law-making processes tends towards being illegitimate and undemocratic. Antithetical to
this criticism is a further critique that not only challenges the ability of the existing court
system to affect positive social change, but also claims that, through its law-making
function, courts maintain existing power relationships in society.81
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Despite the critiques proffered in respect of the role that courts do or should play
in a liberal democracy, a pressing challenge in a society that claims to be democratic is to
bring the work of the courts as much as possible in line with the demands and disciplines
of democratic principles and practices. As such, if courts are engaged in the process of
making laws and governing people’s lives, it is arguably vital that as many citizens as
possible play meaningful and informed roles in that process.82 One of the questions that
arises in this regard is whether this role is best played by legal representatives who act on
behalf of citizens (as has historically been the case within the civil justice system) or
whether citizens should play a more direct role in the development of the laws that
govern them and the articulation of prospective concepts of justice that reflect the society
in which they live. The challenges associated with this fundamental question have
become particularly relevant given the fact that a significant number of individuals are
compelled to enter this process overwhelmed and underprepared; this strongly suggests a
crucial failing in democratic governance. This troubling state of affairs is particularly
acute in the case of self-represented litigants and, as a result, has important implications
for access to justice theory and policy.
Given the important role that law and the legal system plays in a democracy, there
are further challenging questions about whether the work undertaken by lawyers and
judges within the framework of the civil justice system is compatible with the
commitments of a truly democratic society. In a democratic society, the civil justice
system is engaged in the adjudication of legal rights and the delineation of legal duties
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and responsibilities by an independent appointed judiciary. Courts, through the creation
and application of law, construct the ways in which individuals’ real life problems and
disputes are situated within a particular legal framework and then subjected to a range of
possible solutions that are established within that same legal framework.83 Lawyers
contribute to this process by transforming individuals’ disputes and reframing clients’
experiences and claims into legal causes of action that are only recognizable to lawyers
and judges. In many instances, this may be contrary to or inconsistent with the clients’
wishes:84 this contributes to a sense of disengagement by clients who feel unable to
participate in the resolution of their legal problem. This reframing of disputes and claims
within a legal framework understood only by lawyers and judges has the added effect of
reinforcing the idea that law is impermeable to the input of the ordinary citizen.
In the course of this transformative process, the lawyers and judges who
participate (almost exclusively) in the justice system also engage in critical political
discussions. They shape not only the claims brought forward, and the content of the
laws, but also the underlying values and norms adopted by and reflected in society.85
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One manifestation of this norm-creation occurs in the context of precedential judgments
whereby judges are not only resolving private parties’ disputes, but also engaging in the
regulation of future behaviour and the future outcome for similarly situated parties in
similarly situated cases or negotiated settlements.86
In his work on the transformation of the traditional litigation model to a newer
public law model of litigation in 1976, Chayes examined the expanded role of the judge
in the newer litigation model. In so doing, Chayes commented that this expanded judicial
role within public law litigation contemplates a judicial process that operates as “an
effective mechanism for registering and responding to grievances generated by the
operation of public programs in a regulatory state.”87 But, perhaps more significantly and
more directly relevant to the political nature of the litigation process, Chayes suggests
that the process of fact-finding within public law litigation,
begins to look like the traditional description of legislation: Attention is
drawn to a ‘mischief’, existing or threatened, and the activity of the parties
and the court is directed to the development of on-going measures
designated to cure that mischief. Indeed, as is often the case, the decree
sets up an affirmative regime governing the activities in controversy for
the indefinite future and having binding force for persons within its ambit,
then it is not very much of a stretch to see it as, pro tanto, a legislative
act…88
The civil justice system articulates citizens’ legal rights and duties and, in some
instances, the system will protect citizens’ rights vis-à-vis the state.

However, the

judicial process is criticized as being inconsistent with democratic principles because
while it may be “for the people,” it is certainly not “by the people.”89 One of the
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objections being that decision-making in the courts, and even more particularly so in the
context of constitutional review, is antithetical to the concept of majority-rule, a
cornerstone of democratic systems.90 In speaking about the United States Supreme
Court, John Hart Ely stated, “[t]he Court may be purseless and swordless, but its ability
importantly to influence the way the nation functions has proved great, and seems to be
growing all the time.”91 Within the United States, the debate continues over the extent of
the political nature of the legal process and the corresponding appropriateness of
unelected judges defining public policy that unavoidably includes the delineation of
societal norms and values.92
In the outset of the Charter-era in Canada, Patrick Monahan predicted that the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms93 was likely to have a significant impact on
public policy outcomes. As such, both the political nature of the Supreme Court’s role
and the underlying political theory guiding the Supreme Court in cases of constitutional
review needed to be openly acknowledged and articulated.94 In acknowledging the
political nature of the decision-making process, the Supreme Court would “identify the
background political ideals which give shape and substance to the Charter as a
whole…[and that] constructing such a background political theory is a normative
exercise, as well as a descriptive one.” 95 By engaging in this exercise, Monahan
contended that the Court would be better equipped to make “excruciatingly difficult
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moral and political choices demanded by the Charter.”96 The assumption underlying this
exercise was the fact that the process relied on by the Supreme Court was political,
impacted public policy, and, therefore, involved important normative discussions about
the values that were fundamental to the citizenry affected. The focus of this discussion
has been on the political nature of public law, including its impact on the development of
public policy. However, it is important to not overlook the significance of private law
and in particular, the court’s role in resolving disputes between private individuals. This
broad sphere of law also engages critical political discussions that generate norms and
regulate various aspects of our day-to-day lives.
Despite the pervasiveness of civil law in our society and the impact of its creation
and administration on our lives, the reality is that citizens are too often spectators in such
matters; they are either represented by lawyers and/or required to resolve their legal
problems themselves without the assistance of legal representation. In effect, the history
of court processes and the development of law within these court processes has involved
a stylized conversation between the elite ranks of judges, and lawyers and clients
including wealthy individuals and corporate parties financially secure enough to initiate
and continue litigation. Ordinary citizens played little or no role.97 Notwithstanding the
increase of self-represented parties and attempts to make the institutional processes userfriendly, the legal language deployed in the civil justice system continues to be the
specialist vernacular of lawyers. Even with procedural reform, it is very difficult for
ordinary citizens to participate in the process without legal representation. Despite this
difficulty, growing numbers of individuals are compelled to proceed without legal
representation.98 As a result, many self-represented litigants express anxiety, frustration,
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powerlessness and, ultimately, disengagement when they appear in court without legal
assistance.99 To the extent that the political nature of the adjudication process and the
important role that it plays in a democracy is acknowledged, the fact that a significant
portion of individuals are unable to access the adjudication process is inconsistent with
the applicability of the Rule of Law as well as principles of democracy. In the recent
Supreme Court of Canada decision regarding the constitutionality of hearing fees in
British Columbia, Chief Justice McLachlin linked explicitly the importance of access to
justice to the Rule of Law in a democracy. In this regard, she reiterated the comments
made by Newbury JA in an earlier decision when she stated that,
[i]n the context of legislation, which effectively denies people the right to
take their cases to court, concerns about the maintenance of the rule of law
are not abstract or theoretical. If people cannot challenge government
actions in court, individuals cannot hold the state to account — the
government will be, or be seen to be, above the law. If people cannot
bring legitimate issues to court, the creation and maintenance of positive
laws will be hampered, as laws will not be given effect. And the balance
between the state’s power to make and enforce laws and the courts’
responsibility to rule on citizen challenges to them may be skewed.100
This Supreme Court of Canada decision offers encouragement to the challenge to
improve access to justice. The Supreme Court of Canada’s rhetoric about access to
justice as a basic constitutional principle (based on section 96 of the Constitution) that
flows from the Rule of Law goes some of the way towards recognizing the importance of
access to justice in a democracy. However, it does not go far enough; the thrust of the
Supreme Court’s decision recommends a much fuller and more substantive effort to
ensure meaningful access to justice given the democratic significance associated with
individuals being able to raise issues or make claims particularly in relation to
government policy and/or action in Court. If the Supreme Court’s words are taken
seriously, it will mean that more constructive and affirmative action will need to be taken
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to ensure that the courts are truly open to all citizens, even and especially those that
cannot afford lawyers in order that those citizens may actively and meaningfully
participate in law-making and law-administering processes integral to a democracy. This
citizen participation is crucial to legitimizing the democratic process and individuals’
ability to play a role in the democratic process.
The resulting disengagement of ordinary citizens also has serious and lasting
consequences for the justice system as well as for the democratic process more generally.
To the extent that individuals are unable to participate in the political and legal decisionmaking processes that affect their lives, they remain disempowered and alienated. The
recent United Nations Report on Legal Empowerment noted that, with legal
disempowerment, one of the core principles of democracy is undermined because
“legitimate power is derived from the freely expressed will of the people.”101 Thus, to
the extent that individuals are unable to participate, the democratic objective is
compromised.
The problems associated with disempowerment and disengagement are
exacerbated for those living in poverty or otherwise marginalized communities. Deborah
Rhode has suggested “the poor experience more legal difficulties than the average
[person]” and are less likely to be in a position to address their problems without
assistance.102 In this regard, empirical research has demonstrated that there is a strong
link between unresolved legal problems and social exclusion.103 Social exclusion is both
a cause and effect of individuals experiencing justiciable problems. More often than not,
these individuals experience a combination of problems that include among other things,
unemployment, poor skills, low income, lack of housing, high rates of crime and
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breakdown of the family.104 Alone or in combination, these problems perpetuate social
exclusion, disempowerment and alienation, thereby making it difficult for individuals to
resolve issues on their own and almost impossible for them to affect justice in their
lives.105 This disempowerment and corresponding inability to access legal processes in
order to address issues or problems reinforces and perpetuates individuals’
disengagement: this de-legitimizes the authority of the legal system, the Rule of Law, as
well as broader principles of democracy. In this regard, Roderick MacDonald stated that,
the interests disfavoured by the substantive law today are the very same
interests that are systematically under-represented in the civil justice system.
There is no separating the social forces that produce inaccessible civil
justice from the social forces that produce substantially disempowering
rules of law. These social forces are in fact, the same.106
Thus, in light of the cyclical nature of disengagement and marginalization that is both
potentially created, as well as reinforced, by a lack of access to justice, these
consequences can be particularly severe for individuals who are already disenfranchised.
Moreover, the failure to take account of disadvantaged groups or individuals when
conceptualizing and/or implementing access to justice initiatives runs the risk of further
creating an “underclass of people that are still excluded from the legal system”107 with no
ability to make use of the access to justice reforms offered.108 One of the ways in which
to protect against this negative consequence involves the active engagement of all
citizens in discussion and deliberation that ultimately contributes to the creation of a ‘new
legal vernacular.’109 Through meaningful participation that is inclusive of the diverse
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groups and interests in society and reflective of the “complex dynamics between
dominant and marginalized groups”, the development of a ‘new legal vernacular’ could
assist in developing a community’s legal knowledge as well as normative concepts of
justice that are applicable to all members. This would foster citizens’ further ability to
understand, engage in and ultimately shape legal institutions and processes.
In considering participation within the specific context of the judicial system,
there is a particular need to address the disconnect between the traditional legal
framework that focuses on an adversarial process undertaken by more or less evenly
matched legal professionals and the modern realities that include significant numbers of
self-represented litigants who are at serious disadvantage when engaging the traditional
legal system. Unlike professional lawyers, self-represented litigants suffer from a lack of
knowledge and familiarity with the formalized processes and procedures, as well as the
presence of hostile players (i.e., lawyers, judges and clerks). Given the modern reality
facing many self-represented litigants, the question that will be examined in the next
section is whether, in the particular context of the civil justice system, access to justice
might take account of participatory principles so that self-represented litigants are able to
participate in the legal system in a meaningful manner.
In accordance with a broader conceptualization of access to justice that
encourages citizen engagement, it is necessary to examine access to justice through the
lens of participatory democracy and the democratic benefits and objectives associated
with increased citizen participation. In this way, access to justice theory and the policy
initiatives that flow from that theory may take account of the potential objectives and
benefits associated with participatory democracy. In so doing, it might be better able to
improve citizens’ meaningful access to justice.
Democratic Participation and Access to Justice
In the most recent waves of access to justice, I have noted that there is a shift toward a
focus on citizen participation. MacDonald stated that “access to justice means most of all
that people are able to find justice in their everyday encounters with public officials; it is
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about transparency, accountability, integrity and ethics in the delivery of public
services.”110 This characterization of access to justice as a ‘public service’ leads to
questions about how it might be possible to provide opportunities for ordinary citizens to
engage fully in the judicial, legislative and administrative processes in which law is made
and administered.111 While the practices and procedures followed in the civil justice
system may be very different from the procedures adopted by city council when holding
public meetings, the theory is that, by participating in one forum, individuals will gain
confidence and skills respecting how political and democratic institutions are
administered and how they might subsequently engage in decision-making processes; this
is consistent with a robust democratic system. Moreover, individuals’ engagement in
decision-making processes fulfills important needs related to empowerment, ‘voice’, selfgovernment and community-building; all of these are important aspects of a healthy
democratic society. It is in this way that Pateman suggests that participation becomes
self-sustaining.112
By contrast, the failure to promote participation leads to continued disengagement
by citizens that is inconsistent with democratic principles. Among other concerns, there
is a corresponding loss of legitimacy in the legal institutions where law is made and
applied.113 From a pragmatic standpoint, an approach to access to justice that is informed
by principles of participatory democracy and focused on promoting participation by those
engaged with the civil justice system is also consistent with the evolving modern realities
of self-representation in that same justice system. The question that arises in this regard
is pertinent—whether access to justice initiatives can empower individuals to participate
meaningfully in the legal decisions and processes that affect their lives and, by extension,
the democratic process?
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In answer to this pertinent question and based on the dual role of the courts in
“rule-of-law-based democrac[ies],” there is a strong argument that access to justice
theory should take account of direct citizen involvement in these adjudicatory lawmaking processes. Again, this position is bolstered by Susan Lawrence’s arguments
about the potential democratic nature of participation in the civil justice system. Because
courts are passive institutions in which judges only engage in decision-making in respect
of the cases brought before them, “litigation is an important form of self-government in
that it allows the individual to invoke the power of the state on his own behalf.”114 The
parties, particularly plaintiffs, must bring a case forward for consideration and, in so
doing, raise the issues upon which the adjudicator will hear and rule. As a result, in
deciding whether to bring forward a case, individuals have the potential to affect
participation in terms of issues that impact their lives. The assumption underlying this
argument is that the barriers to engagement have been removed such that all of those
individuals who wish to raise an issue in a legal context are able to do so. Thus, taking
account of both criticisms of the adversarial process and the practical reality of courts’
law-making function, the focus of this part of the chapter is not to suggest that litigation
(and the justice system more generally) is the only forum in which participation should be
fostered. Rather, as a political process, litigation plays an important role in constructing
and administering law in democratic societies. As such, in accordance with democratic
principles, litigation is legitimized by meaningful citizen engagement.
However, prior to undertaking this analysis and offering some tentative
suggestions for how participation might inform and direct access to justice policy, it is
necessary to examine access to justice theory and initiatives from the perspective of
meaningful citizen participation consistent with the principles of participatory
democracy. This will include an examination of an approach to access to justice that is
consistent with the democratic thesis: this approach takes particular account of the need
for a new legal vernacular and a corresponding dialogue on concepts of justice. This
relationship between access to justice and the principles of participatory democracy is
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further examined within the context of a specific access program undertaken in
Connecticut to enhance access to justice through participation. Notwithstanding this
encouraging example from Connecticut, the inherent weaknesses in the structure and
operation of the civil justice system raise serious questions about whether, for selfrepresented litigants, meaningful participation is a legitimate or viable foundation for
developing access to justice initiatives.
Consistent with a concept of ‘strong democracy’, meaningful participation allows
citizens to move away from reliance on experts and toward wider and more frequent
direct participation in a variety of legal and political forums. This engagement increases
the likelihood that decisions ultimately reached are reflective of the citizens’ own
understanding of law and views about justice.115 Access to justice as a goal that both
promotes and provides for meaningful engagement by its citizens further allows
individuals to participate directly in defining their own conceptualizations of justice. In
this regard, access to justice that encourages meaningful participation provides an
opportunity for citizens to contribute to the development of social, political and economic
forms of justice in society consistent with democratic values and principles. Of course,
this theoretical framework entails a commitment to the democratic thesis and a broad
involvement by all citizens.
In examining whether access to justice policy might benefit from the infusion of
participatory principles, it is important to review some of the objectives associated with
the promotion of participation in order to determine whether such goals are consistent
with or achievable in the context of access to justice initiatives. As my discussion of
participatory democracy more generally shows, one of the objectives associated with the
promotion of participation is wide and frequent citizen involvement in the decisionmaking that affects their lives and their communities.

Another of the objectives

associated with greater citizen participation is the collective acceptance of the decisions
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made in the course of participation. To the extent that individuals are able to provide
opinions and deliberate on the issues that affect them, it is maintained that they will be
more willing to abide by the decisions that are ultimately made.
This does not mean that every decision will be reached through consensus nor
does it mean that all participating individuals will be satisfied with the result obtained in
every situation but it does mean that citizens are provided with the opportunity to
deliberate, to take action and, in some instances, revisit issues previously decided upon
when changes in society dictate.116 While the opportunity to be heard may seem like
small or cold consolation for the party that loses its case, safeguarding the right to be
heard contributes to the overall legitimacy of the justice system and citizens’ confidence
in the fairness of a legal process.117 This is particularly relevant in the context of
decisions affecting self-represented litigants who are typically compelled to engage the
civil justice system on their own.
A participatory approach to access to justice suggests a move away from an
exclusive focus on improving access through the provision of traditional legal services or
legal representation (the practical thesis). In this context, the provision of traditional
legal representation that is focused on meeting “unmet legal needs” is criticized as
representing “tokens of power achievement”.118 Instead, there would need to be a move
toward “redefining the traditional roles played by both the citizens and the legal
profession”119 so that individuals are able to gain direct access to various democratic
institutions and processes. This applies not simply to where law is administered, but also
where law is constituted. This approach also takes account of the social and political
116
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nature of law so that the evaluation of access to justice initiatives is based on how the
initiative provides individuals with opportunities to engage meaningfully with the
democratic process on their terms.
One of the more potentially specific and positive effects of individuals’ direct
engagement with the legal institutions is the potential for the ‘democratization of law’.
This entails a shift away from the professionalization of law that has necessitated the
need for full representation and a tentative move toward self-representation and direct
engagement. 120 By contributing through legal processes directly, there is also an
opportunity for individuals to develop and incorporate their own distinctive concepts of
justice. In developing these ideas, individuals will contribute to and be more likely to
accept a legal system that is legitimate and transparent; these objectives are both
consistent with democratic values and principles. By contrast, the failure to facilitate
participation (as a consequence of a lack of access) results in disengagement by citizens
from conversations about justice and from the legal system more specifically.121 Further
consequences associated with this disengagement include the loss of citizens’ voluntary
adherence to the legal system and a corresponding lack of legitimacy in the legal system.
Given both the potential benefits as well as potential detriments, numerous
scholars, including Janice Gross Stein, Lucie White, Marc Galanter and Roderick
MacDonald, recommend that the goal of improved access must include direct
engagement by all citizens in the legal and political processes that affect them: this is
different from more reliance on legal professionals. While this approach does not rule
out assistance by lawyers or even full representation by lawyers (and in fact, recognizes
the important role that lawyers could play given their training and knowledge base),122 it
does contemplate a more engaged and balanced relationship between lawyer and client.
Pursuant to such a relationship, the lawyer would take better account of the importance of
ensuring that individuals are able to participate in the decision-making processes that
120
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affect them. With the aid of certain relevant information, advice and skills, citizens
would be able to engage in the construction of a new language of law – a language that is
more reflective of the meaning and vocabulary of the citizens it governs. This, in turn,
provides an opportunity to further fosters citizens’ ability to both understand and
participate in the legal system.123 The failure to cultivate an ordinary language of law and
justice disempowers individuals because the use of an “official language,” by necessity,
demands official interpreters. Therefore, it serves to exclude ordinary citizens from
discussions about justice; a discussion that citizens are capable of having in ordinary
language.124 In this regard, MacDonald stated,
the imposition of legal language on lay expressions of normativity has the
effect of subjecting implicit, variegated pluralist law to explicit,
homogeneous, monist law. It thus produces a demand for professional
characterization and interpretation, a monopoly of coercive remedy, and a
hierarchy of standards of justice.125
By contrast, citizens’ direct engagement in legal processes and institutions is
reflective of the “living law of everyday human activity”.126 From a practical standpoint,
the de-mystification of law means that law is made less technical and more relevant to the
ordinary citizens that it purports to regulate.127 This de-mystification contributes to and
encourages the development of the “new legal vernacular” through which citizens further
“participate in redefining, reforming and shaping the law and its institutions.”128 As a
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result, citizens’ engagement with and shaping of the legal system becomes selfperpetuating and ultimately contributes to common ideas about justice.
Underlying this development of a “new legal vernacular” are assumptions that
litigants’ understanding of law, legal processes, experiences in law and expectations of
fairness affect their legal engagement.129 All of these may be either encouraged or
thwarted by the efforts undertaken in promoting access to justice.

Individuals’

experiences, perceptions and expectations of law can be determinative of whether they in
fact ‘turn’ to law and/or continue to engage with law-making and law-administering
processes that form the basis of the modern political authority.130 Stuart Hampshire
suggests, “[r]espect for a process can, as a matter of habit, coexist with detestation of the
outcome of the process, and this is particularly in democracies.”131 The procedures for
conflict resolution may be challenged and subject to reform in order to ensure fairness,
but their existence is necessitated as a way of resolving political and moral conflict.132
In the particular context of the civil justice system, considerable socio-legal
research has suggested that when evaluating the fairness of a legal process, individuals
are more likely to express satisfaction with the legal process if they feel that they were
able to speak and be heard by the decision-maker.133 In many instances, the litigants’
positive evaluation of the process is less tied to a particular outcome in the proceeding,
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but more tied to ‘having a voice’.134 Thus, by ensuring that the parties are able to express
their viewpoint and be heard in a meaningful manner, the parties may begin to feel that
the justice system operates fairly, notwithstanding the particular result obtained. 135
Individuals are also more likely to accept the decision made if they believe that the
procedure through which the decision was derived involved a fair process; a process in
which they were able to participate.136 Nowhere is this more significant than in the case
of self-represented litigants who do not have an advocate speaking on their behalf; they
are speaking directly within the adjudicative process.137 For self-represented litigants, it
could be argued that having a voice and being heard potentially has an immediate and
direct impact on their perceptions about the legitimacy of the particular process as well as
their potential willingness to participate in other contexts or forums.
The promotion of greater participation and engagement by individuals in the legal
institutions and processes that affect them also has the added affect of strengthening the
legitimacy of the justice system as part of the greater democratic process.

Direct

participation in the judicial system’s law-making processes has the potential to
corroborate the democratic aspects of this law-making process. Drawing on themes of
legal consciousness and democratic dialogue, it is through individuals’ engagement with
law and legal practices that “ordinary people give flesh and meaning to what is otherwise
an abstract but binding form.”138 In his discussion of legal consciousness, Barclay
suggests that individuals’ everyday interaction with law and decisions about law,
offers the potential for new interpretation, new legal claims, the introduction
of legality into realms of social life that it had never before occupied, or the
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re-shaping of common understanding of that social life. Thus, even as
legality constrains the range of accepted options for individual action,
people nevertheless have opportunities to redefine and challenge these
constraints.139
Moreover, through meaningful participation in the development and administration of the
laws that govern them, individuals will be in a better position to infuse those laws with
their own conceptualizations of justice, freedom and equality. The impact of these
changes potentially extends beyond the individual’s particular circumstances.140
Lucie White has suggested that the practice of law has cultural meaning and, as
such, can and should include a dialogue about social justice.141 Thus, to the extent that
individuals are able to move away from the traditional roles played by clients and lawyers
within the legal system and engage directly in this conversation, they have the
opportunity to participate in the development of norms of justice and equality that are
reflective of their collective lives and experiences. This is consistent with a broad
concept of ‘ethico-political’ justice envisioned by Agnes Heller. She argues that justice
includes the “perspective, principles and procedures for evaluating institutional norms
and rules.”142 In this regard, like Janice Gross Stein, Heller’s concept of justice is not
limited to a concept of justice that is based on distributive principles, but rather includes
the key component of citizenship. This enables individuals to deliberate about problems
in the community and attempt to confront those problems in a collective manner that is
“without dominance and with mutual tolerance of difference.”143 Thus, according to
Heller, the ‘good citizen’ is one that is “committed to value discourse as the just
procedure;” the resulting norms and values are accordingly validated through consensus
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such that just procedures provide a framework for the possible good lives for all
citizens.144
In a similar vein, Benjamin Barber suggests that terms such as ‘justice’ are not to
be understood as abstract terms, but rather as political values that cannot be apprehended
or practiced except in the setting of citizenship.145 Moreover, the concepts of democracy
and justice are contingent and interdependent: justice is not sustainable when delivered as
a command and democracy is weak when it is restricted to counting votes as a means of
obtaining a political outcome.146 Through democratic dialogue, concepts such as justice
become the subject of debate, challenge, valuation and transformation in accordance with
the needs and circumstance of the particular political communities.147 This is not to
suggest that the concepts are only relative and relevant to the immediate will of citizens.
Rather, it is that these terms are truly reflective of a citizenship that has, through
meaningful dialogue and deliberation, encapsulated certain ideas and perspectives. In
this regard, ‘voice’ becomes an important prerequisite for a discourse on justice.
Concepts of justice or injustice can be developed and assessed from the perspective of the
participant (or aspiring participant) in a society that is more or less attuned and
committed to giving full and effective ‘voice’ to its members.
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Lawrence contends that the reality is that “courtrooms are only one of

the few remaining forums where justice is debated daily.” 150 Thus, in a modern
democracy, a significant portion of this dialogue and deliberation about concepts such as
justice occurs in the civil justice system. Consequently, meaningful participation by
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individuals in the civil justice system may provide an opportunity for deliberation on
concepts of justice. As a result, the gap between institutions and citizens may be better
bridged and even abridged.
This abridgement is accomplished in part by creating an “enabling environment”
in which the opportunities for participation are expanded. As such, in the context of the
civil justice system where barriers have resulted in the continued exclusion of ordinary
citizens, creating an environment that expands and encourages opportunities for citizens
to participate is an important consideration. 151 This continued exclusion, in turn, leads to
important debates and discussions within the access to justice literature regarding the best
means to address and surmount these barriers.152
A Case Study from Connecticut on Participation and Access to Justice
By way of confirmation, anthropological research conducted in respect of a participatory
democracy project highlights the importance of a participating citizenry. It establishes a
link between participation and community-building and the corresponding benefits
associated with ‘democratic participation’ as a means for individuals to access justice in
society.153 This community lawyer project was undertaken in Winsted, Connecticut. A
lawyer was hired to assist members of the town in building civic education and
participation at the local level. Local government did not hire the lawyer: she was funded
through a private charitable organization. The lawyer’s task was to provide individuals in
the community with the “means by which they could translate personal concerns about
the community into community action.”
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the citizen to take action. By providing individuals with information on the relevant law
and procedures of local government, advising them on the use of media and lobbying,
attending public meetings to ensure that officials followed procedures, and compiling
information regarding emerging issues in the community, the lawyer was able to assist
citizens “participate and become involved in the process of governing themselves.”155 In
describing her role in the community, the lawyer stated that “citizens without adequate
information cannot exercise their rights and do not know what to expect from their
government because they do not know what to demand” or presumably how to make
demands. 156 This lack of information was seen as directly impairing the citizens’
capacity to engage in public dialogue. In turn, this further undermined both the ability of
citizens to participate in the decision-making process and the accountability of the
governing officials.
The nexus between a lack of information about rights and processes and an
individual’s incapacity to engage in the democratic process at any level is relevant in the
context of access to justice. Even more so, it is pertinent to self-represented litigants’
direct participation in the civil justice system. The community lawyer project provides a
concrete example where the dissemination of legal information and related skills was
thought to have a direct impact on citizens’ ability to participate and ultimately selfgovern. In light of the fact that certain access to justice initiatives such as self-help are
directed at providing self-represented litigants with legal knowledge so that they may
navigate the civil justice system more effectively, it might be asserted that such
initiatives, like the community lawyer project, promote opportunities for greater citizen
participation; they provide much needed information and advice about particular legal
processes. Thus, to the extent that access to justice theory is informed by principles of
participatory democracy and direct citizen engagement, a central question that is how
access to justice initiatives might be developed to further enhance meaningful
participation. Related to this question are also questions about how such initiatives might
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be reconciled with new approaches to lawyering that take better account of the need to
foster decision-making by individuals in their own legal matters. The challenge in
substantiating these initiatives is to account for the myriad of issues that arise when
individuals are engaged in legal matters in a direct manner.
The Possibility of Meaningful Participation in the Civil Justice System
In examining the possibilities for meaningful participation, it is important to canvass
some of the questions that are raised in respect of the viability of meaningful participation
in the civil justice system whereby individuals are able to have an impact on the decisionmaking process. In addition to various informational, procedural and operational barriers
that specifically impede participation by non-lawyers, 157 there are also substantive
questions about the nature of the adversarial system and whose interests the civil justice
system is in a position to serve.
These questions are particularly pertinent for any individual attempting to assert a
social justice agenda within the traditional court system. Gary Bellows suggests that “[i]f
a major goal of the unorganized poor is to redistribute power, it is debatable whether the
judicial process is a very effective means toward that end.”158 Gabel and Harris further
contend that the legal system and, more particularly, the court system and the lawyers
that act within it serve to legitimate the existing power structures in society. Thus,
notwithstanding the significant and growing number of self-represented litigants engaged
in the civil justice system, the existing legal system and the organization of the legal
profession are criticized as being primarily designed to resolve the private disputes of
corporations and wealthy individuals able to afford legal representation.159 The civil
justice system is, as it were, part of the problem, not the solution to a democratic deficit.
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This criticism underscores the need to take account of the existing distribution of
power and the potential for re-distribution of power when assessing whether meaningful
participation is possible. In responding to the question of whether Canada has adequate
access to justice, Chief Justice McLachlin answered in the negative: “Among those
hardest hit are the middle class and the poor.

We have wonderful justice for the

corporations and for the wealthy.”160 In this regard, courts are characterized as “venues
that simply distribute power to power.”161 This skepticism is further reflected in the
claim that “the legal process is strongly aligned with the interests of the established order
which is better able to access its formidable authority and institutional resources in order
to resist change and/or to divert those transformative efforts into debilitating and
decelerating channels.”162 Thus, to the extent that the justice system only serves certain
groups’ needs and certain existing power structures, increased participation by excluded
groups may fall victim to claims of empty or cosmetic participation. This is due to the
fact that there is no legitimate opportunity for the excluded groups to affect the
redistribution of power and thereby affect decisions and change the legal vernacular.
Because the civil justice system is built on the resolution of individual cases,163
there is also continued skepticism over whether it is possible for individuals who are
already disempowered or disengaged from society to have any meaningful impact on the
existing social and political systems through litigation. In the specific context of poverty
law, Alfieri suggests that the direct service tradition of providing civil legal assistance to
the poor has been marred by the “dominant tendencies prescribing the routine treatment
of poor clients as isolated and passive individuals without common attributes or
bonds.”164 The result is a failure to address legal disputes in a contextual manner thereby
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inhibiting attempts at client politicization, consciousness-raising and potential
mobilization.165
By contrast, what is really required is collective political action and the
opportunity to engage in “dialogue regarding the economic, political and social forces
engendering and surrounding legal conflict.”166 This is unlikely to occur in the context of
the civil justice system. Moreover, the corresponding failure to contextualize individual
cases within larger discussions of class and power reinforces “dependence, isolation,
passivity and fragmentation in poor communities.”167 The very fact that individuals’
claims are isolated, in the sense of being independent and singular, suggests that the
system has a limited ability or willingness to affect broader social and political systems.
The isolation associated with individual cases combined with the fact that, typically, there
are limited legal resources available to assist these individuals means that claims may be
framed in standard legal patterns that are easier for the trained lawyer to resolve and
‘move on’ to the next client in need. Proceeding in this manner does not encourage
active client involvement and the client empowerment that comes with being engaged in
the decision-making process, particularly when it is remembered that the resources
available to these individuals and the legal professionals who assist them are very limited.
This concern about the negative impact of isolation is magnified when the
individual attempting to engage is a self-represented litigant. Thus, even if individuals
are able to articulate a claim in the civil justice system, the overall impact of such a case
may be minimal if it is assumed that the implications of the case are limited to the facts of
the particular case. To the extent that this portrayal is reflective of how the judicial
system operates, the provision of information or skills that allow an individual to assert a
claim and articulate a position in the civil justice system may fall victim to Arnstein’s
criticism about empty participation reflected in an inability to redistribute power and
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resources and a reinforcement of perceptions of disengagement and powerlessness.168
Existing power and income inequalities may also reinforce the idea that courts, and the
adversarial system more generally, are likely to work in favour of those parties that
already enjoy power advantages in the greater society.169
However in an effort to end this discussion on a positive note, Trevor Farrow
suggests that there are “many disputes for which the court system, guided by fair
procedures administered under the watchful eye of the public, is more appropriate for
redressing power imbalances and resulting injustices that can have far-reaching
implications for disputants as well as the wider community.” 170

Thus, although

substantive concepts of justice and fairness will presumably vary over time and across
communities, fair and just procedures that ensure that individuals are able to engage in
the resolution of conflicts and to dialogue about substantive concepts of justice represent
a “fundamental kind of fairness.”171 In this regard, a key means of providing for both fair
procedures as well as fair institutions is a reinvigorated adherence to the maxim, ‘hear the
other side’. This prescription allows for the “fair weighing and balancing of contrary
arguments” and for taking account of the distribution of power. Otherwise, this might
prevent certain parties from having a say and being heard. Both of these are necessary
precursors to not only conflict resolution, but also meaningful justice discourse. Thus,
recognizing the role that procedural processes play in both promoting and protecting
meaningful access within the formal court system, the imperative question arises—how
how can and should the design and enforcement of these procedural processes take
account of who is attempting to access the processes and their abilities in so doing?
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Conclusion
This chapter has examined the principles of participatory democracy in so far as they
inform and enrich a concept of access to justice that promotes meaningful participation
by citizens in a variety of political and legal decision-making processes and institutions
(the democratic thesis). In light of the benefits associated with nurturing meaningful
participation, empowerment and engagement are worthy objectives for a broader
conceptualization of access to justice. Moreover, the fulfillment of these objectives is
consistent with the important role that law and legal institutions play in individuals’ lives
and in a democracy more generally. However, while these may be worthwhile goals,
there are serious questions about the possibility of cultivating meaningful participation
within the civil justice system. This is particularly so given the existing structure of the
legal system, the manner in which the adversarial system is operationalized, and the role
that the legal system insiders play in administering the system.
In light of these challenges, the next chapter will examine the particular context of
self-represented litigants. They are uniquely situated within this discussion due to the
fact that they are attempting to participate directly and without the assistance of lawyers.
Instead, they are seeking to participate with the assistance of self-help legal services. The
question that arises in this regard is whether self-help legal services are construed as a
form of empowerment (and therefore, consistent with a broader conceptualization of
access) or are a form of abandonment that contributes to the self-represented litigants’
disempowerment and disengagement.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SELF-REPRESENTED LITIGANTS AND SELF-HELP SERVICES
The crisis in access to justice in Canada has both driven and resulted in a variety
of policy initiatives that aim to address the problem.1 Many of these initiatives have been
directed at assisting the growing number of self-represented litigants who continue to
enter the civil justice system.2 In statistical terms, a recent report in Ontario suggests that
approximately 40% of civil law litigants represent themselves and this percentage
increases dramatically in certain legal fields, such as family law, where as high as 6070% of litigants in family court are self-represented.3 Moreover, it is known that, as
retainers run out and clients are unable to pay their mounting legal bills, the percentage of
self-represented litigants also increases.4 As a consequence of being unable to afford
legal fees, individuals are unable to resolve legal problems at earlier stages and their
problems can become worse.5 Moreover, low- and moderate-income individuals have

1

In her foreword to the Action Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters’ Final Report,
Chief Justice McLachlin comments “as Canadians celebrated the new millennium, it became clear that we
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and citizen-focused. Reports told us that cost, delays, long trials, complex procedures and other barriers
were making it impossible for more and more Canadians to exercise their legal rights.” See Action
Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters, “Access to Civil and Family Justice – A
RoadMap to Change” Final Report (October 2013). Http://www.cfcj.fcjc.org/sites/default/files/docs/2013/
AC_Report_English_Final.pdf [Action Committee, Final Report on Access to Civil and Family Justice].

2

Trevor CW Farrow, Diana Lowe, QC, Bradley Albrecht & Martha E Simmons, “Addressing the Needs of
Self-Represented Litigants in the Canadian Justice System”, A White Paper Prepared for the Association of
Canadian Court Administrators (March 27, 2012). Available online at www.cfjc.fcjc.org [Farrow et al.,
“Addressing the Needs of Self-Represented Litigants”].
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National Self-Represented Litigants Project (May 2013) at 86.
Available online at
www.lsuc.onca/uploadedfiles/For_The_Public?About_The_Law_Society/_Decisions/2014/Self_Represent
ed_Project.pdf [MacFarlane, Final Report of the National Self-Represented Litigants Project]. In the
American context, the President of the American Bar Association recently commented that approximately
“80% of litigants remain unrepresented in all civil matters.” See Victor Li, “William Hubbard Speaks
about the Importance of Technology in Expanding Access to Justice” (March 17, 2016) ABA Journal.
Availableonlineat:www.abajournal.com/news/article/william_hubbard_speaks_about_the_importance_of_t
echnology_in_expanding_access.
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Ontario Bar Association, “Getting it Right”, Report of the Ontario Bar Association Justice Stakeholders
Summit (June 2007). Available online at www.OBA.org/en/pdf/Justice%20Summit.sml.pdf.
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historically been among those likely to be self-represented.

However, while these

individuals are disproportionately self-represented, the latest empirical research in
Canada indicates that 50% of the self-represented litigants surveyed had a university
degree and approximately 40% of those interviewed had an income of over $50,000.00
per year. 6 In seeking to better understand who resolves their legal problems through selfhelp, Ab Currie stated that,
[i]n statistical terms, the relationship between the action taken to resolve
problems and most socio-economic characteristics is statistically significant
but extremely weak. There appears to be a slight tendency for self-helpers to
be older, to have higher incomes, to be somewhat better educated and to be
single or married or a couple with no children. Respondents who are selfhelpers were less likely to report that they have a physical or mental health
problem.7
This data appears to be reflective of a shift in the demographic make-up of selfrepresented litigants.

As self-representation expands to include members of the

traditional middle class, more people are attempting to resolve their legal problems
without professional assistance. 8

In the American context, this phenomenon was

observed by Sande Buhai who, citing a 1994 American Bar Association report, noted that
there was, “an increasing number of middle-income individuals choosing to resolve their
legal issues without the help of a lawyer.”9 However, as discussed in chapter two of this
thesis, the assessment of who is representing themselves needs to take account of the
6

MacFarlane, Final Report of the National Self-Represented Litigants Project, supra note 3 at 8.

7

Ab Currie, “Self-Helpers Need Help Too” (Draft 2010) at 8.
Available online at
http://www.lawforlife.org.uk/data/files/self-helpers-need-help-too-ab-currie-2010-283.pdf/ [Currie, “SelfHelpers Need Help Too”].
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reasons that an individual represents him- or herself and the fact that different groups of
individuals are typically addressing different kinds of legal problems.10 In light of all of
these dimensions, a shift in demographics has important implications for how we think
about access to justice and how we develop initiatives that are aimed at assisting selfrepresented litigants achieve justice. To the extent that a broader spectrum of individuals
(including for example, those who are university-educated and not otherwise dealing with
issues of marginalization and exclusion) are self-represented, it becomes important to
examine how access to justice policy might better support their attempts to do so. As part
of the development of strategies and initiatives that support self-represented litigants, it
will be necessary to ensure that self-represented litigants are able to engage with the legal
processes and institutions essential to the resolution of their legal matter. The promotion
of self-represented litigants’ direct engagement with various legal processes and
institutions is consistent with the democratic thesis that seeks to engage citizens directly
in the decision-making processes that affect them.
As noted in chapter three, the development and administration of law has
historically been the exclusive domain of specialists, namely members of a trained legal
profession and a judiciary derived from the legal profession. 11 In contrast, selfrepresented litigants who do not rely on an intermediary (i.e., a lawyer or paralegal) have
an opportunity to influence directly the legal decision-making that is relevant to their
particular legal problem consistent with the ‘politics of amateurs’ rather than the ‘politics
of specialists.’ This opportunity to be heard and potentially influence the decisionmaking process not only impacts the individual’s perceptions about the fairness and
justness of the particular process but also potentially creates a history and context for
further participation.12 To the extent those individuals believe that they were provided

10

Please see chapter two of this thesis.

11

Participatory democracy has been described as the ‘politics of amateurs’ whereas representative
democracy involves the ‘politics of specialists.’ See Benjamin R Barber, Strong Democracy Participatory Politics for a New Age (Berkeley, USA: University of California Press, 1984) at 152 [Barber,
Strong Democracy].
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16 NYU Rev L & Soc Change 535 [White, “Mobilization on the Margins”]. In her article, White suggests
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with an opportunity to ‘have a say’, they may be more inclined to believe that they are
entitled to a say. Consequently, they may begin to exercise a right to have a say in other
forums or contexts.
In this chapter, I intend to review briefly some of the particular barriers that it is
assumed self-represented litigants face when they attempt to engage in the civil justice
system without traditional legal representation. These include operational, attitudinal,
and structural barriers within the operation of the civil justice system. Ultimately, the
concrete nature and presence of these various barriers will be examined in greater detail
in chapter 7 in the context of a discussion about self-represented litigants’ experiences in
this research project. However, prior to doing so and in the course of examining the
viability of meaningful participation by self-represented litigants and the role of self-help
legal services in furthering meaningful participation, it is necessary to flag some of the
potential challenges faced by these individuals.
Due to the fact that the numbers of self-represented litigants are increasing, there
has been a corresponding proliferation of access to justice initiatives that are aimed at
improving the individual’s access to justice.

One such initiative targeting self-

represented litigants directly is self-help legal services. The objective of self-help legal
services is to provide self-represented litigants with legal information and advice in order
that they may better represent themselves. In accordance with the democratic thesis, this
initiative potentially offers an opportunity for self-represented litigants to enhance the
meaningfulness of their participation.

Thus, in this chapter, I will examine the

development of self-help legal services in various jurisdictions as well as the potential
benefits associated with this initiative from a democratic perspective. Finally, I will
canvass some of the critiques associated with self-help legal services. This will include
an examination of certain broader concerns about whether self-help represents a form of
empowerment or a form of disempowerment and whether there is a corresponding
abdication of responsibility by policy-makers, government and the legal profession.
the fact that the benefits associated with engaging poor clients may be quite modest and less comprehensive
however that does not diminish the potential impact on future action by those individuals.
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Operational Barriers to Access
Operational barriers inherent in civil justice procedures make it difficult for non-lawyers
to enter and navigate through the system. Examples of this include courthouses that
remain relatively inaccessible in terms of hours of operation and location (i.e., outside of
highly populated areas) and court staff that are not typically in a position to provide extra
assistance to self-represented parties who are unfamiliar with the court processes or
forms.13 Moreover, assistance by court staff has historically been viewed as involving
the provision of legal advice, which only lawyers are regulated to provide in all Canadian
jurisdictions by virtue of their regulatory bodies. The adherence to procedures, which are
generally unknown to non-lawyers and difficult to understand without legal intervention,
compound the problems for self-represented litigants. This is further complicated by the
fact that individual courts may invoke different local practices and procedures that are
typically only familiar to the lawyers who regularly attend in that particular court. In
light of these concerns, there have been calls to understand better the legal needs of selfrepresented litigants, particularly poor and disadvantaged self-represented litigants, when
attending in court.14 The response has been a variety of studies that have examined the
accessibility of courts, including the processes and procedures undertaken by individual
courts and the staff that operate within these courts.15
As a result of this field of research and the burgeoning number of self-represented
litigants, there have been some efforts to re-design court processes in order to ensure that
the civil justice system is more user-friendly for non-lawyers.16 This has precipitated a
move toward streamlined, as well as less formal, procedures and forms.17 In Ontario,
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Informal Justice”].
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[Staudt & Hannaford, “Access to Justice for the Self-Represented Litigant”]; Bonnie Rose Hough,
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examples of this include simplified procedures and higher monetary limits in small
claims courts where there are a significant numbers of self-represented individuals
appearing; the inclusion of more duty counsel who facilitate self-represented litigants’
interaction in the civil justice system; and the simplification of court forms which
incorporate plain language such that non-lawyers can complete the forms without legal
assistance and then file the forms electronically.18 These initiatives represent some of the
operational reforms that have been undertaken to accommodate self-represented litigants.
It is acknowledged that these types of operational changes are necessary in order to
remove some of the more tangible barriers to access. However, it is also important to
note that there are ongoing challenges associated with undertaking procedural reform.
There is first and foremost a criticism that the procedural reform undertaken is not
sufficient; it is piecemeal at best and not likely to improve significantly access to justice
on a broad scale. Moreover, significant procedural changes that might better serve selfrepresented litigants’ needs are often met with concerns about the litigation process that
are grounded in a continued adherence to a traditional model of litigation that is created
and administered by lawyers.19
Recognizing the need to undertake procedural reform that is consistent with
access to justice, Supreme Court Justice Karakatsanis recently stated that the “balance
between procedure and access struck by our justice system must come to reflect a modern
reality and recognize that new models of adjudication can be fair and just.”20 At issue in
that case was the scope of a motion court judge’s decision-making powers in summary
judgment procedures.

Speaking for the Court, Justice Karakatsanis concluded that

procedure must be interpreted with a view to promoting the timely and efficient

18

For example, see Rules of Civil Procedure, RRO 1990, Reg 194, Rule 4.01(3) – electronic filing; OR
439/08 – increase in Small Claims Court limit to $25,000.00. Moreover, LawHelp Ontario (LHO) now
provides volunteer legal representation in Ontario Superior Court, Ontario Court of Appeal and Chambers
as well as Divisional Court.
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resolution of legal matters consistent with enhanced concepts of access to justice.21 By
expanding the scope and the flexibility of certain procedural steps, such as summary
judgment motions, the argument is that the civil justice system would better serve those
who may not otherwise be able to afford to pursue a long and protracted trial process.
While it is important that this decision acknowledged the need to infuse the development
and implementation of procedural rules with concerns about access to justice, it is also
important to examine critically the implications of certain procedural changes on those
most affected by a lack of access to justice – self-represented litigants.

Thus, the

question that arises in the context of this case is whether expanded summary procedures
(that potentially include the use of oral evidence whereby individuals have an opportunity
to ‘tell their story’ early in a proceeding) assist a self-represented litigant or whether early
in the proceeding, complex procedural steps are particularly onerous for self-represented
individuals who are likely struggling to understand the relevant procedural and
substantive law. This question led the National Self-Represented Litigant Project to
conduct a survey of summary judgment applications and judgments in reported
decisions.22 Comparing the number of reported decisions in 2004 with 2015, the survey
suggested that there has been an increase in the use of summary judgment motions
against self-represented litigants. The survey further indicated that in Ontario, 88% of
the cases where a represented party brought a summary judgment application against a
self-represented litigant, the represented parties were successful in obtaining judgment
against the self-represented litigant. This led the researchers to conclude,
[w]hile SJPs offer an opportunity to deal efficiently with cases that are
without merit, it is equally important to consider their unintended
consequences. This is especially critical at a time of great change due to
the influx of large numbers of SRLs. SRLs who face the end of their claim
as a result of a summary judgment often feel that they have been denied
access to justice and unfairly treated by our legal system. SJP cases
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Hryniak, ibid.
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Julie MacFarlane, Katrina Trask & Erin Chesney, “The Use of Summary Judgment Procedures Against
Self-Represented Litigants: Efficient Case Management or Denial of Access to Justice?” (November 2014)
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illustrate the dilemma of how to fairly and appropriately hold a SRL to
account when their case is unlikely to succeed (the premise of SJPs).23
To the extent that the latter is the case, it would seem that procedural reforms aimed at
providing expedient resolutions actually work to disadvantage self-represented litigants
who are attempting to get up to speed. At the same time, these procedural reforms
provide a potentially unfair advantage to the opposing counsel who are already familiar
with that particular procedural step. The lesson in this regard is while action may be taken
to simplify and potentially streamline procedures, it is important that the action
undertaken takes account of the particular needs and capabilities of those seeking access.
More significantly, this also means taking account of the perspectives of those
individuals or groups that have not historically participated in conversations about
procedural reform.
There is an even more fundamental challenge associated with designing informal
alternatives to the courts that are simpler and presumably more accessible than traditional
court processes, but still maintain a commitment to fair and just proceedings in
accordance with the Rule of Law.24 Specifically, empirical research conducted in the
United Kingdom suggests that, while there has been a general shift away from the formal
processes of the civil justice system to less procedurally formal tribunal processes as a
means of addressing the growing number of self-represented parties, the result has been
that “in the absence of the conventional protections of formality, such as representation,
and the rules of evidence, the cases of those appearing before informal tribunals and
courts may not be properly ventilated, and the law may not be accurately applied, and
ultimately justice may not be done.”25 In light of this concern, the challenges involved in
addressing operational and information-based barriers as well as procedural barriers to
participation in the civil justice system remain daunting.
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In this sense, it is important that attempts to simplify court processes and
procedure take account of the larger adversarial context in which the procedure operates,
as well as the role played by the insiders (i.e., lawyers and adjudicators) who have and
continue to dominate the litigation process.

Even if the requisite procedures are

simplified and self-represented litigants receive constructive assistance and, as a result,
are prepared and willing to engage in the legal system, the legal system is not necessarily
equipped to deal with them. Again, from a procedural standpoint, many of the existing
legal institutions, processes and rules that non-lawyers are obligated to engage with
remain difficult to navigate without ‘insider’ knowledge. In this regard, the procedures
can be anachronistic and appear counter-intuitive for individuals not trained as legal
professionals. Moreover, despite attempts to simplify various legal processes, many of
the procedural aspects of these processes remain overly complicated.

Challenges

involving the procedural aspects of the adversarial process can be made worse by the fact
that, in many instance, lawyers may be prepared to spend significant amounts of time
arguing over procedural entitlements.
Interestingly, the move to simplify various legal processes by making the system
less formal and presumably more accessible for non-lawyers has also resulted in a
criticism regarding the negative and misleading impact that informal processes may have
on self-represented litigants. 26 Small claims courts (with low monetary limits) are
common venues in which the formal court rules have been relaxed and/or re-drafted with
a view to making the process more accommodating of self-represented litigants,
unfamiliar with legal process. However, research in small claims courts by O’Barr and
Conley suggests that, “although the freedom to speak without the assistance of
representation and without being constrained by formal rules of evidence was welcomed
by many litigants, this may be a mechanism by which informal procedures substitute
expressive satisfaction for the enforcement of rights.”27 In other words, self-represented
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litigants may find it easier to engage in a less technical and more relaxed process from a
procedural perspective, but this does not necessarily mean that the self-represented
litigants are affecting the results they wanted or expected. In fact, the informality of the
procedural process may mislead individuals to believe that the decision-making and
application of substantive law carried out by the adjudicator will involve the same
informality as is present in the procedures governing the hearing more generally. In this
sense, there can be a disconnect between the informal rules that govern the hearing
process and the more traditional and formal process that governs the adjudicator’s
decision-making process. In these instances, self-represented litigants are led to believe
that they are able to present their case in their own way and in their own voice, but are
ultimately confronted with a formal application of evidence and law in the course of the
decision. In the recent context of small claims court process, there has been another layer
added to this critique. The concern is that, as the monetary limits in small claims courts
increase, so too does the presence of lawyers. Thus, while the procedures are drafted in a
less formal manner, the existence of lawyers gives rise to proceedings that are influenced
and formalized by lawyers’ traditional training and operation in the civil justice system.
In addition to the traditional civil courts, there are a variety of administrative
tribunals that address a variety of legal issues including landlord/tenant, social services,
employment, workers’ compensation and human rights issues. The theory being that
administrative tribunals “can be more responsive to the real situations people face.”28
However, like recent trends in small claims court, the Access to Legal Services Working
Group – tasked with the goal of encouraging innovation and action in the delivery of
legal services – notes that citizens are increasingly appearing in tribunals with legal
representation.29 Notwithstanding the fact that many of these administrative tribunals and
regulatory processes contemplate citizen participation without lawyers, it is noted that the
‘proliferation’ and complexity of certain of these regulatory bodies and processes have
28
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not necessarily encouraged engagement by ordinary citizens. 30

In other words,

procedural reform and related attempts to simplify legal processes in tribunals has not
always resulted in better processes for self-represented individuals.31 In many respects,
the process remains complex both in terms of procedure and in the application of the
relevant regulatory framework.

Alternatively, Hazel Genn argues that there is a

possibility that informal procedures and simplified steps in various tribunals may present
traps for unwary self-represented parties who are lulled in to a false sense of comfort
about the process.32 Moreover, similar to the critique of small claims courts, while the
processes within the tribunal setting may be informal and thereby provide increased
opportunity for direct participation, the statutory regime within which the tribunal
operates may remain legally complex and heavily reliant on traditional legal principles
and stylized modes of interpretation. Some of the concerns underlying this critique are
responded to, in part, by more recent calls for active adjudication in administrative
settings. The call for active adjudication is grounded in questions about “whether the
judicial model of adjudication is the most appropriate way to adjudicate administrative
matters” given the increasing numbers of self-represented litigants.33 As such, more than
developing simplified procedures, active adjudication calls on adjudicators to actively
shape or direct the hearing process for the parties. In one sense, active adjudication
“attempts to eliminate or at least mitigate some of what has traditionally made lawyers
indispensable to the proper functioning of the hearing” and “create a process that is fair
an accessible to all parties.”34
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Another critique offered in respect of a move toward informal processes as a
means of providing access to individuals who cannot afford legal representation, suggests
that a shift toward less formal hearings represents a “downgrading of the problems of the
poor and a relegation of their disputes to second-class forms of justice.” 35 In other
words, the type and/or scope of problems relegated to adjudicatory processes, like small
claims courts, may be low in terms of monetary value, but no less significant to those
involved than matters that remain in the more formal superior court. This is also true of
the characterization of the legal issues raised and adjudicated upon by self-represented
litigants against represented parties. While this critique might raise legitimate concerns
about the motivations underlying certain procedural reforms, it remains important to
balance this critique against the benefits associated with developing processes that
promote access to justice for non-lawyers and providing procedures that are proportional
to the claims in dispute.

Again, the recent pronouncement by Justice Karakatsanis

highlights this need for proportionality when designing and implementing procedures to
resolve disputes in the civil justice system. In this regard, she stated that “[i]ncreasingly,
there is recognition that a culture shift is required in order to create an environment
promoting timely and affordable access to the civil justice system. This shift entails
simplifying pre-trial procedures and moving the emphasis away from the conventional
trial in favour of proportional procedures that are tailored to the needs of the particular
case.”36
Attitudinal Barriers Imposed by Insiders
Coupled with a concern that direct participation by certain self-represented litigants may
be, at best, shallow (given complex procedural requirements and/or reliance on simplified
process), there is an added concern that the existing legal process and its institutions are
neither designed for, nor accommodating of, participation by self-represented litigants.
Attitudinal barriers prevalent among the key players in the civil justice system are also
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thought to negatively impact self-represented litigants’ attempts to access the civil justice
system. Members of the legal profession, along with some members of the judiciary,
have historically viewed self-represented litigants as not only vexatious or frivolous
litigants, but also the cause of much delay in the judicial system.37 One author has
rejected the call to better accommodate self-represented litigants. He characterizes pro se
litigants (self-represented litigants in the American legal system) as having “disrupted the
efficiency of the courtrooms, causing courtroom delays and overburdening judges,
attorneys, and court staff.”38 Perhaps even more significantly, self-represented litigants
were characterized as “‘pests’ or ‘nuts’ who are an ‘increasing problem’ clogging our
courts.”39 The consequence of these attitudes by both lawyers and members of the
judiciary is that self-represented litigants often feel uncomfortable or intimidated in
speaking to judges or with opposing counsel; they believe that judges and lawyers are
either impatient with the self-represented litigant or attempt to take advantage of the selfrepresented litigants’ lack of knowledge and experience.40 The particular experiences of
the self-represented litigants interviewed in this research project (discussed in chapter 7
in greater detail) corroborate these sentiments. Thus, in terms of the attitudinal barriers
faced by self-represented litigants, there are significant questions about the existing
ethical, as well as legal, guidelines and responsibilities that direct lawyers’ and judges
conduct when dealing with self-represented litigants.
In this regard, the basis for some of these attitudinal barriers may be grounded in
the manner in which lawyers perceive their role within the adversarial model; this is a
role that is now being challenged by a new reality of the litigation process. However,
notwithstanding the new reality of more non-lawyers within the civil justice system, there
37
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has not been a corresponding formal recognition by the profession of how lawyers might
need to treat self-represented parties differently.41 It is not surprising that this failure to
delineate any specific responsibilities or expectations of lawyers underscores the anxiety
and frustration that many self-represented litigants feel when representing themselves.
Again, the failure to outline particular ethical responsibilities when dealing with selfrepresented litigants is even further complicated by the ‘zealous advocate’ mindset that
continues to permeate the way that lawyers practice law.42 Arguably, a lawyer’s singular
commitment to ‘winning’ the client’s case may rationalize aggressive behaviour that
opposing lawyers might be able to handle but does not take account of the selfrepresented opponent who is not likely operating on an equal playing field.
On occasion, lawyers and their governing professional bodies have also been
criticized for their resistance to the development of programs that would assist
individuals to represent themselves better when faced with a legal problem.43 The legal
profession, in its practicing and regulating guises, has characterized this resistance as

41
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Pro Bono Law Ontario’s Law Help Ontario program for matters in the Superior Court of Justice or in Small
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protecting litigants from the risks associated with receiving incorrect or misleading
advice. However, a different explanation for the legal profession’s resistance is linked to
the profession’s concerns about unrestricted competition. As a result of non-lawyers
being better equipped to handle legal matters, the need for traditional legal representation
might be reduced. This explanation reflects a perceived threat to the legal profession’s
longstanding monopoly on the provision of legal services.44 Changing these existing
attitudes to include an approach that contemplates greater accommodation of selfrepresented parties runs contrary to many of the legal profession’s entrenched ideas about
how the adversarial system works and what the lawyer’s role is within that adversarial
system.
Although based on different concerns, members of the judiciary do not escape
some of these attitudinal criticisms. Again, earlier research data collected from selfrepresented litigants suggests that judges can appear unsympathetic and even antagonistic
toward self-represented litigants who do not appear to understand the nature of the
proceedings or the legal processes in their courtroom.45 In fairness to many judges who
are confronted with significant numbers of self-represented litigants on a daily basis, they
may be unsure of how to balance the self-represented litigants’ needs in the courtroom
with their own obligation to remain impartial as part of their traditional role in the
adversary system. 46 Moreover, Deborah Rhode suggests that, in certain courts and
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particularly in a portion of the cases involving self-represented litigants, the nature of the
cases are “symptomatic of broader social and personal problems: mental health
disabilities, substance abuse, and inadequate employment of financial management skills,
coupled with local shortages in jobs, housing, and health services.”47 As a result, trial
judges lack the time and resources to deal adequately with all of the issues that have
potentially affected the self-represented litigant’s life.48 Regardless of the underlying
motivations, the results are the same—self -represented litigants are often made to feel
excluded or outsiders in the civil justice system by those who operate inside the system.
While it may be the fact that many cases are delayed due to self-represented
litigants’ inexperience with the legal procedures or the substantive law, the challenge is to
find ways to make the judicial system more hospitable to self-represented litigants
without compromising the integrity of the justice system.

Notwithstanding recent

developments aimed at ameliorating self-represented litigants’ participation and in light
of the persistent operational and attitudinal barriers, the continued exclusion and
disengagement of non-lawyers raises serious questions about whether even well informed
self-represented litigants will be in a position to participate fully and effectively.
Underlying these observations about ongoing barriers to access is the recognition
of a need for continuing and comprehensive change to the civil justice system. This
change would need to include the measures necessary to ensure that self-represented
individuals are able to engage in the civil justice system in a meaningful manner.
Presumably, the implementation of such measures would need to take account of existing
operational and structural barriers that continue to impede self-represented litigants from
participating. In so doing, new procedures and processes might be developed that take
account of non-lawyers’ needs and abilities. As noted by Benjamin Barber, changes
aimed at encouraging meaningful participation cannot be implemented in a piecemeal

“’Lawyers’ Perceptions of the Fairness of Judicial Assistance to Self-Represented Litigants” (2012) 30
Windsor YB Access Just 139 at 171.
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fashion.49 These types of changes must also balance the requirement that the legal
processes be fair and consistent with concepts of procedural justice, the Rule of Law and,
at the same time, take account of the practical realities of administering a legal system
that includes a significant number of self-represented parties who are unfamiliar with
those very legal processes. In this regard, the growing presence of self-represented
litigants necessitates the need to consider whether and to what extent the existing
adversarial process may be maintained and/or how new processes might be shaped by an
inquisitorial or active adjudicative approach to dispute resolution in the civil justice
system.
Legal Self-Help and Citizen Participation
Notwithstanding the criticisms that are leveled at the structure and administration of the
civil justice system in terms of individuals’ direct participation, the principles and
objectives of participatory democracy imbue and recommend a broader concept of access
to justice. The question becomes how to develop access to justice initiatives that are
consistent with this broader conceptualization. More specifically, to what extent, can or
should an access to justice initiative like self-help legal services play a role in facilitating
meaningful participation? The criticisms raised in respect of the civil justice system
would tend to suggest that meaningful participation by non-lawyers is minimal and a very
challenging endeavor for any self-represented litigant. However, being aware of the
educative function of participation and learning from the case of the Connecticut
community lawyer, it is possible to see how an initiative such as self-help might expand
and multiply the opportunities for citizen empowerment and meaningful participation.
The purpose of civil law self–help centres is to provide self-represented litigants
with the information and skills necessary for them to pursue and resolve their own legal
issues without legal representation.50 The provision of legal information, skills and tools
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See discussion of Barber, Strong Democracy, supra note 11 and in chapter three of this thesis.
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There are several self-help legal centres in Canada as well as hundreds in the United States that provide a
variety of legal services and information to self-represented individuals, typically on a ‘first come, first
serve’ basis. The development of these centres has been linked to a corresponding decrease in legal aid
support and increase in the numbers of individuals who are unable to secure legal representation. See
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arguably allows the individual to engage with the civil justice system in a more, if not
perfectly meaningful manner.

By obtaining information and advice that helps to

demystify the substantive law as well as the governing procedures, individuals might be
in a better position to convey their position to opposing parties as well as members of the
judiciary.51
For instance, part of Ab Currie’s research on the viability of self-help as a means
of problem-solving sought input on what people who ‘took care of it on their own’ would
have done in retrospect. Respondents with problems that had been resolved at the time of
the interview who had chosen the self-help option were asked if they thought that the
outcome would have been better if they had obtained some other form of assistance.52
When asked what type of assistance this might include, Currie confirmed that of the
respondents questioned, “[t]he most frequent first response was additional or better
information, 30.4%.” 53 Moreover, through direct participation in the legal process,
individuals are afforded an opportunity to raise and frame the legal problem in a manner
that is relevant to their lives; they can potentially engage in a dialogue that includes the
formulation and expression of arguments and opposing positions. To the extent that this
results in the construction of decisions that are more consistent with the organization of
ordinary citizens’ lives and reflective of their own conceptualizations of law and justice,
it can be concluded that self-help has a role to play in advancing individuals’ meaningful
participation.
This view is reinforced by the notion that, in other non-law contexts, self-help
programs provide an opportunity to foster consciousness-raising and the development of
certain social skills including the ability to problem-solve; these promote empowerment

Merran Lawler, Jeff Gidding & Michael Robertson, “Opportunities and Limitations in the Provision of
Self-Help Legal Resources to Citizens in Need” (2012) 30 Windsor YB Access Just 185 at 188 [Lawler,
Gidding & Robertson, “Opportunities and Limitations in the Provision of Self-Help Resources”].
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and provide for the opportunity to engage in a meaningful manner. In fact, Elisheva
Sadan suggests that,
participation in a self-help group is considered to be an ideal (though not
exclusive) means of encouraging individual empowerment, for such a group
produces empowerment beyond the individual as well: people receive
emotional and social support in the course of a change process in which they
provide concrete help to others and acquire new skills, including the
development of ability for future public action.54
While Sadan contemplates the development of individual empowerment through selfhelp in a non-law context, there are some similarities with legal self-help. Namely, in
helping oneself, there are certain social skills, abilities and knowledge acquired that are
necessary and relevant for further action.
One of the challenges in this regard is to ensure that, while civil law self-help
centres provide individuals with the legal tools necessary to engage in deliberation and
decision-making about civil law, the provision of legal advice and information does not
result in a continued dependency on lawyers by non-lawyers.55 In other words, civil law
self-help centres must provide individuals with the information necessary to engage in the
civil justice system and, at the same time, assist the individuals in disabusing themselves
of the need to rely on the language of experts; they cease to be passive bystanders whom
decisions are made about and for.
The purpose in providing individuals with the information they require to
participate is not to eliminate all assistance by lawyers. Rather, it is to democratize the
language and substance of law such that individuals are able to participate directly in its
development, meaning and administration. This presupposes that to the extent that selfhelp legal services centres provide legal information, skills and tools, individuals will be
able to make use of the information and engage with and ultimately influence the
54

Elisheva Sadan, Empowerment and Community Planning: Theory and Practice of People-Focused Social
Solutions (Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad Publishers, 1997) at 81-82 [Sadan, Empowerment and
Community Planning].
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Marc Galanter, “Justice in Many Rooms: Courts, Private Orderings and Indigenous Law” (1981) 19 J
Legal Pluralism 1 at 18 [Galanter, “Justice in Many Rooms”].
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development of the civil law. However, given the existing legal framework with all of its
traditional notions of adversarial and professionalized participation, the question that
remains is whether this might be practically achievable.56
Research on self-help initiatives in Australia as well as California reflects the
growing significance of these initiatives across different jurisdictions. 57 The data
collected from these endeavours suggest that there are still more questions about who
might be best helped by self-help services and how these services might be delivered to
ensure that the information and advice provided corresponds with individuals’ needs and
the overall objectives of the initiative.58 A variety of the studies on self-help have
examined why self-represented parties chose self-help and whether the initiatives are
efficient in assisting individuals to resolve their legal issues. However, many of the
studies did not take account of broader objectives that might be achieved in the context of
this type of assistance. These studies have not examined how the provisions of self-help
56

Interestingly, this approach has been observed in one unique and successful setting where participation
by members of a tribal community in the local justice system has resulted in the development of a system
of laws that are directly related to the community members’ needs and concerns. Over four hundred years
ago, the Zapotec Indians of Mexico were granted a right by the Spanish to administer their own local
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system. Plaintiffs play an active role in the proceedings in which there are no lawyers and, unlike in North
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information and advice might impact self-represented litigants’ views about their ability
to engage with the civil justice system in a meaningful manner, regardless of the outcome
achieved. Moreover, earlier research on legal self-help has not looked at self-represented
litigants’ inclination to participate further or in other forums or contexts. Consequently,
in accordance with a broader conceptualization of access that seeks to incorporate citizen
participation in the development of the law more generally, self-help provides a
compelling site at which to examine self-represented litigants’ perceptions about their
engagement in civil law processes and institutions, as well as their inclination to
participate in other political and legal process that affect their lives and communities.
Self-Help Legal Services Defined
The increasing number of self-represented litigants in the civil justice system has given
rise to a variety of access initiatives that are aimed at assisting self-represented
individuals address their legal issue and, hopefully, improving their access to justice.59
One such initiative has been the creation of legal self-help programs. To a varying
degree, research in the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom indicates that
this type of program has evolved in response to the growing number of self-represented
parties who are obliged to represent themselves when engaged in civil law matters, but
who have little legal knowledge or experience about law, legal processes, or the
administration of the civil justice system. The growth of self-help services has also
resulted generally from a corresponding reduction in legal aid budgets in these
jurisdictions.60 A useful working definition of self-help legal services includes, “services
that allows or encourages a legal consumer to take personal responsibility for some or all
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of the activities necessary to complete a legal transaction.”61 An added understanding is
that the legal services offered would be free to the legal consumer. Thus, the term selfhelp legal resources may be more broadly characterized as “encompassing all those
resources, support mechanisms, structures and services which are designed to assist
people to work through their own legal problems either independently or substantially
independently of formal and comprehensive legal assistance.”62 Practically speaking,
self-help initiatives may include telephone hotlines, online assistance with court forms
and processes, self-help centres and duty counsel. In Ontario, there is a continuum of
services that offers information, advice and assistance to individuals representing
themselves in the justice system. In addition to self-help centres that are discussed below
in greater detail, this spectrum of services includes the provision of information and
advice respecting a particular area of law. For example, legal advice and information are
provided by the Family Law Information Centres (FLICs) located throughout Ontario.
Specifically, FLICs provide information and advice about various aspects of family law
as well as referrals to other legal and non-legal resources. 63

In other contexts,

information about individuals’ legal rights is available in pamphlet form, and through
online services and community legal clinics.

Community Legal Education Ontario

(CLEO), established in 1974, “provide[s] practical legal rights education and information
to help people understand and exercise their rights.”64
There are also a variety of duty counsel projects that provide legal assistance to
individuals appearing in different courts without representation. The assistance provided
may include support with court forms and document preparation, advice regarding
substantive law and/or representation in court.

The scope of assistance may vary

depending on the court context in which the duty counsel operates. Notwithstanding the
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scope of the legal advice or information provided, the underlying assumption is that the
self-represented party (and not the legal representative providing the assistance) retains
control over their own legal problem. While it is not suggested that these services
represent the complete terrain of self-help initiatives, it is important to be acquainted with
the scope of services available to self-represented litigants when exploring the role of
self-help within a broader conceptualization of access to justice. In this sense, one of the
common denominators respecting these initiatives is the provision of legal advice and
information that allows individuals to better understand their legal rights and
responsibilities.

However, it is also worth noting that these services are somewhat

narrow in terms of the scope of the particular program’s engagement with selfrepresented litigants. In this regard, individuals who attend at self-help legal centres are
offered a broader range of assistance, which extends beyond the provision of legal
information. It is self-represented litigants engagement with a self-help legal centre
(discussed below in greater detail) that forms the basis of this research project.
While the self-help model of legal services may vary across different jurisdictions
and take on different forms,65 self-help legal centres generally make use of a combination
of paid staff and volunteer lawyers acting on a pro bono basis. The lawyers who
volunteer at these centres typically meet with self-represented litigants and provide
summary legal advice and information respecting their legal issue or problem. Normally,
the lawyer does not assume carriage of the matter on behalf of the self-represented
individual. It is assumed that the individual will maintain responsibility for his or her
own file as it moves through the civil justice system or is otherwise resolved. This
includes responsibility for the necessary procedural steps, the strategies adopted, and the
materials prepared in support of the matter.

65

In some jurisdictions, such as California, which have extensive self-help services for self-represented
litigants, self-help is expressly defined as providing “neutral, non-confidential information to all courtusers” but this does not include advice and does not provide for an ongoing solicitor-client relationship.
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This approach to assistance is contrasted with unbundled legal services whereby
the client seeks a lawyer’s assistance on a limited basis, typically to provide certain
advice or to complete a specific task on the file; the lawyer does not assume
responsibility for the entirety of the file in the traditional sense.66 To the extent that the
individual receives unbundled legal services, the services are still performed by the
lawyer as opposed to self-help centres where the lawyer may explain a particular step or
advise on how a task is to be completed. However, it remains the client’s responsibility
to act.
Self-Help Initiatives in Other Jurisdictions
In the United States, one of the first legal self-help centres provided information and
resources to self-represented litigants; it originated in Arizona in the early 1990’s.67 One
recent survey by the American Bar Association suggests that court-based, self-help
centres in the United States (of which there are about 500) assist approximately 3.7
million people annually.68 However, while the number of self-help programs operating
throughout the United States has increased dramatically, research in a number of state
jurisdictions suggests that, “most self-help programs serve only a fraction of the selfrepresented litigants in their jurisdiction.”69
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Since its inception, this initiative has evolved in a myriad of ways – providing
services at self-help centres over the telephone or in-person (typically located in or near
court houses); assistance with court appearances; and assistance with the preparation and
review of documents.

More recent developments include offering assistance and

resources for individuals appealing a judicial decision. Until very recently, appeals and
appellate related work have ‘fallen between the cracks’ in terms of assistance for selfrepresented litigants.70
Self-help resources in Australia can be traced back to 1995. At that time, nonprofit community legal centres began to develop self-help resources in order to “bridge
the gap between legal services provided by the Legal Aid Commissions and those
provided by the private profession.” 71 For-profit organizations had been offering
information packages and telephone support in certain legal contexts (e.g., how to
proceed in probate court) since 1982.72 Recent research in Australia indicates that “there
is indeed a growing and significant category of legal services that contain a self-help
dimension” and this trend is likely to continue and expand.73 In fact, it is assumed that,
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as a policy initiative, self-help legal services will continue to increase in keeping with the
growing needs of self-represented parties that are reflected in a burgeoning demographic.
The United Kingdom has also witnessed an increase in the number of self-help
legal services. This has been the result, in part, of cuts to government legal aid spending
and a corresponding reduction in the scope of legal services available to individuals; this
includes reductions in the field of social welfare cases.74 The findings of a report on
Access to Justice for Litigants in Person (or Self-Represented Litigants) prepared in 2011
by the Civil Justice Council highlighted some of the agencies that function in the United
Kingdom to provide advice to self-represented litigants.75 One of the largest and most
common is the Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB). This organization is not strictly limited
to legal advice, but rather provides advice on a myriad of topics ranging from “debt and
employment to housing and immigration plus everything in between.”76
Currently, there are approximately 3,300 CAB locations in designated advice
centres, hospitals, courts and prisons across England and Wales. Within certain of these
centres, pro bono lawyers work to provide legal assistance to self-represented parties.
For example, the Royal Courts of Justice Advice Bureau has paid, as well as pro bono,
lawyers who provide legal advice and information services to self-represented litigants
appearing before the Court of Appeal, High Courts, County Courts, family courts and
bankruptcy courts. The lawyers provide both procedural and substantive advice. In
addition to offering advice to individuals in person, there is also access to information
and advice through telephone hotlines and email services. In total, the CAB, through a
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network of agencies, make use of over 22,000 volunteers who provide advice on a variety
of topics and assist individuals in resolving “legal, money and other problems.”77
The Civil Justice Council’s report also highlighted the fact that there are a variety
of advice services that provide information about different legal contexts and on how to
navigate the civil legal system. In so doing, these services are able to provide selfrepresented litigants with advice on the merits of a legal matter and the requisite legal
processes.

However, one of the critiques of these advice services relates to the

inconsistency in services provided throughout. 78 In examining the needs of selfrepresented litigants, the Civil Justice Council emphasized the important role that advice
centres play, particularly in the context of early advice on the merits and as a source from
which self-represented litigants can draw information when first facing a legal issue.
Interestingly, the Report makes note of the fact that the provision of early advice and
information can help to ensure that individuals with meritorious claims are afforded an
opportunity to pursue their claim; this is an important and potentially overlooked
consideration in terms of the objectives often associated with self-help. Ensuring that
people are able to pursue their claims is consistent with individuals’ direct participation
in law-making and law-administering processes. In this regard, the provision of advice
and information is not viewed simply as a means of assisting self-represented litigants
administer their specific cases or ensure a more efficient legal process. Rather, it also
characterizes the provision of advice as a means by which citizens can be supported when
attempting to raise political and/or legal issues or concerns (not unlike the example of the
volunteer lawyer in Connecticut) in a meaningful and hopefully constructive manner.
This is not to suggest that self-help advice will promote certain types of cases or that all
claims brought forward are necessarily meritorious. Instead, the provision of advice and
information serves to support individuals in their decision to bring a claim forward. In
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certain instances, this has the added benefit of potentially contributing to the development
of a body of law in a particular field.79
The fact that self-help legal services continue to expand both in terms of scope
and prevalence across these various jurisdictions reinforces the need to examine certain
challenges and questions about this initiative. These include what further or expanded
role self-help services might play in a broader theory of access to justice that encourages
direct and meaningful participation and how self-help might be expanded going forward.
Part of this later analysis would also need to take account of the practical considerations
associated with developing an expanded self-help regime. These include challenges
associated with implementing more services, as well as funding issues.
The Self-Help Initiative in Canada
In Canada, the establishment of civil law self-help legal services has been both more
recent and more limited in scale than other jurisdictions. In certain jurisdictions, many of
these services were originally offered in the context of family law (for example, Family
Law Information Centres) where self-represented litigants are more widespread. Family
Law Information Centres located in several provinces were among the first centres to
open in the late 1990’s.80 The first civil law (non-family) self-help legal centre in
Toronto, Ontario (LawHelp Ontario) opened in 2007. LawHelp Ontario (LHO) is located
on the main floor of the civil courthouse in downtown Toronto. The majority of these
centres tend to be located either in or near courthouses and act as an immediate source of
legal information and advice for self-represented litigants appearing in those courts. At
present, there are varying forms of self-help legal services in the majority of the
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provinces. 81 In certain circumstances, the services may be provided via telephone
hotlines staffed by lawyers or online. In other instances, centres are established in which
volunteer lawyers attend, meet with clients and provide legal advice. The volunteer
lawyer may, on occasion, act as duty counsel on behalf of a self-represented party who is
scheduled to appear in court. The report prepared on LHO one year after opening
described the underlying philosophy of the LHO project as, “striv[ing] to address selfrepresented litigants procedural and substantive barriers to justice so they can better
navigate the justice system. Specifically, LHO provides a continuum of legal services
based on a triage system that assesses litigant need and allocates resources based on those
needs.”82 My research project focuses on the type of legal services provided at LHO and
the experiences of the self-represented litigants who make use of the services at LHO.
Objectives and Benefits Associated with Self-Help
The development of the self-help legal services model has been driven both by the
practical realities surrounding the increasing number of self-represented individuals in
need of advice and information and by certain broader educative objectives.

The

practical reality driving the expansion of the self-help initiative is that there are a
significant number of self-represented litigants currently attempting to navigate the legal
system with little or no information about the relevant processes; online research is their
only tool. Moreover, it is likely that these numbers will continue to increase. While
there are a myriad of causes associated with this increase in self-representation, the fact
that legal services are being priced out of the reach of not just low-income individuals but
also the middle class is significant. In fact, there is an argument to be made that the
poorest of individuals are, in limited circumstances, able to access some forms of
assistance. The poorest clients may be able to access legal aid to obtain assistance with
81
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criminal matters and extremely limited civil law matters. However, generally speaking,
this group of individuals has virtually no assistance with a wide range of civil litigation
cases: these cases form the subject matter of my study.83
Notwithstanding any limited assistance provided (typically in the criminal
context), the working poor and middle-income individuals are left to fend for themselves.
In examining the link between access to the civil justice system and issues of social
exclusion, Pleasance highlighted the importance of access to legal advice in the sense that
“legal advocacy and legal advice for the poor and excluded is an effective engine for
social inclusion and fighting poverty through insuring and expanding rights to critical
benefits and services, and giving a voice to grievances and empowering people and
communities.”84 Moreover, as discussed earlier, even for those initially able to afford
legal services, the duration and potentially complicated nature of many civil legal matters
results in legal representation becoming more expensive than many individuals can
afford. Thus, while a person may initially be able to pay a retainer and hire a lawyer,
individuals are unable to pay the mounting fees as the retainer runs out and the legal
matter remains unresolved and the lawyer withdraws from the file. A majority of these
individuals are unable to provide another retainer to a new lawyer. As such, they are
compelled to enter the legal system unaware and unprepared for the legal aspects of their
case or about the legal processes in which they must engage. The consequence is that a
lack of legal knowledge places these individuals at a serious disadvantage in a complex
legal system that employs a highly professionalized language and body of rules.
As a result of these ongoing challenges, there is an argument that self-help legal
services can be beneficial to the extent that they offer practical legal information and
83
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advice to a broad range of individuals who might choose or otherwise be compelled to
proceed on their own without any legal assistance.85 One of the rationales underlying this
assumption is that, in certain instances, “many clients need only limited representation to
resolve legal problems fairly.”86 This is accompanied by the adage that some information
is essentially better than no information. From a practical perspective, Gary Bellows
suggested that,
[e]ven a cursory glance at the numbers makes the ideal of enough lawyers for
poor people a chimera. On the other hand, there are literally thousands of
poor people whose lives would be made somewhat easier and less vulnerable
if they had a clearer sense of what were legally protected grievances, more
knowledge of ways of pursuing them, higher expectations about what was
possible to achieve through asserting claims in the existing system, and the
availability of responsive forums and competent representation if they needed
them.87
To the extent that the practical reality is that laypersons are engaging the legal
system with little or no information about the legal processes or substantive law
governing their rights and responsibilities, any information provided at a self-help centre
could provide them with some assistance. This assistance potentially helps them to
navigate the legal system in a more meaningful manner. Moreover, there is also an
argument that perceptions about the fairness of a process are linked to how well an
individual understands the process and is provided assistance when attempting to access
that process. Based on survey data collected from over 6,000 individuals, Ab Currie
concluded that “[r]egardless of the type of assistance received, people are more likely to
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have positive perceptions about the fairness of the justice system if the assistance they
received was perceived as helpful.”88
Finally, given the number of self-represented litigants in the civil justice system,
the self-help format provides an opportunity to disseminate basic information and advice
to significantly more individuals than could be reached in a traditional lawyer-client
relationship; this improves the overall reach of access to justice in society. As a result of
having received assistance from a self-help centre, more individuals will be better
informed when addressing their particular legal matter. This, in turn, enhances access to
justice and promotes the administration of justice.89 This also may assist individuals if
and when they are compelled to deal with legal issues in the future by providing them
with, at a minimum, some understanding of legal process and legal rights.
While it may be assumed that self-help services reach a wider spectrum of
individuals, proponents of self-help programs do not suggest that self-help is the only
means by which to enhance self-represented parties’ access to justice. Rather, self-help
should, combined with other initiatives, form a spectrum of services that individuals can
access to address their differing legal needs and capacities.

In acknowledging the

different capacities and needs of self-represented litigants, John Greacen has stated,

[s]elf-represented litigants and their cases present an endless variety of
situations, ranging from highly educated and capable persons seeking to
obtain the simplest forms of court relief (such as a change of name) to
persons with limited education, limited English capability, and other
handicaps (ranging from hearing and sight impairment to mental illness)
seeking to obtain relief in the most complex sorts of legal proceedings…some
litigants can obtain all the assistance they need to vindicate their legal rights
from court-provided forms and information. Others need limited legal advice
88
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to enable them to represent themselves. Others need full legal representation
because of the complexity of the factual or legal issues involved in their case
or because of their lack of the basic skills needed to present them to a court.90
Empirical research conducted in respect of family law pro se initiatives in
Maryland highlighted the importance of recognizing that many self-represented
individuals have varying levels of need and ability that influence the impact of self-help
in a particular case.91 Based on the data collected from interviews with clients who made
use of the family law pro se program, it was also concluded that self-help programs
should form part of a larger continuum of legal services made available to selfrepresented parties: the continuum “should include several different legal services levels,
incrementally more intensive, between the information-only and full service poles.”92
In light of the recognition that certain litigants run a higher risk that their interests
will be compromised if they are compelled to represent themselves in the civil justice
system, it has been suggested that programs directed toward self-represented litigants
including both self-help legal services and a civil right to representation (as contemplated
by Russell Engler) should form part of the same access to justice strategy; different types
of legal service would be available in different contexts depending on the needs of
particular litigants.93 This approach to access is predicated on the belief that there are
certain factors that affect whether particular litigants are able to make use of self-help
services and represent themselves. These factors include the vulnerability of the litigant
and the seriousness of the right at stake. The consideration of some of these factors led
the Supreme Court of Canada to recognize a right to state-funded legal representation in
cases where the state was applying to remove a child from parental custody.

In

determining that an individual, in those circumstances, would have a right to legal
assistance, Chief Justice Lamer stated,
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Section 7 guarantees every parent the right to a fair hearing when the state
seeks to obtain custody of their children. For the hearing to be fair, the parent
must have an opportunity to present his or her case effectively. Effective
parental participation at the hearing is essential for determining the best
interests of the child in circumstances where the parent seeks to maintain
custody of the child. While a parent need not always be represented by
counsel in order to ensure a fair custody hearing, in some circumstances,
depending on the seriousness of the interests at stake, the complexity of the
proceedings, and the capacities of the parent, the government may be required
to provide an indigent parent with state-funded counsel. A consideration of
these factors leads to the conclusion that, in the circumstances of this case, the
appellant’s right to a fair hearing required that she be represented by
counsel.94
Several facts—self -represented parties’ differing abilities, the importance of certain civil
law issues to individuals’ lives, and the potential imbalance created when they are
expected to engage in a professionalized legal system without representation—raise
challenging questions about the efficacy and scope of self-help initiatives.
In addition to the practical realities that have driven the growth of self-help legal
services, there is also an educational consideration that has influenced the development of
these services. Underscoring this consideration is the recognition that access to justice
initiatives can serve to ameliorate individuals’ lack of information and corresponding
sense of confusion about law and legal processes. The purpose is to “simplify and
demystify the law and the system, including its language.”95 Research conducted in
Australia on different self-help resources noted that the information packages prepared by
legal aid and community legal centres sought to “convey both propositional knowledge
(by way of information about the substantive law) and procedural knowledge (by way of
information about the process-oriented steps).”96 The objective in preparing materials
that encompass both substantive as well as the procedural information is to provide
community legal education about a variety of legal processes and legal institutions.
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Arguably, in receiving procedural as well as substantive legal information, individuals
are better informed about their rights and responsibilities. They are potentially better
equipped to identify and avoid legal problems or address legal problems when they arise;
this potentially avoids or minimalizes similar problems in the future.
The Australian researcher Jeff Giddings has suggested that this educative
component is based on an underlying belief that promoting community legal education
through the use of self-help resources will empower citizens by enhancing “increased
public awareness about law and legal process generally.” 97 In this context, legal
education through self-help seeks to achieve the broader goals of community
development, engagement by those educated, consciousness-raising and, ultimately, the
“imparting of legal knowledge that assists people to participate more actively in and
‘own’ a legal system.”98
Practically speaking, in many instances, it can be difficult for self-represented
litigants without legal information to even “know which agency to approach with what
problems, or how to organize their information and evidence for presentation.”99 As
such, it has become increasingly important that information provided through initiatives
such as self-help legal services expand beyond technical information. This might include
the skills and tools necessary to engage in a variety of forums and institutional settings, as
well as more generalized information about why certain steps are undertaken and how the
various steps fit together. Similar to the services provided by the community lawyer in
Connecticut, the information made available to self-represented parties must ensure that
individuals are better able to understand their rights and responsibilities and identify the
appropriate forum and process for addressing them.

By providing individuals with

information about the legal and political options and forums available to them in a
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broader educative sense, legal self-help offers an opportunity for individuals to gain legal
knowledge; they also receive the practical means to access the different political and
democratic institutions that impact their lives.
In this regard, Genn has suggested that ‘unpreparedness’ is one of the single most
significant determinants of any individual’s ability to participate in the decision-making
process.100 This is a problem that is experienced disproportionately by self-represented
parties.

Consequently, in attempting to address this dilemma, self-help can assist

individuals gain skills and tools that allow them to engage; this includes how to gather
and organize information that they may need to submit in a particular institutional setting
and present such information to an adjudicator. The inclusion of the practical skills and
tools that are necessary for participation also potentially encourages opportunities for
citizen participation outside of the specific context of the civil justice system. This will
provide an opportunity for further engagement with a variety of government processes,
forums and different decision-making capacities.
Criticisms of the Self-Help Model
Despite the growth of self-help programs and the potential benefits associated with them,
there are several criticisms connected with a reliance on self-help centres as a means of
promoting access to justice. One of these critiques is grounded in the concern that selfhelp initiatives fail to take account of the professionalization of law that often
necessitates the need for full representation.101 In this context, self-representation is
viewed as a barrier to accessing justice rather than as a means to access justice. Flowing
from this concern is a further critique about whether self-help is legitimately capable of
assisting individuals to participate; such programs might provide a false sense of security
to self-represented parties who are compelled to represent themselves in a legal system
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that has historically been unequipped to deal with them and in some circumstances, is
hostile to their presence.

Finally, there are broader political questions about the

motivations that drive the development of self-help programs. These questions suggest
that, rather than being a form of empowerment, self-help represents a form of
abandonment by both government and the legal profession. This abandonment is then
rationalized through the use of terms such as ‘empowerment’ that contemplate
individuals assuming responsibility for the decision-making that impacts their lives and
for the action necessary to implement the decisions. Several of these critiques merit
greater attention.
One of the most compelling criticisms of self-help programs involves questions
about the ability of individuals to represent themselves in the existing legal system.
Recent research on the outcomes that self-represented litigants were able to achieve when
representing themselves in busy housing courts in New York challenges the assumption
that lay persons are able to successfully manage their own legal case. Specifically,
Carroll Seron, Martin Frankel and Gregg Van Ryzin suggest that unrepresented tenants
face “swift eviction…with minimal judicial involvement.”102 The data collected further
suggests that, once the tenant had legal representation, they were up to 19% more likely
to stave off eviction by the landlord. Rebecca Sandefur’s meta-analysis of various
empirical research projects also concluded that, in a variety of different legal contexts
when individuals are represented by lawyers, they are, on average, more likely to win
than individuals who are not represented.103 The implication of this research becomes
more problematic when account is taken of the broad range of individuals who are
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compelled to represent themselves. Russell Engler suggests that a significant number of
self-represented litigants are vulnerable and, for a variety of different reasons, also lack
power. This lack of power places them at a disadvantage in most legal forums. He
continues that the, “greater the power lined up against a litigant and the more vulnerable
the litigant, the greater the likelihood litigants will forfeit important rights, absent
representation.” 104
In light of the data respecting the impact of counsel, a critique of self-help
initiatives maintains that there are some litigants and some cases where it is imperative
that the individual receive full legal assistance. As noted in the Supreme Court of Canada
case of New Brunswick v G.(J.), the loss of custody of one’s child to the state was one
such circumstance. In these types of cases, the provision of advice and information in a
self-help setting is not sufficient to ensure that the individual will be able to participate in
a meaningful manner. Given concerns about vulnerability and the unequal distribution of
power between parties, critics of self-help initiatives suggest that such initiatives are not
only unhelpful, but may even be harmful for certain individuals in certain cases. At a
minimum, these concerns call for a nuanced assessment of who is in a position to be
assisted (and able to make use of the assistance) and what is at stake in the particular
case.

From a research and policy perspective, the challenge is to identify those

individuals who may require full representation because of their particular vulnerability,
the type of case involved, and the kind of forums in which full representation is required.
Taking account of the need to distinguish between these situations, the consequent
question is how such traditional legal representation might be reconciled within a broader
conceptualization of access that contemplates meaningful and direct participation by the
individual litigant where possible. In this regard, Engler is not suggesting that self-help is
ineffective (and, therefore, not worth pursuing). Rather, he is proposing that, “programs
providing assistance short of full representation need to understand where their assistance
is most meaningful, and where a referral to programs providing counsel is a better use of
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resources.”105 This analysis would need to take account of factors such as the particular
circumstances of the parties, the case in question, the type of forum, the complexity of
legal issues, and the outcome at stake. Having taken account of these various factors, it
would be possible to better understand who might be served by self-help and who
requires a different form of assistance in order to ensure that they have meaningful
access.
Equally significant is the fact that the legal language spoken by members of the
legal profession and judges remains inaccessible to non-lawyers attempting to engage
with members of the profession and/or the judiciary. Rather than demystifying law, selfhelp services may be criticized for contributing to the continued mystification of legal
processes and legal institutions because self-represented litigants are trained to act as
quasi-lawyers. In short, they are encouraged to speak the language of lawyers without
the benefit of the training and experience that actual lawyers receive. As a result, selfrepresented litigants are expected to complete tasks as if they were lawyers. This is
without having experience in doing so or a clear understanding of why they are required
to perform the tasks in question. By proceeding in this manner, the advice and training
that self-represented litigants receive also overlooks and devalues the non-legal skills and
abilities of the litigants.106 Instead, it attempts to train the individual to participate in the
traditional legal system in a pseudo-legal capacity.
The result is a disconnect between the limited training provided to the individual
and the expectations that they both place on themselves and are placed on them by
judges, opposing counsel and court staff. This is particularly problematic when selfrepresented litigants adopt some of the legal terminology through self-help assistance and
then make use of that same terminology in court or in dealing with opposing counsel. At
this point, the adjudicator and/or opposing counsel may make certain assumptions about
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the scope of the self-represented litigant’s knowledge and experience: this could affect
the way in which they interact with the self-represented litigant and further inhibit the
way in which the self-represented litigants are able to present their case.
Self-Help as a Form of Disempowerment
Elizabeth McCulloch further challenges the idea that self-help ‘empowers’ individuals.
Following research on pro se divorce courses in Florida in which individuals learn how to
complete their own divorce without legal representation, she concluded that self-help was
not a form of empowerment, but rather worked as a form of disempowerment. First of
all, the self-help services were offered as an alternative for those individuals who could
not afford traditional legal representation. As such, the decision to attend the course did
not represent a decision that the self-represented party necessarily had a choice in making
or would have made if their financial circumstances were different. Arguably, this is true
of many self-represented litigants who make use of self-help legal services.107 The reality
is that, if they were able to afford legal representation, they would likely retain a lawyer
to represent their interests.108 McCulloch further observed that, in some instances, selfrepresented litigants developed unrealistic expectations about the outcomes that they
would be able to achieve on their own. It is debatable whether the completion of the
divorce course ensured that the individuals felt they were in a position to assert their
rights in court or as against opposing counsel. Moreover, after completing the pro se
divorce course, individuals are expected to ‘go it alone’ in a legal system that is
unprepared to deal with them and, in some instances, hostile to their presence. 109
McCulloch asserts that this can ultimately lead to feelings of isolation and frustration
rather than empowerment and engagement.

In this example, it is conceivable that
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individuals who experience isolation and frustration in attempting to participate are not
likely to engage willingly in other processes or forums on their own.
In their research on the efficacy of self-help initiatives in Australia, Merran
Lawler, Jeff Giddings and Michael Robertson compared the motivations of self-help
users (i.e., self-represented individuals) in seeking self-help resources with those of the
self-help program designers responsible for developing various self-help initiatives
(through both for profit and not-for profit organizations). While they acknowledge that
empowerment, promotion of participation, and community legal education were
important objectives in the design of certain self-help legal resources, this did not always
correspond with the objectives of those seeking to make use of self-help programs. They
concluded that self-help users, while “emotionally invested in the outcome of their legal
issue,” also “measured the utility of legal self-help resources by whether those resources
allow them to quickly, easily and directly enter and exit the legal system.”110 The
individuals were less concerned with empowerment and education and more concerned
with negotiating a resolution of their legal matter in the most efficient manner. This
sentiment was particularly evident in the context of legal matters such as probate where
individuals highlighted the importance of having the information necessary to navigate
the probate process as quickly as possible. Another example in which this was evident
was in the field of family law. In particular, in matters involving custody, individuals
are, in every respect, concerned with the particular outcome of their case. Again, the
self-help users’ evaluation of the utility of a self-help service was based on achieving a
particular result: this contrasted with the self-help providers’ objectives of community
legal education and individual empowerment.111 As a result of the discrepancy between
the two groups’ objectives, there were certain instances where the users expressed
frustration with the materials or services provided; they suggested that the self-help
initiative in question did not meet their needs. While this may not represent a criticism of
self-help legal services, the Australian research does highlight the importance of clearly
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outlining the objectives and goals of self-help services when designing and implementing
these initiatives.
A Neo-liberal Critique of Self-Help Initiatives
From a theoretical perspective, the development of the self-help model can also be
examined through a neo-liberal lens.

The argument that self-help represents an

abdication of responsibility by government and the legal profession stands in sharp
contrast to self-help advocates’ claims of empowerment and engagement. In this regard,
Jeff Giddings has suggested that “as legal jurisdictions across the western world grapple
with the problem of stretching limited legal aid budgets even further, there has been an
increasing pressure upon individuals with legal problems to ‘help themselves’ through
the use of legal self-help resources.”112 This problem is compounded by the fact that
legal services continue to be priced out of the reach of more and more individuals.
Consequently, the high price of legal fees and the corresponding reduction in legal aid
budgets by governments in Australia, United Kingdom, Canada and the United States has
resulted in individuals having no or little choice other than to represent themselves.113 To
the extent that these non-lawyers have begun to enter the legal system in significant
numbers, there are corresponding concerns about delay and additional costs as a result of
the self-represented litigants not being familiar with the legal rules or processes. This
potentially poses significant challenges for opposing counsel who must engage with selfrepresented litigants who are unfamiliar with the substantive and/or procedural rules.
Consequently, self-help programs are developed not to empower individuals and enhance
their participation. Rather, they are intended to address the delays and inefficiencies
caused by individuals’ inexperience and lack of knowledge. In other words, self-help
might be viewed as simply an attempt to ensure that the administration of the legal
system runs relatively smoothly.
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Viewed through a neo-liberal lens, there are questions about whether self-help
programs represent the effect of steps taken to dismantle social welfare programs. This
positions self-reliance as a cover for inadequate safety nets for the citizens.114 Critical of
a neo-liberal focus on privatization and the corresponding dismantling of social welfare
programs, Henry Giroux stated,
[t]he incessant call for self-reliance that now dominate public discourse
betray a hollowed-out and refigured state that neither provides for adequate
safety nets for its populace, especially those who are young, poor or
marginalized, nor gives any indication that it will serve the interests of its
citizens in spite of constitutional guarantees.115
Given this critique, one of the specific questions that arises in the context of self-help
assistance is whether the current focus on the shared concepts of individualism, selfreliance and limited state involvement in individuals’ lives (all of which form part of a
neo-liberal political philosophy) underlies the motivation for the development of self-help
programs in which it is assumed that the individual will take responsibility for his or her
own legal matter with minimum state assistance.
As a political paradigm, neo-liberalism gained significant standing in the
1980’s.116 From an ideological perspective, the concept represents an economic doctrine
that puts the “production and exchange of material goods at the heart of the human
experience” and envisions a “consumerist, free-market world.” 117 Underlying this
ideology is a strong adherence to the twin concepts of individual freedom and reduction
in state functions that support and assist the individual. Steger and Roy maintain that a
114
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neo-liberal ideology includes an unwavering commitment to the free-market and the
accompanying belief that the free-market (with little or no interference from government)
will inevitably lead to a better and more productive society for all individuals. These
ideological principles, in turn, influence the modes of governance. Specifically, a neoliberal approach to governance is shaped by entrepreneurialism, competitiveness, selfinterest, and the devolution of central state power.118 Active democracy is pushed to the
political margins and confined to market participation.
The neo-liberal approach of governance is articulated in government policies that
promote the privatization of government enterprises, de-regulation, and reductions in
government funding. This is particularly so for social services and welfare programs.119
In this regard, governments view their role as being responsible to the free market and
actors in “slimmed down state enterprises.”120
In his discussion of the role of Community Legal Centres in promoting legal
citizenship in Australia, Mark Rix suggests that the contracting out and outsourcing by
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government of its responsibilities to its citizens has transformed both the state and its
citizenry. In this regard, he states that,
[t]he contracting out of public services does not simply mark a change in the
way that governments deliver services to citizens, as important as this is. In
drastically transforming the relationship between governments and citizens,
contracting out has also brought about the emergence of a new mode of
citizenship…[the] contract state has divested itself of many of the roles and
functions that were once regarded as core responsibilities of the welfare
state, so has ‘citizenship’ been similarly hollowed out. In other words,
citizenship has come to denote a much narrower range of far more limited
citizen rights then the term denoted during the era of the welfare state. The
term ‘consumer citizenship’ refers to this narrowing and hollowing out of
the meaning and significance of citizenship.121
The reduction of support for social welfare programs results in the relinquishment
by government of its responsibility for citizens’ well-being 122 and a corresponding
transference of that responsibility to the individuals themselves; as Rix notes this creates
a ‘consumer citizenship.’ At a minimum, from a democratic standpoint, the recasting of
citizens as consumers and the market as a framework for engagement and participation
means, “people begin to think of themselves as consumers in all they do, even when they
are not in an overtly economic situation. While people are economic consumers some of
the time, they are political citizens all of the time.”123 Moreover, as ‘consumer citizens,’
individuals are left to self-mobilize in order to obtain the services that they require in
their daily lives. Citizens are “compelled to pay for or ‘earn’ the benefits and services
that are supplied by private or community sector organizations contracted to government,
and in attempting to seek redress for any shortcomings or problems in service delivery,
they essentially play the role of active and responsible consumers.” 124 Individuals
become responsible for achieving their own well-being. As a result, the recasting of
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citizens as consumers results in the narrowing of rights that individuals are afforded and
otherwise make use of as citizens of a welfare state. This recasting also has the effect of
isolating citizens as individual consumers with the net result being “an atomized society
of disengaged individuals who feel demoralized and socially powerless.”125 All this has a
detrimental effect on the democratic impulse.
This “atomized society of disengaged individuals” is further consistent with
concepts of social exclusion that contemplate certain individuals being geographically
resident in a society, but unable to participate in the “normal activities of citizens in
society.” 126 Key components of the activities from which individuals are excluded
include the ability to exercise decision-making power and the ability to be part of a larger
community from which the individual draws support and a sense of connectedness.
Individuals who are socially excluded suffer from economic disadvantage and are less
likely to secure social rights that include employment, housing, health care and
education.127 In this sense, there are economic as well as social aspects of the deprivation
that give rise to social exclusion.128 Thus, in recognizing and addressing social exclusion,
it is important to identify and remedy the various mechanisms by which individuals are
disengaged from the mainstream society.

From a political perspective, Bhalla and

LaPeyre have noted that, “[t]he political dimension of exclusion involves the notion that
the State, which grants basic rights and civil liberties, is not a neutral agency but a vehicle
of the dominant classes in a society. It may, therefore, discriminate between insiders and
outsiders and may exclude some social groups and include others.”129 This is relevant to
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the democratic thesis. Individuals who are socially excluded remain unable to participate
in or impact the decision-making that takes place in a variety of legal institutions and
processes. This lack of an access to justice results in individuals being unable to realize
certain social rights and thus, remaining marginalized in society. In his discussion of the
barriers that prevent individuals from accessing justice, McDonald further notes that, “a
lack of access to justice results not just from factors tied to the subjective perceptions of
those who are excluded. It also flows from social marginalization visited upon them by
the societal mainstream.”130
The individualistic nature of a ‘consumer citizenship’ and the corresponding
requirement that all citizens, regardless of ability or resources, effectively take
responsibility for fulfilling their own needs results in the potential for social exclusion of
certain members of society. This is not ameliorated by the provision of choice in the
types and terms of services if individuals are unable to access or make use of the services
offered. From a critical neo-liberal perspective, these ‘responsibilized’ citizens are not
empowered by the opportunity to control their own lives and well-being. Instead, the
individuals end up isolated, vulnerable to exploitation, socially powerless to make
substantive changes in their lives and, thus, ultimately disengaged.

This is largely

because such an individualistic approach does not take account of the social, economic
and political inequality prevalent in society. Together these inequalities work to prevent
segments of the population from engaging in society in a meaningful manner. Robert W
McChesney suggests that the consequence is that “the social inequality generated by
neoliberal policies undermines any effort to realize the legal equality necessary to make
democracy credible.”131
In the context of self-help legal services, this neo-liberal critique challenges the
legitimacy of the underlying theoretical motivations of this initiative—that self-help
represents a form of individual empowerment that ultimately encourages greater
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participation and engagement. Rather, by placing the onus on the individual to seek out
self-help in order to address their own legal matter in a legal system that is unfamiliar and
unwelcoming, self-help represents an abdication of the state’s responsibility to provide
the resources to ensure that members of society are in a position to engage as active
political citizens.

The consequence is that individuals are unable to engage in a

meaningful manner and are left isolated and disenfranchised.
Given this critique, it is important to examine critically the motivations as well as
the efficacy of self-help in terms of facilitating a broader conceptualization of access to
justice that is seeks to expand citizens’ meaningful participation. In undertaking this
critical examination, self-represented litigants’ experiences with self-help and their views
on participation in the civil justice system offer important insight into whether self-help
might promote meaningful participation. Alternatively, it might lead to isolation and
disengagement and thereby fall victim to this particular critique of neo-liberalism.
Conclusion
This chapter has sought to examine the particular circumstances of an expanding selfrepresented litigant population in the civil justice system. This included a discussion of
some of the barriers facing self-represented litigants as they attempt to engage in the civil
justice system. As a means of addressing the problems faced by the growing number of
self-represented litigants who are navigating the legal system without procedural or
substantive legal advice, various jurisdictions have developed self-help legal services.
Self-help centres provide advice and information to self-represented litigants on a
volunteer basis. From a democratic perspective, self-help services offer the potential for
assistance and support that empower and enable individuals to participate in a more
meaningful and direct manner. However, this initiative is vulnerable to certain criticisms
about the motivations behind the development of self-help services and whether it is
limited in terms of the legal issues at stake and the particular vulnerability of certain
individuals or groups. The latter concern is that certain individuals may not be in a
position to benefit from the assistance offered. Notwithstanding the validity of the
criticisms that are raised in respect of this initiative, I maintain that self-help remains a
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useful site at which to examine self-represented litigants’ experiences and perceptions
about participating in the civil justice system, as well as access more generally. As such,
a self-help legal centre in downtown Toronto was utilized as the basis for the empirical
research conducted in this project. The following chapter will examine the rationale for
the particular methodological approach adopted and the specific methodologies employed
in conducting the research at the Toronto self-help legal centre.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES IN ACCESS TO JUSTICE
RESEARCH

As noted at the outset, access to justice remains one of the most debated issues on
the law-and-society agenda. Of late, attention has turned to efforts to measure the impact
and efficacy of different initiatives aimed at improving individuals’ access to justice.1
Along with a broader turn toward empirical studies in law, there have been renewed
efforts within the access to justice field to develop a more compelling and convincing
methodology by which to assess and evaluate these different initiatives. A tension has
arisen between quantitative and qualitative approaches; this is typically framed within the
context of how initiatives are evaluated for the purposes of research. However, beneath
that seemingly technical project, there is a deeper and more basic policy debate about the
overall ambitions for access to justice – namely whether access to justice policy and
initiatives ought to be informed by a continued commitment to the practical thesis or
whether a new approach to access as articulated in the democratic thesis should be
adopted?2
One specific area in which these debates arise is that of civil law self-help centres.
The efforts to gauge the success of this initiative have encompassed both empirical and
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conceptual analysis.3 As such, the work devoted to assessing the validity and viability of
self-help law centres provides an important site at which to discuss access to justice
theory and objectives. Moreover, there are significant policy implications to be drawn
and considered from such work.
The purpose of this chapter is to canvass certain recent empirical quantitative
work and relate it to the broader challenges and ambitions of the practical and democratic
theses in terms of a policy agenda for access to justice. In so doing, I hope to outline the
tension between quantitative and qualitative research methodologies and the challenges
associated with these different methodologies as a foundation for discussing the
methodology adopted in this project. Next, I will introduce the two research streams that
have arisen in access to justice research namely, (1) the qualitative and related
observational work; and (2) the more recent quantitative studies that seek to use
randomized methods in an attempt to measure outcomes. In the following section, I will
discuss critically and in more depth some of the concerns associated with a focus on legal
outcomes and corresponding adoption of a randomized quantitative methodology. I will
concentrate on the practical, theoretical and ethical issues raised by these studies.
As part of laying the groundwork for my methodological choices, I will advocate
for more in-depth qualitative research that examines the experiences, views and
perceptions of individuals engaged with the civil justice system. This is based on the
belief that qualitative research, which takes account of the individual’s experiences
attempting to access justice, creates a space in which to think and debate meaningful
participation. Indeed, I contend that this form of qualitative research is consistent with an
expanded concept of access to justice that contemplates policies and initiatives that
encourage democratic participation and citizen engagement. In so doing, my hope is not
only to expand discussion of the broader objectives respecting access to justice, but also
to learn from some of the criticisms that have been leveled against earlier qualitative and
3
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observational studies in access to justice. Accordingly, throughout the first part of this
chapter, my critical ambition is to relate the empirical debate back to the more
fundamental discussion over the tension between the practical and democratic theses as a
basis for access to justice theory and policy.
The Democratic Thesis and Qualitative Research
Working within a theoretical framework that contemplates more direct participation by
individuals in the legal and political processes that impact their lives, qualitative research
seeks to examine how self-represented litigants’ views and perceptions are formed by
their particular interactions with the legal system.4 In this regard, qualitative research,
including in-depth interviews, case studies and observation, can be used to gather data
regarding individuals’ “lived experience” with law. It also offers an opportunity to elicit
the meaning that they assign to these experiences and the implications for their further
engagement with law.
In a litigation context, individuals’ ability to tell their stories, as well as present
evidence to the adjudicator, are both important criteria by which the litigants assess the
fairness of the legal proceeding in which they are involved. The significance of these
criteria is supported by research that has been conducted in field of procedural justice.
More specifically, it looks to the importance of process-versus-outcomes to a litigant
when assessing the overall fairness of a legal process. 5 In seeking out the self4
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represented litigants’ experiences, it is also important to take account of some of the
themes raised in the research on legal consciousness. In particular, it examines how a
litigants’ legal consciousness both informs and is altered by their particular legal
experiences.6
Previous research in access to justice has examined in what circumstances
individuals consider law as a viable option to resolve their problems and when they in
fact ‘turn’ to law. 7 Having ‘turned to law’ to resolve their problems (with assistance of a
service such as self-help), there is a further need to examine whether they believe they are
subsequently better able to engage with legal processes and institutions in the future. In
other words, having participated directly in a legal process, it is important to understand
how individuals’ experiences in the civil justice system and resulting perceptions about
their ability to participate might impact their views about future participation more
generally. Underlying this approach to access to justice research is the democratic thesis:
this thesis values enhanced and meaningful participation by all citizens within a variety
of legal and political forums.
An approach to research that is focused on individuals’ experiences, perceptions
and potential for engagement can be contrasted with the more recent quantitative,
randomized and results-based approach. This methodology seeks to generate data by
attempting to measure the impact of legal representation and/or other comparable legal
services within a particular legal context using measurable legal outcomes in individual
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cases. In terms of access to justice initiatives, research that measures the impact of a
specific legal service on the legal outcome achieved arguably helps to define when full
legal representation is needed to achieve a particular outcome and when something less
than full legal representation can be provided to self-represented litigants.8 In this regard,
quantitative data may be used to rationalize budgetary cutbacks of initiatives that are not
‘proven’ to generate certain outcomes or that offer a basis for suggesting that a lesser
service has a certain statistical probability of achieving the same results. However,
caution must be exercised: research should not be driven by questions that fit “policymakers’ definition of a problem and their policy goals for addressing that problem.”9
In light of this focus on quantitative data, the call for ‘hard data’ as a basis for
developing and maintaining access to justice initiatives becomes louder. This has worked
to effect a corresponding downgrading of the value of qualitative research. Specifically,
the focus on self-represented litigants’ experiences and perceptions about their
engagement with the civil justice system is relegated to the status of ‘customer
satisfaction surveys’; “there are no counterfactuals” to the individual’s belief that the
service provided a benefit.10 While this research project does not negate the need for full
legal representation in certain situations and the associated need for research that assists
in delineating those situations, there are practical, theoretical and ethical concerns that
arise in shifting the focus from qualitative research to randomized outcome-based
quantitative research. Accordingly, I will argue that qualitative research that concentrates
on the self-represented litigants’ experiences, views and perceptions must be an integral
part of a broader conceptualization of access to justice that seeks to promote the
democratic virtues of participation and engagement and is further consistent with giving
‘voice’ in a democratic context.
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Empirical Research on Access to Justice
A significant portion of the recent research conducted in the field of access to justice has
focused on the impact of legal representation (or lack thereof) on case outcomes.11 This
is consistent with the practical thesis and a corresponding focus on traditional legal
representation as a means of improving access to justice. Within this research stream,
outcomes have generally been defined as a positive result in the particular case type (e.g.,
a greater monetary award or the avoidance of an eviction) or other defined ‘win’ in a
purely legal context. More recently, this approach to research has expanded to other
forms of legal services that run a spectrum from legal clinics and duty counsel programs
to initiatives that distribute legal pamphlets or provide online assistance. Historically,
research in this area involved observational studies that purported to study the impact of
legal services in a variety of different settings.12 Typically, these projects included a
combination of observations about various adversarial processes, interviews with
stakeholders (including lawyers, judges, court clerks and self-represented litigants),
surveys, case studies, reviews of court records, and a meta-analysis of other outcomebased studies.13
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For the purposes of this discussion, research regarding outcomes can be divided
into two broad categories: (1) research that examines the outcomes achieved by selfrepresented litigants who do not have counsel compared with those individuals who have
counsel; and (2) research that examines a spectrum of legal services whereby individuals
receive some legal assistance that falls short of full representation, such as unbundled
legal services. Further examples of legal services that fall into the second category
include self-help centres, duty counsel, hotlines and legal education programs. Both of
these broad categories reflect a focus on evaluating the instrumental impact of legal
services and the efficacy of a particular access to justice initiative in affecting positive
legal outcomes for the clients. In certain respects, both categories are aimed at assessing
the effectiveness of a service in a particular legal setting. Importantly, the ‘effectiveness’
of a program is measured in terms of the objective legal outcome achieved in the case.
In contrast to this approach, there are legal researchers working in the field of
access to justice who have adopted more qualitative methods (including ethnographic
methods).

These are borrowed from the social sciences as a means of examining

individuals’ experiences within the civil justice system, their legal consciousness, and
their perceptions about law more generally.14 Typically, the objective in this type of
research is to collect narratives and/or information from individuals in order to “discover
the different ways in which people use and think about law” and what that means for
access to justice going forward. 15 This work seeks to examine the way in which
individuals characterize, address and respond to civil justice problems without traditional
legal representation and what impact this has on the individual. One of the validating
Litigants in the Canadian Justice System”, A White Paper prepared for the Association of Canadian Court
Administrators (March 27, 2012). Available online at www.cfcj.fcjc.org [Farrow et al., “Addressing the
Needs of Self-Represented Litigants”].
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bases for conducting research in this manner is to engage in a broader discussion about
not only what role law plays in citizens’ lives, but also what role it should play. In this
regard, an in-depth analysis of individuals’ particular experiences provides an
opportunity to engage in a much broader theoretical discussion.16 In keeping with the
democratic thesis, this approach also seeks to directly engage individuals in a discussion
about how they participate in legal processes and legal institutions.
The research that engages the views and perceptions of self-represented litigants
through methods such as observation and in-depth interviews has recently come under
attack. The main thrust of the attack is that the solicitation of clients’ viewpoints does
not provide evidence of the efficacy of a particular legal service; it fails to correlate the
service provided with the self-represented litigant’s ability to affect a particular result.
Furthermore, it is argued that this methodological approach does not address whether the
client is in a position to make use of the assistance provided in order to obtain a
successful outcome.

In this regard, it is further argued that, although surveys and

interviews reflect the client’s level of ‘customer satisfaction’ with a particular service,
they offer only limited insight into the effectiveness of an initiative in relation to
specified goals.17 This critique is bolstered when the legal service being studied is
something less than full legal representation. In these particular circumstances, there is
an added concern that surveying clients who might otherwise not receive any legal
assistance provides a distorted picture of the efficacy of the particular initiative: the
interviewees are likely to be disproportionately positive about any assistance that they
receive.

This criticism applies notwithstanding the actual outcome obtained or the

objective quality of the service provided.

Finally, there is a concern that the self-

represented litigant (as a layperson with little or no experience with lawyers, legal
processes or legal institutions) is not in the best position to assess critically the services
provided.
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What is important to note about these criticisms is their underlying insistence that
a focus on case outcomes (i.e., the legal result reached in a particular case) is necessary to
establish an accurate measure of the quality and/or efficacy of a particular access to
justice initiative. In this regard, some scholars further contend that research on access to
justice should attempt to provide “definitive evidence” and/or a “quantification of the
benefit of advice or representation” about a particular access to justice initiative.18
However, the resulting focus on case outcomes as a measure of the effectiveness
of an access to justice initiative raises deeper challenges. These include questions about
what the broader objectives of access to justice theory are and how such objectives
should be articulated in access to justice policy and initiatives.

Moreover, broader

theoretical considerations about what access to justice seeks to provide access to, as well
as practical and ethical issues concerning case outcome research (as a means of obtaining
the ‘quantification of benefits’) suggest that there are valid reasons for guarding against a
shift that is too heavily focused on case outcome research. Instead, it is important to
continue to incorporate a variety of methodologies that, at a minimum, encourage
ongoing discussion about how access to justice should be conceptualized so that they are
optimally consistent with and support a broad conceptualization of access to justice goals,
particularly as it pertains to advancing democratic values and interests.
Outcome-Based Studies
It is important to critically examine outcome-based research in regard to a dialogue about
methodologies. Specifically, this examination should take account of certain issues that
are raised about outcome-based research in a socio-legal setting; this includes how
outcomes are conceptualized and delineated, as well the potential problems with doing
so. Following this critical discussion, it is necessary to look at some of the problems that
are more specifically generated in the context of randomized outcome-based research.
Generally speaking, an outcome-based approach to research raises several important
18
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normative questions about the nature of access to justice and about what is being sought
as the end-goal—whether this should be access to law as opposed to access to justice; and
whether ‘justice’ may be characterized as something different from a successful outcome
in a particular legal context. Related to these difficult normative inquiries is the primary
question of how successful outcomes are or should be defined for the purposes of
empirical research. However, even more fundamentally, it must be asked, given the
challenges associated with measuring outcomes, whether a focus on outcomes should be
the main driver of decisions about the overall direction of access to justice or whether it
should be a piece of a larger puzzle. This question ties in directly with the tension
between the practical and democratic theses.
Outcome-based research is used because it can assist researchers in evaluating the
efficacy of a particular legal service, assuming that outcomes are conceptualized in a
particular way (which, in itself raises difficult questions).19 Moreover, policy-makers
will likely use the data resulting from this type of research when they are called upon to
make difficult decisions regarding resource allocation and the development of programs
that seek to improve individuals’ access to justice. With respect to forms of assistance
that offer something less than full legal representation, there is also an argument that it is
important, from the user’s perspective, that individuals seeking assistance are able to
make use of the assistance in a meaningful way. In this regard, research regarding the
link between the effectiveness of a program and the outcome achieved is important to the
individuals making use of the assistance.
However, there are a couple of problems associated with such an emphasis on the
measurement of legal outcomes. First, in some legal contexts, it may be important to
distinguish between successful representation and successful outcomes.

The former

raises difficult questions about the quality of the services provided; this is something that
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the legal profession is often reluctant to consider. 20 For example, in the limited
representation or self-help setting, the legal services provided to the self-represented
litigants are typically pro bono and, as a result, vary greatly between the individual’s
interactions with different lawyers.

As such, it would be difficult to account for

differences in the quality of the legal service provided and the impact this might have on
self-represented litigants’ ability to achieve a successful outcome. From a professional,
as well as research perspective, there is a problematic assumption that, to the extent that a
self-represented litigant has failed to obtain a positive result, it is the fault of the selfrepresented litigant or the program design (among other factors), but is not related to the
quality of the advice or information provided by the legal professional.
Second, defining what constitutes a ‘successful outcome’ may be less than
straightforward. For example, providing legal advice that an individual not proceed with
a particular claim (i.e., it has no basis in law) may result in a successful outcome if the
individual follows the advice and decides not to pursue the legal issue. Moreover, from a
legal standpoint, if the client was provided with good advice or information and was in a
position to act on the advice provided in accordance with both procedural and substantive
rules but still obtained a negative judgment, it may not be an ‘unsuccessful outcome.’21
With respect to judicial outcomes in an adversarial system, there are invariably ‘winners’
and ‘losers’: these do not necessarily correlate with the nature of the assistance provided
to the litigants. A final dimension relates to the use of settlements and how a settlement
might constitute a successful outcome. This is particularly relevant given the number of
cases that settle prior to formal adjudication. In this case, should the measure of the

20
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success depend on an objective analysis of the terms of the settlement when it is
conceivable that none of the parties may characterize the settlement as a success?
In defining the parameters of a successful outcome, researchers may canvass legal
professionals who practice within the particular field. However, this may be easier to do
in certain legal contexts where there is a discernible solution to the legal matter. For
example, in a study conducted on the impact of counsel in refugee determination hearings
at the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board, the researcher undertook to study the
effect of counsel on outcomes achieved in refugee determination hearings.22 In this
particular legal context, it may be slightly easier to define a successful outcome, namely
whether the Immigration and Refugee Board granted the individual refugee status.
However, it is interesting to note that, even within this study, it was acknowledged that
one of the challenges associated with conducting the research was the difficulty in
accounting for the multiple variables (other than presence of counsel) that may impact the
granting of refugee status.23 Moreover, there is an added consideration that all successful
claims are ‘good decisions’ in the sense of being deserving and winnable.
The delineation of a successful outcome for the purpose of measuring the impact
of a particular variable becomes even more problematic when there is more than one
possible solution and/or it is less clear what constitutes the best solution in the particular
circumstances. A good example of this is family law where competing interests and nonlegal considerations may make it difficult to define a successful outcome for research
purposes. Added to this uncertainty are some of the additional problems pertaining to
research in poverty law where establishing what constitutes ‘success’ when dealing with
members of a seriously disadvantaged population is further complicated. For instance,
unlike other members of society, disadvantaged groups tend not to suffer ‘discrete’ legal
problems, which, once resolved, allow them to continue with their everyday life.24 In
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these circumstances, the legal issue may be bound up with other socio-economic
problems that require redress if the individual is to derive some meaningful benefit from
the legal assistance. 25 Finally, research on laypersons’ experiences in court suggest that
individuals may often have “hidden agendas” – these include the “unappreciated factors
that cause people to resort to the legal system and the undisclosed objectives that they
pursue within the system.”26 While a hidden agenda may remain undisclosed by the
individual (a party that seeks the court’s “official” recognition of the seriousness of their
problem), a hidden agenda may indirectly impact the outcome that is ultimately achieved
and/or the individual’s reaction to that outcome. Moreover, in certain cases, a more
successful outcome may entail redress of socio-economic conditions rather than a legal
‘win’.27 In all of these instances, if the measurement of a ‘successful’ outcome is to be
meaningful and reflective of an actual improvement in the individual’s life rather than a
legal construct, the question becomes how are these other factors accounted for in the
research?
In most studies, the definition of a successful outcome typically involves a
consideration of the legal results achievable in a particular case. However, this analysis
also fails to take account of the broader historical, political and social factors that may
provide advantage to certain parties (i.e., the “haves”) and result in disadvantage to other
parties (i.e., the “have-nots”) in terms of resources, the application of legal rules and the
structure of the various legal institutions.28 The result of these varying advantages and
disadvantages (many of which may not easily be accounted for in quantitative research
design) is potentially different outcomes achieved within a particular type of case.
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In addition to defining the parameters of a successful outcome across various
legal fields and contexts, there are further challenging questions about how outcomes
should be conceptualized. For example, in measuring the legal outcome achieved in a
particular case, certain broader goals associated with political, social and economic
concepts of justice may also be overlooked.29 In this regard, empirical studies have
historically shied away from the study of ‘justice’ due to its contested normative and
political nature.30 For instance, Laura Nader’s review of a privately-funded community
lawyer project in small town Connecticut demonstrated that the benefits derived from
legal assistance provided by a community-based lawyer to citizens wishing to raise issues
affecting the entire community included a collective improvement in civic education
among citizens and greater participation by those same citizens in political and
administrative decisions made by the local government.31 Both of these ongoing and
long-term democratic benefits would likely be overlooked in studies that focus
exclusively on measuring the specific outcome achieved by an individual party with the
assistance of the community lawyer.
The failure to take account of broader forms of social and political justice when
evaluating outcomes is also further complicated when examining access to justice
initiatives that do not involve direct representation by counsel. In studying the impact of
a community legal education program in Chicago, it was concluded that, unlike analyzing
certain zero-sum litigation, it is more challenging to evaluate the results of an initiative
such as a legal education program. This was particularly true in light of the fact that
community legal education programs (like the one studied in that research project) tend
to reach populations not otherwise served by traditional legal services. As a result, the
benefits may be diffused among the community. However, by gathering the stories of
those individuals involved with the education initiative, qualitative research was able to
29
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ascertain the impact of the program on the individuals that participated and the
corresponding benefits derived from the program.

32

Specifically, through the

dissemination of certain legal knowledge, the program provided information about legal
procedures and processes that subsequently enabled individuals to participate in strategic
decisions about their own case, to develop problem-solving skills, and to improve
leadership skills and consciousness-raising among community members about their rights
and responsibilities. 33 All of these benefits represent important access to justice
objectives consistent with a democratic thesis that may be overlooked or underestimated
in a conceptualization that focuses on the particular legal outcome that an individual was
able to achieve.
By contrast, empirical research that focuses on the specific legal outcomes
achievable in a particular legal context may fail to take account of some of the broader
political and social benefits to be gained by members of a community. With respect to
these broader political and social benefits, it is also likely that outcome-based randomized
studies would struggle to measure the long-term impact of providing certain legal
services to a particular group over time.

Even if such quantitative research were

practically feasible, the prospect of conducting this type of longitudinal quantitative
research would be extremely challenging. Moreover, the effort to gather the sample
populations large enough to perform this kind of analysis would be logistically
challenging, if not impossible, without the expenditure of significant financial and human
resources. Both of these are not typically available in access to justice research.
From a practical perspective, measuring the impact of a particular legal service on
the outcome in a legal case can also be difficult given the number of variables (i.e., the
disposition of a particular adjudicator, the approach of opposing counsel, and the
individual abilities/resources of the self-represented litigant and the merit of the case) that
potentially affect the outcome in even the most straightforward of circumstances.
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Interestingly, even within randomized research settings, it is not always possible to
isolate the requisite variables in the control and treated groups or hold constant the sociolegal setting in which the research is being conducted. Indeed, it is worth noting that, in
Greiner and Pattanyak’s study at Harvard, some members of the control group found
legal assistance through other sources and some members of the treated group declined
the offer of assistance from the clinic. The ability to isolate the appropriate variable
becomes even more difficult when examining legal services other than full
representation, such as ‘unbundled’ services. As a result of this difficulty, some of the
research conducted on programs that offer limited forms of legal assistance or unbundled
legal services has failed to demonstrate discernible benefits to the client and/or has
demonstrated mixed results.34 These contradictory findings have also driven concerns
about the appropriateness of using outcome measurement as a means of evaluating an
access to justice initiative without randomizing the study. This is, in part, because it is
difficult to isolate or control for the particular variable being measured in certain
adjudicatory contexts.
One example in which the research on limited legal services produced mixed
results was a study by Jessica Steinberg. It was conducted in California on the unbundled
legal services offered to individuals in housing eviction cases.35 The study was designed
to examine the impact of discrete legal services offered to poor litigants facing eviction in
county court proceedings.36 The study was observational and, while not randomized, a
percentage of the litigants observed received assistance drafting court documents and a
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further percentage of those litigants observed also received assistance at pre-trial
conferences. These cases were compared against a group of litigants who had full
representation and against those without any assistance.

In examining both the

procedural and substantive outcomes achieved in each case, the research concluded that,
while the self-represented litigants who received unbundled legal services were
successful from a procedural justice standpoint, the impact on substantive outcomes was
limited. It was noted, “recipients of unbundled aid fared no better than their unassisted
counterparts on either possession or monetary outcomes…nor did outcomes improve with
increased unbundled legal aid.”37 The study noted that, in terms of the procedural justice
benefits, the litigants who received unbundled services were better equipped than the
litigants who received no assistance to avoid default judgment and to raise valid and
legally cognizable defences. 38

However, notwithstanding the potential benefits

associated with providing individuals with unbundled assistance that allows them to
defend against default judgment on a procedural basis, it was concluded that the
provision of unbundled legal services in default proceedings did not ensure better overall
substantive outcomes. This is true even if the litigant was successful in avoiding default
judgment.39
In light of the findings and notwithstanding that there was no generalizable
correlation between the provision of unbundled legal services and better substantive
outcomes, Steinberg did highlight certain other benefits associated with the provision of
unbundled legal services. Regardless of the actual outcomes achieved, the data suggested
that the self-represented litigants who received unbundled services were better informed
about their rights and potentially better able to address matters in the future.40 This may
be particularly relevant in light of the specific legal context and the group of individuals
involved, namely low-income individuals dealing with housing evictions.

In this

instance, the dissemination of pertinent legal information represented an important
37
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practical result that should not be overlooked when developing and implementing access
to justice initiatives. The self-represented litigants who received unbundled legal services
gained knowledge about their legal rights and responsibilities and were, in theory, in a
better position to use that information in the future, as well as potentially distribute the
information gained to other individuals within their community.
Randomized Outcome-Based Research
While randomized testing has typically not been the standard practice in legal
representation research, it is closely linked to a focus on legal outcomes. Historically,
many studies have sought evidence about the efficacy of a particular service through
methods such as observation, surveys, interviews with various stakeholders and case-file
reviews. However, these methods have not generally involved randomization. The
underlying motivation in much of this research has been to understand better the impact
that legal representation (and/or some form of legal services) has on an individual’s
case.41 Yet, due to the number of factors that potentially influence any given outcome,
there are challenges involved in making generalizations about the impact of a particular
access to justice initiative on outcomes achieved. Moreover, it is suggested that many of
the studies that compare the outcomes of cases in which there was legal representation
with outcomes where there was no representation are fatally flawed from a
methodological perspective.42 Flowing from this critique, it is maintained that, “the use
of comparisons and control groups are the best empirical method for isolating the
effectiveness of a particular intervention while excluding other explanations for the
intervention’s claimed effects.”43 Together with a focus on evaluations that examine the
“sort of difference a service makes,”44 these critical observations have led to a shift in
methodological alignment in access to justice research. This is supported by a belief that
41
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‘hard data’ can assist in making difficult policy decisions about access to justice
initiatives and that ‘hard data’ is obtained through randomized studies. That said, while
containing useful cautions, these criticisms regarding the absence of hard data should not
have the effect of excluding or marginalizing other forms of research.
In the context of assessing access to justice, randomized studies create two similar
groups (a treated group and a control group). The claim is that it is possible to compare
the impact of legal services on outcomes achieved when the service is offered or provided
to a treated group and not offered and/or provided to a control group of clients. By
managing for a collection of variables that may potentially impact the outcome of the
case in both treated and control groups, researchers making use of randomized studies
insist that it is possible to measure the impact that a particular legal service has on the
outcome achieved in a specific legal setting.
While there are a small number of studies that have pursued randomized research,
I will concentrate on one recent and prominent example from Harvard Law School: it can
serve as a focal point for a critical discussion about research methodologies in access to
justice research.45 In conducting this study, one of Greiner and Pattanyak’s arguments
was that earlier observational studies “suffer from methodological problems so severe as
to render their conclusions untrustworthy.”46 They suggest that these earlier studies may
provide “rich descriptive” information about self-represented litigants, but that it is not
possible to “draw inferences on causation regarding the effects of offers or actual use of
representation” from the descriptive information collected due to various methodological
shortcomings in the structure of the various studies.47 Greiner and Pattanyak contend that
there are three main methodological problems in the earlier observational studies: a
failure to define the intervention that is being examined; a failure to account for selection
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effects; and a failure to adhere to standard principles of statistics that account for
uncertainties within the study.48
These criticisms of earlier access to justice research projects arose in the context
of a research project that Greiner and Pattanyak undertook at Harvard Law School. They
conducted a randomized study in the field of access to justice.49 In their study, the
researchers sought to measure the impact of an offer of representation from law students
working at the Harvard Law Aid Bureau (HLAB): this is a student-run, facultysupervised legal clinic connected with the clinical law program at Harvard Law School.
Potential clients consisted of claimants who were seeking to appeal a denial of certain
unemployment insurance benefits.

Upon contacting the clinic for assistance, the

claimants were subjected to the usual intake interview respecting their case and their
consent to participate in the evaluation was obtained. 50 Following this process and
assuming that the individual qualified for assistance at the clinic, the individual’s
information was sent to the researchers; they randomized the case and instructed HLAB
whether to offer the individual assistance. Within the treated and control groups, the
researchers attempted to account for gender, education, race, as well as the length of time
the legal matter had been continuing. The treated group was offered assistance from the
clinic, but the control group was not offered assistance. However, it is important to note
that the relevant variable that the research sought to isolate was the impact of an offer of
representation from the Harvard Legal Aid Bureau. The research did not randomize the
participants on the basis of actual representation provided or withheld.
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Accordingly, the study did not purport to evaluate the quality of the legal services
provided. In fact, the researchers expressly made certain assumptions about the quality
of the legal services. Instead, the research project was limited to examining whether an
offer of legal assistance (and subsequent use of representation) had a positive impact on
the ultimate outcome obtained by the claimant; this was measured by the value of the
pecuniary award made to the claimant. 51 The researchers reasoned that offers of
representation are “what a service provider actually does to attempt to improve a
potential client’s situation” and, as such, it is worthwhile to measure its effects.52 The
measurement of an offer of legal assistance also allows the researchers to focus on the
service provider’s delivery system and operation. Finally, the researchers concluded that
they could not randomize actual use of representation from an ethical standpoint.
Once subjects were divided into treated or control groups, the official records
about the outcome achieved in the individual cases included in the study were
scrutinized. It was theorized that the claimants who had been offered legal assistance in
the form of legal representation (and ultimately accepted the offer of assistance) would
achieve better results (i.e., greater monetary awards) than those individuals not offered
assistance. Ultimately, the results from the randomized study suggested that an offer of
assistance from the HLAB had “no statistically significant effect on the probability that a
claimant would prevail.” 53

The researchers also concluded that the offer of

representation delayed the adjudicatory process.
One of the noteworthy aspects of this research is that Greiner and Pattanyak’s
conclusions appear to run contrary to many of the earlier observational studies: these
studies suggested that legal representation (as opposed to not having representation)
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Greiner & Pattanyak, “Randomized Evaluation of Legal Assistance”, supra note -12 at 2127-2129.
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Greiner & Pattanyak, “Randomized Evaluation of Legal Assistance”, ibid at 2127-2129.
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Greiner & Pattanayak, “Randomized Evaluation in Legal Assistance”, ibid at 2124; there are other
studies that reflect a similar conclusion regarding unbundled legal services and limited representation. See
Jessica Steinberg, “In Pursuit of Justice”, supra note 13.
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typically has a positive impact on case outcomes.54 The discrepancy between the data
collected in their randomized study and the data derived from the earlier studies caused
Greiner and Pattanayak to re-examine the earlier studies. In so doing, they made some
observations regarding the ‘rigour’ of the methodologies employed in the earlier studies.
Based on their review, they concluded that the “only way to produce credible quantitative
results on the effect of legal representation is with randomized trials.”55
In addition to reviewing earlier studies on the impact of representation on legal
outcomes, the Harvard researchers engaged in an analysis of how the particular
circumstances of their study might explain the lack of a statistically significant result.
These explanations sought to contextualize the specific legal setting in which the research
was conducted so as to provide insight into possible explanations for the data results
recorded. The explanations took account of the particular nature of the legal issue in
dispute (i.e., unemployment benefits) as well as the type of procedure and process faced
by the claimants in the study (specifically, face-tracked processes in which the
adjudicators were accustomed to hearing from self-represented parties).
A Discussion of Randomized Outcome-Based Research
From a policy perspective, it is argued that determining which individuals, issues and/or
legal settings necessitate the assistance of counsel (or some other equally appropriate
form of legal service) is important when distributing limited legal resources to individuals
54

This also appears contrary to an earlier study conducted in respect of the New York City Housing Court.
See Seron, Van Ryzin & Frankel, “The Impact of Legal Counsel on Outcomes for Poor Tenants”, supra
note 34.
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Greiner & Pattanyak, “Randomized Evaluation of Legal Assistance”, supra note 12 at 2144; a similar
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of Justice”, supra note 13. Interestingly, a recent research project that Greiner and other researchers have
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likelihood of compliance with any court-imposed remedies.” See Dalie Jimenez, D James Greiner, Lois R
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Randomized Control Trial: A Research and Clinical Approach” (2013) 20:3 Geo J on Poverty L & Pol’y
449 [Jimenez, Greiner, Lupica & Sandefur, “Improving the Lives of Individuals in Financial Distress”].
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who would otherwise proceed without counsel. 56

Moreover, to the extent that

assumptions are made about the perceived benefits of initiatives such as self-help or
unbundled legal services and that these assumptions form the basis of a justification for
reduced funding for full representation, research data could be useful in challenging these
assumptions. However, it is also equally important that the search for ‘scientific’ or
‘hard’ data that drives randomized outcome-based research and contributes to the
justification of certain policy initiatives does not occupy the whole field and, perhaps
more importantly, does not presuppose the answers sought. The utility of quantitative
work need not diminish the corresponding need for qualitative research that incorporates
a deeper contextualized understanding of the experiences of those engaged with the
justice system; this understanding extends beyond the specific outcome achieved.
Interestingly, in a more recent research project involving debt collection, Greiner
indicated that the research project designed was innovative in the sense that it utilizes “a
combination of subjective and objective metrics to measure the financial well-being of
consumers.” The newer research project in question includes both an analysis of the
outcomes achieved in debt collection court cases and also seeks qualitative information
about the study participants. In this regard, the researchers seek to adopt a “holistic
approach to research that takes account of the users’ perspective.” 57 This more
contextualized understanding of individuals’ experiences is entirely consistent with a
broader theory of access to justice that seeks to engage individuals in a conversation
about justice, participation and their corresponding ability to affect justice. Moreover,
this approach is less an either/or issue and more about how quantitative and qualitative
methods can complement each other.
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While proponents of randomized studies maintain that randomization is better
suited to the task of drawing causal connections between the outcome and the type of
representation being studied, there is still debate as to how this can best be achieved.
Moreover, within randomized studies, it can be very difficult to isolate the variable being
studied (i.e., the legal service) from some of the other aspects of the legal matter that may
influence the resolution of the matter. As is the case with other social science research
that involves participants and fieldwork, it is not possible to replicate a purely
experimental setting in which the researcher can isolate and causally measure the impact
of a particular variable. 58 Again, this is particularly complicated when examining nontraditional legal services used by low-income clients and/or disadvantaged or vulnerable
individuals. The unpredictability and often demanding nature of addressing the needs of
disadvantaged groups raises unique challenges when attempting to isolate the cause and
effect of a legal service on the outcome achieved. Finally, Pascoe Pleasance noted a
practical consideration in his discussion of the length of randomized control trials
generally. He noted that the “relatively long duration of control trials does not fit easily
into the political context in which many trials may run.”59
In addition to various practical challenges associated with outcome-based
research, there are important ethical challenges respecting the withholding of legal
services to otherwise deserving clients. In the Harvard study, Greiner and Pattanayak
distinguished the treated and control group by offering legal representation to the treated
group and not offering assistance to the control group. Thus, the variable that was
controlled for was the offer of legal assistance rather than the withholding of actual legal
services. The decision to proceed in this manner was defended, in part, on the basis that
the clinic was not in a position to offer assistance to all those seeking it.60 As such, offers
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of assistance to certain clients (but not all clients) would happen in any event. Thus, a
certain percentage of individuals otherwise entitled to assistance would be turned away
from HLAB. While this is likely true, it raises difficult questions about whether there is a
difference between allowing the legal clinic’s capacity to dictate who will receive its
services (and/or adhering to an established policy regarding how this issue will be
addressed when there are limited resources available 61 ) and randomly assigning
assistance to anonymous clients in order to ‘test’ the impact of assistance on the outcome
achieved by the client.62
This rationalization about randomizing offers of assistance can be contrasted with
the discussion about the ethical challenges associated with triage in legal clinics. While it
is acknowledged that frontline lawyers in legal clinics will need to make difficult
decisions about who they can and cannot assist, the factors that will impact these
decisions must be carefully considered and be consistent with the overall goals and
objectives of the clinic, the needs of the individuals seeking assistance, and the broader
socio-political setting in which the legal clinic is operated. 63 In fact, randomized
decisions about assistance are contrary to articulated triage policies (as well as the policy
objectives pursued by legal aid more generally); these contemplate the weighing of
clients. However, he proceeds to suggest that the rationale for decisions about who to assist must be clearly
articulated rather than a matter of happenstance. See Paul R Tremblay, “Acting ‘A Very Moral Type of
God’: Triage among Poor Clients” (1999) 67 Fordham L Rev 2475 [Tremblay, “Acting ‘A Very Moral
Type of God’”].
61
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certain factors such as the significance/impact of the case, the nature of the client’s needs
and the availability of resources to address the particular legal issue.
Randomized research also raises additional ethical challenges in the specific
context of poverty law because the research (where the supply of services is controlled by
a researcher) is conducted in a setting in which individuals are particularly vulnerable and
most in need of assistance.64 Coupled with this is the concern that the research is driven
by a focus on the expenditure of limited resources rather than a determination of what
certain groups need and what will directly improve their particular ability to affect
justice. 65 Moreover, recent statistics suggest that there is a growing lack of access to
justice and legal processes among middle-income individuals.66 In certain respects, the
legal challenges faced by middle-income individuals will be different from low-income
individuals and/or disadvantaged groups.

This shift in demographics raises further

questions about the validity of importing the research data gained from a poverty context
into other social contexts.
These reservations about a focus on outcomes and randomized research as a
means of measuring outcomes suggest the need for a more comprehensive agenda on the
appropriate focus of access to justice research. In particular, these reservations raise
larger and more compelling questions around how a particular methodological approach
supports and informs a theory of access to justice going forward. The dialogue about
methodologies in access to justice research also reflects a wider contestation about the
practical and democratic theses of access to justice. The practical thesis limits its focus to
ways in which to improve self-represented parties’ chances of obtaining a positive
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outcome in their legal matters. On the other hand, the democratic thesis incorporates a
broader approach to access to justice that seeks to enhance citizens’ empowerment and
participation in the broader legal processes and political decisions that impact their lives
and, in so doing, expand concepts of ‘justice.’67 In this regard, the objectives of the
democratic thesis of access to justice extend beyond outcomes in a particular case. Given
this wider contestation about the appropriate thesis going forward, the question is
whether the provision of legal services should be the end goal of access to justice or
whether there are broader principles and goals that should frame both research and the
development of policy initiatives in access to justice? I now turn to addressing some of
these questions. I will offer some tentative answers before outlining the specific research
methodology implemented in this project.
The Importance of Qualitative Research
The present focus on outcome-based research draws upon an access to justice theory that
is concerned with improving access to justice by providing individuals with various kinds
of legal services such that they may address and resolve their legal issues.

While

outcome-based studies maintain that ‘hard data’ will allow policy-makers and
professionals to improve access by providing for the better and more efficient delivery of
legal services, there remains a deeper question about whether this should be the ultimate
or even dominant goal. I contend that the research that supports a traditional route to
access through expanded legal services and simplified court processes does not go far
enough in terms of a theoretical framework.68 As Rebecca Sandefur concluded,
the typical ways of conceptualizing people’s experiences with civil justice
problems focus too narrowly on law...[;] Stepping back to look at the whole
canvas of public experience with civil justice problems reveals that we need
not merely provide additional access to law, but also more creativity in
thinking about access to justice.69
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Consequently, within a comprehensive theory of access to justice, it will be
important to focus on enhancing the ways by which individuals can give meaning to the
concepts of law and justice in their lives and in the life of their communities. In order to
do so, it is important that individuals are provided with direct access to a variety of
forums in which they can engage in discussions about law and how law might foster a
discourse on justice. This should include access to traditional legal institutions as well as
non-legal institutions and processes. In order to achieve a comprehensive approach to
access, it is essential that researchers engage with those individuals attempting to access
the various legal processes and institutions. The goal in this regard is to ensure that the
approaches to access that are adopted reflect the needs and expectations of those
individuals that are being encouraged to participate. Research that seeks to understand
citizens’ experiences, perspectives and perceptions is also consistent with the democratic
principle that individuals should have a voice in the development and administration of
the institutions that affect them. In this sense, this approach to research is consistent with
the democratic thesis discussed earlier and the underlying commitment to participatory
democracy.
Previous research has demonstrated that only a small percentage of individuals’
civil legal needs are understood by them to be legal problems and addressed in formal
legal settings.70 Furthermore, the practical reality is that neither the state nor the legal
profession is in a position to provide and/or fund the level of legal representation needed
to address every individual’s legal issues. This is true from both a financial and practical
standpoint. 71 Notwithstanding that providing legal services to all who need it is
impracticable, there is also a segment of the population who do not want to relinquish
their legal problem to a legal professional. One example of this was demonstrated by
Barclay’s research in which appellants chose to represent themselves at the appellate
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level because self-representation allowed them to have more control over the legal
process in which they are participating regardless of the increased potential for a negative
outcome. 72 In representing themselves, the appellants felt they could ensure that the
issues are presented in the order and style that they chose.73 All of these considerations
need to be attended to when theorizing about what access to justice should hope to
achieve and when conducting research on access to justice.
These practical realities pose challenging questions for the development of a
comprehensive access to justice theory. Most importantly, they ask whether access to
justice would be better served by moving away from a focus on the provision of an
‘equal’ but ‘elite’ level of legal services for all citizens.74 In the Canadian context, an
‘equal’ but ‘elite’ level of legal services contemplates a continued commitment to
providing a lawyer to as many individuals who would like a private lawyer. This focus
on ‘equal but elite’ legal services has had a twofold effect: (1) it has prioritized programs
that are directed at providing legal services to those who cannot otherwise afford the
services; and (2) it has driven the outcome-based research that is aimed at measuring the
effectiveness of those programs, as well as the corresponding allocation of resources
necessary to support those services.75 However, with respect to the effect that this policy
has on designing and conducting research, Albiston and Sandefur emphasize the need to
resist the “pull of the policy audience.” 76 This contemplates research questions and
resulting projects being designed to fit policy-makers’ definition of a problem and the
goals thought necessary to address the problem. This is to be contrasted with research
projects that attempt to understand the problem from the perspective of those impacted.
In this regard, access to justice theory should,
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in the context of the present levels of wealth inequality…endorse the idea
that the social needs of disenfranchised groups should be addressed sui
generis, in ways that reflect their own experiences of need, their embedded
historical and cultural realities, the societal power landscapes from their
perspectives, their capacities, and their normative aspirations.77
A shift in the objectives of access to justice theory away from a focus on lawyers
requires a corresponding shift in access to justice research objectives: the research data
collected should reflect the experiences and perspectives of the individuals and groups
currently attempting to access to justice.

This approach to research would seek to

identify the actual needs and expectations of those individuals.78
A useful analogy is to a similar debate in the field of health care delivery where a
‘universal standard of health services’ is challenged as a bad idea from both a short-term
and long-term perspective.79 From a short-term perspective, a ‘universal standard of
care’ does not allow for a contextualized approach that takes account of different groups’
different needs at different times.

From a long-term perspective, the focus on

standardized services that are framed around elite practices and institutions actually
perpetuates the separation of institutional practices that maintain social stratification
rather than move society toward a goal of institutional equality.80 In the context of legal
service delivery, prioritizing the value of an adversarial legal system that contemplates an
ideal of equality of legal services becomes problematic when the result is a failure to
deliver an elite and uniform quality and level of services to all citizens. This is made
more problematic in the context of an adversarial system that contains certain
assumptions and expectations about the expertise and experience of the various
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participants.81 In this regard, there is a disconnect between expectations about how the
system operates and the ability of certain participants to navigate through the system.
In the legal context, the more traditional route travelled (i.e., providing access to
legal services) can be contrasted with the broader concept of access to justice that I have
been advocating.82 In the context of a broader conceptualization, it is worth re-iterating
Roderick MacDonald’s comments regarding a broader approach to the conceptualization
of access to justice that suggest that,
[i]n a liberal democracy, true access to justice requires that all people should
have an equal right to participate in every institution where law is debated,
created,
found,
organized,
administered,
interpreted
and
applied…..Improving access to legal education, to the judiciary, to the
public service and the police, to Parliament and to various law societies is
now seen as the best way of changing the system to overcome the
disempowerment, disrespect and disengagement felt by many citizens.83
This broader conceptualization seeks to promote direct citizen participation in both lawmaking and law-administering institutions and processes.84 In this regard, the goal in
encouraging participation is not to assume individuals will assume control of all of the
political processes occurring in a large-scale democratic society. Nor is the goal to affect
radical court reform.

Rather, the goals are more modest, but more immediate and

relevant to individual citizens’ lives – to foster direct and meaningful participation when
and where individuals so choose. This approach seeks to encourage engagement on local
as well as national levels and in a variety of forms and forums.
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In order to advance a democratic approach to access, it is necessary to undertake
research that seeks out the perspectives and views of the individuals seeking to
participate. Thus, the research undertaken in conjunction with this theoretical approach
should ensure that the individuals ultimately impacted by the adoption of a democratic
approach are provided an opportunity to provide their input. In other words, if the
underlying theoretical approach to access is driven by democratic principles and goals,
then it is important that the research undertaken in conjunction with that theoretical
approach should also be based on those same democratic principles. This ensures that the
initiatives developed to promote meaningful participation are reflective of individuals’
actual needs and expectations.

Therefore, before it is possible to choose between

potential solutions aimed at enhancing access, it is vital that the “people bearing the
greatest weight of the current failure of our institutions…(the public)…be consulted
about what they want when they face civil justice problems.”85 While this sentiment was
originally expressed in the context of outcome-based research, it is pertinent in terms of
any research that seeks to improve individuals’ access to justice.
Research on Legal Consciousness
Adopting a qualitative approach to access to justice research that collects data about
individuals’ experiences is useful in highlighting “how people’s sense of fairness is
formed through their particular experiences within the legal system and in relation to the
litigants’ embeddedness in the institutional context.” 86

One of the assumptions

underlying legal consciousness is that individuals manoeuver through legal structures
based on their legal consciousness. However, individuals’ legal consciousness may, in
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turn, be shaped by the legal structures and processes that they encounter.87 As such, in
seeking to understand self-represented litigants’ experiences in the civil justice system
and how those experiences both shape and are shaped by their engagement in the judicial
system, it is helpful to draw specifically on the work of a group of scholars, including
Patricia Ewick, Susan B Silbey, Austin Sarat, LB Nielsen and Lucie E White.88 To
varying degrees, they seek to understand individuals’ experiences with law from the
individuals’ perspective as well as how those same individuals construct meaning about
law and the legal processes they experienced.89
Susan Silbey suggests that, “legal consciousness as a theoretical concept and topic
of empirical research developed within law and society in the 1980’s and 1990’s to
address issues of legal hegemony, particularly how the law sustains its institutional power
despite a persistent gap between the law on the books and the law in action.”90 While
subject to different iterations, the study of legal consciousness explores the ways in which
knowledge about and/or experience with law (and legal institutions) affects one’s
understanding of law and the meaning one gives to law.91 It reflects the continual
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interplay of law, everyday life and individual experiences. 92 Legal consciousness
research examines the role law plays in constructing meaning, affecting actions and
shaping the various aspects of individuals’ social lives.

93

Thus, central to

conceptualizations of legal consciousness is the individual’s specific understanding of
law.94
However, legal consciousness research also seeks to examine how the meaning
one gives to the concept of law or justice further “translates into actions and decisions.”95
In this regard, legal consciousness is not merely a ‘state of mind,’ but is also procedural
in the sense that it seeks to reveal what people do as well as what they say.96 Thus, in
order to better understand the meaning that individuals prescribe to law and how their
actions might subsequently be shaped by this meaning requires that researchers engage
with those who are the ‘recipients of law’ rather than those who produce law.97 In this
regard, examining individuals’ own accounts of their participation (or non-participation)
in legal processes or institutions, how they interpret and give meaning to this
participation, and how this participation subsequently affects their understanding of law
become important elements of legal consciousness research.
Ewick and Silbey defined legal consciousness in terms of how individuals make
sense of law and legal institutions and also how they, “give meaning to their law-related
experiences and actions such that consciousness is understood to be formed within and
changed by social actions.”98 In this regard, self-represented litigants’ understanding of
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law and views about their ability to participate in legal institutions may be constituted and
sometimes re-constituted by their experiences within those particular institutional settings
or processes. Arguably, this, in turn, influences the meaning that they give law and their
relationship to law going forward. Moreover, individuals’ actual experiences and the
meaning they attribute to them are juxtaposed with conventional norms and pre-existing
assumptions about the role of law in society.
For example, Lucie E White’s account of a client’s attempt to reverse an
administrative tribunal’s decision reducing her welfare benefits and the barriers that she
faced in attempting to do so provided a context in which to examine such a juxtaposition.
In that research project, the individual’s actual ‘lived experience’ was contrasted with
concepts of procedural justice that contemplated “meaningful participation by all citizens
in the governmental decisions that affect their lives.”99 In telling the woman’s story,
White sought to present the case as a means to examine the ‘disjuncture’ between the
ideal of procedural justice and the stratified conditions in society in which certain
marginalized individuals attempt to make use of those procedural rituals. 100 In the
particular facts of that case, White argued that, as a result of substantive inequality, there
are serious social, economic and operational barriers that work to prevent women, like
Mrs. G, from engaging in the decision-making process in a meaningful manner. While
these barriers overwhelmingly discourage meaningful participation by certain
marginalized groups, White maintains that Mrs. G was, at certain points during the
administrative process, able to assert an “equal power to take part in the making of
language, the making of shared categories, norms, and institutions, as she spoke through
that language about her needs about Sunday shoes.”101 By speaking about something that
was important to her life, namely the shoes needed for church on Sunday, Mrs. G asserted
herself into the process on her terms. However, White ultimately concludes that,
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Mrs. G’s unruly participation at her hearing was itself political action. Yet
it was an act that did little to change the harsh landscape which constricts
Mrs. G. from more sustained and more effective political participation.
Substantial change in that landscape will come only as such fragile
moments of dignity are supported and validated by the law.102
This process requires an examination of individuals’ actual ‘lived experiences’ in various
legal processes. This examination provides an important context in which to explore
ideas of empowerment and participation within the existing adversarial system. In so
doing, attempts can then be made to elucidate a better account of theory and practice.
The development of legal consciousness as a line of inquiry into the meaning
attributed by actors to the role of law in constructing and communicating certain social
transactions led researchers to draw on anthropology and qualitative sociology.103 A
qualitative methodology aims to “describe accurately another’s experience so as to elicit
what the research participant believes or understands, and to provide quotes as evidence,
rather than to judge through one’s own lens what that person must think or feel.”104
Thus, through the use of methods such as in-depth qualitative interviews in which the
participants are able to recount their story, researchers are provided an opportunity to
gain an understanding of both the individuals’ experiences and the meaning that
individuals prescribe to those experiences as it pertains to certain concepts.
Critiques of Legal Consciousness Research
In light of the fact that different researchers have adopted different working definitions of
legal consciousness, research respecting individuals’ legal consciousness is open to the
critique that it is too interpretive and too subjective to be of value; it is has the hallmarks
of art, not science. Additionally, there is an argument that “legal consciousness is
contingent, and may change according to the area of social life about which the
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researcher asks, with reference to the social location of the subject, and the subject’s
knowledge about the law and legal norms.”105 Moreover, given the subjectivity of the
research, the findings are not generalizable; every individual’s perception is uniquely
their own and, therefore, any person’s particular legal consciousness is likely to be very
different across gender, race, and socio-economic groups. Again, Lucie White’s case
study involving Mrs. G. provides a useful example of the way in which certain
characteristics or status in society may affect an individual’s conceptualization of law and
their interaction with it. Finally, there is a criticism that the researcher’s own definition
and understanding of law may ultimately influence how the researcher hears and/or
interprets an interviewee’s experience of law. While these are legitimate concerns about
legal consciousness research, they must be balanced against the importance associated
with ensuring that the experiences, perceptions and views of those who are attempting to
access to justice are included in discussions about enhancing access.
Taking account of the views of those attempting to access justice is, in part, in
response to the historical fact that the perspectives of the legal profession both informed
and framed the discussion of the issues respecting access. However, there are serious
questions whether the profession’s approach to these issues coincides with the selfrepresented litigants’ actual experiences in the civil justice system.

More recently,

reports by both the CBA and the Action Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and
Family Matters have stressed the importance of including justice system users in the
discussion about reform. The Australian research that examined whether legal service
providers develop self-help resources from an “entirely law-centric perspective” and,
therefore, maintain the legal profession’s position as gatekeepers of the legal system
lends weight to this concern.106 Given the existence of this type of research data, it is
important that account be taken of potential differences between the objectives of those
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developing access to justice initiatives and the experiences of individuals making use of
those same initiatives.107
The research project undertaken as part of this thesis is interested in examining
elements of the participants’ legal consciousness, particularly in terms of how their views
on access, justice and engagement were affected by their experience as a self-represented
litigant. However, the purpose of the research is not to map the legal consciousness of
self-represented litigants.

Instead, the research seeks to describe the participants’

experience with certain legal processes and institutions and in so doing, draw out the
meaning that the participants attribute to notions of access, justice and empowerment
based on those experiences. This research project draws on earlier research on legal
consciousness in order to develop a methodological approach that assists the research in
better understanding individuals’ experiences interacting with the civil justice system and
the meaning individuals’ prescribe to those experiences. The theoretical gambit is that
both the experience and the meaning attributed to the particular experience will influence
the individual’s future engagement with law and legal processes and their general
willingness to participate in decision-making processes.
Research on Procedural Fairness
Research in the field of procedural fairness has concentrated on the subjective
experiences of litigants as a means of understanding how individuals evaluate the fairness
of a legal process and legal institution.

This research approach is set against the

randomized outcome-based research, which focuses on evaluating the objective outcomes
achieved. By contrast, procedural fairness research has demonstrated that individuals in
adversarial settings distinguish process from outcome when evaluating the ‘fairness’ of
both: they are more likely to accept an unfavourable outcome if they believe that the
process used to arrive at the outcome was fundamentally fair.108 In this regard, as briefly
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discussed earlier, issues of procedure and the individuals’ ability to engage in the process
play a central role in how they react to their experiences in court.109 For example,
individuals’ ability to tell their story as well as present evidence to the adjudicator both
become important criteria against which individuals assess the fairness of the particular
proceeding.110 This does not mean that the outcome is irrelevant, but only that there are
other elements of the adjudicatory process that significantly affect an individual’s overall
perception of fairness and their willingness to accept the legitimacy of that process and
the outcome achieved.
Thibault and Walker were some of the first researchers to conduct research in the
field of procedural justice in 1975.111 They hypothesized that “litigants’ satisfaction with
dispute resolution decisions would be independently influenced by their judgment about
the fairness of the dispute resolution process.”112 They sought to examine individuals’
perceptions about the justness of court procedures by recording individuals’ reactions to
different legal processes. Based on the results obtained, Thibault and Walker ultimately
concluded that, “the just procedure for resolving the types of conflict that result in
litigation is a procedure that entrusts much control over the process to the disputants
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themselves and relatively little control to the decision-maker.”113 This conclusion is
particularly relevant to self-represented litigants in light of the fact that their participation
is not mediated by legal representation. In this regard, two specific questions arise: how
the provision of services (such as those offered to self-represented litigants at self-help
centres) influences the self-represented litigants’ ability to engage with those adjudicatory
processes; and what the ramifications of that engagement are for the individual’s
evaluation of their experience.
In recent years, this field of study has been extended to encompass the relative
importance of different fairness criteria used by individuals when assessing the ‘justness’
of an experience; recent research has also examined the inter-relationship between the
different criteria in various legal settings. One of the conclusions drawn from more
recent research involves the importance that litigants place on their opportunity to be
heard in the litigation process.114 Research has demonstrated that ‘having a voice’ in the
process is considered “central to people’s subjective reactions to that experience”115
because it allows them to tell ‘their side of the story.’ It also reassures the litigants that
the decision-makers are listening to and considering their stories when making
decisions.116 Flowing from this conclusion is the question of whether litigants, in valuing
direct interaction with the decision-maker, will demand more direct participation in their
own legal process. Again, this question has important ramifications for the particular
context of self-represented litigants attempting to access justice.
Overall, the procedural fairness research conducted has sought to identify those
aspects of adjudicatory processes that affect individual litigants’ experience in litigation
processes as well as their perceptions about their experience. Drawing on some of the
criteria that individuals use in assessing the fairness of a particular process can assist in
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evaluating individuals’ overall experience and the meaning they attribute to that
experience. Specifically, criteria such as whether individuals were able to tell their side
of the story and whether they believe that the resulting decision was based on the facts
presented can be helpful in attempting to understand self-represented litigants
experiences with the litigation process.
Critique of Procedural Fairness Research
Procedural fairness research has not been without its critical commentary. One aspect of
this has been directed primarily at the early studies that attempted to identify and rank the
importance of certain procedural criteria within clinical settings that did not represent the
real life experiences of individuals in adversarial litigation processes. 117 An early
example of this is Folger’s study regarding the importance of voice, particularly as it
relates to an individual’s ability to alter experienced inequity. The research in question
was conducted using male students in grade six in a simulated work setting.118 While the
clinical setting of this research, as well as other similar research, does raise concerns
about the validity of generalizing the findings to the civil justice system, it is important to
note that there is more recent research that has substantiated the process criteria in
adversarial settings.119 More particularly, this encompasses the small claims court setting
where individuals experience participation in the process and place value on their
experiences.120
In a recent critical discussion of the evolution of both procedural justice research
and legal consciousness research, Susan Silbey questioned certain of the conclusions
drawn in various procedural justice research projects.121 She stated that, “it turns out that
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these studies often begin with a model of fairness as it is defined by existing legal
processes and doctrine (i.e., the opportunity to be heard, to have professional
representation, and to have access to appeal and review). These studies then measure
popular agreement or disagreement with those norms.

Commitments to alternative

conceptions of fairness, such as loyalty, compensatory treatment or substantive equality
are not measured.”122 Instead, procedural justice research projects are premised on a
particular model of fairness defined in terms of the existing adversarial model of legal
process and framed by values of legal liberalism. The result is a failure to engage in a
discussion with the participants about the possibility of alternative models and a further
failure to examine questions of underlying inequality and power distribution that
ultimately influence individuals interaction with legal processes and the law more
generally.
Taking account of the potential limitations that an exclusive focus on either
procedural fairness and/or legal consciousness research might have, these themes can be
used to inform a broad qualitative approach to research in access to justice that seeks to
include both contextual and diverse perspectives. Such an approach would focus on an
in-depth analysis of a limited number of cases rather than search for a causal explanation
of the link between certain variables. In this sense, qualitative research methods “reveal
particularity and diversity and are good at enabling greater sense to be made of a situation
that might not be evident with a more superficial study.”123
In light of this, it is prudent to recommend that a combination of different
methodologies would assist qualitative research on access to justice.

For example,

qualitative research methods might likely include, along with in-depth interviews,
observations of self-represented litigants who have received different forms of assistance
and proceeded to represent themselves.
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consciousness provides an example of this type of research.124 In speaking to subjects,
listening to them talk in mediation and in different court settings and observing how they
handled their particular legal matter, she was able to gain a varied and fuller perspective
from her subjects.

In eliciting this fuller and more enriched perspective from the

participants, she was able to draw certain inferences about the construction of
individuals’ legal consciousness. The triangulation of research methods such as in-depth
interviews and observational techniques allows for a richer and more nuanced account of
the individuals’ experience.
Critiques of Qualitative Research Methods
However, in choosing to adopt qualitative methods, it is important to take account of
some of the criticisms that have been leveled against earlier qualitative-focused studies
more generally.125 One of the most significant criticisms leveled at the qualitative and
observational access to justice research is that it purports to draw causal connections that
are not justified by the qualitative methods employed. Based on this criticism, therefore,
it is important that the objectives of qualitative research are clearly and modestly
outlined; they must be consistent with the type of data that will be collected.
Furthermore, the sample selection process, as well as sample size, adopted in
qualitative research cannot be assumed to be representational of a group or a
phenomenon.

Thus, in conducting qualitative studies, it will be important to

acknowledge that the data gathered from such studies may be representative only “in the
sense of capturing a range or variation in a phenomenon,” and not in the sense of
“allowing for the estimation of the distribution of the phenomenon in the population as a
whole.” 126 The collection of qualitative data should contribute to a conversation about
what access to justice means to those directly affected by attempts to improve access. In
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this context, in-depth knowledge about an individual’s particular experience and the
meaning they attribute to that experience can provide more assistance than fleeting and
impersonal knowledge from a larger sample.127
The Basis for Research regarding Self-Help and Participation
In light of the foregoing discussions about the importance of qualitative research and
participatory democracy, my research project sought to examine how self-represented
litigants experienced the legal process in which they were directly involved and the
meanings they attributed to that experience. The goal of the research project was to
gather accounts from self-represented litigants who made use of the resources offered at a
civil law self-help centre and proceeded to manage their own legal matter. In so doing,
they attempted to participate in the civil justice system without the assistance of legal
representation.
Situating this qualitative research about self-represented litigants’ experiences
within the context of a self-help legal centre provided an opportunity to explore access to
justice from a broader participatory perspective.

The participants’ experiences in

attempting to participate in the litigation process provided the context for a discussion
about the potential relationship between access to justice and meaningful participation.
Engaging in this discussion would, in turn, provide an opportunity to deepen the
discourse on access to justice to include the possibility of meaningful participation as
both an objective of and strategy for improving access going forward. This discussion
would be in keeping with the democratic thesis of this project. This is contrasted with the
historic focus in access theory and policy that has concentrated on the provision of
lawyers and legal services (the practical thesis).
Thus, without proceeding with a fully formed theory of access to justice to be
tested, this research sought to examine the relationship between the self-represented
litigants’ experiences (as relayed by the self-represented litigants themselves) and their
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views and perceptions about being able to participate in the civil justice system. The
objective in proceeding this way was to examine how a theory in progress—the
democratic thesis—might be further grounded in the participants’ experiences and might
also be modified by those same experiences. Drawing on some of the themes explored in
the earlier research on procedural fairness and legal consciousness, this research sought
to explore how the individual’s perceptions about his or her ability to participate and
affect justice in their daily lives were shaped and/or re-shaped by their experiences with
self-help legal assistance and their engagement in the civil justice system. Specifically,
through observation and open-ended in-depth interviews with the participants, this
project sought to gain insight into the participants’ perspectives and examine how these
individuals’ “lived experiences” influenced their views on participation and about their
ability to access justice.128
In addition to conducting interviews with self-represented litigants, I also
conducted interviews with lawyers who regularly volunteer at the self-help legal centre.
The aim in conducting these interviews was to survey the nature of the legal assistance
that these volunteer lawyers offered clients. Moreover, it was historically taken for
granted that the legal profession’s views on access both informed the discussion about the
objectives of access to justice and directed the resulting initiatives. However, the project
showed that there are serious questions about whether these views are reflective of selfrepresented litigants’ experiences and/or their views about what access to justice should
entail.

Research in Australia highlighted the discrepancy between what self-help

providers believed was needed in terms of resources and what self-represented parties
actually wanted when trying to resolve their legal matter.129 Taking account of these
earlier research findings, the objective in conducting interviews with volunteer lawyers at
the self-help legal centre was to gain an ‘insider’s perspective’ on access to justice: this
would then be compared and contrasted with the self-help user’s actual ‘lived
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experiences.’130 The purpose in proceeding in this manner was not to critique the nature
or efficacy of the legal services provided at the self-help legal centre. Rather, it was to
explore how differing perspectives and expectations about accessing justice might be
reconciled within a broader conceptualization of access to justice.
As a means of defining the scope of this research, it is helpful to outline what the
research did not aim to do. This research project did not seek to suggest that the data
collected is representative of all self-represented litigants’ experiences with self-help.
Nor did it purport to make generalizations about the effectiveness of self-help legal
services (as discussed in the context of Greiner’s research at Harvard). Moreover, it did
not purport to test a fully formed theory of access to justice against data collected at the
self-help legal centre nor measure the presence or absence of certain variables. Rather,
this project was exploratory and open-ended in the sense that the self-represented
litigants’ narratives ultimately informed the discussion about a new theoretical
conceptualization of access, albeit one that contemplates enhanced and meaningful
engagement by citizens in the “decisions that affect their lives.”131 The goal in this
regard was to examine the possibility of a shift away from a strict reliance on legal
professionals and a move toward more direct participation by citizens.132 Thus, this
project’s ambition was to both contextualize (through narratives of self-represented
litigants who have attempted to access justice), as well as deepen, the conversation about
the possibility of a broad conceptualization of access.
This thesis has maintained that the adherence to a particular and traditional
paradigm about what access should entail and how access might be promoted has shaped
the response to the access to justice crisis. According to this paradigm, access to legal
representation will assist individuals in obtaining a better outcome or securing a legal
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victory that better represents justice.133 To the extent that this research project sought to
take account of how self-represented litigants were impacted by their experiences
participating in the civil justice system, it is acknowledged that the project sought to
examine the potential benefits as well as harms that result from individuals’ direct
participation in the civil justice system.

In this respect, it is noted that such an

examination contemplates the exploration of outcomes in the sense of skill development
and the acquisition of knowledge that results from individuals having received assistance
from self-help services and from their direct participation in civil justice forums.
However, it is important to note that this research project approached the examination of
these broader ideas of outcomes in an exploratory and non-randomized manner such that
the discovery of any such benefits and/or harms would be derived from the insights
provided by the individuals.
Consequently, one of the questions raised in this research was whether self-help
legal advice serves as a temporary and/or fragmented measure that provides an
opportunity for limited engagement or whether self-help can and/or should encourage
meaningful participation consistent with the democratic thesis. From an ethnographic
viewpoint, direct individual engagement in the civil justice system with the assistance of
self-help legal services provides an institutional standpoint that “organizes the direction
of the sociological gaze and provides a framework of relevance.”134 In this context, the
‘guiding perspective’ was that of the self-represented litigant who makes use of self-help
and how their experiences might inform a critical discussion about the role of self-help
legal assistance within a broader and more democratic conceptualization of access.
Through the collection of self-help users’ narratives, I sought to explore the participants’
thoughts about both the positive, as well as negative, aspects of their attempts to
participate in the civil justice system, the goals they achieved (or did not achieve), and
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how their experiences might impact their willingness to participate further in the civil
justice system or other legal and political forums.
This focus on self-represented litigants’ particular experiences is linked to the
belief that individuals’ experiences will shape their perceptions or views about a
particular topic.

Underlying this belief is the claim that individuals act on their

perceptions and those actions have real-world consequences. As such, the subjective
reality experienced by an individual is no less real than the putative objectively-grounded
and measured reality offered by quantitative researchers.135 This viewpoint is further
supported by the conclusion that individuals evaluate their legal experiences (and, in so
doing, form attitudes about law and legal institutions) more in terms of process and form
of interaction than outcomes achieved.136 Thus, the process in which individuals are
engaged can be as important as the outcome in shaping their views and perceptions.
In the particular context of the civil justice system, the concept of how an
individual evaluates the ‘fairness of a legal process’ (which has unique implications for
self-represented parties) is not neutral or universal in nature. Rather, it is directly linked
to the individual’s particular experience.137 One of the major factors that an individual
uses in assessing the fairness of a legal process is the individual’s actual ability to
participate in the process.138 And as it was noted earlier, ‘having a voice’ and ‘being
heard’ in the process are considered to be “central to people’s subjective reactions to that
experience” because both aspects allow them to tell their side of the story.139 It also
reassures the litigant that the decision-makers are listening to and considering their stories
when making decisions.

This reassurance that they were heard is consistent with

principles of procedural justice, which serve to strengthen the legitimacy of the
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institutional process and, ultimately, the Rule of Law. Thus, in the context of this
research, interviews with the self-represented litigants sought to determine whether the
participants felt that they were heard and listened to as part of their general engagement
with the litigation process.
Flowing from these research findings is the further question that is relevant to this
project - whether litigants, in placing value on direct interaction with the decision-maker,
will seek more direct participation. In this regard, self-help seeks to provide individuals
with the tools, skills and information necessary to be heard directly in the civil justice
system. Thus, given the focus on direct participation in the context of the democratic
thesis, self-represented litigants’ self-evaluation of whether they were heard also assists
in understanding the impact of self-help on the self-represented litigants’ attempts to
participate and their views on such attempts. Moreover, to the extent that individuals’
ability to participate is linked to their ultimate perceptions about the fairness of the
particular legal process, it may also be assumed that this could affect their views about
further participation in other legal or political contexts. Thus, again drawing on data and
methodologies used in the fields of procedural justice and legal consciousness, qualitative
research becomes an important tool by which to examine how individuals’ experiences
with certain legal institutions and processes shape their ability and/or willingness to
participate in law and/or other political processes.140 This also has implications for the
development and implementation of the policy and initiatives that promote a broader
conceptualization of access to justice.
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In her book entitled Getting Justice and Getting Even, one of the questions that
Sally Merry Engle sought to examine was why individuals would continue to return to
court processes “to seek redress despite the efforts of court personnel to persuade them
that their problems do not belong in court.”141 In seeking an answer to this question, she
examined the individuals’ particular experiences with court processes and how those
experiences shaped their views about what the court could offer them (even if in a
symbolic sense). Drawing on this type of inquiry, my research project sought to ask how
individuals’ experiences as self-represented parties impacted their perceptions about their
ability to bring about justice in their lives and further participate in decisions that impact
their lives. As a corollary, I also sought to examine the role self-help played in shaping
these perceptions.
Conclusion
In conclusion, if access to justice research and policy-making is to make important
headway, it will require further and better attention to its underlying conceptual and
methodological foundations.

While being critical of the quantitative turn in recent

empirical research, it does not mean that such work has no role to play in access to justice
research. On the contrary, a more catholic and less narrow approach to empirical work is
demanded if access to justice research is to fulfill its potential. This is one that will value
both quantitative and qualitative research. The work of Greiner and others has much to
offer and recommend, but it must be part of a more encompassing research agenda that
takes account of an equally encompassing theoretical framework. Such a program will
examine not only the impact of various legal and policy initiatives on outcomes achieved
in individual cases, but also the effect of such interventions on people’s capacity to
participate more fully in a variety of legal and political process. It is only by aligning and
reconciling the continued importance of qualitative research within a broader
conceptualization of access that it will be possible to advance the practical efficacy of the
legal process as well as its democratic legitimacy. Based on the discussion in this
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Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even, supra note 7 at 170.
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chapter, the particular methodologies adopted in this research project are discussed in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
AN ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH TO RESEARCH
IN ACCESS TO JUSTICE
Having examined critically an exclusively quantitative and outcome-based
approach to research in access to justice and in so doing, made an argument for the
continued importance and potential value of qualitative research, this chapter will include
a discussion of the particular methods used in this research project. More specifically,
this will include a discussion of certain ethnographic methods. My research project
incorporates observations at the self-help legal centre in downtown Toronto and
qualitative interviews with self-represented litigants and volunteer lawyers who attend at
the self-help centre. Consequently, this chapter will begin with a broader discussion of
the objectives and underlying ambition for the research project, namely to examine selfrepresented litigants’ experiences navigating the civil justice system. Following this
broader discussion, I intend to outline the mechanics of the research project, including the
methods used, the rationale for adopting these methods, and the process involved in
conducting this type of research. Finally, I will conclude this chapter with a discussion of
some methodological and ethical considerations that flow from the adoption of these
research methods, particularly as it relates to the in-depth interviews with self-represented
litigants.
An Ethnographic Approach
This study is grounded in an ethnographic methodology.1 The ethnographical research
project is interested in obtaining the insider’s perspective through fieldwork.

This

typically engages various social science methods such as participant observation and in-

1

While the approach may be grounded in an ethnographic approach, it is not held to be traditional
fieldwork in the sense that the researcher is immersed in a social setting for extended periods of time.
Rather, the goal is to draw on aspects of an ethnographic approach, namely gathering detailed information
about how interviewees interpret an aspect of their social world as opposed to quantitative data that seeks to
measure the occurrence or frequency of an event. Michael Agar, The Professional Stranger, 2nd ed (San
Diego, USA: Academic Press, 1996) at 129 [Agar, The Professional Stranger].
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depth interviews.2 In this regard, ethnography seeks to understand social and cultural
phenomenon through interaction with individuals who experience a phenomenon directly.
In the particular context of socio-legal research, methods such as observation and
interviews are useful tools when attempting to understand the “complex ways in which
law, decision-making, and legal regulation are embedded in wider social processes.”3
From an ethnographic perspective, the focus of this research was (through both
observation and interviews) to gather a description of the self-represented litigants’
experiences that reflected the “richness, depth and variety” of these experiences as told
by the individual.4 In this regard “qualitative data, with its emphasis on people’s lived
experiences, is fundamentally well-suited for locating the meanings people place on the
events, processes and structures of their lives and for connecting these meanings to the
social world around them.”5
Engaging in in-depth interviews with participants allows the researcher to not
only view a social phenomenon from the participants’ own perspective, but also to
explore the meaning attributed to the phenomenon by the individuals involved.6 As a
result, ethnographic studies typically do not stem from a fully articulated theory (that the
researcher seeks to either prove or disprove) but rather draw upon different theoretical
approaches that guide the research framework and assist in defining the nature of the
information sought.7 In describing institutional ethnography, the sociologist Dorothy E
Smith suggested that the individual’s experience can define the ethnographer’s further

2

David M Fetterman, Ethnography Step by Step, 3rd ed (California, USA: Sage Publications Inc., 2010) at 3
& 5 [Fetterman, Ethnography].

3

June Star & Mark Goodale, eds, Practicing Ethnography in Law (New York, USA: Palgrave MacMillan,
2002) at 2 [Star & Goodale, Practicing Ethnography in Law].

4

Agar, The Professional Stranger, supra note 1 at 63.

5

Matthew B Miles, A Michael Huberman & Johnny Salanda, eds, Qualitative Data Analysis, 3rd ed
(California, USA: Sage Publications Inc., 2014) at 11.

6

Lisa Webley, “Qualitative Approaches to Empirical Legal Research” in Peter Cane & Herbert M Kritzer,
eds, The Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2010) at
926, 934 [Webley, “Qualitative Approaches to Empirical Legal Research”].

7

Fetterman, Ethnography, supra note 2 at 7.
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research steps. In this regard, both the experiences and the perspective of the individual
organize the direction of the ethnographer’s investigation.8
In the present study, I drew on different aspects of certain socio-legal fields of
study including procedural fairness and legal consciousness. This helped to build a
conceptual framework in which it would then be possible to gather data about the selfrepresented litigants’ experiences and the meaning they attributed to those experiences.
However, rather than attempting to construct a new theory of access to justice that was
based on the stories collected from self-represented litigants, this research sought to
contextualize and deepen the discussion about meaningful participation in accordance
with the democratic thesis. Presenting the participants’ experiences in a qualitative and
narrative form provided an opportunity to reflect on and analyze the experiences from the
viewpoint of this broader conceptualization of access.
When analyzing the participants’ experiences in accordance with the democratic
thesis, it was important to remain aware of the benefits and challenges associated with
meaningful participation.

Specifically, the relevant benefits included educative

enhancement, improved confidence, and the ability and/or willingness to participate in
other forums and contexts. This analysis also required being aware of the potential
challenges or pitfalls associated with cosmetic participation, particularly as it relates to
participation in contexts where the distribution of power inhibits meaningful engagement
in the decision-making process.
In this regard, the theoretical development of the democratic thesis was influenced
by the narrative data collected in this project. The collection of data was, in turn,
influenced by a method, which “collect[s] and analyze[s] data in such a way so as to
generate theory from data sources using a constant comparative method.”9 In proceeding
in this manner, it was important to examine and re-examine the data collected in terms of
8

Dorothy E Smith, Institutional Ethnography – A Sociology for People (Oxford, UK: AltaMira Press,
2005) at 31.

9

Webley, “Qualitative Approaches to Empirical Legal Research”, supra note 6 at 931.
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the theoretical underpinnings of the research project.

This meant that the sample

selection and data collection were done together and in accordance with the development
of emerging theoretical considerations derived from the original conceptualization.10
While this approach to research draws on certain aspects of a grounded theory method
(i.e., an open-ended and concurrent approach to data collection and analysis), 11 the
method used in this project went beyond grounded theory and also drew on aspects of
other qualitative methods.
Specifically, the methods employed in this study involved participant observation
whereby I attended at the self-help centre. I observed the operation of the centre, as well
as the interaction between various self-represented litigants, staff and lawyers who
volunteer legal services at the centre. This period of observation both overlapped with
and was followed by qualitative interviews with self-represented litigants who attended at
the self-help centre to seek legal assistance with a legal issue. By observing the processes
at the self-help centre, as well as the litigants’ interactions at the centre, and then
subsequently interviewing the clients about their experiences, I sought to gain a more
expansive understanding of the self-represented litigants’ experience with self-help and
with their attempts to negotiate the resolution of their legal matter. One of the goals in
proceeding by way of both passive observation of interactions between individuals and
lawyers and in-depth interviews with self-represented litigants was to obtain nuanced and
detailed accounts of individuals using self-help to attempt to access justice.
Notwithstanding the two methods employed, the main thrust of the research
focused on in-depth qualitative interviews with both a limited number of self-represented
litigants who had made use of the services at the self-help centre and the lawyers who

10

Benjamin F Crabtree & William L Miller, eds, Doing Qualitative Research, 2nd ed (California, USA:
Sage Publications Inc., 1999) at 41 [Crabtree & Miller, Doing Qualitative Research].

11

In her discussion of the core aspects of grounded theory, Kathy Charmaz states “[f]undamental tenets of
the grounded theory method include: (1) minimizing preconceived ideas about the research problem and
the data, (2) using simultaneous data collection and analysis to inform each other, (3) remaining open to
varied explanations and/ or understandings of the data, and (4) focusing data analysis to construct middlerange theories. See Kathy Charmatz, “Grounded Theory as an Emergent Method” in SN Hesse Bilber & P
Leavy, eds, Handbook of Emergent Methods (New York, USA: Guildford Press, 2008) 155.
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volunteered there.12 The intention was that the interview process would be “intensive,
fine-grained, qualitative, and unapologetically interpretive.” 13

The objective in

proceeding in this manner was to collect a “thick description” of the individuals’
experiences rather than data that proves or disproves a pre-determined hypothesis or
represents fleeting knowledge about a large number of examples”.14 In this regard, the
ethnographic approach adopted focused on “intensive discussions with a very few
people”, not on the collection of survey data that reflects the presence or absence of ….a
few predefined variables in a large population.”15
The particular form of the interview was narrative. But it was interspersed with
broadly constructed prompts that assisted in ensuring that the interview covered certain
broad topics.16 As it pertains to narrative interviews, “it is in the telling and hearing of
stories that people disclose, arrange, and make sense of their own experience as well as
that of others.”17 Thus, the collection and examination of the self-represented litigants’
narratives sought to explore the meaning that self-represented litigants gave to their
participation in the civil justice system. Furthermore, undertaking interviews in this
manner also allowed for the possibility that individuals would not only offer their own
account of their experiences, but also provide insight into the views that they generated as
a result of these experiences including how those views might impact future actions.

12

A copy of the guides that I used during the interviews with the self-represented litigants and the
volunteer lawyers interviewed are attached as appendix A to this thesis. In keeping with a flexible
approach to the interviews, the guides were used as a form of prompts during the course of the interview in
order to ensure that certain broad topics were discussed rather than as a form of survey.

13

Draft paper by Cynthia Williams entitled “The Social Reform of Banking” (November 2013) at 7
[Williams, “The Social Reform of Banking”]; Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Culture (New York,
USA: Basic Books, 1973) at 23 [Geertz, The Interpretation of Culture].

14

Williams, “The Social Reform of Banking”, ibid at 7; Geertz, The Interpretation of Culture, ibid; John
Gerring, Case Study Research - Principles and Practice (New York, USA: Cambridge University Press,
2007 [Gerring, Case Study Research].

15

Gerring, Case Study Research, ibid at 134.

16

In this case, it was possible to draw on some of the factors studied in the field of procedural fairness
research to prompt participants to discuss the nature of their participation and in reflecting on their
participation in certain legal processes, how they evaluated that participation.

17

Crabtree & Miller, Doing Qualitative Research, supra note 10 at 221.
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As an example, in an examination of homelessness and bureaucratic decisionmaking on housing needs in England, the researchers theorized about the “interaction
perspective”; namely how the homeless participants’ legal consciousness was situated
within the interaction between the individual seeking housing and the welfare bureaucrat,
both preceding and culminating in the refusal of help from the bureaucrat. 18 The
decisions made regarding the homeless participants’ entitlement to housing and the
manner in which the decisions were communicated to the individuals by the bureaucrats
were thought to influence and inform the recipients’ ideas about the nature of the legal
process and the value associated with deciding to challenge the decision.19 It is this
dimension of the ethnographic methodology that draws upon theories of legal
consciousness and more specifically, in the context of this research how individuals’
perceptions about engagement may be formed or re-formed by their particular
experiences in the legal system and how this formation and/or reformation proceeds their
future

actions.

The Use of Multi-Methods in this Research Project
In qualitative research projects, data is typically collected through three broad categories
of methods that can be used separately or in combination; these are observation,
interviews and document analysis.20 Most notably, in the law and society tradition,
empirical socio-legal research often engages a variety of methods to study law in a larger
social context because it provides a more “nuanced understanding of law, legal
institutions, and legal processes than can be provided by any one methodology alone due
to the complex nature of the social world in which they operate.”21 Thus, combining
different methods in accordance with a triangulation process provides an opportunity to
18

Dave Cowan, “Legal Consciousness: Some Observations” (2004) 67:6 MLR 928 [Cowan, “Legal
Consciousness”]

19

Cowan, “Legal Consciousness”, ibid at 939.

20

Lisa Webley, “Qualitative Approaches to Empirical Legal Research”, supra note 6 at 928; Herbert M
Kritzer, “Stories from the Field: Collecting Data Outside Over There” in Starr & Goodale, Practicing
Ethnography in Law, supra note 3 at 143 [Kritzer, Stories from the Field”].

21

Laura Beth Nielsen, “The Need for Multi-Method Approaches in Empirical Legal Research” in Peter
Cane & Herbert M Kritzer, eds, The Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research (United Kingdom:
Oxford University Press, 2010) at 955 [Nielsen, “The Need for Multi-Method Approaches”].
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secure a more detailed and descriptive account of an individual’s experience that might
not otherwise be possible if only one method were employed. Moreover, the use of
multiple methods is consistent with a holistic approach to ethnographic research that
seeks to examine a social group or phenomenon from a variety of angles, with the
understanding being that this will ultimately contribute to a more complete picture of the
subject matter being studied.22
For example, it is suggested that in-depth qualitative interviews can “provide
insight into processes and subjectivities, but often at the expense of representativeness,23
bias or social desirability”24 whereas observation alone does not allow for the expression
of the inner views, thoughts or perceptions of the interviewed.25 In this context, the inner
views, thoughts and perceptions of the participants are important when examining the
meaning participants give to a particular experience: observation alone would not be
sufficient. Combining the observational and interview methods allows the researcher to
address some of the weaknesses of both methods, thereby ensuring more comprehensive
data collection.
In conducting observational research at the outset of the study, the researcher can,
by engaging in a more passive role, gather data, which is then complemented by an
interview process that imposes added structure on the data collection process but allows
for the deeper probing of a particular issue with a participant.26 In an ethnographic
context, the data collected during the initial observation period can inform the interview
process based on what was actually observed rather than what might be expected by the
interviewer or recounted by a participant: each of the methods can inform and guide the
development of the other. In this research project, observation and in-depth qualitative
interviews were both used to collect detailed data about self-represented litigants’
22

Fetterman, Ethnography, supra note 2 at 19.

23

Nielsen, “The Need for Multi-Method Approaches”, supra note 21 at 953.

24

Kritzer, “Stories from the Field”, supra note 20 at 154.

25

Kritzer, “Stories from the Field”, ibid at 155.

26

Kritzer, Stories from the Field”, ibid at 154-155.
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experiences with self-help legal services and their participation in the civil justice system.
With respect to the organization of this project, it was anticipated that the different
methods would overlap during certain points in the project such that one stage of the
research project may not be complete prior to the commencement of the next stage of
research.
Following a period of observation, in-depth qualitative interviews were conducted
with self-represented individuals who sought legal assistance from the self-help law
centre. The main focus of the interview was to have individuals describe, in their own
words, the nature of their legal matter, the steps they took in addressing their legal issue
(including the types of assistance provided at the self-help centre) and their experiences
in court and/or dealing with opposing parties and/or lawyers.

A portion of these

qualitative interviews also focused on the collection of demographical data about the selfrepresented litigant.

This data include gender, employment status, educational

background and age. One of the objectives in collecting demographic data was to situate
the individuals’ narrative within a particular social context and at the same time, attempt
to ensure that there was a diverse collection of perspectives represented in the data.27
Interviews were also conducted with pro bono lawyers who volunteer at the same
self-help centre. Generally speaking, most but not all of the lawyers interviewed had
been observed engaging with clients during the earlier observation stage of the research
project. Proceeding in this manner helped to situate their views about access, selfrepresented litigants and self-help within a particular setting and take account of those
views in the context of their specific interaction with self-represented litigants.
Conducting interviews with the lawyers who volunteer at the clinic also provided an
opportunity to compare and contrast the legal profession’s ‘insider’ views on access and
the ability to maneuver through the civil justice system with the views of those
individuals who have direct experiences of attempting to access justice as self27

The author acknowledges that it was not be possible to include participants from every
cultural/racial/religious/socio-economic background within a limited interview process but does wish to
highlight the fact that one of the goals in approaching the research in this manner was to interview
individuals from a variety of different background in order to collect diverse narratives.
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represented litigants.28 In a system that was designed by and for lawyers and judges, it is
not surprising that the legal profession’s perspective has been very influential in this
discussion: the layperson’s (including self-represented litigants) perspective has only
recently been included in the discussion.29
LawHelp Ontario as a Site of Research
LawHelp Ontario (LHO) opened its doors in 2007.

Drawing on self-help models

developed in other jurisdictions – notably the United States, England and Australia –
LHO sought to offer a variety of legal services to self-represented litigants engaged in a
variety of civil law matters (excluding family law). These services included assistance
with the preparation of legal documents, provision of summary advice about the
procedural as well as substantive issues of law, assistance with preparation for court
appearances, examinations and medications, and a limited duty counsel role in certain
circumstances. In accordance with other self-help service models, it was assumed that,
while clients did not retain the volunteer lawyer assisting them, they could re-attend as
often as necessary to obtain further advice and information about their legal matter. In
many instances, where an individual has a case that involves various legal steps, the
individual may re-attend at LHO several times to obtain assistance at different stages of
the litigation. In even more particular instances, individuals may attend on certain days
or times in order to try and ensure that they speak to the same volunteer lawyer.30

28

Carrie Menkel-Meadow and Bryant G Garth, “Civil Procedure and Courts” in Peter Cane & Herbert M
Kritzer, eds, The Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press,
2010) at 700 [Menkel-Meadow & Garth, “Civil Procedure and Courts”]. In her critique of recent access to
justice research, Carrie Menkel-Meadows suggests that it is important that we question who is doing access
to justice research as well as the purposes for which the research is used. Specifically, she questions the
move away from research that tests theories that originate in social science disciplines such as research on
‘voice’ and democratic participation in favour of a move toward research that seeks to address “the
problems that respond to the needs of the courts.” This shift suggests a focus on efficiency from the
perspective of the lawyers and judges rather than a focus on what individuals need in terms of accessing
justice. See Menkel-Meadow & Garth, “Civil Procedure and Courts” at 700.

29

One of the motivations for including the perspectives of the laypersons has been the call for this
perspective from scholars such as Rebecca Sandefur. Catherine R Albiston & Rebecca L Sandefur,
“Expanding the Empirical Study of Access to Justice” (2013) Wis L Rev 101 [Albiston & Sandefur,
“Expanding the Empirical Study of Access to Justice”].

30

During my time at LHO observing the working of the centre, attending client-lawyer meetings and/or
meeting with interview participants, it was apparent that several ‘repeat’ clients would attend on a specific
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Otherwise, individuals may meet with a different lawyer each time they re-attend at the
centre.
The volunteer lawyers who participate in the program come from a variety of
legal settings that range from large corporate firms to sole practitioners. On average, a
lawyer will volunteer at the centre one half or full day a month and, in the course of the
day, meet with approximately 4-7 individuals. Typically, the lawyer will meet with the
client for approximately 45 minutes. However, prior to the volunteer lawyer meeting
with the self-represented individual, a member of LHO’s staff 31 and/or one of the
volunteer law students will attempt to ascertain the nature of the clients’ matter and the
scope of their questions for the lawyer. 32 This is, in part, to ensure that the clients’ issues
falls within the scope of the assistance that LHO provides. The assessment of the clients’
needs is undertaken through a triage process that begins when the individual first arrives
at LHO. Upon arrival, individuals are asked to complete an intake form about the nature
of their legal problem. LHO operates as a walk-in centre and, therefore, individuals
receive assistance on a first-come, first-served basis. Once one of the volunteer students
and/or staff members has confirmed that the individual’s legal issue falls within the
centre’s remit the individual will wait to speak with one of the two volunteer lawyers
who are available to meet with clients on any given day. While there are limits to the
amount of time that a volunteer lawyer can spend with any one client, clients may wait a
significant amount of time to speak to a lawyer if the centre is particularly busy.

day of the week in the hopes of meeting with one particular lawyer who volunteered at the same time each
week.
31

It is important to note that several of the senior staff are trained as paralegals and/or foreign lawyers and
thus, competent to engage in a legal discussion with the clients about the nature of their issue as well as the
nature of the information that the lawyer will likely wish to review in order to provide advice and
information.

32

LHO has an agreement with the University of Toronto Law School whereby students from the law school
can volunteer at LHO once a week. The scope of the student’s responsibilities include client assistance
when the client is working on the computers, assistance in ascertaining the general nature of the client’s
needs and assuring that the client has all of the requisite documentation that they may require prior to
speaking with a volunteer lawyer.
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In addition to meeting with a lawyer to discuss a legal issue, clients can also
attend at LHO to do work their own case on computers at the centre. Typically, clients
may use the computers to prepare various court documents that are accessible online in a
template format that includes prompts that allow the individual to input specific
information about their case. In these instances, one of the volunteer law students will
often provide technical assistance to the client regarding the formatting of the document.
However, any substantive advice about the nature of the contents of the document must
be reviewed by one of the volunteer lawyers. The objective in furnishing this workspace
is to provide self-represented litigants, who might not otherwise have access to
computers, with the resources they need to prepare legal materials. In so doing, they can
draw on support from the staff and volunteer lawyers as needed.
While LHO maintains financial eligibility criteria that sets maximum income
levels above which the individual is not eligible for assistance, 33 demographic
information on the education levels of individuals seeking assistance indicates that
approximately 30% have a university degree and at least 44% have a high school
education as well some university or college-level courses. 34

This shift from

predominantly poverty clients to include low-income and middle-income individuals
reflects the changing demographic of self-represented individuals.35 In terms of the age,
the majority of the individuals attending the centre were between the ages of 35 and 64
(70%).

33

In the case of a single person, the income limit is $36,000.00 and this rises to $73,992.00 for four people.
However, individuals on social assistance are automatically accepted at LHO.

34

LawHelp Ontario Pilot Year Project Year One Report (2009) at 13-14. Available upon request as it is no
longer available online but on file with the author.

35

The demographic information collected in respect of the small sample group used in this research project
is consistent with these more general statistics reported in LawHelp Ontario’s Pilot Year Report. While
being sensitive to issues arising in respect of sample bias more generally, it was found that the majority of
the individuals interviewed in this project had completed high school and had some post-secondary
training.
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Noting Engler’s concerns about the efficacy of self-help resources,36 a significant
portion of the earlier research on self-help initiatives was concerned with how and who
self-help might assist, particularly as it relates to vulnerable groups in society. The shift
in the make-up of self-represented litigant populations at LHO suggests that these
concerns must now be examined within the context of this shift. As the self-represented
population expands to include a broader range of individuals, it will be helpful to
examine these individuals’ perceptions about being self-represented litigants, how they
view self-help in the context of access to justice, and how they make use of self-help.
Recent self-help research conducted in Australia touched on the implications of this shift
in demographics when researchers examined the factors that were likely to affect how
individuals handled their own legal issue.37 That research explored whether there were
certain personal characteristics that were likely to influence the way in which selfrepresented individuals handled their legal problem. Data collected from qualitative
interviews with self-represented individuals highlighted three broad categories of factors,
including certain personal attributes that were likely to contribute to the individuals’
effectiveness and potential success in addressing their legal matter. The researchers
determined “[t]he results of this study also tend to confirm our original hypothesis, which
is that legal self-help presents both opportunities as well as limitations and challenges for
users - all within a complex mix of both positive and negative variables, represented in
the three main sets of factors that have aided this study: environmental factors, legal
complexity and the personal characteristics of the users themselves.”38 In an effort to
situate the self-help initiative within a broader conceptualization of access to justice that
seeks to promote engagement and participation as part of the democratic thesis, it is
important to take account of who is making use of this initiative, their objectives in doing
36

Russell Engler, “Connecting Self-Representation to Civil Gideon: What Existing Data Reveal about
When Counsel is Most Needed” (2010) 37:37 Fordham Urb LJ 2 [Engler, “Connecting Self-Representation
to Civil Gideon”].
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Michael Robertson & Jeff Giddings, “Self-Advocates in Civil Legal Disputes: How Personal and Other
Factors Influence the Handling of their Cases” (2014) 38 Melbourne UL Rev 119 at 124. In their research,
Robertson and Giddings note that the majority of the interviewees in their study were between the ages of
18-50 years of age and had completed mid-level to late level secondary education [Robertson & Giddings,
“Self-Advocates in Civil Legal Disputes”]. It is worth noting that this research project analyzed interviews
of 17 individuals who had made use of self-help services.
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Robertson & Giddings, “Self-Advocates in Civil Legal Disputes”, ibid at 150.
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so and what these accounts mean for self-help and access to justice policy more
generally.
Observation at LawHelp Ontario
During the observation stage of the research, I attended LHO in Toronto and passively
participated (with the prior consent of both the client and the volunteer lawyer) in client
meetings between self-represented litigants and the volunteer lawyers. I also spent time
at the self-help centre generally observing the interaction among staff and clients. My
focus included both the process by which clients attended at the centre and applied for
assistance as well as the resulting triage process undertaken by the centre’s staff and
volunteers in assessing the clients’ needs and priorities.
During the course of the observation phase, I visited LHO approximately 15 times
over an 8-month period. During a typical visit, I would stay for the day.39 I observed the
staff’s interaction with clients, I spoke directly to clients about their willingness to
participate in an interview process and, on occasion, I discussed their experience on an
informal basis as they waited to meet with a lawyer, and I attended meetings between
lawyers and clients. I tried to attend on different days of the week due to the fact that
certain times and days of the week could be busier than others. The details of my
observations along with the impressions and thoughts that arose as a result of the
observation were recorded during the course of each daily visit in notebooks that I kept
with me throughout the day. Each visit constituted a separate entry in my notebook. I
discuss and analyze those observations in the next chapter.
Observing the setting and the processes at the self-help centre provided an
opportunity to engage in an open-ended process of inquiry that was not restricted to
specific research goals or expectations that the research may hold.40 During research

39

On average, I would arrive at LHO as it was opening at 9:30 and stay for the day. The centre closed at
4:30. The centre was also closed between 12:00 and 1:00 each day and during lunch, the staff, volunteer
lawyers (on occasion) as well law students conducting volunteer work would gather for lunch together.

40

Crabtree & Miller, Doing Qualitative Research, supra note 10 at 48.
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conducted on the practice habits of family law lawyers, Herbert Kritzer determined that
the observation period (in which he followed lawyers through a typical day in practice),
provided more “nuanced images” of the realities of their practice than the more
straightforward data resulting from interviews with lawyers about their practice.41 He
concluded that, during the observation period, he was confronted with events that differed
from his initial expectations about how lawyers conduct themselves in practice.42 As a
passive observer, Kritzer proceeded to record these events as he witnessed them. Based
on the variations in the data collected through observation and interviews, Kritzer
ultimately concluded that there were contradictions between what the researcher observed
the lawyer doing on a daily basis when addressing clients’ needs and how these activities
were characterized by the lawyer during the interview process based on the questions
posed by the researcher.
In light of these types of findings, the purposes of the observational period in this
project were multifold. First, it was important to get an understanding of how the staff
and clients interact at the centre, as well as the processes employed by the self-help
centre’s staff to assist self-represented parties who seek legal advice and information.
One of the more specific goals in this regard was to become more familiar with the
procedures in place at the self-help centre and with the nature and scope of legal matters
raised by self-represented parties at the self-help centre. The observations made during
this period include a description of the routine operations at the centre. This helped to
contextualize the research setting in which the interviewees were selected and the
interviews were conducted.43 It also provided an opportunity to gain insight into the
nature of self-represented litigants’ engagement with the centre; this begins when they
first enter the centre and ask to speak to a lawyer.
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Again, this type of viewpoint was useful in contextualizing the interviewees’
experiences and perceptions about the centre; some aspects of this were subsequently
discussed by the participants during their interviews. 44 For example, the physical
location, including the size and often overcrowded nature of the reception area, was an
aspect of the individuals’ experiences that was highlighted by several interview
participants. In another example, during the observation period, it was apparent from
several of the self-represented individuals’ first interaction with the centre’s staff that
there was often a difference between the language used by the self-represented litigants to
describe their problem and the language used by the staff and volunteer law students to
define the nature of the self-represented litigants’ legal issue. As a result, the selfrepresented litigants’ first interaction typically required both the centre’s staff and the
individual to engage in a form of mutual translation whereby the client attempted to
describe the nature of the issue and the staff member attempted to determine whether it
was a legal problem that the volunteer lawyers might be able to address.
The observational period also provided an opportunity to meet with and establish
a level of comfort with certain of the self-represented litigants; some subsequently
participated in the interviews.45 Specifically, during this period of observation, I had
various opportunities to make contact with self-represented litigants while they waited to
speak with a lawyer. This initial contact was often done with the assistance of staff from
the self-help centre who were familiar with many of the returning clients. Often, I would
introduce myself (and clarify my relationship to the centre), explain the nature of my
research project, discuss the prior consent that they would need to provide for me to
observe a meeting or contact them for a potential interview, and collect contact
information from individuals who were amenable to being interviewed at a later date.
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Nachmias & Nachmias, Research Methods in the Social Sciences, ibid at 191; Crabtree & Miller, Doing
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It is important to note that during the observational stage of the research, repeated efforts were
undertaken to assure potential interviewees that their willingness to participate in either the observation or
interview stage of the research project did not impact the legal services that they were entitled to receive
from the self-help centre.
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The Use of In-Depth Qualitative Interviews
The number of in-depth face-to-face qualitative interviews conducted with selfrepresented litigants was limited to 12.46 Because it was not the intention of this research
to make findings that were generalizable to the entire population of self-represented
litigants or draw analytical truths from the qualitative work conducted, the sample is not a
statistically representative group nor does it contain a significant number of
participants.47 I use the experiences of this particular group of self-represented litigants
(as framed and expressed by them directly) to identify common experiences within a
diverse group of participants; they are not offered or utilized as a rock-solid foundation
on which to base my constructive suggestions or proposals. I simply claim that an indepth snapshot of the experiences and views of some self-represented litigants can offer
useful, authentic and rebuttable insights into the process and practice of civil litigation.
With this objective in mind, the goal was to collect rich and varied sources of information
from the participants about their experiences as self-represented litigants within the more
broadly construed institutional setting of the civil justice system.48 From this perspective,
the sampling method was purposeful. One of the main criteria shared by all interviewees
was that they had all sought assistance from the self-help centre in the course of
representing themselves in a civil law matter and were proceeding to act without
46
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traditional legal representation.

Given the practical realities involved in contacting

interviewees outside the self-help centre and scheduling interviews, it was assumed that
the interviewees’ legal matters would be at various stages of resolution. The range of
these stages extended from initial service of an originating process through discovery to
the implementation of costs, settlement documentation and potential routes of appeal.
The intention was to gather a sample that generated data about a range of different
experiences. It was presumed that this would provide for a fuller discussion about how
these individuals’ experiences might inform the conceptualization of a broader theory of
access to justice. For this reason, it was important to select as diverse group of selfrepresented litigants as possible in an effort to obtain a broad range of perspectives.
Thus, drawing on a purposive snowball approach to research sampling, this study
engaged in a process of sampling that sought to ensure a broad spectrum of narratives.49
In order to do so, the sampling of participants evolved as I spent time at the self-help
centre, observed the interactions between staff, clients and lawyers, met with selfrepresented litigants, and carried on interviews with self-represented litigants. Moreover,
throughout the interview process, there was a rolling review of the data collected in the
interviews.50 For example, when it became apparent that there had been more women
interviewed then men, a conscious effort was made to engage male clients in the
interview process. The same was true of age groups; the experiences of younger clients
were solicited when earlier interviews involved individuals between the age of 45 and 65.
While this attempt to gather diverse perspectives was not always successful, there were
some opportunities to engage different perspectives and broaden the discussion of
experiences.

The ethnographer Michael Agar has characterized this approach to

ethnographic sampling as theoretical sampling.

In theoretical sampling, “the

ethnographer chooses in a self-conscious way the next people to interview to obtain data
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During the interview process, I sought to ensure that a variety of perspectives were included. In some
instances, this presented particular challenges. For example, I wanted to ensure that there were both
plaintiff and defendants represented equally however in certain cases, it was necessary to sacrifice this
balance in order to account for a diverse group of individuals.
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for comparison with the group she has already talked with.”51 One of the benefits of
proceeding in this fashion is that the researcher can determine whether they begin to hear
similar accounts or experiences.”52 While it is assumed that, with in-depth interviews in
which the participant is recounting their personal experiences, the interviewer is likely to
hear different narratives, it is possible that certain themes may begin to take shape. In
these instances, the researcher may decide to complete the interview process or seek out a
new sampling group in order to explore the themes as they arise or seek out entirely new
themes.
The majority of the participants were recruited through collaboration with the
self-help centre’s staff who would identify potential research participants from the intake
form that the individuals completed upon arrival at the centre or was based on the staff’s
knowledge of the participants and their cases from previous visits. It was at this point
that the staff member would assure the individual that the research being undertaken was
independent of the centre’s services. As such, their decision about whether to participate
in the study would have no impact on the services they could access at the centre. While
there are some potential challenges associated with this approach in terms of sampling
bias,53 this approach was more likely to provide a varied sample of individuals. More
importantly, this approach sought to ensure that certain vulnerable individuals did not
feel exploited or pressured into participating in the research. This was based on the fact
that members of the staff were familiar with the particular individual either through
previous visits or through the intake process; they were able to assess whether a particular
individual would be amenable to being approached. On other occasions, I would first
participate as an observer in a participant’s meeting with the volunteer lawyer and,
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While there were practical reasons for proceeding in this manner, it is important to acknowledge the
potential challenges when selecting participants in this way, namely that the self-help centre staff may have
their own potential biases and/or reasons for suggesting certain clients. In order to address this concern,
prior to commencing the research I met with staff and volunteers to discuss the nature of my research.
Moreover, throughout the course of the research project, I was actively engaged in asking questions about
potential participants before they were approached by staff. This included a brief discussion of their past
involvement with the centre.
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subsequent to the meeting, inquire whether the individual would be prepared to meet with
me for an interview.
In addition, I was also able to make initial contact with potential interviewees
while they were in the self-help centre reception waiting to speak with a volunteer
lawyer. In these cases, I would introduce myself, describe the nature of my research and
then ask whether they would be interested in being interviewed for the study. If these
individuals were amenable to being interviewed, I would obtain their contact information
so that I could set up a time to meet. Typically, this contact was made through email,
although on occasion I was also able to contact individuals by phone.
The aim during the interview stage was to conduct in-depth interviews that
‘generated narratives’ which focused on a specific experience, namely the selfrepresented litigants’ participation in the civil justice system.54 Open-ended questions
and prompts (drawn in part from the literature on procedural justice research) were used
to help elicit a detailed description of the litigants’ experience representing themselves. It
was hoped that this discussion would also draw out the participant’s views on certain
topics including their ability and willingness to participate in this as well as other legal or
political processes. The content of the questions and prompts sought to encourage the
individuals to talk about the participatory aspects of their experience. Specifically, the
participants were encouraged to talk about engaging in court processes, completing steps
in the legal process, and interacting with lawyers and judges. The individuals were also
asked about how they felt about those experiences, whether they would characterize the
various experiences as positive and negative, and why. The goal was to see how having
participated directly, the individuals characterized their experience and what about that
experience led them to characterize it in that particular manner.
The interviews proceeded as more of a conversation in which the participants
were encouraged to not only relate the details of their legal case and the steps they had or
would undertake, but also their views about subjects such as participation, justice and
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access generally. During the course of the conversation, the participants were also asked
about the self-help resources that they used, what they found helpful and/or unhelpful
about the services, and what skills or tools they may have developed as a result of
accessing this resource. Again, the purpose in asking these types of broad questions was
not to evaluate the efficacy of the self-help resource, but rather to explore how the selfrepresented litigants felt about participating directly and what skills or tools may have
impacted their experience or been obtained as a result of their experience. The purpose in
using open-ended questions was to also try and encourage the interviewees to reflect on
their experience in their own voice. Toward the end of the interview, there were also a
series of survey-type questions that followed the more open-ended questions and
prompts. The survey questions were aimed at obtaining certain demographic information
about the participants including age, educational background, socio-economic status as
well as information about what, if any, legal services the participants used in addition to
self-help.

This information helped to situate the interviewees within a myriad of

contexts.
On a practical level, there were certain challenges associated with scheduling
interviews once the participants left the centre. These challenges were related to the fact
that a significant portion of the interviewees fell within certain lower income levels,
existed on subsidized income, travelled great distances to attend at the centre and/or
worked jobs that did not provide much flexibility.55 Moreover, several of the individuals
did not have a fixed address, changed addresses often, and/or had limited access to phone
or email; this made it difficult to contact them outside of the centre. As a result, it was
necessary that the sampling methods remained flexible.

In terms of physically

scheduling the interviews, individuals were interviewed in neighbourhood coffee shops,
public libraries or even public parks. Other participants were interviewed at LHO either
prior to their meeting with a volunteer lawyer or directly following the meeting.
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In order to qualify for assistance from the self-help centre, the self-represented litigants must not have an
income of more than $36,000.00 for a single person. See also http://www.cfcj.org/a2jblog/access-tojustice-to clients-methodological-challenges-in-civil-justice-research/.
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Methodological Considerations
The examination of the self-represented litigants’ experiences and the relationship
between those experiences and the litigants’ legal consciousness raised several
methodological issues. First and foremost, it was important that, in establishing the selfrepresented litigants’ views on access to justice and participation, I did not impute views
to the participant that would potentially bias the responses and/or distort the views of the
participant. 56 Moreover, it was important to be aware of potential selection biases
associated with soliciting interviews from individuals who were making use of the selfhelp services. Keeping in mind the research regarding justiciable issues conducted by
individuals such as Ab Currie and Hazel Genn and the inclination of many individuals to
‘lump’ their legal problem, the concern in this regard was that those who attend at the
self-help centre to seek assistance already have or are disposed to have, certain views and
attitudes about engagement and access to justice that would likely be reinforced by the
assistance they receive at the centre. Drawing on examples from an earlier research
project—in studying the legal consciousness of employees from two separate taxi cab
companies that had different grievance cultures—steps were taken to approach potential
interviewees rather than post a notice seeking participants. The reason being that there
was a concern about the potential for self-selection and the bias that might be associated
with self-selection. In the context of legal consciousness research, this was relevant
because the assertiveness or extroversion of the volunteer interviewees might skew the
discussion about legal consciousness, which included a discussion of how the individual
addressed problems at work. 57
In my research project, there was also a concern that, because the centre’s staff
would on occasion first approach potential participants regarding their willingness to
participate in an interview, the staff would be inclined to select certain interviewees on
the basis that the participants were likely to be positive about self-help and the services
56
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received at LHO. While this is a different kind of self-selection bias, the potential for
selective sampling by the centre’s staff raised concerns about the ability to obtain a
diverse range of perspectives and required that I engage in an ongoing discussion with
staff about potential interviewees.58 Taking account of these concerns in my discussions
with staff, it was important to stress that this research sought a group of participants
whose experiences as self-represented litigants were likely to expand and deepen existing
understandings rather than disprove a pre-constructed theory generalizable to the larger
self-represented populations.59 It was also important to stress that the purpose of this
research project was not to complete a quality assessment of the self-help services
provided at LHO, thereby hopefully alleviating certain of the staff’s concerns.
In addition to conducting interviews with self-represented litigants who sought
assistance from the self-help centre, the study included interviews with six volunteer
lawyers who provide legal services at the self-help centre on a pro bono basis. The
questions posed of the lawyers were less about constructing a narrative of their
experiences and more about exploring an ‘insider’s’ perspective’ on access, justice and
engagement. For example, some of the questions focused on the lawyers’ views about
the role of self-help, what they thought that it provides individuals, what they thought
might further assist self-represented litigants, and their views on self-representation more
generally. During this segment of the research project, I also sought to understand why
the lawyers volunteered at the self-help centre and what they thought they were
contributing in terms of promoting access to justice. The purpose of conducting these
interviews was to compare some of the lawyers’ views on what they thought they were
providing and the associated benefits of these services with the self-represented litigants’
actual experiences. The assumption was that these potentially divergent views would
ultimately highlight how different stakeholders might frame the objectives differently and
58
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what this meant for a more comprehensive access to justice theory. A discussion of the
data collected from all of these interviews is also discussed in the context of the research
findings in the next chapter.
All of the interviews except one were recorded.60 Once the interviews were
completed, the contents of the interviews were transcribed, reviewed and summarized in
table form. Due to the small sample of interviews conducted and the narrative nature of
the interviews, it was not necessary to code the data collected. Instead, it was felt that the
information could be managed through the use of summaries as well as tables that
condensed key elements of the data from each interview and highlighted various themes
that arose across different interviews.61 In this regard, the decision was made to present
the data respecting the individuals’ views and perceptions “interpretatively and
qualitatively, as instances and opportunities for analysis and reflection” in terms of the
broader concepts discussed in this thesis.62 Conducting fieldwork and then processing
the field notes made during in-depth interviews can be a process that is “inevitably
framed by our implicit concepts.” 63 Therefore, in examining the resulting text of
summaries and tables, which by nature include an element of subjectivity, it was again
important to guard against imposing my own meanings to the data. In order to do so, it
was important to review periodically the original transcripts of the recorded interviews in
order to ensure that the themes being developed were consistent with the actual accounts
provided by the participants. This rolling review of the transcripts was also undertaken
during the course of writing the discussion of the results that is contained in chapter
seven. Because the interviews also represent an interpretation of what was experienced,
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it remained important to be aware of this issue when transcribing and interpreting the
information provided: this would ensure that the narrative remained in the participants’
voices. As such, to the extent that the certain data was discussed, it was important that
reference to certain ideas or themes remain in the actual voice of the participants; direct
quotes were used wherever possible.
Ethical Considerations
Prior to sitting in on client-lawyer meetings at the centre and conducting interviews with
clients of the centre, it was necessary to acquire the written consent of the participants to
engage in both the observational stage as well as interview stage of the project. At the
observation stage, it was also important that the individuals (and the lawyer) consent
separately to having a third party (researcher) attend the meeting. As part of the informed
consent process and before deciding whether to participate in either stage of the research,
the potential participants were advised of the nature of the research and its objectives;
details were given about the methods that would be used to collect the data.
As previously noted, there was a particular ethical concern that potential
participants, who were seeking assistance from the self-help centre, would feel pressure
to consent to participate in the study in order to receive or continue to receive assistance
from the centre. In light of this concern, the individuals were assured (both verbally and
in writing) that their willingness to participate in either the observation or the interview
stage of the study was in no way tied to the legal services that they would be entitled to
receive from the centre. Copies of the relevant consent forms are attached as appendix B
to this thesis.
In addition, given the sensitive nature of the information that the participants were
being asked to discuss in their interview or were observed discussing with the volunteer
lawyer, the participants were advised of the continuing confidentiality associated with
their participation in the study. It was felt that this was particularly important in light of
the fact that the participants were discussing legal matters for which they had sought legal
advice from the self-help centre. Specifically, the participants were assured that while
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the researcher was not acting in a legal capacity, their meetings and interviews would
remain confidential. Moreover, in an effort to protect the privacy of the participants and
in light of the fact that actual names were not necessary for the purposes of analyzing and
reporting on the data collected, it was decided that the names of the individuals and
details about their legal problem including court files or dates of court proceedings would
be removed from the main data file. Alternatively, pseudonyms would be used and
access to the data file would be limited to the researcher conducting the interviews.64 It
was believed that removing identifiers such as names, addresses or reference to specific
legal proceedings (ie. titles of proceedings/court file numbers or names of parties) would
assist in protecting the confidentiality and privacy of the participant.
Aside from the ethical issues associated with conducting interviews in a legal
context, this group of interviewees raised additional ethical concerns. Earlier access to
justice research established that the majority of self-represented litigants are either low or
moderate-income individuals for whom the cost of legal services is out of reach.65 Many
of the individuals seeking legal advice from the self-help centre do so because they
cannot afford to retain a lawyer.

Furthermore, a significant percentage of self-

represented litigants who seek pro bono legal assistance may also face additional socioeconomic challenges associated with poverty, disempowerment and social exclusion.66
As a result, it was important to respect the fact that many of these individuals may feel
64
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vulnerable in a variety of different ways. This awareness requires that the research
protocols utilized be sensitive to these potential vulnerabilities.

Also, the methods

employed may affect not only the nature of the data collected, but also the participants
themselves.67 This required adopting a diligent and reflective approach during the course
of the research project. This specifically included examining regularly how the research
process might be affecting a particular interviewee during the course of their interview
and allowing the interviewee to direct the flow of the conversation as much as possible
by, for example, respecting the interviewees’ direction to move away from a topic when
they so indicated. By so doing, I endeavored to ensure that the research process was not
“exploitative or oppressive for the participants.”68
There are also are ethical questions that arise in the context of gathering and
analyzing interview data that results from unstructured qualitative interviews.

One

qualitative researcher has characterized the ethical concern that arises in this context as
questions of “what will be left in and what will be left out of the ‘findings’”, as well as
“who will interpret and disseminate the findings.”69 Unlike methods of data collection
such as surveys whereby both the question and the potential range of answers are limited,
narrative interviews raise concerns about interpretation given the breadth of the
discussion that occurs between the interviewee and interviewer. Narrative interviews are
characterized as involving a conversation between the interviewer and the participant
narrator. Thus, the story takes shape based on the interaction between the interviewer
and the participant: this is typically in the form of broad questions and prompts and the
responses that result from these prompts.

As such, the process is a “reciprocally

interpretive process” through which the interviewer and participant develop the meaning
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of the story together.70 In light of this process, the concern is that the researcher’s own
perspectives, cultural biases and pre-existing assumptions may influence not only the
interviewee’s response, but also the scope and discussion of the narratives ultimately
constructed.
In addressing the ethical concerns that arise in the context of narrative interviews,
it was incumbent upon me, when conducting the research, to remain aware of my own
perspective and how this perspective might influence the course of the discussion or the
interpretation of the interviewees’ responses. In so doing, I sought to remain alert to the
possibility that my own experiences would be inserted into the interview process and
subsequently responded to or reinterpreted by the participant. In this particular study, it
was important to take account of how my perspective on the process of litigation or
previous experience participating in the civil justice system or volunteering at LHO might
overshadow or run up against the self-represented litigant’s experience in the same civil
justice system.
In undertaking this research, it was important to acknowledge that, prior to
conducting this research, I had been a civil litigation lawyer who previously provided
volunteer legal services at the self-help centre on a regular basis. While I had not
volunteered at the centre in the three years prior to conducting this research, it was
important that I identify the cultural norms, beliefs and views that might potentially
influence the interview process as well as the collection and interpretation of the data. As
such, it was important in understanding the individual’s particular legal experience and
their reflections on their experience that I remain aware throughout of my own ‘insider’
status. In this regard, I sought to remain focused on an attempt to understand their
experience through their own eyes untainted by my perspective. This resulted in different
challenges at different stages of the project. For example, during the observation stage
between the lawyer and client, I did not place myself in the position of the volunteer
lawyer providing advice and/or attempting to solicit information from the client regarding
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their specific legal matter. During the interview stage, I tried not to engage in a legal
vernacular that the participants would expect of lawyers or those trained in the law.
Rather, I sought to allow the participants’ description of their legal issues and experiences
to be articulated in the participants’ own language and reflective of their understanding of
that process. These challenges remained throughout the course of the research project: I
addressed them through efforts to reflect on the language I adopted as well as the nature
of the questions and prompts used during the interview process.
Conclusion
In keeping with a broader conceptualization of access, the research design for this
particular project incorporated ethnographic and qualitative methodologies as a means of
obtaining insight in to self-represented litigants’ experiences with the assistance of selfhelp legal services.

The data collected from these interviews and from my time

observing the operation of the self-help centre are discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RESEARCH FINDINGS
The narrative form is a powerful research tool for accessing and assessing
individuals’ experiences in the world. In contrast to other intellectual and statistical
approaches, it can capture and portray aspects of human lives that more measured
approaches to academic inquiry ignore or marginalize: it can add dimensions of depth
and detail that elude other traditional forms of investigation. Furthermore, narratives can
work on both a macro and micro level. Although some narratives may be particularistic
in that they represent individuals’ distinct stories, they can also reflect broader and more
shared messages about the reality of those individuals’ lives in the greater social
environment. 1 Consequently, in a project that claims to incorporate and value the
experiences of laypersons, the narratives of self-represented litigants can offer insight
into a qualitative dimension of behaviour that is often missing from quantitative studies.
The narratives generated in this research project and analyzed in this chapter may not be
entirely illustrative of the experience of all self-represented litigants. However, they can
reflect and bring to light certain generalized messages about the reality of what it means
to represent oneself in the civil justice system.
In this chapter, I will begin by introducing the participants in this research project
and contextualize the setting for the research through a brief discussion of some of the
observations made at Law Help Ontario (“LHO”). Following this, I will frame the two
overarching themes derived from the participants’ interviews; the contrasting themes of
empowerment and disempowerment are situated in the previously discussed literature on
the objectives and benefits derived from a participatory approach to democracy and
citizen engagement. Next, I will discuss each of these themes in greater depth and in so
doing, draw on those aspects of the participants’ interviews which reflect these
contrasting themes. Finally, I will canvass the impact that these contrasting themes have

1

Benjamin F Crabtree & William L Miller, eds, Doing Qualitative Research, 2nd ed (California, USA: Sage
Publications Inc., 1999) at 224 [Crabtree & Miller, Doing Qualitative Research].
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had on the participants’ conceptualization of access to justice and engagement, more
generally. Throughout, the discussion in this chapter I hope to speak in the participants’
voice whenever possible and in keeping with the democratic thesis.
Findings based on Interviews with Self-Represented Litigants
I conducted 12 in-depth interviews with self-represented litigants who sought assistance
from the self-help legal centre. All of the participants interviewed had visited LHO on
more than one occasion and were in the process of managing their own legal case in the
civil justice system. The majority of the individuals had visited the self-help centre
between three and seven separate times.2 I interviewed six men and six women. The
participants ranged in age from 20 to 71 with the majority of the participants falling
between the ages of 30 and 50. In terms of level of education, one of the interviewees
had a grade nine education and one had recently completed high school. The remainder
had graduated from high school. Those who had graduated from high school had also
completed post-secondary level courses or degrees in the fields of accountancy,
journalism, political science, education, chemistry, computer programming, nursing and
the fine arts as well. There was also one individual with master’s level courses in
occupational health. Several of the participants had been involved in previous legal
matters in which the individuals had both represented themselves or been represented by
legal counsel.
The interview lasted approximately 60-90 minutes on average: the longest
interview lasted just over two hours. The chart below outlines certain demographic data
about each self-represented litigant.

2

As noted in in the methodology chapter, one of the challenges in securing interviews was gathering a
sample of individuals who attended at LHO more than once and were in the process of handling their legal
problems with assistance from the centre. In many instances, individuals may attend the centre once,
obtain information but not return for a second visit. As a result, it is not possible to determine whether they
are handling their legal issue without counsel, have retained counsel or may be ‘lumping’ the problem
having determined it is not something that they can address.
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Name3

Interview

Interview

Gender

Age

Education/Employment

Date

Location

QC

11/13/14

LHO

M

71

Chartered Accountant

BS

11/25/14

LHO

M

60-

Chemical

70

Degree

engineering

EP

12/15/14

LHO

F

50

Unemployed

SE

12/23/14

LHO

F

44

BA

in

political

science/Degree

in

journalism/self-employed
KC

04/28/15

Coffee

F

50

shop

Fine

Arts

Degree/

Registered Nurse/ Selfemployed

BN

04/30/15

Toronto

M

Reference

30-

Unemployed /recipient of

40

ODSP

48

4/6 years of Certified

Library
LM

05/21/15

LHO

M

General
Account/unemployed
SX

05/25/15

LHO

F

21

High

School

Diploma/unemployed
QH

06/03/17

Public park

M

30

BA in Political Science

KU

06/12/15

Public

F

44

Degree

Library
MD

07/16/15

Coffee

in

Political

Science & Education
F

60

shop

Grade 9/ Previous small
business

owner/

Unemployed
XE

07/27/15

LHO

M

50-

Trained

in

Computer

60

IT/recipient of ODSP

3

The names of all of the interview participants have been changed in order to protect their privacy and
confidentiality. All other demographic information about the participants remains unaltered.
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I also conducted six interviews with lawyers who volunteered their legal services
at the centre. Of the six lawyers, I was able to observe three of these individuals in
meetings with clients. In one instance, I was also able to interview the self-represented
individual who had received assistance during an observed meeting. These participants
included three partners and three associates with different levels of experience. The most
junior associate had been called to the bar in 2013 and the most senior partner had been
called to the bar in 2004. There were both male and female partners. The lawyers
worked for different types of firms; these included a partnership of two lawyers, a small
boutique family law firm, a mid-size corporate commercial firm and three large Bay
Street firms. On average, the lawyers volunteered between 2-5 times a year with one
exception; one lawyer who volunteered a half a day once a week had been doing so for
several years. This particular volunteer had developed a following of clients who would
regularly attend when he volunteered to speak about their file and seek advice. Several of
the self-represented litigants interviewed made reference to his assistance in the course of
their interviews. The chart below outlines certain demographic data about the volunteer
lawyers interviewed.
Name
EN
DA

Interview

Interview

Year

Date

Location

Call/Gender

Practice

Firm

03/03/15

LHO

2005/M

Commercial

Partnership

litigation

of 2

Commercial

Medium size

litigation

full

04/01/15

Law Firm

2013/F

of Type

of Type

of

service

firm
DE

04/03/2015

Law Firm

2012/F

Family Law

Boutique
family

law

firm
ST
SB

04/29/15
07/09/15

Law Firm
Law Firm

2006/M
2004/M

Insurance

Bay

Defence

firm

Commercial

Bay

Litigation

Firm

street
Street
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NQ

07/21/15

Law Firm

2005/F

Commercial

Bay

Litigation

Firm

Street

My research was focused on the experiences and views of the individuals who
were representing themselves.

As such, this discussion will concentrate on those

interviews. Having said that, the interviews conducted with volunteer lawyers will be
incorporated in the discussion in so far as the data collected from those interviews
informs and, in some cases, contrasts with the self-represented litigants’ narratives. The
objective in proceeding in this manner is to highlight the different perspectives on access
to justice that exist between the self-represented litigants as ‘users’ of the civil justice
system and the lawyers as ‘insiders’. Also, I intend to utilize these different perspectives
to challenge further existing assumptions about access to justice in theory and practice.
Observations at LawHelp Ontario
Over the course of 10 months (between October 2014 and July 2015), I observed day-today operations at the self-help centre as well as specific meetings between volunteer
lawyers and clients: some of these clients and lawyers I interviewed about their
experiences. During this period, I observed the interaction between the staff and the
clients upon the client’s arrival at the centre, the interaction between many of the clients
while waiting in the reception area, and the staff’s (both volunteer and paid) internal
operations as they sought to manage the flow of clients arriving daily at the centre.4 In
many instances, the staff was familiar with returning clients and, thus attuned to the stage
of the individual’s legal matter and the nature of the assistance they required at that
specific time. In the case of new clients, the staff presented the first opportunity for the
client to explain their issue and outline what type of advice or information they required.
Aside from completing intake forms, the process by which the staff assisted clients in

4

The self-help legal centre, LHO is described in greater detail in chapters four and six. The centre
maintains a paid staff as well as a rotating roster of volunteer lawyers who provide procedural as well
substantive legal advice and information to clients in 40 minutes meetings. The centre has financial
eligibility requirements that are vetted by the staff when clients first attend at the centre. The clients are
welcome to re-attend as often as necessary however their ability to speak with a volunteer lawyer is on a
first-come-first-served basis.
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articulating their legal issue and the assistance they require is informal and ad hoc.
Typically, this involves discussions with the client, clarification of facts, review of
documents, and importantly, an assessment of the immediacy of the legal issue. In some
instances, the staff might ultimately conclude that the centre is unable to assist them with
their particular problem as it is beyond the purview of the services provided at the centre.
On many occasions, it appeared that the staff struggled with making this determination
and with advising the client, as it meant that the client was turned away from the centre.
On occasion, the client might express anger and frustration at being turned away and,
more significantly, at not knowing where to turn next.
On many days, there were more clients than time available with the volunteering
lawyers. This meant that a certain number of individuals would sit in the small reception
area for an extended period waiting to speak to a lawyer; some would not have the
opportunity to meet with a lawyer and, therefore, needed to return to the centre on a
different day. One interviewee, who was a mother of two young children, commented,
“if you arrive at 10:00 and there’s already 5 people ahead of you, you won’t get to be
seen in the morning. So then you have to wait and have lunch and then come back in the
afternoon. So that can be tough, because I’m always trying to juggle my schedule as a
mom.”5 Many of the clients were observed sitting quietly. However, several of the
interviewees commented on these long waits and the conversation that takes place
between clients in the reception area: information and experiences about their respective
cases was shared. One of the interviewees, MD, in describing her time waiting, said,
“you get to know also by talking to each other, you get to know what other people are
going through.”6 In another example, the same interviewee described a conversation she
had with a fellow client while waiting to meet with a lawyer; his advice to her was to
proceed with her motion because “its not the lawyer’s motion, it’s your motion.”7

5

Interview of KU dated June 12, 2015 at 7.

6

Interview of MD dated July 16, 2015 at 9.

7

Interview of MD dated July 16, 2015 at 9.
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During the period between October and December 2014, I also participated in
meetings between clients and volunteer lawyers at LHO. During the course of the
meeting, I took notes as appropriate and generally observed the interaction between the
self-represented litigant and the volunteer lawyers. In many instances, the volunteer
lawyer and the client would spend a good portion of the allotted time (approximately 3040 minutes) bringing the lawyer up to speed on the status of the client’s matter, the stage
of the proceeding, and how the lawyer might assist the client. The clients were often
seeking to understand what steps were required or permitted and what was likely to be
the outcome of those steps in the litigation. The challenge for the lawyer was to explain
the process in practical terms and in non-legal language. In certain instances, it appeared
as though the lawyer was struggling to explain a particular procedure in non-legal
terminology or to provide the underlying rationale for a particular procedure. In one
example, a client was told that they would need to prepare both a notice of motion and an
affidavit in respect of a motion they wished to bring. The lawyer explained that the
notice of motion advises the court of the basis for the motion and grounds on which it is
brought. The lawyer then proceeded to explain that the affidavit provides the court with
the moving party’s story that forms the basis for the motion.

From the client’s

perspective, these two documents appeared to be performing the same function. As such,
he was unclear as to why both were required. The lawyer ultimately responded – “that is
just how we do it.”
In other regards, the volunteer lawyer often provided a sympathetic ear to clients
who were struggling with their file. During the course of my observations at LHO, one
of the lawyers made specific reference to this aspect of her role at the centre. She
indicated that she would allow clients to spend a considerable amount of time providing
the background of their case; this included the various non-legal aspects of how the case
had affected them. The lawyer believed it was important that someone was listening to
them. Interestingly, several of the participants interviewed also made reference to the
emotional support they received from both the staff and the volunteer lawyers at LHO.8

8

Interview of QH dated June 3, 2015 at 13.
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In certain instances, the particular volunteer lawyer would take an almost brusque
approach, cutting the client off and posing questions about the immediate issue to be
resolved. The latter approach was observed with one lawyer in particular who had been
volunteering at LHO for a long period of time. He justified this approach on the basis of
time management – namely, that there were always more clients than could be served. It
is also worth noting that the lawyer in question was very popular among the clients, some
of whom would specifically show up on the day he volunteered in order to speak with
him.
Self-Represented Litigants, Empowerment and Disempowerment
With respect to the construction of an individual’s legal consciousness, Ewick and Silbey
have suggested that,
to the extent that consciousness is forged in and around situated events and
interactions, (a dispute with a neighbour, a criminal case, a plumber who
seemed to work few hours but charged for many), a person may express
through words or actions, a multifaceted and possibly contradictory
consciousness.9
While Ewick and Silbey’s characterization of legal consciousness included three broad
categories of consciousness that were relevant to their study about the different ways in
which ordinary individuals use and think about law, the idea that individuals may
construct a multi-faceted and contradictory sense of legal consciousness resonates with
the data collected in this research project. In fact, the interviews with self-represented
litigants (bolstered by the observations of the volunteer lawyers) highlighted certain
themes that, at first glance, appear antithetical. However, on further examination, these
themes support the development of a participatory approach to access and, at the same
time, serve to highlight the challenges associated with doing so within the traditional
adversarial model.

9

Patricia Ewick & Susan Silbey, The Common Place of Law (Chicago, USA: The University of Chicago
Press, 1998) at 50 [Ewick & Silbey, The Common Place of Law].
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In her examination of individuals’ court experiences and corresponding legal
consciousness, Sally Merry noted that, “consciousness develops through individual
experience. But this experience takes place inside structures, which define people’s lives.
Further, it changes with contradictory experience…[t]he legal consciousness I observed
changed as plaintiffs went to court and observed contradictions between what happened
to them and what they expected.” 10 In the course of each research interview, the
individuals discussed a variety of different issues, concerns and viewpoints about the
nature of their legal issue, their attempts at self-representation in the civil justice system,
as well as their experience dealing with opposing counsel, judges and even the volunteer
lawyers at the self-help centre. While each interviewee had a very different (and in many
respects personal) story to tell, when reviewed together, the totality of the interviews
reflected two overarching and conflicting themes. This discussion seeks to animate these
conflicting themes through the particular views and perspectives as expressed by the
participant interviewees in their own voices.
For the purposes of a discussion about the development of access to justice both
in terms of a theoretical framework and a policy initiative, these overarching themes are
broadly categorized as empowerment and disempowerment. Individual empowerment is
both a necessary precondition to meaningful participation and constituted by meaningful
participation.11 In this sense, the meaningfulness of the individual’s engagement will be
judged in part by the effect that the individual perceives to have on the decision-making
process, including their ability to ‘have a say’ and ‘be heard.’ An essential requirement
of both ‘having a say’ and ‘being heard’ is educative in the sense of developing the skills
necessary to engage in the dialogue and being informed about the issues at stake.
Roderick MacDonald maintained that, in order for education to be empowering, it must

10

Sally Engle Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even – Legal Consciousness among Working Class
Americans (Chicago, USA: The University of Chicago Press, 1990) at 5 [Merry, Getting Justice and
Getting Even].

11

For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between individual empowerment and meaningful
participation, see the discussion in chapter three of this thesis.
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be broad in scope and comprehensive rather than instructional. 12 By contrast, the
“inability to communicate is itself a manifestation of social exclusion as well as a
cause.”13 This was one of the findings made by researchers in the course of their
interviews with members of disadvantaged communities in England. 14 Members of
tenant advocacy groups operating in disadvantaged neighbourhoods were asked about
their thoughts on the concept of social exclusion; this included what it meant to them,
how it affected them, and what caused certain individuals to be socially excluded. As
part of their responses, several of the participants in that study listed,
communication skills and ability to learn as a key activity in its own right.
These skills link to people’s ability or opportunity to participate across all
four dimensions, e.g. by engaging politically, interacting socially, working,
caring or volunteering, and consuming. For the residents [interviewed],
communication skills are a generic set of skills that is a determining factor
in opportunities to participate across a range of dimensions.15
In the democratic context, disempowerment results from both the continued exclusion of
certain individuals and groups from the dialogue, deliberation and decision-making
processes and a corresponding entrenchment of the belief that only certain individuals are
worthy of being heard.16
Consistent with the benefits derived from greater citizen participation, many of
the interviewees expressed feelings of personal empowerment relating to certain aspects
of their experience as self-represented litigants.

However, these feelings of

empowerment were often juxtaposed or overshadowed by corresponding feelings of
disempowerment that manifest in the individuals’ engagement in different aspects of the
civil justice process. These aspects are broadly defined as engagement with adjudicators,

12

Roderick MacDonald, “Theses on Access to Justice” (1992) 7:2 CJLS 23 at 44 [MacDonald, “Theses on
Access to Justice”].

13

Liz Richardson & Julian LeGrand, “‘Outsiders’ and ‘Insiders’ Expertise: The Response of Residents of
Deprived Neighbourhoods to an Academic Definition of Social Exclusion” (2002) 36:5 Social Policy and
Administration 496 at 506 [Richardson & LeGrand, “‘Outsiders’ and ‘Insiders’ Experiences”].

14

Richardson & LeGrand, “‘Outsiders’ and ‘Insiders’ Experiences”, ibid.

15

Richardson & LeGrand, “‘Outsiders’ and ‘Insiders’ Experiences”, ibid at 505.

16

See the discussion of participatory democracy in chapter three of this thesis.
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interactions with opposing counsel, and understanding and implementing legal
procedures. Interestingly, the volunteer lawyers interviewed in this project tended to
corroborate the self-represented litigants’ experiences, particularly as it related to themes
of disempowerment.
In one particularly stark example, several of the interviewees expressed concern
about being taken advantage of (or even tricked) by opposing counsel.17 In several cases,
this anxiety resulted in the individuals’ unwillingness to discuss legal issues with the
opposing lawyer either in person or on the phone. Instead, they choose to communicate
only in writing. The participants’ concern in this regard was corroborated by several of
the volunteer lawyers who recounted experiences in which they believed that opposing
counsel improperly withheld consent to reasonable requests made by self-represented
litigants and/or responded to self-represented litigants in an overly aggressive or
patronizing fashion.
Self-Representation as an Empowering Experience
The benefits associated with meaningful participation include the potential for increased
self-confidence, a broader understanding of legal and political processes and institutions
and the corresponding possibility of ever greater engagement on the individual’s own
behalf as well as others.18 More specifically, the development of certain skills, the
formation of political consciousness, and even the ability to cope with frustrations are
reflective of empowerment. These qualities broaden individuals’ social understanding,
connect them to others in the same situation, and give them faith in social change as well
as a desire to affect change.19 All of the skills associated with empowerment further
foster an ability to participate in political processes and local decision-making.20 In the

17

This discussion is examined below in greater detail of this chapter.

18

See chapter three of this thesis regarding a discussion of engagement and the benefits associated with
participatory democracy.

19

Elisheva Sadan, Empowerment and Community Planning: Theory and Practice of People-Focused Social
Solutions (Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad Publishers, 1997) at 80 [Sadan, Empowerment and Community
Planning].

20

Sadan, Empowerment and Community Planning, ibid at 77.
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case of the self-represented litigants interviewed, several of the participants demonstrated
varying aspects of empowerment. These included an increased sense of self-confidence,
a corresponding recognition that they could affect results and respond to challenges in the
future, and a sense of empathy and concern for other individuals in similar circumstances.
Specifically, several of the participants in this study acknowledged that they were
more self-confident in their abilities as a result of preparing for and participating in
various legal processes. Several of the participants characterized this self-confidence in
terms of their ability to accomplish certain legal tasks that would have been viewed
previously as formidable. Enhanced self-confidence was also characterized in terms of
personal growth and a corresponding recognition that individuals could represent
themselves when faced with new and/or different challenges in the future. Moreover, an
important aspect of this development was individuals’ recognition that when placed in
these challenging circumstances, they could learn new skills and processes and respond
accordingly.

For many of the participants interviewed, this was contrasted with a

corresponding acknowledgement that there would be a wide variety of individuals who
would not be in a position to represent themselves; the challenges facing certain
individuals would be too daunting.21
For EP, who was involved in litigation over a failed real estate transaction and, at
the time of the interview, was preparing for the presentation of her case in court, the
process of representing herself made her realize that it is possible to go in to court and tell
your story without the experience or education of a lawyer.22 In terms of the impact of
this process on her personally, EP suggested that it has had a “good effect in the sense
that it is ‘empowering’. You feel like you can do things. You can defend yourself, you
can go through the procedure, you can learn and make an attempt to defend yourself

21

The later discussion in this chapter includes a more detailed discussion of the challenges facing certain
self-represented litigants. See also Russell Engler, “Connecting Self-Representation to Civil Gideon: What
Existing Data Reveal about when Counsel is Most Needed” (2010) 37:37 Fordham Urb LJ 2 [Engler,
“Connecting Self-Representation to Civil Gideon”] in which Engler makes reference to certain groups of
individuals who may, for different reasons, not be in a position to effectively represent themselves.

22

Interview of EP dated December 15, 2014.
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without legal representation.”23 Having received assistance from volunteer lawyers at
LHO, EP also indicated that,
coming here [LHO] for help, they explained the process, it’s less
intimidating and there’s some things you probably can do yourself, really.
And I mean this is pretty straightforward so I don’t feel terribly lacking in
confidence because I know he’s lying, basically. So I just hope the judge
sees that. So they help a lot there.24
EP’s assertion of confidence is contrasted with a later conversation in which she
describes her previous encounters with a legal professional. In the past, EP had been
unable to stand up for herself and was fearful. Due to various personal challenges in her
life, she was also deferential to the lawyer from whom she sought advice. As a result, she
believed she allowed decisions to be made for her. This included decisions with which
she did not agree. In particular, she disagreed with her lawyer’s decision that certain
personal facts would not be raised with the court in order to protect her from potential
embarrassment, notwithstanding the possibility that the inclusion of the information
would better explain EP’s actions. In this regard, she said, “I was too meek. If someone
said ‘no’ I just shrugged it off, and I will not do that now.”25 In this regard, she believed
that the experience of representing herself had changed how she would approach similar
challenges in the future. This was due in part to a realization that “you have to fight for
yourself, even with the lawyer you have to explain and say ‘listen, at least we can try’.”
In hindsight, EP believed that these facts were relevant, important to her position,
and, ultimately, not embarrassing for her. An important aspect of having taken over
responsibility for her own case was the acknowledgement that, in the past, she had not
advocated on her own behalf vis-à-vis her legal counsel. Going forward, she had learned
the importance of speaking up and engaging with the decisions being made that affected
her representation and impacted her life. For EP, this meant that she would be prepared
tell a lawyer what steps they might take and ask more questions about events that might
23

Interview of EP dated December 15, 2014 at 8.

24

Interview of EP dated December 15, 2014 at 2.

25

Interview of EP dated December 15, 2014 at 12.
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affect her life. In this regard, direct engagement resulted in EP learning to assert her own
interests and challenge the assertions of those experts who might advise her to proceed
differently.
A similar sentiment was expressed by XE. A former IT specialist, he had been
served with a subrogated insurance claim in respect of a fire in his home that allegedly
caused damage to the adjoining residence. At the time of his interview, he had prepared
and served a statement of defence.

When questioned about how the process of

representing himself might impact him, he commented that,
part of why I’m doing it is to gain some experience in self-litigation,
because I never know when a situation like this might come up. And again
my circumstances might be different. Maybe I’ve moved on, my health has
improved and I have a job and I can afford a lawyer. But I think at least I
will be able to say to that lawyer, ‘can we handle it this way?’ Participate in
my defence.26
As with EP and XE, the self-represented litigant’s increased self-confidence was
reflected in how the individual believed that they would deal with similar problems in the
future. KU is a 44 year old mother of two who was involved in a dispute with a former
commercial landlord. KU’s case involves a lease as well as claims of defamation on
behalf of KU and her black husband. The case has been continuing for some time.
Originally, KU had retained a lawyer to pursue their claim, but this legal relationship had
ended. She said “we had a good lawyer who was very competent and did his best but I
think he just felt okay I’m losing steam, I am not going to get anything out of this and this
is going to be a long battle. For many reasons, he kind of gave up on us and decided to
walk the other way. So we had nobody to represent us, so it was a long lengthy
process.”27 It was at this point that KU began to represent herself.
At the time of the interview, KU had been involved in a variety of legal procedures,
including the preparation and arguing of motions as well as participation in the discovery
26

Interview of XE dated July 27, 2015 at 11.

27

Interview of KU dated June 12, 2015 at 1-2.
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process.

In the interview, KU felt very strongly about her case and the principles

involved, namely that her former landlord had been racist in his handling of her own and
her husband’s commercial lease. KU was confident about her case and about her ability
to speak in court. With respect to her court appearances in particular, she indicated that,
“I was fine with it because I felt quite fiery, in most situations I felt like I’m ready to go.
I want to get this over with it but at the same time, yes I have something to say.”28 In
learning about the legal system and participating in various legal processes, she felt less
intimated and more emboldened in the sense that she believes, “[p]ersonally, I’ve learned
so much. The growth has been tremendous I can’t summarize it just with our time
together, and it’s changed me completely. I cannot go back to being the naïve person I
was before.”29 With respect to the impact of self-help on her experience, KU stated,
[o]kay so very empowering for sure. I felt like we had a chance to be a
voice for our own corporation. And more definitely all the legal
terminology, I feel a little more comfortable with now, so comfort level is
up there. And I don’t feel intimidated anymore being before the Master –
the first time I had to go in the whole building I thought I was, yes I would
lose it because it just felt so intimidating. So now it’s like that’s not an issue
at all. Anything else happens in the future, friends mention a legal issue I’ll
say it’s not a problem. Go to Law Help, get some information – so just
feeling empowered that you can get access to information and not feeling
isolated. That’s very important.30
It is worth noting that the term ‘empowering’ was initially raised by the participant
and not referenced in interviewing KU. Even more significantly, when asked if she
would represent herself again, KU indicated that she would. This was despite the recent
loss of a motion and a very stressful discovery experience in which she felt that the
emotional side of the legal issues overwhelmed her and her husband’s performance in
that process. This sentiment was reinforced by one of the volunteer lawyers (EN) when
he suggested that the assistance provided to self-represented litigants,

28

Interview of KU dated June 12, 2015 at 5.

29

Interview of KU dated June 12, 2015 at 9.

30

Interview of KU dated June 12, 2015 at 6.
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besides just the instrumental assistance where they learn something and they
can do their case a little better, it really provides almost all of them
invariably with a huge reduction in their own stress. They know that there’s
somewhere they can go, they can talk about their case and they suddenly
feel a little bit more empowered with the case. It doesn’t feel as
overwhelming.31
This opinion was also reflected by MD who was engaged in a claim against a
trustee under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. MD alleged that the trustee acted
improperly in providing her with negligent advice and was moving to initiate a claim
against the trustee. In discussing the assistance provided by LHO, MD contended that
had she previously known about the services provided at the centre, she would have taken
steps against a former employer over allegations of harassment and she would have been
prepared to proceed on her own without counsel. For MD, there was a strong sense that
with the right information (like the type provided at LHO) individuals could win their
own cases. In discussing the nature of the assistance provided at LHO, MD said “I feel
very positive, I’m very happy, I wish I’d known about it years ago because I had an issue
with my company and the union and I wish I’d known because I would have sued my
company then”.32
QH, a university student with severe social anxiety, indicated that he was proud of
his ability to prepare court documents in a very short time frame and to make arguments
in court. This was particularly so in light of the fact that the opposing counsel was a very
senior lawyer. In this regard, QH stated,
I did take some positives from the experience as well. I felt more confident
in my own ability to stand up for myself and take on social and socially
based professional challenges. Despite the fact that on the social aspects of
it I wasn’t able to prevail, in terms of actually compiling my case I was
actually quite proud of myself. Anyway it needs to be kept in mind that this
boutique penthouse litigator [opposing counsel] took about nine months or
whatever to get her case together and I was scrambling, didn’t know what I
was doing and I think I put together something pretty reasonable
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considering. So I guess it provided some – not that I necessarily needed a
major boost, like I’m so good in my writing - but it was nice to look at it as
a final thing and be like that wasn’t bad. It wasn’t the greatest, looking at it
I was like oh I could have worded that better…But ultimately looking at it I
was like for what it was it was pretty good.33
QH had been involved in a dispute with a family member over the division of a
real estate property that was jointly owned. With the assistance of LHO, QH prepared
responding application materials and appeared before two judges on two separate
occasions to make substantive legal arguments about the application in issue. While
ultimately not successful in his own application, QH felt that, as a result of the experience
representing himself, he was less likely to “get pushed around in the future” and more
able to assert himself. This was particularly meaningful for QH whose struggle with
severe social anxieties had often affected his life in significant and negative ways. In his
interview, QH acknowledged that “in terms of problem solving and actually having to
express it orally and/or in person, that is something that I got better with.”34 Thus, the
ability to stand in front of a courtroom full of lawyers and clients and make submissions
on behalf of his application had important implications for his self-confidence. This was
so much so that, when asked in the interview whether he would represent himself again,
he indicated that, depending on the complexity of the matter and his financial means, he
would consider doing so.35
Certain of the interviewees also expressed confidence based on the skills they
developed. This resulted from learning about the various steps relevant to their legal
process, understanding how the steps fit together, and completing those steps by
themselves. For one participant, BN, developing the skills to defend himself was a
challenging, but important process. In describing the confidence that he derived from the
experience, BN said,
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[s]o about the experience, I went in not empowered and I feel, I don't want
to say 100% but I feel more empowered. The fact that I know how to do
this stuff and I’m learning a process. Like I kind of look at it that way so I
don't just see the negative. I’m listen – these are skills that are not really
pleasant but there are skills you are learning, you’re learning how to
represent yourself. As difficult and challenging as it is it’s like this is stuff
that you wouldn't have looked into.36
BN was involved in a complicated employment case that originated as a human
rights complaint and subsequently involved allegations of breach of contract by the
employer. Initially, BN received assistance from a lawyer in resolving the human rights
complaint. However, he was left to his own devices regarding the employment litigation
with his former employer. At the time of his interview, BN was preparing to bring a
motion to set aside a default judgment obtained by the opposing lawyer. A previous and
unrelated legal experience had left him feeling rushed, overwhelmed and panicked when
representing himself. However, as a result of learning about the legal process and
developing certain skills to represent himself better, BN indicated that he now felt that he
had rights, could prepare a response and defend himself.37 In contrast to his previous
experience, BN believed that with the information he received from LHO, he is,
a little bit more chilled out I would say because I know that – like when I
receive a document I know I have rights. I can prepare a response. I can
defend myself. The other time I felt panicked because I didn’t really know
what to do. Now I know that ok he sent this but I’m going to send
something back. It’s not like he is going to get me. Before it was like he’s
going to get me.38
This assertion of confidence was manifested in a belief that he would be able to address
new issues as they arose. It was reinforced by BN’s acknowledgement that, like the
volunteer lawyers at LHO who typically reach for their copy of the rules of procedure
when faced with a procedural question, BN could use the same book to search the rules
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for the appropriate procedural answer. In seeking advice from the volunteer lawyers at
LHO, BN observed,
I think the one thing that I would like to see is every time I am in this
situation [seeking advice at LHO], the lawyer just opens up a book and pulls
out the rules. Fair enough. And I’m like I could do that, but what book is
this? Can I do this at home? Not fully but can I help out the process by
knowing what I should be looking up and also the steps of procedure.39
In a related manner, XE expressed satisfaction in being able to research and
ultimately prepare his statement of defence on his own. While he clarified that preparing
his defence was not “enjoyable”, he also acknowledged, “there was some satisfaction in
the end product, just in the way I was able to find sample statements of defence and pull
out certain key phrases that helped me in my own defence. And this is something – I
guess that’s all part of being a self-helper.”40
Accordingly, an important component of empowerment is education. This is not
only about individuals being educated through the process of participation, but also about
education being a pre-requisite for empowerment and meaningful participation.

If

individuals are to deliberate on and participate in decision-making processes, they must
receive adequate information about the interests at stake, the issues, the processes, and
the relevant policies. Moreover, ensuring that individuals are educated so that they are
able to engage in a meaningful manner furthers a sense of empowerment in those
individuals. To the extent that education about legal processes and institutions facilitates
participation and direct engagement, it can also contribute to the ‘democratization of
law.’41 This democratization of law involves a shift in power from the elite professionals
who exhibit control over the meaning and administration of law to individuals who, in
learning about various legal processes, are able to begin to participate in the design and
operation of those same processes. In so doing, individuals have the opportunity to
develop and incorporate their own concepts of justice into the laws and institutions that
39
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affect them. In the context of this research project, information provided to the selfrepresented litigants at LHO assisted the individuals in better understanding the relevant
processes, reducing the intimidation and resulting anxiety surrounding legal proceedings,
and providing an opportunity for individuals to make informed decisions about the
pursuing their case.
In reflecting on the effect of education through self-help, EP indicated that, by
understanding the step-by-step process involved in furthering her legal position, she was
able to,
talk about legal documents, I’m more knowledgeable and I feel more
comfortable so that makes the procedure go better. And sometimes I even
know already before I get here I have to do this and this. So it’s an
education. My writing skills I think are stronger. And I think it’s basically
just being more familiar with the legal system. That is tremendously
helpful.42
BS, who was addressing credit issues resulting from an unresolved mortgage that
was discharged, visited LHO because he,
wanted them to first of all introduce him to the legal system because I have
no background in it. I am a university graduate – a Canadian university
graduate but in science. I have no idea of the legal system. So being the
good educated person I am I wanted to do some basic homework and find
out about how I could go about helping myself to access; to support myself
or to represent myself within the legal system.43
Notwithstanding that there was an acknowledgement that learning about the legal
process and institutions made the system less intimidating and assisted the selfrepresented litigants in preparing for and participating in their legal case, several of the
interviewees were also mindful of the inherent value associated with having a better
understanding of the legal system and how it works. When KU first approached a lawyer
about pursuing a claim on behalf of herself and her husband, she acknowledged that she
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had little information or knowledge about the legal system. When asked in the interview
about what skills that she might have acquired as a result of her experience, she stated,
I would just say that a general overall knowledge of the legal system and the
steps before trial, I had no idea, really, it’s ridiculous. I had a lack of
knowledge when we first approached the lawyers…but when it actually
happens to you I guess the personal reflection of knowing there’s many
steps to seeking justice I didn’t know, so that’s really been an education for
me.44
For QC, a retired chartered accountant who was involved in litigation with former
employees over issues of payroll and intellectual property, it was evident that he believed
that he has “learned about the importance of form.”

He said he now grasped the

importance of not simply anticipating what the court requires, but also appreciating why
and how one might go about providing the appropriate evidence. At the time of his
interview, QC was preparing appeal proceedings and looking forward to the challenge of
presenting his case at the appellate level. Notwithstanding a previous appearance before
the Federal Court of Appeal in which the court ruled against him, QC characterized his
experience in court (particularly at the appellate level) as a “superb education.”45
Understanding the process to which their cases were subjected was a recurring
theme that arose in the discussions with the self-represented litigants.

One of the

participants described the legal procedures involved in resolving her civil action as
“stepping stones, a building process…its like you’re in a building process to get from one
point to another to achieve your end goal. So it’s about what’s your end goal.”46 For
some of the self-represented litigants, this understanding of process encompassed not
only the need to decipher the formal steps that the individuals were required to take, but
also the significance of those steps in the litigation process. When the process was
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understood better, it had the potential to legitimize the process. EP suggested that “once
you kind of learn some of the procedures, you kind of gain a respect for it.”47
In his interview, BN was very clear regarding the legal information and advice
provided to him – “I would like the instructions and I’d like to know why.”48 For BN,
this reflected his need to not only understand what might be requested by the opposite
side, but also how he might begin to make decisions about how to respond as new issues
and challenges arose in the context of his case. MD also expressed a similar viewpoint.
She highlighted the importance of not simply understanding the technical steps, but
grasping how the steps fit together and why certain steps were necessary. In the context
of understanding a cross-examination process and the action that proceeded the crossexamination, MD stated that, “I just feel going back to Law Ontario, when I asked her
one question it’s just not one question, it’s got to be the whole.”49
For XE, the quest to learn the procedural steps involved in his legal matter had a
slightly different iteration. After having served his statement of defence, XE wanted to
understand how, in practice, his matter might proceed and what his role was to be as a
defendant. XE was confident in the sense that he had “a little bit of an aptitude for this
type of work and I have the time, but I don’t know the procedure.”50 XE wanted to
understand not only the technical requirements, but also “who really is now responsible
to push the matter along? Is it entirely their responsibility that is the plaintiffs? Because
basically I’ve been shown the flow chart for a simplified procedure and this is the
challenge for me to understand what the procedure is.” 51

For XE, this meant

understanding how the litigation process progressed and what his role was within that
process.
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However, there is a second educational component that is evident in the steps
undertaken by the individual self-represented litigants to educate themselves about the
legal system and their particular legal issues apart from the information and advice
provided at LHO. One participant had been engaged in litigation with a bank over their
cheque-cashing policy that he claimed ran contrary to the Bills of Exchange Act. In the
course of his legal case, he had been to Small Claims Court, Superior Court, the Ontario
Court of Appeal, and the Divisional Court.

Having educated himself about the

substantive aspects of his case, he was also well versed in the procedures relevant to his
case, the organization of the courts, as well as the contents of the Bills of Exchange Act
and the relevant interpretive case law. In the course of our discussion regarding his
extensive knowledge of both the procedural and substantive law relevant to his case, LM
indicated that,
when this all started I think I read something like 2,000 Can LII cases, every
case with the word cheque in it. So at that point that was 2005, Can LII was
still fairly new at it. I think there’s 15,000 cases with the word cheque in it.
So I read the first 2,000 back in 2005, so that gave me my basis for the legal
determinations and decisions going back 300 years. That’s where some of
these laws come from, like Canada’s Bills of Exchange Act is actually a
word for word copy of Ireland’s Bills of Exchange Act from 1800
something or other.”52
For another self-represented litigant who was trained as a journalist, SE, managing
her own employment case and attempting to determine whether she could bring a motion
for summary judgment necessitated her finding the relevant information on her own. She
indicated that, in attempting to find an answer, “I read the Rules of Civil Procedure, I’ve
read them all.” 53 In these examples, the self-represented litigants exhibited both a
willingness and a determination to inform themselves about the nature of their case from
both a procedural and a substantive law perspective.

In fact, the self-represented

litigants’ endeavours to understand and engage with the different elements of their
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particular case underscored one of the volunteer lawyer’s impressions of the individuals
that he encountered at LHO. In this regard, he stated,
now I actually leave there [LHO] feeling quite impressed by the clients that
I see and their ability to maneuver their way through the system with the
help of us. Because I’ve been doing it for 9 years now and I still half the
time don't have a clue what I’m doing. So to imagine someone trying to
manoeuver their way through that system without any legal education and
without any resources like I’ve had to rely on, except for the volunteers they
see 3 or 4 times at the project, it’s laudable. I think it’s amazing frankly that
they’re able to do as good a job as they do. Some of the affidavits they
come in with, some of the pleadings they come in with, I’m just blown
away. Really, really good.54
(i) Self-Represented Litigants and Judges
Throughout the course of their legal proceedings, several of the self-represented litigants
had appeared before Masters and/or Judges. As a result of appearing in a variety of court
settings, the participants were in a position to reflect on the different roles and attitudes
adopted by the various adjudicators: they were able to provide their views on how these
particular experiences influenced their perceptions of the adjudicator, his or her role
within the civil justice system, and their own beliefs about their ability to engage with the
adjudicatory process and affect justice in their case.
Based on their various court appearances, the self-represented litigants had a
myriad of different experiences when participating in court proceedings. A review of the
narrative data collected reflects both the participants’ positive and negative experiences
in court.

For certain of the self-represented litigants interviewed, their experience

appearing before an adjudicator (whether it be a Master or a Judge) was positive in the
sense that they felt that they were provided with an opportunity to engage with the court.
In those instances, it was useful for the interviewee to reflect in greater detail on those
aspects of the experience that were positive.
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KU had recently lost a motion on the production of documents previously agreed
to during an examination for discovery. During the motion, she had made submissions
on behalf of herself and her husband and had taken the position that certain documents
need not be disclosed due to a lack of relevancy. The Master hearing the motion ruled
against her. However, when speaking about the hearing, KU said, “It was fair. We lost
very well”. In referring to the Master, KU further suggested that they (her and her
husband) “were lucky to have somebody who was fair and he was kind of guiding us in
the sense of what questions you want to ask next.”55 For KU, being a fair adjudicator
meant that he was,
a very empathetic listener. Maybe being older as well he didn’t speed
through things. He made sure that we were one of the last people, we didn’t
have an audience to listen to us. I thought maybe that’s just coincidence or
maybe he was thinking of our situation knowing that we didn’t have
representation. I felt he was an empathetic listener. He was just curious
about the case itself.56
KU felt that the adjudicator did not dismiss her nor did he make her feel that she was
unprepared. In all, KU felt that the Master has given her time to speak.
Despite an earlier experience that left EP “scared because I don’t want anyone to
yell at me”, she also had a more encouraging exchange with a judge in the context of the
current case. EP described this adjudicator as “very nice and when she wrote her short
form, she explained it to me so I’d understand because I am not a lawyer, and she was
wonderful. Very nice.”57 In elaborating on what made this particular judge ‘fair,’ EP
suggested that,
she wasn’t condescending, and she wasn’t dismissive and rolling her eyes
like’ oh my gosh we’re going to have to slow down the procedure and she’s
not going to know what she’s doing.’ She was very open-minded. It looked
to me, the way she spoke to me was respectful and she wanted me to
understand everything that we were doing, all the steps, so that I would
55
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understand what was happening and to present my case. So I was very
appreciative of that. And it was encouraging…And it strengthened my
resolve and helped me.58
In the course of her case, KC had participated in several court appearances
including two summary judgment motions as well as a motion to amend the pleadings.
While she ultimately lost a motion for summary judgment, she had felt confident about
her earlier interactions with the bench. With respect to one appearance in particular, KC
said “Now Master *** was special, she said ‘I have read absolutely everything.’ I loved
it. She’s good. She’s very decent. She made that very clear. And I had this much [KC
uses her hand to describe the depth of her motion materials] and they had less than half
an inch thick [opposing counsel’s motion materials] and she actually said to the bank
lawyer, ‘is this all you have?’”59 In referring to the same adjudicator, KC acknowledged
that, while sympathetic, the Master’s “hands were tied.”60
Notwithstanding how the Master might have been restricted in reaching her
decision, KC remained positive about the manner in which the Master prepared her
endorsement.

In this regard, KC noted that she (the Master) had “worded her

endorsement to move everything from the counterclaim up into the amended statement of
claim of defence. So when costs awards would be rendered it may buffer the final result.
So she actually was very helpful to me, I feel, in that way. That’s all she could do. So
that’s how her endorsement went.” 61 Interestingly, for KC, her assessment of a
subsequent judge was also based, in part, on how he handled the delivery of his
endorsement. With respect to this subsequent judge, KC stated,
Judge *** heard me, because he wrote a six-part endorsement. And he
stepped up to the plate and read aloud my statements in court…[Interviewer:
How did you feel about that when he did that?]…I thought it was awesome
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that he would be so openly supportive. He clearly saw there was a concern.
But again his hands were tied. There’s a lawsuit on the table but he very,
very carefully worded that endorsement. And I honestly and sincerely went
in to mediation with an open heart hoping we could do something. But the
resistance has been no compromise from the other side.62
MD’s experience in court before a Master was also a positive experience. In
describing her first court appearance, MD said of the Master,
she was really great. It was quite an experience. And I actually went in to
court a couple of times before my date so I could see how it worked. That’s
something very suggestive to people that they should go in and see what
court is like…[Interviewer: When you say she was great what about her was
great?]…If I didn’t know something or if I repeated something she said ‘I
understand’, ‘I’ve already read it’ and she was very nice. She wasn’t like
some of those on TV. There was one on TV that calls people stupid. I’m
like really, they’re not stupid, they’re just not informed properly and you
shouldn't be calling them stupid.63
(ii) Self-Represented Litigants and Future Engagement
Finally, an important consequence of meaningful participation within the context of
participatory democracy focuses on the ‘spill-over’ effect from one area of life to another.
The cumulative effect being that individuals become willing to participate in other
forums and contexts. In the course of the interviews, several of the self-represented
litigants made a connection between their participation in the immediate legal context in
which they were involved and a willingness to engage in other contexts in the future.
More specifically, in two instances, this was reflected in the participants’
acknowledgement that there could be a role for them in speaking on behalf of those who
cannot. For BN this meant,
maybe I become an advocate, maybe I help other people. Because one thing
I’ve learned is that, it was a really difficult time for me, the past 3 years…I
was able to pull myself together but there’s lots of people – like I figure I’m a
pretty tenacious type of person and I really work hard. But there’s lots of
people that I know that there’s no way they could have pulled this off. So it
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makes me worry about the people - like I can do this but there’s people that
can't do this. And if they’re left with the same options that worries me.64
Perhaps more significantly, in reflecting on whether his experience has led to him being
otherwise politically engaged, LM acknowledged that subsequent to commencing his
action,
it’s led to the – because of this and as a result of the Sammy [Yatim]
shooting on the street car - that led to me being down here for a protest of
that and it ended out in front of the Police Headquarters on the day they
were having their board meeting. So I’ve been to all the board meetings
since and have made presentations.65
For KU this had a slightly different meaning in the sense that her claim against
the landlord and her experience litigating the claim over several years reinforced in her a
commitment to furthering justice and standing up for herself as well as others facing
injustice. In this respect, when reflecting on the concept of injustice in the context of her
own litigation experience, she noted,
my point in all of this was that I’ve always been an advocate for justice
whatever form it’s in so it just reinforced personally for me that wherever
there’s an injustice I will be there…so I guess injustice in the sense that
there are some things that are clearly and blatantly people being exploited or
things being done that shouldn't be. So whenever personally if I can get
involved to most of my capacity I would like to continue to be that kind of
person. So in this case it touches us very personally but there are many
other issues and many other people fighting for their land and their rights
and whether it’s here in Canada or elsewhere. So injustice is for me, I’d say
summarizing it is checking on the champion of the underdog who doesn't
have a voice. And it maybe sounds a bit clichéd but that really is the case
unless you’ve been in those shoes. It’s a horrible feeling because you really
don’t know, you really realized there’s so much bigger massive forces that
you feel you can’t fight against. And this individual [the defendant in JT’s
action] who is one representative of this company who is masked behind the
company, he owns so much property that it means nothing to him. He could
easily have, in my case, walked away and it just became a whole personal
vendetta, ridiculous, which is not worth getting into now. But I really hope
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in this case that I’ve shook him up and wakened him and at least have to pay
all these legal fees which can be very, very high. He’s paying for it, he’s
losing something. And whenever I get the opportunity, when people ask me
I say well yes we’re still in court. What? It’s still going on. I can’t believe
it. Yes and we’re not done with this.66
The potential for positive spill-over was also emphasized by one of the volunteer
lawyers who described the long-term impact of self-help as being,
like learning how to ride a bike. Every court or tribunal or whatever it is has
a fairly similar process, very specific rules here and there, the rules of ethics
might change here and there. But for the most part, it’s the same process.
One side presents their case, the other side presents their case and there’s a
lead up to that in terms of the exchange of information and all that. So I see
this self-help process as someone learning how to ride a bike. And once
you’ve learned how to ride the bike you can get on a different bike and you
have to adjust maybe the handle bars or the seat or it’s a little higher off the
ground so it take a little bit of getting used to. But you still know how to
ride a bike. And I think that it does have the power to give self-represented
individuals information, knowledge and skills that they can take into their
lives into the future, to future disputes and navigate their way through those
disputes more efficiently and effectively.67
Self-Representation as a Disempowering Experience
Ewick and Silbey’s conceptualization of legal consciousness included three different
characterizations of individuals’ relationships with law; standing before the law,
engaging with the law, and struggling against the law.68 Of the three characterizations,
the description of individuals’ relationship ‘before the law’ had particular resonance with
this research project: self-represented litigants are essentially before the law in the sense
that they are compelled to engage directly with the formal dispute resolution structures of
the civil justice system. In describing individuals’ experiences before the law, Ewick and
Silbey depict law as a “formally ordered, rational, and hierarchical system of known rules
and procedures” which is often regarded as “somewhere else, a place very different from
everyday life;” an individual takes certain problems “somewhere else” that is elevated in
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terms of significance.69 When viewed in this way, individuals who come ‘before the law’
expect that their everyday problems will be transformed and resolved in a manner that is
consistent with their conception of an objective and impartial legal system of rules and
procedures. Merry suggested that the “promises of equal treatment in court, for example,
are contradicted by the experience of the court’s unequal attention to interpersonal
problems.”70
The reality is that this is not always the case. In this regard, individuals may
“believe in the appropriateness and justness provided through formal legal procedures,
although not always in the fairness of the outcomes. Sometimes, however, finding
themselves before the law, people express frustration, even anger, about what they
perceive as their own powerlessness.”71 Thus, disempowerment is reflected in ‘cosmetic’
experiences of engagement in which individuals become aware of the fact that their
participation is not bringing about the desired result or even affecting the course of the
process.
For the self-represented litigants interviewed, the sense of empowerment that they
gained as a result of handling their own legal problem was often juxtaposed with feelings
of powerlessness. This ensued from their engagement with the formal civil justice
structures and with the actors working within the civil justice system, namely the lawyers
and judges. In her interview, EP aptly characterized her concern as “I worry more about
the Master or the Judge, I have to be honest. Because you don’t know what decision
they’re going to make and they’re all powerful. You get that feeling and they could go
either way, so that worries me.”72 This sense of powerlessness was also expressed in the
self-represented litigants’ attempts to both understand and implement a legal process that
was overly complex and often operated differently than prescribed in the rule book. For
the self-represented litigants interviewed, appearing ‘before the law’ caused a bifurcation
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of what they expected to have happen in terms of the fair resolution of their legal problem
and how they were actually treated within the legal system.
This division was manifest in how the self-represented litigants approached the
concept of access to justice, often in contrast to what they experienced in court. When
asked about what access to justice would look like in the context of their individual cases,
very few of them characterized access to justice as being about winning their case.
Instead, the focus was on presenting the facts and having a decision based on those facts.
For KC, justice included, “open, full transparency. No judgment should be made unless
all evidence is in front of a judge. And if there’s any evidence missing a judgment
shouldn’t be allowed. It’s not okay, that’s how I define it.”73 EP suggested that justice
means that they look at all the evidence regardless of whether it’s a lawyer presenting the
evidence and questioning witnesses. The bottom line should be the evidence presented,
“regardless of the fact that maybe you don't have the experience of the lawyer but you’re
still presenting the facts, what happened…If you don't have an opportunity to present
your evidence then you won’t feel that justice has been served.”74
XE articulated a similar view when asked about justice in the context of his case.
He stated,
I think what I’ve been told several times in this office is that the judge will
always be interested in the facts and I think that’s what justice is. It’s
getting down to the facts and what really happened and was there
negligence or wasn’t there negligence and determining what the costs are.
It’s all about the facts, I think that’s what justice is.75
LM expressed a similar view regarding the objective of pursuing a matter in the
civil justice system. He suggested that,
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for me, this is all about, let me get before a judge and argue the case on its
merit. Now that happened with Justice --- where we spent 2 hours or an
hour and 45 minutes of arguing this stuff which is probably more than all
the other hearings combined, give or take, or it’s certainly 2 or 3 times
longer than any other hearing and 10 times longer than some. So having
that proper hearing is what it all comes down to and everything else before
that or leading to that is just something that distracts you and it’s a road
block or step to getting where you want to be. It’s all about having a
hearing of your case and having somebody who has the authority to judge
matters – saying you’re crazy or yes you have some rights or yes your rights
were violated…That’s all anybody is really looking for and everything else
tends to be about roadblocks to preventing that, and I can understand why
those roadblocks are there.76
Whether articulated as ‘facts’ or ‘evidence’, it would appear that ‘telling the judge
one’s story’ was a significant objective for the participants, which was grounded in their
particular conceptualizations of both access and justice. From the participants’ accounts,
it seems that, while the procedure may be understood and, in some instances, legitimized
by the self-represented litigants, it is also the formality of the procedures that ultimately
interfered with individuals’ ability to tell their story before the adjudicator.
For the self-represented litigants interviewed, their conceptualizations of what
being ‘before the law’ should entail was often contrasted with their actual experience
when navigating the civil justice system. While the self-represented litigants interviewed
took steps (with the assistance of self-help legal services) to engage in the resolution of
their own legal problems, they often ran up against ‘insiders’ within the adversarial
system that resulted in negative experiences for them. These insiders were unprepared or
unwilling to engage with them; the civil justice system is ill-equipped to facilitate their
direct engagement.

The consequence was a sense of disempowerment.

For one

participant in particular, this sense of powerlessness ultimately influenced her perception
of the justice system as a whole. When asked about her views on the civil justice system,
SE expressed a loss of faith that was premised on her,
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Interview of LM dated May 21, 2015 at 13.
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experience with Masters and the Judges, with the exception of Master ---,
who don’t seem to give a [shit]. I don’t care. It’s like they’re all playing
croquet together or something. It’s like the lawyers are corrupt, they’re
playing the system, the Judges and the Masters know it, but they don’t
stop it. Why? I don’t know. Because they are afraid of being overturned
on appeal?77
For SE in particular, the disconnect between her view of the justice system before
engaging as a self-represented litigant and her view of the system subsequent to
representing herself was attributable, in part, to the perception of her own powerlessness
vis-a-vis the actors who inhabit the system (i.e., the lawyers, judges and court staff).
This sense of powerlessness was reflected in the participants’ belief that the legal
processes involved a different language that the self-represented litigants did not
understand and could not speak. This inability left the self-represented litigants unable to
communicate and, as a result, feeling excluded from the process.78 The nature of this
disadvantage was typified by QC, who described his frustration with the opposing
counsel and judge’s repeated use of the term ‘nunc’ during a court proceeding; this term
held no meaning for QC at the time of hearing, although it was later explained to him that
nunc was the abbreviated form of ‘nunc pro tunc’.79 For BS, the need to speak like a
lawyer had direct implications for the resolution of his case. He reported that if “one is
not aware of it - [the legal vernacular] - you are lost. You will be treated as such.”80
SE described the impact of not knowing the language in a more profound way
when she stated that this “whole legal system is like I’ve fallen through some rabbit hole.
I don't know this world. I don't even understand much of the language. I’ve been living
here for three years so now I know some of the language. It’s kind of like moving to a
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new place.”81 For SE, attempting to manage her own file and navigate the civil justice
system as a lay person was akin to landing in a foreign country where you do not speak
the language, are unfamiliar with the food, and do not know where to find clothing or
lodging.82
(i) Self-Represented Litigants and Judges
Several of the participants had positive experiences with adjudicators, as discussed
earlier. However, other participants characterized their court appearance as negative.
The discussion of these experiences also provided an opportunity for participants to
reflect on the critical aspects of their experience and what this meant for them as selfrepresented litigants. In examining the self-represented litigants’ experiences in court, it
is possible to contrast what the individuals may expect or value in a court proceeding
with the deleterious effects that a negative experience may have on those expectations
and their corresponding sense of empowerment/disempowerment. This also affected the
participants’ perceptions about the legitimacy of the justice system.
Certain of the participants interviewed described discomfiting interactions with
adjudicators that often left them feeling embarrassed and ineffectual in representing
themselves. The self-represented litigants’ anxiety respecting these encounters tended to
focus on the fact that, as non-lawyers, they did not know the process and procedures.
Yet, in many instances, they are expected to engage in a fashion similar to legal
professionals who attend regularly in these courts. As a result, they felt that they made
mistakes, worried about making mistakes or felt dismissed by the adjudicator. When
appearing before a judge in civil court, QC recounted an incident in which the judge
advised him that, “we will make no exceptions for you because you are a self-represented
litigant.”83 This blunt articulation of the court’s attitude toward self-represented litigants
underscores the apprehension that they feel as ‘outsiders’ in the civil justice system.
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While EP has appeared in several different courts without representation, an
earlier procedural appearance in a matter unrelated to her current case left her nervous
about appearing without a lawyer. In that matter, she had raised an issue with the court
that had been overlooked and, as a result, was subject to a reprimand by the Master. In
re-telling her account of the appearance, EP stated,
I told the other lawyer, the defendant’s lawyer there’s one more thing-I can’t
remember what it is now, it’s over a year. But one thing we had to bring up
to the Master and he forgot to tell, and she was really trying to get the little
cases, little matters out of the way to clear her docket. And he didn’t tell
her, and then she screamed at me when I brought it up…[Interviewer: What
did she say?]…She was furious. She said ‘I told you I want – this was
supposed to be just do one thing’, and it wasn't my fault because I told him.
And the whole room froze and looked. It was horrible, horrible. It was
really bad. And then he [the defendant’s lawyer] told me, he said, I think I
forgot. He’s a nasty little lawyer anyway, he’s not really nice, he’s very
aggressive, very pit-bull like, and he apologized. But when we went back in
he apologized [to the court], she didn't apologize to me so I didn’t think that
was right, because she just screamed at me and it wasn’t right.84
In his interview, QH recounted two separate court appearances related to his real
estate litigation. His experiences in respect of these two appearances were very different.
In reflecting back on these appearances, QH highlighted some of the particular challenges
he thought he faced as a self-represented individual in court. In this regard, he said,
as a self-rep it’s kind of you’re really on the hot seat. Aside from that,
again the procedural things, knowing when to speak, what to call who,
how to refer to what, what to be careful of, what sort of rights you have,
when you should speak, when you shouldn’t speak. I guess another point
that was kind of an issue was just in terms of the vestments. The attorney
of course has their robes as does the justice. So dressing as a civilian,
even if you’re not wrong, it kind of feels like you’re being prosecuted in a
way. Do you know what I mean?...We’re the only one not wearing a
robe.85
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Interview of QH dated June 3, 2015 at 8.
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QH’s views of court were significantly impacted by one court appearance in
particular. Regarding this hearing, QH said his adjudicator “reminded him of Judge Judy
in a way. She was very like I’m going to hurt you and put you down.” In describing her
approach to him in court, QH further elaborated,
[s]he wouldn’t let me speak, she would constantly cut me off, tell me that
she didn’t want to hear it. She apparently had come to her decision
generally prior, it would appear to me. Like when I got there she seemed
like she was furious with me, like she wanted to hurt me...Anyway it was
one of those things – how do I put it? I guess during the second hearing I
was concerned about being held in contempt because again she didn’t want
to hear about, ‘I don’t want to hear the merits’. Okay so I didn’t want to
speak out of turn and because of that I didn’t really think that I was given
an opportunity to really defend myself. I think if I’d been an experienced
attorney I would have simply known how much to push back, or to feel
like your honour, my client is entitled to this…where as for me, that’s her
courtroom, she’s kind of running the show and she just seems to be on a
bit of a, I was like I don’t understand why you’re doing that. So it was
confusing.86
LM had appeared in a variety of judicial settings and had experienced a range of
adjudicators. In one particular experience in small claims court, LM felt that the deputy
judge dismissed his case without any significant input from him. In describing the
hearing, LM said,
in that case, for whatever reason I guess the Attorney General’s office
didn't file the right paperwork in order to have the hearing actually on the
docket. So it ended up being an add-on to the full day’s docket. The
judge said at the beginning of the hearing – ‘I haven’t read any of the
materials’ but he asked the Crown if they wanted to proceed anyway. And
then asked me to explain the entire case in one sentence and then made his
ruling that - ‘I wouldn't have a problem paying the $5.00 to the bank so
neither should you’. Case dismissed. That was it.87
In the course of his interview, LM returned to this appearance when discussing the
challenges faced by individuals who go to court to defend themselves and are judged by
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individuals who are disconnected from the realities of the litigants’ lives. Specifically, he
stated,
I guess it comes down to the people aren’t being judged by their peers,
they’re being judged by, as with Deputy Judge *** where he said ‘well I
wouldn’t have a problem paying $5.00 to them’. And my thought in
response is ‘well yeah a guy that makes $300,000 a year on a government
salary doesn't care about $5 and the guys he hangs out with at the country
club are going to be the guys that receive that $5 and buy him a beer.’88
This view was echoed by another participant who worried that the socioeconomic gap between judges and self-represented litigants made it difficult for judges to
appreciate the perspective of the self-represented litigants. This made it difficult for selfrepresented litigants to advance their case. In other words, the judges, accustomed to
having a particularized conversation with the lawyers that appear before them, were not
in a position to engage with non-lawyers. While partially attributing the judges’ mindset
to human nature, SE said, “If you’re a judge and your friends are all judges and you’re
hanging out with lawyers, you go to the National Club…Yeah, so I think they know
intellectually that there’s a world outside but do they really feel it? Do they feel the pain
of people who really cannot?”89
The frustration exhibited by the self-represented litigants regarding their
experiences with judges also resonated with the volunteer lawyers interviewed.

In

discussing the importance to self-represented litigants of being ‘heard’ by the adjudicator,
the volunteer lawyer, SB stated,
[s]o I understand that it’s frustrating to hear the guy mutter and move his
papers and talk about irrelevant stuff. But I think the value of moving it to
the bottom of the list, saying ‘okay listen I’m going to hear you out.’ I
know that is frustrating, but ‘I’m going to hear you out.’…You have an
hour, you booked an hour, you tell me everything you want to tell me for the
next hour and I’m going to write my notes. And I also think judges could be
just a little more sympathetic. I don't know why there isn’t a little more
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empathy. Like ‘I’m really sorry for the problems that you have encountered
but unfortunately you have no cause of action, you’re outside the limitation
period, I’m going to strike your claim.’ I think that would go a long way to
reducing the frustration.90
This view is consistent with some of the findings from Tom Tyler’s and other
researchers’ examining individuals’ views on procedural fairness. More specifically, it
points to the link between being heard and a legitimate legal process.91 For the selfrepresented litigants, the ability not only to present evidence, but also to receive an
indication from the adjudicator that their story was heard significantly affected the
individuals’ sense of whether they were treated fairly. More importantly, it influenced
whether they believed that they would be willing or able to engage in the legal process in
a meaningful manner.
To the extent that the self-represented litigants felt that they were listened to and
taken seriously by the adjudicator, they had positive experiences in court. These positive
experiences were, in several instances, unconnected to the ultimate outcome in the
hearing. In fact, in suggesting that the adjudicator’s ‘hands were tied,’ it would appear
that the self-represented litigants were prepared to accept the decision of the adjudicator
when the adjudicator took the time to listen to the self-represented litigants’ position,
explained the process, and elucidated the basis of their judgment.

Moreover, in

acknowledging receipt and review of both the written materials and oral submissions of
the self-represented litigants, the adjudicator also appeared to legitimize the efforts made
by the self-represented litigants to engage in the process.

In this sense, the self-

represented litigant was not treated as an ‘outsider’ but rather an active participant in the
process. By contrast, a negative experience with a judge had the effect of reinforcing the
self-represented litigant’s self-perception of an ‘outsider’.

The formal procedures

followed in court, as well as the informal practices known only to the participating
90
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counsel—the language used by lawyers and judges, and even the robes worn by the
lawyers and judges—all serve to highlight the perceived gulf between ‘insiders’ (judges
and lawyers) and ‘outsiders’ (self-represented litigants).
The perception of this gap is further reinforced by the self-represented litigants’
view that lawyers and judges are part of the same elite profession and inhabit a similar
socio-economic sphere; many of the self-represented litigants are not part of that sphere.
Given these views, the attitudes and approaches adopted by certain adjudicators toward
self-represented litigants often served to widen this perceived gap. In these instances, the
adjudicators did not provide an opportunity for the individual to speak, did not appear to
take account of what the individual was saying, and/or scolded the individual for
speaking out of turn or making a mistake. The result was a sense of powerlessness and a
corresponding belief that only certain voices are likely to be heard within the civil justice
system. Both of these factors contribute to an overall sense of disempowerment, which is
inconsistent with the principles underlying a democratic approach to access to justice.
(ii) Self-Represented Litigants and Opposing Counsel
One of the recurring themes that arose in the context of the interviews with selfrepresented litigants involved the participants’ experiences with and attitudes toward
opposing counsel. Not all of the self-represented litigants interviewed had a negative
experience interacting with opposing lawyers; some of the participants characterized the
lawyers’ actions as ‘just doing his job’. However, many of the self-represented litigants
expressed concerns about feeling tricked by lawyers and/or that the lawyers were
unwilling to cooperate with the self-represented litigants in ways that they might not
otherwise do if dealing with a lawyer. The result was that the self-represented litigants
felt intimidated and often powerless when dealing with opposing counsel.
Moreover, it was felt that this behaviour was perpetuated or, at a minimum,
overlooked by Masters, Judges and even the Law Society of Upper Canada. By virtue of
the organization of the adversarial system or through the maintenance of an elite legal
profession to which both lawyers and judges belong, it was believed that the profession
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ultimately protected its own. In the course of her case, SE made a complaint to the Law
Society of Upper Canada about the opposing lawyer’s behaviour. The Law Society told
her that there was no basis for her complaint and that, if she wished to pursue the matter,
she did have recourse through the courts; this suggestion seemed absurd to the selfrepresented litigant. Indeed, it caused SE to call into question whether lawyers should be
judged by an impartial person and, “[n]ot someone that you golf with but maybe someone
whose a bit more impartial…They all go to the same country clubs.”92 As it pertains to
self-represented litigants who are up against trained lawyers, SE challenged the notion
that self-regulation is meant to “protect us from government tyranny.

I think the

government needs to protect us from lawyer tyranny.”93
SE’s comments regarding her belief that the Law Society is effectively
unreceptive to self-represented individuals is also reflective of the broader concern that
judges and lawyers are ‘insiders’ and self-represented litigants remain ‘outsiders’ within
the civil justice system. This division between insiders and outsiders is also manifest in
self-represented litigants’ observations of the interaction between lawyers and judges in
courtroom settings. While the participants expressed concerns about not being provided
with an opportunity to articulate their position, there was also a corresponding anxiety
about the ease with which lawyers and judges conversed to the exclusion of the selfrepresented litigant. For LM, lawyers were characterized as ‘insiders’ who knew how the
legal system operated and were comfortable functioning within it. This position creates a
significant advantage for lawyers in the sense that,
it’s still a case of a system by and for lawyers and where lawyers get
preferential treatment by the nature of them providing the information to the
decision-maker in a nice easy format, that’s what they’re looking for that
you just get a natural advantage by serving the people [judges] what they
like and what they’re wanting.94
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In the course of discussions with the self-represented litigants, this was, again, often
characterized as a problem with legal language. The stylized conversation between
lawyers and judges in court has a significant impact on self-represented litigants
participation in the proceeding. From their perspective, it would appear that the lawyers
and the judges are engaged in a conversation to which the self-represented litigants are
not privy (e.g., QC’s frustrating example of the use of the legal term ‘nunc’). However,
this also raises more significant issues about whether self-represented litigants are able to
contribute to the conversation in a meaningful manner or will be able to respond
effectively to submissions made by an opposing lawyer.
BN typified this concern when, talking about an upcoming court proceeding, he
said that the opposing lawyer could,
say certain things to the judge and just have something, and I don’t know
how to argue it. I have no idea how to argue anything on Monday. I’m
going to be like okay. There’s certain things that will be said and he [the
opposing lawyer] could say something that could basically shut me down,
and I have no idea, that’s kind of frightening…I’m sure that the judge would
- I’m talking about as far as lingo that might be over my head and him
possibly being able to assert something that I don’t even notice to argue.
But hopefully the adjudicator would explain.95
In describing her experience dealing with opposing counsel, KC described a
feeling of intimidation based on the fear of,
being up against experts in the law who are very crafty. How to work and
manipulate the law to the benefit of the case they may be dealing with. I
think crafty is a fair word to use, it’s what I’ve been dealing with. And it’s
always like trying to be one step ahead of them or figure out where they’re
at, or where they’re going. It’s been troubling. To me in a fair and just
system there should be no craftiness.96
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This concern is further complicated by the discrepancy between the rules as read by the
self-represented litigants and the application and interpretation of those same rules by
lawyers. In some instances, the self-represented litigants expressed an additional fear that
lawyers may purposefully manipulate the rules in order to mislead self-represented
litigants. SE articulated this concern when she said that, “the rules are there for a reason
so that people don’t abuse the system which is the ultimate irony because people are
using it [the rules] to abuse the system. You know what I mean?”97
Similarly, BN’s concern was that the opposing counsel would assert positions or
make demands of BN that he could not defend as valid or legitimate. In the context of
opposing counsel’s demands for a cross-examination in advance of a motion, BN stated,
I would like to have those navigational instructions [the rules of procedure],
even if it’s just in writing them down, just to be able to reference them over
the weekend so I might know, because I didn't know whether he could just
say he wants to cross-examine. I could go ‘I didn’t get the email.’ He’s
been doing that with me with the examination [judgment-debtor
examination]. I tried to say I’m going to be setting aside a motion and he’s
like – he didn’t respond, so I showed up at that anyway [judgment-debtor
examination]. So it’s like just little things like that. I don't know when
people are playing tricks. That's the one thing that I don't have that
knowledge base.98
When asked further about his distinction between someone acting within the purview of
the rules and someone who is playing tricks, BN responded,
before when I was getting the Notice of Examination and I look at some of
the documents, my gut feeling tells me that probably the process was not
100% on the up and up as far as what they did. That’s my gut feeling from
reading it. Like I’d see judgments with different dates on them and crossed
out. But I don't know for sure.99
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SE’s concern was that once she filed a motion, she would be inundated with emails and
faxes from the opposing counsel who was going to,
try to baffle me with bull*&#@, and I’ll be ‘is it true?’ Can I do this, can I
not do this? Is what’s he’s saying true? So I’ll have to come here [LHO]
and say ‘is it true?’, can he do that?...And then when I get these ridiculous
emails from the other side threatening and saying ‘I’m going to do this and
I’m going to do that’, I’m going to come in and say ‘can he do this? Is what
he’s saying true or is it just more scare tactics.100
In BS’s interview, this manifested in a concern that the opposing lawyers would
take steps against him that he was unversed in and unable to address. In this regard, he
stated “the speed at which I can go is not the speed at which the law firm would like me
to go and they may get frustrated with me and throw the book at me but I do not know
what is in the book.”101 The concern, as articulated by KC, BN, SE and BS, is that they
may be overwhelmed or manipulated by opposing lawyers who have all the legal
knowledge. More significantly, the participants felt that the lawyers are prepared to use it
against the self-represented litigants. These feelings of intimidation based on a disparity
in levels of legal knowledge were compounded by an anxiety that lawyers would use
loopholes or tricks to confuse and trip-up self-represented litigants in ways that they may
not against other lawyers.
For SE, the problem was further complicated by the fact that, when lawyers adopt
overly aggressive positions with self-represented litigants, there was little or no recourse
available to the self-represented litigants because,
this is just someone whose playing the system, like he knows all the
loopholes, he knows the games he can play, he knows that he will do
whatever he wants and not be held to account because I can’t afford to hold
him to account. This is the thing I think I said when I met you a few weeks
ago. I made an analogy to a hockey game. When there’s a hockey game
there’s a ref, and there seems to be no ref here. So it’s like he can do
100
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whatever he wants, slashing, hooking, smash me into the boards face first
and then I can go to the ref but that’s the court…[Interviewer: “Its two
weeks after the game is over”]…It’s not just that, it could be months after
the game’s over and guess what, I’ll end up having to pay.102
QH’s distrust of opposing counsel manifested in what he felt was the adoption of
unreasonable positions that were only resolved once a lawyer from LHO became
involved on QH’s behalf. Specifically, after the opposing counsel refused to consent to a
first adjournment of the matter in order to allow QH time to prepare responding
materials, QH reported that “DE [the volunteer lawyer at LHO who was assisting QH]
was able to apparently get her [the opposing lawyer] to be a bit more reasonable, whereas
it was difficult for me to get her to just give anything…when DE called she was just like
‘you and I both know how this will go, so don't push anymore. He’s going to get his
adjournment and you’re well aware of it.’”103 Interestingly, I observed this particular
exchange: the volunteer lawyer (DE) made several attempts to call and was ultimately
successful in reaching the opposing lawyer to secure a reasonable adjournment for QH.
In her interview, KC also referenced a refusal by opposing counsel to cooperate
with her as a self-represented litigant. Early in the proceeding, she requested a change of
venue from the opposing lawyers based on the fact that the action against her had been
initiated outside the downtown. She said that, “distance driving is painful for me. I have
right leg injuries and back and neck injuries. And I also have an old car. So I sent a
letter, when I eventually got onboard with Pro Bono asking them to transfer it to Toronto
and there was a refusal and resistance.” 104 This was despite the fact that KC lived
downtown, the bank branch at issue was located downtown, and the opposing firm
maintained offices downtown near KC.
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The concerns regarding opposing counsels’ approach to self-represented litigants
were bolstered by certain of the volunteer lawyers’ experiences at LHO. In describing
her role at LHO, the volunteer lawyer DE said,
a lot of time it’s calling the opposing lawyer because the bank has a lawyer
and the condo corporation has a lawyer, and just saying we need an
adjournment. Because they won’t give it to the self-rep but they’ll give it to
someone who says they’re a lawyer. I have experienced that a lot…I’ve
done that a lot, called the other lawyer and just said, ‘are you going to be
105
reasonable?’
The apprehension expressed by both the self-represented litigants and the volunteer
lawyers was also reflected in the advice that the volunteer lawyers would provide the
self-represented clients about their interaction with opposing lawyers. Specifically, in
one meeting that I observed in October 2014, the advice provided to the self-represented
litigant by the volunteer lawyer, DE, was “speak to the other side’s lawyer in writing or
email – not on the phone.”106
The volunteer lawyer, ST, recounted similar experiences at LHO whereby on
behalf of a self-represented litigant, he would typically “pick up the phone and talk to a
lawyer and say ‘what are you doing here? This person is self-representing here at the
project, you’re treating them like – I don't want to say – a lack of civility but it
approaches that at times. And realistically this is what is going to happen so why don't
you give them the extra two weeks or whatever is it that they need and stop being so
difficult.’” 107

In elaborating further on the difficulties faced by self-represented

individuals when dealing with opposing counsel, ST continued,
I think the biggest problem, and I see it in my files all the time, is I defend
cases that self-reps bring, and I see a lot of lawyers spending a lot of time
using procedural strategy to try and defeat a claim…And I think that’s a bit
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unfair, because I know that a motion to strike a claim that you receive from
a self-rep is a great procedural strategy to see if they’ll go away and to get a
costs award etc, etc, etc. But I know that’s not going to make the claim go
away. So unless it's a very clear case and I really have no idea what I’m
pleading to, a motion to strike isn’t something that I tend to recommend to
my clients. Whereas co-defendants on the same case are scheduling
motions to strike.108 And I’m going to sit back and let that process happen
because I know that in the end it might just scare them into amending their
claim and continue. So I would say that one of the biggest challenges for
them is lawyers and high paid law firms who are simply trying to put
procedural blocks in front of them. Once they actually get their case before
the court and have their case heard, I think for the most part the court will
do its best to see justice. But there’s a lot of cases that I’ve seen where that
isn’t getting there. And I don't for a minute want to suggest that I’m not
guilty of the same things. I have done them.109
Like certain of the self-represented litigants’ experiences with adjudicators, the
issues raised about their experiences with opposing counsel are characterized by their
self-perception as ‘outsiders’ and lawyers as ‘insiders’.

In this regard, lawyers are

insiders in terms of the knowledge they hold and the way in which they are able to use
that knowledge in an adversarial setting against the self-represented individual.
Moreover, the anxiety experienced by the self-represented litigants when they were
compelled to interact with opposing lawyers was exacerbated in situations where lawyers
adopted overly aggressive or difficult positions toward the self-represented party and/or
they took positions that they would not likely have taken with trained lawyers. The
resulting imbalance of power between the self-represented litigant and the lawyer serves
to undermine the individuals’ belief in their ability to engage meaningfully. This also
heightens the self-represented litigants’ sense of distrust regarding actions taken by the
lawyer. Taken together, these further undermine the legitimacy of the legal process that
from the self-represented litigant’s perspective, is subject to manipulation by lawyers.
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(iii) Self-Represented Litigants and Legal Process
It is arguable that open, transparent and fair procedures help to legitimize the legal
processes and the outcomes achieved in those processes. However, for the participants in
this project, the legal rules and procedures presented certain challenges that ultimately
affected their perceptions of both their ability to proceed without legal representation and
the equal applicability of the law.110 Roderick MacDonald suggested that substantive,
linguistic, structural and procedural complexities produce a second effect on individuals
by generating additional barriers through the feelings they engender in individuals.111
While the self-represented litigants sought out information and advice from LHO and
often made further attempts on their own to understand both the substantive and
procedural aspects of their particular case, many discussed their struggle to comply with
and apply the various procedural requirements. Specifically, fulfilling the formal written
requirements of certain court documents proved to be quite challenging for the selfrepresented parties. Finally, the time-consuming and drawn out nature of litigation, as
well as the emotional aspects of managing one’s own case, contributed to the participants
feelings of disempowerment.
While there may be various challenges associated with understanding the relevant
rules of procedure, a recurring theme that arose in the context of the interviews involved
the self-represented litigants’ efforts to understand when and how the rules of procedure
are applied. The Rules of Civil Procedure set out timeframes for the completion of
certain steps in litigation and provide a framework for what is to happen when those
timeframes are not met. However, a further complication arises when other informal
customs are adopted by the insiders. A volunteer lawyer, EN, reiterated this sentiment in
a slightly more innocuous fashion when, describing his role at LHO, he said there is a
“big difference between the rules as written and the rules in practice, and helping them
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[the self-represented litigants] to understand that difference so as to be as efficient as
possible with their claims.

That’s number one.” 112 SB expanded on the volunteer

lawyer’s role in demystifying the rules when he said:
the rules are drafted in such a manner that I can see why the self-reps come
in….like this guy in Court recently. It says here if he doesn't deliver an
affidavit of documents I can move to strike his claim. And I’m like ‘yeah
that’s what the rule says.’ Why wouldn't you as a community of people,
never mind like a first year lawyer probably does that, just assume that if the
rules say that then that is the rule. And I think the rules are drafted in a
manner that have so much discretion, and again now much better, but it
leads self-reps to the point where they don't have the annotated rules, they
don't know what to read about the case law. Even the annotated rules don't
give you much help. And the rules are read in such a manner that you think
you have all these rights and then they – I think get frustrated when the
court says ‘well no, I’m never going to dismiss the claim.’ That’s not
reasonable and they don't understand. So I think there is a real disconnect
between their image of the legal system and how it operates and what the
rules of the game are, and then actually how the rules are applied.113
While XE ultimately concluded that learning about the legal process and
undertaking steps on his own was a positive aspect of his self-representation, he also
underscored the difficulty faced by a non-lawyer in understanding the practical
application of the rules. Notwithstanding having reviewed a flow chart outlining the
procedural steps, XE questioned the applicability of the rules in light of the fact that the
flow chart indicated an affidavit of documents was required within 10 days.

He

complained that, “nobody called me about any exchange of documents. So have I
basically missed that deadline? Another date coming up on that flow chart is you have 60
days to discuss a settlement with the other party. So again I don't know who calls who.
And if I don't get a call have I missed that date?”114 Thus, while non-lawyers may be in a
position to find the requisite rule (typically online via the Ministry of the Attorney
General’s website or the CanLii website) and interpret the application of the rule in the
context of their particular case, ultimately the rule is often applied differently in practice
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among lawyers. During the course of SE’s interview, she exemplified the challenge
facing self-represented litigants when they attempt to exercise judgment and make
strategic decisions about the progression of their case in accordance with the prescribed
rules. SE indicated that,
I served my defence on Friday and filed it on Friday. So I’m going to move
for summary judgment. I know I’m allowed – like according to my research
I can move for summary judgment right after I file my defence, but then I’m
like ‘well the pleadings are still open so I don't know if I’m going to hear
from them again, if they’re going to change their claim against me.’ So
that’s what I have to ask these guys. Do I have to wait or can I file a
summary motion.115
This discrepancy between what the technical legal rule might require or prohibit
and what the ‘practice’ of law might be among lawyers was a source of significant
frustration for self-represented litigants. Interestingly, during the observation stage of
this research project, volunteer lawyers were often heard to be advising clients that the
step they were seeking to take was not typically undertaken in practice in the manner that
they were proposing.

For example, several clients were advised against noting an

opposing party in default immediately following the expiration of the time limit for filing
a statement of defence because it was not the practice among most lawyers to do so and
any default judgment obtained would likely be set aside by a judge.
For other participants, a key theme underlining the discussion of their case and
their resolve to move their case forward was a concern that they would be ‘tripped up’ by
the ‘technicalities’ of law. XE underscored the stress involved in this regard when he
said that, “If my objective is to win the case, which it is, then that is very stressful, to
think that a technicality like that would invalidate my claim. That would be stressful
because I’ve come that far.”116 MD also highlighted a concern about technicalities
associated with the application of procedural rules when she expressed the view, “[w]e
don't want to be kicked out of court because of a technicality. That’s the thing right here.
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I don't know the technicalities. If I don't get all those files [documents requested in a
cross-examination] is there going to be trouble.” 117 In terms of understanding the
procedural requirements, MD further described,
the stress of not knowing where the next step is, and no one explaining even
if I do ask, they’re still like you’ve got to do this and this and then they
leave one thing out. That’s very stressful. This has been a very stressful
three years, and just because I don't have a doctor’s note stating that I’ve
gone through a psychiatrist, you’ve got to understand that it is stressful
because you don’t know. It’s like taking an exam…because I think just
knowing that – ‘hey, if I don't do this I’m going to get thrown out of court or
I’m going to have to do an appeal.’ I think that’s my anxiety, because I
even asked one of the lawyers and she said ‘this is a mess but I know there
is going to be this, this and this.’118
In addition to struggling to decipher how the procedural rules might be applied in
a particular case, the participants highlighted another challenge specific to non-lawyers
when completing steps in litigation. This involved the preparation of written materials
for court, such as statements of claim, statements of defence and affidavits.

The

participants were sensitive to the fact that adjudicators and lawyers prepared court
materials in a particular language and format and that, if the self-represented litigants
were to engage with the process, they would need to prepare their materials in a similar
style.
LM acknowledged that there was a certain logic in having the parties lay out their
evidence in advance of the hearing. However, the preparation of a formal affidavit was a
particularly intimidating event for him. In this regard, he stated,
[b]ut at the same time there’s too much information as you can imagine with
this. If I try and put it all in writing and then provide all the background and
all the details I end up with 100 pages or something like that. As it is, I’ve
got a 7 or 8 page affidavit that he’s telling me that’s way too much
information, so I try and summarize this for my motion. So for a layman to
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try and provide all the information while simultaneously not providing too
much information is pretty much impossible.119
LM further elaborated that while the process might be understandable in terms of the
rules of procedure, those same rules do not assist in the preparation of court materials.
Specifically, he suggested that “the documents in terms of how to prepare whether it’s a
plaintiff’s claim or an affidavit or anything like that, there really isn’t anything to tell you
how to do it and what it should look like.”120
QH experienced a similar difficulty when attempting to prepare his responding
materials. He said,
I had to get 8 years of memories written down in a few – well what was
actually considered a few pages for me, but again I can tend to go on a
little. So again, that was another challenge for me was ensuring that it was
to the point. Again LHO was helpful in providing I guess resources for
‘this is what it needs to look like, you have to have this page first, then this
page needs to come after, this needs to be filed here, these are their hours.
It needs to have a Table of Contents that looks like this’…Yeah and also in
terms of the affidavit. It’s not entirely clear what you have to write. There
are a number of issues of that nature that I faced that were – again, if I had
formal legal training or experience I would have simply known how to do
that or what to do, and again it takes a lot more I guess – it’s actually
really time-consuming.121
For KC, there was a concern that “I don't know how to minimize it. That’s one of
the deficits of a self-rep - is what do you leave out and still be heard? You can be too
complete but at the end of the day if it’s all there and they dismiss it you can say but I put
it all in there.” KC’s anxiety over whether she had provided sufficient information to the
court was corroborated by comments made to her by a judge. In a motion regarding her
pleadings, KC was required to delete certain phrases that she had included in an amended
statement of defence,
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through Pro Bono I was told the five step process of how you present
misconduct and I put together a 17 page report and the judge said I didn't
plead it properly. Which I find as a self-represented person, like you’re
talking about access to justice, why should anyone whose self-represented
have to plead anything, let alone properly. We don't know how, we’re not
lawyers. So that troubled me because I don't know what pleading properly
is.122
In striving to tell their stories within the structured format of an affidavit or a
pleading, several of the participants acknowledged that part of this struggle related to the
fact that, for the self-represented litigant, a legal proceeding can be a highly emotional
experience. While a lawyer may feel vested in the case that she is advocating, there is
still a distance between the subject matter of the litigation and the lawyer’s personal
life.123 However, for the self-represented litigants, the subject matter of the litigation
involves the personal aspects of their life. KU became acutely of aware of this challenge
in the course of an examination for discovery in which,
sitting in front of somebody whose done you so much harm and caused your
family so much grief, we thought we’d be cool as cucumbers but it wasn’t
the case. It was more for my husband to keep it together. He wasn't crying
or anything like that, there were no outward really display of emotion but
you could tell he was off balance and couldn't respond as quickly and in the
right manner…Self-representing, I wish we would have done a better job, I
felt like we were ill-equipped for the discoveries, especially my husband
because he had to face the property manager who he was buddies with, so
when you have an emotional relationship, we didn't answer those questions
as well as we could have and I think we gave away too much information.124
QH articulated a similar sentiment when he said that, “when you’re representing
yourself, it’s something that’s really personal. It’s not something that you can kind of
deal with at arm’s length. And of course, it’s very emotional. And if the issue is
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complex, which our issue was, you actually have a lot more of the information than your
lawyer would have.”125
The fact that the self-represented litigant is not only attempting to argue a
particular position, but also experiencing the legal issue in the course of his or her daily
life means that the adherence to neutral and detached advocacy is neither possible nor
realistic. In this sense, there is a disconnect between the ways in which trained lawyers
might choose to present a case and how the judiciary expects to see a case presented and
the way in which self-represented litigants might present their case. This disconnect
becomes apparent to the self-represented litigant upon their engagement with the civil
court process. While acknowledging the emotional side of litigation, QH also recognized
that, “its [the court] kind of an environment where it’s best not to be emotional.”126 In
watching court proceedings and preparing to present her own case, EP observed that, “I
want to go in there really organized, calm and rational rather than emotional, because I’m
a really emotional person anyway.”127
The difficulties that resulted from the emotional aspects of representing oneself
were further compounded by the time-consuming nature of preparing your own case.
Most experienced litigators would acknowledge that the litigation process can take a
significant amount of time as a legal matter moves through the judicial system. However,
for self-represented litigants, the process of litigation can consume an exponential amount
of time by comparison. Unlike the professional lawyer retained on behalf of a client to
handle their case for them, many self-represented litigants must manage their legal case
while otherwise employed and/or meeting a variety of personal responsibilities. QH
recognized early in his litigation that self-represented litigants require significant amounts
of time to research how to take certain steps; this fact worked to the opposing counsel’s
advantage. KC acknowledged that “for the size of the matter I’m dealing with I feel that
amount of time I’ve consumed at Pro Bono is disproportionate….for self-reps there’s a
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disproportionate amount of time required for maybe things that could be dealt with faster
in another way.”128 SE suggested that one of the reasons that she would not represent
herself in the future was because, “[a]ll things being equal because it's a time suck. Like
right now I am on a deadline to get a manuscript in for my book and I’m spending hours
and hours dealing with the lawsuit. So it’s sucking up my time.”129 KU highlighted the
time-consuming nature of litigation for self-represented litigants both in terms of the time
spent at LHO waiting to speak to someone, as well as the drawn-out nature of litigation
generally. Respecting the latter, she said,
I think so much time is spent with the paperwork and I think people can lose
steam. Really if we weren’t a strong couple a lot of people said ‘I think you
guys would be divorced by now or crack up because the strain on your
marriage and your finances is tremendous.’ So luckily we have a strong
base and we’ve made it through. But I would say if there’s a way to speed
things up quicker for people who are self-representing in particular that
would help. Because if they don’t have a support network, emotional
support network or financial, you just give up. You just say it’s too hard,
it’s too difficult.130
Self-Represented Litigants and Access to Justice
Having examined different aspects of the corresponding themes of empowerment and
disempowerment, the question that remains is how these apparently conflicting
experiences ultimately influence the participants’ beliefs about access to justice. More
significantly, it is important to show how these experiences affect the perception of their
ability to bring about justice in their lives. Mindful that the self-represented litigants
interviewed had been engaged with the civil justice system first hand, it is worth noting
that all but three of the self-represented litigants indicated that, if they were to be
involved in another legal matter, they would likely prefer to retain a lawyer. This
assertion is, in turn, contrasted with these litigants’ conceptualization of access to justice
that tended to focus on whether one was able to present one’s case and be heard by those
with the authority to make a decision. Arguably, the apparent discrepancy between the
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participants’ admission that they would likely hire a lawyer in the future (notwithstanding
what they had learned or gained personally from the present experience) and their
characterization of access to justice may be reconciled and resolved in terms of how
lawyers interact with their clients and the extent to which clients are engaged in the
decision-making processes on their cases. Alternatively, this discrepancy may also be
explained in terms of how their beliefs about what the civil justice system should do does
not correspond with how it actually operates for them. While this does not mean that the
entire civil justice system is unworkable from the perspective of the self-represented
litigants, it does require that policy-makers, the judiciary and the legal profession
evaluate critically how the system is operationalized by ‘insiders’ and how those
‘insiders’ must begin to disabuse themselves of the control that this status has afforded
them. Such an ambition is consistent with a democratic approach to access.131
While the participants believed that the services provided at LHO generally
assisted them in accessing the civil justice system, one participant, BN, distinguished
between access to services and access to justice. In this regard, he stated,
I don’t think I have access to justice because I’m going to Law Help Ontario
because I don't know whether I will get justice. So access to legal support
but I don't know if I have access to justice. Time will tell…Yeah. Access
to Justice, I know it’s a catch phrase, but for the way I see it, I don't feel like
having these services is really access to justice. I think that it’s just access
to – you’re doing it yourself you’re just getting training. I don't know, am I
wrong?...[interviewer: so some people define it [access] as getting lawyers
and that will get me justice. Some people say it’s about being able to just be
heard, and, if I get heard, then I’ve got access]…BN: I was actually going to
say that—to be heard.132
As noted, when EP was questioned about what she thought justice would look like in her
case and what that term meant to her more generally, she responded,
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What it should mean is they look at all the evidence regardless of whether
it's a lawyer presenting the evidence and questioning witnesses. The bottom
line should be the evidence presented…Regardless of it and regardless of
the fact that maybe you don't have the experience of the lawyer but you’re
still presenting the facts, what happened…[Interviewer: So is the justice
piece being heard by the court or is the justice piece the decision that comes
out of that, for you?]…EP: I think it’s both. If you don’t have an
opportunity to present your evidence then you don’t feel that justice has
been served, and if you don’t have a good outcome you probably think
would it have made a difference if I hired a lawyer, did I not do the work,
did I not present properly? Was there a bias because I wasn't represented?
There are a lot of questions that’ll come up. I haven’t got there yet.133
LM felt strongly that access to justice should mean, “[h]aving somebody with the
authority to do something about a situation, hear the facts and render a decision. That I’d
say is the…That’s the whole point of the system and that’s what the system is all about
denying from happening.”134
However, LM’s positive experience with one particular judge with whom he was
provided an opportunity to discuss the details of his case still left him skeptical about
whether he would be in a position to affect justice. For him, access was about being
heard. This was evident in his previously noted comments about the interaction he had
with one judge in particular. In this regard, he said,
[y]ou at least feel like you had a proper hearing which makes it a little easier
to stomach not having gotten justice…But that’s where even having an
opportunity to argue something before somebody that is actually listening,
which is a challenge to begin with, where even having that opportunity it
can still end up not giving you the justice you’re seeking because you didn't
get that ability to give a full argument because of personal limitations of any
person.135
Thus, a key component of achieving justice included the prerequisite that individuals are
heard in a meaningful manner.

However, there remain significant barriers, both
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personally and structurally, that prevent individuals from being heard.

From LM’s

perspective, the challenges faced by non-lawyers who must engage with members of the
bench in a highly stressful setting in a civil courtroom meant that self-represented
litigants were unlikely to access justice. As well, the difficulty of completing the often
multi-staged procedural requirements of civil litigation added to the stress.
For XE, the concept of justice and access to it was about “getting down to the
facts, and what really happened and was there negligence or wasn't there negligence and
determining what the costs are. It’s all about the facts, I think that’s what justice is.”136
This view was shared by KC and MD.

For KC, justice involves “[o]pen, full

transparency. No judgment should be made unless all evidence is in front of a judge.
And if there’s any evidence missing a judgment shouldn't be allowed. It’s not okay.
That’s how I define it.”137 For MD, being able to go into court the same as a lawyer and
feel comfortable making an argument was an important aspect of access to justice. In the
context of her particular case, she believed that, with the assistance of LHO, she was
“positive” that she would be able to get justice in her case.
Law as a Level Playing Field
The research that Trevor Farrow conducted on individuals’ understanding of their ability
to access justice highlighted “[a] strong and troubling theme…that money and class are
key factors when it comes to meaningful accessibility of justice” and that “justice
appears, at least to many, as only available to the rich.”138 Several of the participants in
this study echoed this concern. Specifically, there was reference made to the need for
access to justice, as an initiative, to ‘level the playing field’ for non-lawyers. In so doing,
this ensures that individuals, regardless of means, are able to engage in the legal system.
BS suggested that, without services such as LHO, the average citizen is not on a level
playing field in the legal system. He stated,
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it is definitely for the average person like myself and I consider myself an
average citizen, there is a lot of anxiety because you realize that you are in a
playing field and you do not have access to it and you are kind of at the
mercy of the system and you need to have the proper access…a service like
LHO to level the playing field for all citizens.139
QH likened the provision of services that assist individuals access justice to the
provision of health care services, in the sense that,
it is an extremely important thing for a democratic society to have. Because
in a sense again from a political perspective, it is one of our three branches
of power, it’s our third branch of government. And it can pose a bit of a
democratic issues in terms of if certain people have greater access to
government, it kind of has the same argument as ‘is it fair that lobbyist can
have greater access whereas normal people can’t have a say in the executive
or parliament.’ So there’s an access issue.140
SE held a much stronger position in this regard. She maintained that,
there is no justice in the justice system unless you can pay for it. That’s the
bottom line. If you can’t afford to pay a lawyer $400-$600 an hour, and
let’s face it, who can?...I just mean you have to afford to represent yourself,
you have to have good representation, you have to pay and it’s prohibitively
expensive. So if you can’t afford that you have no access to justice.141
Conclusion
The self-represented litigants interviewed in this research project raised important and
distinctive issues about their experience in the civil justice system. It might be said that,
by seeking assistance from self-help legal services at LHO, they were already prepared to
engage in the legal system on their own behalf. Their subsequent experiences highlighted
a variety of challenges as well as successes.

From a confidence and educational

standpoint, there was an overall sense of encouragement about their individual ability to
learn, engage and grow. However, in some instances, this was undermined by their
interaction with those who inhabit the civil justice system, namely the lawyers and
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judges. Often, participants exhibited a sense of powerlessness when dealing with the
system’s insiders that left them disenchanted not only about the operationalization of the
legal system, but also about their own ability to affect a result in their case and the ability
of like individuals to do the same.
The central question that follows from a review of these themes is how the selfrepresented litigants’ particular challenges and successes might inform a theoretical
conceptualization of access to justice and the policy initiatives derived therefrom. As
part of this undertaking, it is important to take account of both the empowering and
educative aspects of the participants’ experiences and their disempowering aspects. In
doing so, it is hoped that an approach to access that seeks to enhance the positive benefits
associated with direct engagement by self-presented litigants can also address the
challenges that cause self-represented litigants to lose confidence in the civil justice
system and ultimately disengage. Developing such an approach would be consistent with
the democratic thesis that seeks to encourage citizens’ wide and frequent participation in
the legal and political decisions that affect them. A key component of this analysis must
include a critical examination of how the existing adversarial system is operating in light
of the presence of self-represented individuals and how those who currently participate in
and administer the adversarial system might better address self-represented litigants’
concerns. Consequently, the final chapter in this thesis will examine some of the ways in
which access to justice theory and the corresponding access policy and programs might
be approached in order to advance the practical efficacy of the legal process as well as its
democratic legitimacy.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Access to justice policy and approaches have had various iterations. However,
much of the debate about conceptualizations of access to justice, as well as the resulting
policies, have been influenced by a central focus—legal representation.

This

predominant view has influenced much of the theory of access to justice, as well as a
myriad of the initiatives developed to improve access. However, the purpose of this
thesis has been to offer an alternative conceptualization of access that shifts away from a
reliance on legal representation as the predominant approach to promoting access. This
alternative conceptualization seeks to deepen the way access to justice is conceptualized
and operationalized. 1

This conceptualization is informed by the principles of

participatory democracy and is justified on the basis of law’s critical role in a democratic
society. A participatory approach to access attempts to ensure that individuals are able to
engage meaningfully in the legal and political processes that impact their lives. Through
engagement in these political and legal processes, individuals will also be in a position to
affect the achievement of justice in their lives.

Moreover, encouraging meaningful

participation has important consequences for the administration of justice, the continued
legitimacy of the justice system and the laws created and administered within that justice
system.
A conceptualization of access to justice that encourages meaningful participation
is consistent with the realities of self-represented litigants in the civil justice system.
More significantly, this conceptualization is supported by the self-represented litigants’
narratives in this study. While there were many reasons for them to feel disempowered
about their experience, the self-represented litigants also experienced and revealed
important moments of empowerment, which is relevant to the development of meaningful
1
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participation. In the context of this research study, this sense of empowerment was often
associated with an increased sense of self-confidence, enhanced knowledge of legal
processes and institutions, and, in certain instances, a willingness to engage further in
other forums and capacities. Thus, to the extent that empowerment is valued with a view
to fostering meaningful participation by citizens in a myriad of capacities and forums, the
democratic thesis represents a potentially transformative endeavor.
Consistent with the democratic thesis, a participatory approach to access to justice
offers different roads to change than those associated with the predominant model of
access as defined by the practical thesis.2 This is not to say that these two theoretical
approaches are mutually exclusive, such that adoption of one approach negates the
implementation of initiatives that are grounded in the alternative approach. Rather, that it
is necessary to ensure that the choice of a particular initiative is guided by the broader
objectives of access to justice theory. In this way, the initiative will contribute to the
overall goal; the promotion of opportunities for individual empowerment and
participation.
In light of the participants’ stories in this research project, particularly relating to
their disempowering experiences, it is apparent that there are significant changes required
within the litigation process. Some of these changes are immediate and practical in the
sense that the participants, specifically lawyers and judges, be more inclusive of selfrepresented litigants. Moreover, the process should be made more accessible through
better support for individuals attempting to represent themselves. However, there are
other changes that require a deeper examination of the structure and operationalization of
2

In his article entitled “Theses on Access to Justice”, MacDonald was critical of ‘reforms’ undertaken to
ameliorate the lack of access as “the very notion of “re”-form induces the presentation of ideas in a form
prefigured for implementation within the system, but thereafter out of the interpretive control of those who
propose them. The appointment of task forces, working groups and commissions of inquiry composed of
those who have a commitment to official structures and institutions is a guarantee of recommendations
written in the official discourse…The Policy Audience demands output which can be evaluated within
existing structures.” Keeping this critique in mind, it is not only important how we think about access to
justice initiatives but also how we frame proposed changes to ensure that those changes are not caught
within an official discourse that fails to take account of those who we wish to include in the discourse and
who might previously have been excluded. See Roderick A MacDonald, “Theses on Access to Justice”
(1992) 7:2 CJLS 23 at 32 [MacDonald, “Theses on Access to Justice”].
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the litigation process so that self-represented litigants are viewed not as a problem to be
addressed, but rather become an important and integral part of the legal process in a
democratic society.
Thus, while this crucial insight does not mean that the entire civil justice system is
unworkable from the perspective of the self-represented litigant, it does require that
scholars, policy-makers, the judiciary and legal professionals critically evaluate how the
system is currently operationalized. This necessarily entails a re-appraisal of the role of
the ‘insiders’ who act within the adversarial system, as well as the process implemented
by those same ‘insiders’. The failure to take account of these critical components and
make the requisite changes will likely result in continued cosmetic participation
experienced by many self-represented litigants and a corresponding mystification of the
legal system.3 By contrast, undertaking comprehensive change in terms of both practice
and the underlying assumptions about the litigation process signals a transformation of
the existing adversarial system consistent with the democratic thesis of access to justice.
In this chapter, therefore, I intend to discuss two important aspects of the shift
from the practical thesis to the democratic thesis of access to justice. In the first part, I
will suggest that the adoption of the democratic thesis is sustained and encouraged by the
self-represented litigants’ experiences in this research project. As part of this discussion,
I propose that what is needed from an access to justice perspective is a commitment to
enhancing more meaningful participation by individuals, as opposed to a predominant
focus on representation by lawyers and a corresponding continued reliance on
professionals. In so doing, I will briefly canvass several aspects of the participants’
empowering experiences as a basis for adopting a participatory approach. However,
assuming that individuals wish to participate, but struggle to do so, it will be necessary to
make significant changes to the way the litigation process is conceptualized and
3

In his critique of the Task Force on Access to Justice (a task force that he chaired), MacDonald suggested
that ultimately the recommendations reflected the fact that “all destabilizing proposals gradually became
transformed from queries about the legitimacy of the existing institutional order to tacit re-endorsements of
that order: over two years, ADR, case management, legal aid, preparing legal insurance, public legal
information, and legal education in the law faculties, for example, each came to be discussed only terms of
the dominant model. See MacDonald, “Theses on Access to Justice”, supra note 2 at 44.
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operationalized. This includes broader systemic changes, as well as more immediate and
practical changes that will encourage and support self-represented litigants. Therefore,
the second part of this concluding chapter will address certain changes that might begin
to transform the self-represented litigants’ disempowering experiences. These changes
are aimed at enhancing greater participation by self-represented litigants. This, in turn,
signifies a broader paradigm shift in the litigation model and one that is both necessary
and urgent if we are to live up to our democratic ideals. In the course of this chapter, I
intend to unite the theoretical and the empirical research in a series of policy initiatives.
A New Approach to Access to Justice
The democratic thesis of access to justice contemplates that individuals are provided with
opportunities to participate in law-making and law-administering processes.

This

encourages citizens’ discourse on concepts of law and justice. This discourse contributes
to the development of a new legal vernacular that is relevant to and reflective of
individuals’ lives. In this sense, individuals have an opportunity to reclaim official law.
The benefit of facilitating meaningful participation more generally is that it also assists
individuals to develop the confidence, skills, and tools that enable them to participate
further. In this regard, Pateman maintained that the social training of citizens in the ways
of democracy ensures that citizens are able to maximize their participation within a
democracy. The associated benefit in proceeding in this manner is that individuals begin
to engage in a wide variety of decision-making processes and the resulting decisions are
legitimized. Moreover, the promotion of meaningful participation, if taken seriously,
necessarily encourages wider and more frequent engagement by individuals and/or
groups that have historically been disengaged or excluded from legal and political
institutions. Within the context of the democratic thesis of access to justice, the means by
which individuals are able to participate will incorporate both self-representation and
assistance from lawyers who are focused on encouraging individuals to share in the
decision-making processes that affect their lives.4
4

In terms of a comprehensive approach to access to justice, the provision of legal representation is not
characterized as an either/or but rather forms part of an overall approach that contemplates assisting
individuals seek justice in their lives and participate directly where possible. Thus, the underlying premise
is that access initiatives would facilitate direct participation in a variety of different fashions.
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While individuals may be frustrated by their attempts to participate, it does not
mean that they do not want to or are not interested in having a voice and a role in the
policies, rules and decisions that affect their daily lives and those of their communities.
Experience suggests that, to the extent that participation begets further and expanded
participation, individuals want more participation and meaningful engagement, not less.
Thus, the frustration expressed by the participants in this research may have more to do
with the reality of their participatory experiences within a complex and professionalized
legal system than with a disinterest in being part of the process or any particular outcome.
This state of affairs is borne out by the procedural fairness research discussed in
chapter five and further reflected in the discussions with self-represented litigants in this
research project. Also, research in the field of procedural fairness has indicated that,
“people want voice in legal proceedings and react to the extent that they do or do not
receive it.”5 In this sense, ‘voice’ is defined as “having some form of participation in
decision-making by expressing one’s own opinion.” 6

There are positive benefits

associated with individuals’ belief that they had a ‘voice’ in the particular proceeding;
these include being more likely to trust the decision-maker, feeling that they were treated
with respect, increased self-esteem, and an enhanced belief about what they may be
entitled to as a worthwhile person.7 All of these are important elements of empowerment
and participation.
In the specific context of this research project, the participants’ views about their
court experiences were significantly influenced by whether they believed that the

5

Nourit Zimmerman & Tom R Tyler, “Between Access to Counsel and Access to Justice: A Psychological
Perspective” (2010) 37 Fordham Urb LJ 473 at 486 [Zimmerman & Tyler, “Between Access to Counsel
and Access to Justice”].

6

Robert Folger, “Distributive and Procedural Justice: Combined Impact of ‘Voice’ and Improvements on
Experienced Inequality” (1977) 35 J Personality & Social Psychology 108 at 109 [Folger, “Distributive and
Procedural Justice”].

7

Folger, “Distributive and Procedural Justice”, ibid at 117.
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adjudicator provided them with an opportunity to speak and be heard.8 In fact, in several
instances, the adjudicators’ reaction to the self-represented litigants’ attempts to
participate in the proceeding significantly affected the individuals’ general perception of
the fairness of the process. For instance, QH’s perceptions about the fairness of the legal
process were impacted greatly by his interaction with a judge who he said,
wouldn’t let me speak, she would constantly cut me off, tell me that she
didn’t want to hear it. She had apparently come to her decision generally
prior, it would appear to me. Like when I got there she seemed like she was
furious with me, like she wanted to hurt me. And it was kind of confusing.9
For QH, the judge’s dismissal of his attempts to engage in the conversation resulted in
him concluding that the judge had already made her decision and there was nothing for
him to contribute. Rather than encouraging participation, this type of exchange is more
likely to reinforce certain negative perceptions about who is able or allowed to speak and
who is not. Unlike lawyers who regularly attend in court and who may appreciate that a
particular judge does not need to hear from them because she either understands or does
not dispute their submissions, self-represented litigants have no such contextual
reference.

Therefore, they are likely to assume that their voice is not relevant or

worthwhile. Not surprisingly, such an experience has the potential to reinforce feelings
of disempowerment and disengagement.
In this research, the implications of being provided with an opportunity to be
heard and thereby participate in a meaningful manner extended beyond the participants’
evaluation of the fairness of the specific proceeding. For the individuals interviewed,
being heard and being able to participate in the decision-making process further affected
their perceptions about access generally and, more specifically, their ability to access
justice. For EP, achieving justice was about an adjudicator listening to the evidence
regardless of who was presenting it. For BN, access to justice was not about access to

8

See the discussion in chapter seven of this thesis regarding the self-represented litigants’ experiences
interacting with adjudicators.

9

Interview of QH dated June 3, 2015 at 9.
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legal services or assistance such as the type provided at LHO, but rather about using the
tools and skills provided at LHO in order to be heard.
Implicit in these descriptions of access is the emphasis placed on direct
engagement and the opportunity to both speak and be heard. Moreover, while it may be
that many of the interviewees were obligated to proceed by virtue of being defendants in
a civil action, it is also worth noting that all of the self-represented litigants had made
repeated visits to LHO in order to obtain additional legal information and advice about
how best to proceed. This readiness to engage was reflected in the self-represented
litigants’ efforts to learn more about the legal rules, processes and institutions relevant to
their case; this, in itself, suggests a commitment to participate. While almost all of the
participants also indicated that, if given a choice, they would prefer to hire a lawyer, this
assertion was often qualified in a variety of ways. For example, certain of the selfrepresented litigants acknowledged that, even if they did hire a lawyer in the future, they
would want to participate in the decisions made within the solicitor-client relationship
rather than allow the lawyer to unilaterally manage their case. As XE indicated, this
meant that, in the future, “at least I will be able to say to that lawyer, can we handle it this
way? Participate in my defence.”10 The admission that self-represented litigants would
likely hire a lawyer was also a reflection of their acknowledgement that the litigation
process presented a variety of challenges that were both disproportionately timeconsuming and financially taxing; lawyers were better equipped to handle the situation.
Benefits Associated with Meaningful Participation
As a result of handling their own case, there were important consequences for the
participants.11 Specifically, several of the participants expressed increased confidence as
a result of addressing their legal problem without a lawyer (KU and MD), standing up
and making submissions in court (LM, EP and QH), and preparing complicated court
documents such as affidavits and various pleadings (QH and XE).

10

Interview of XE dated July 27, 2015 at 11.

11

This was discussed in chapter seven of this thesis.

This increased
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confidence extended beyond the particular task at hand. It encompassed a more general
sense of confidence associated with recognition of an ability to address problems as they
arose in the future and stand up for oneself as well as others.

Increased personal

confidence is an important component of empowerment, which is necessary, for
meaningful participation.12
While meaningful participation both includes and requires an educative
prerequisite, there is also an educative benefit to be gained through engagement. 13 In
order to engage in decision-making processes in a meaningful manner, individuals must
be educated in a range and use of democratic as well as legal tools and skills. It is also
necessary that individuals be provided with the relevant information required for
participation. This includes obtaining both the skills necessary to engage and be effective
in that engagement, as well as information about the relevant rules, policies and issues,
that form the subject matter of the decision-making process. One modest site at which
this may begin to occur is self-help legal services where individuals are provided with
technical information, as well as training in skills that assist them to participate more
effectively.

However, by participating in decision-making and problem-solving,

individuals acquire educative benefits; they learn in an experiential manner that leads to
changes in behaviour, confidence and leadership. Moreover, individuals gain knowledge
about those processes that potentially carries over to other decision-making processes.
For certain of the participants in this research project, there was a definite recognition
that they had learned important skills and/or obtained knowledge that was not only
necessary for their participation in the civil justice system, but was also likely to carry
over to other aspects of their lives.

The volunteer lawyer, ST, had compared the

development of these skills to learning to ride a bicycle in the sense that once you learn to

12

See discussion regarding the link between increased confidence and empowerment in chapter three of
this thesis.

13

Carol Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory (London, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1970)
[Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory]. Pateman’s discussion of participation is discussed in
greater detail in chapter three of this thesis.
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do so, you can ride a variety of different types of bikes with minor adjustments.14 As
noted, BN articulated this when suggesting,
I went in not empowered and I feel, I don't want to say 100% but I feel more
empowered. The fact that I now know how to do this stuff and I’m learning
a process. Like I kind of look at it that way so I don't just see the negative.
I’m listen – these are skills that are not really pleasant but there are skills
you are learning, you’re learning how to represent yourself. As difficult and
challenging as it is it’s like this is stuff that you wouldn't have looked into.15
For other self-represented litigant participants in this study, such as KU,
developing a different knowledge base about the structure and operation of the legal
system was an important benefit of attending at LHO and proceeding without a lawyer.
More importantly, this was knowledge that she did not have prior to representing herself,
but which she subsequently placed a significant value on when she noted,
I would just say a general overall knowledge about the legal system and the
steps before trial, I had no idea, it’s ridiculous. I had a lack of knowledge
when we first approached the lawyer…Yeah again, I’d really like to
reinforce that I’ve grown as a person but it expanded my knowledge. So
yes maybe when I read an article or I hear about something I would be more
engaged and be more interested, ‘okay what’s the legal side of it.’16
Given the scope and impact that a wide variety of legal decisions are likely to have on the
daily lives of individuals, the development of a better understanding of how these
decisions are made is important. Individuals may understand and begin to think critically
about the process by which the decisions are made. This is arguably a worthwhile and
promising means by which individuals may participate.
In the context of this research project, a crucial aspect of the interviewees’
education and training involved the role played by LHO in providing information, advice,
as well as support, to the self-represented litigants. All of the self-represented litigants

14

Interview of ST dated April 29, 2015.

15

Interview of BN dated April 30, 2015 at 5.

16

Interview of KU dated June 12, 2015 at 8-9.
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interviewed had made use of the self-help legal services at LHO on more than one
occasion. Several of the interviewees had visited LHO between five and ten times.
While the interviewees raised certain concerns about the services provided at LHO,17 the
consensus was that the information and advice provided by the volunteer lawyers and the
staff assisted them in representing themselves in a more effective manner. In this regard,
when asked about the role played by LHO, QH stated,
[p]rocedural was something that was quite difficult, I suppose for a layman
to just know right off the bat. I guess reminding of deadlines. They were
quite helpful in terms of assisting in my initial I guess application for
adjournment for the first hearing, which was ultimately successful. Aside
from that they were able to identify at least one hole in the case and it was
something that I was able to pick up myself as well…Yeah actually I’m
glad you brought that up, it’s a point that I wasn’t able to go over with my
going back and forth here. But I guess a large part of it was the emotional
support…The only real support I actually had, aside from my aunt did lend
me some money for costs, I had to pay her back after of course. But from
an emotional standpoint or from a who can I talk to about this, it was really
kind of heartening that some people, even if they don’t even know you at
all, that they care enough to do that. So that was nice.18
It was apparent from conversations with the interviewees that LHO provided them with
more than technical information about legal rules. It also provided explanations about
how the various litigation steps fit together, why certain action was taken, and how the
self-represented litigant may want to think about the next steps that would best help them
achieve their particular goals. 19 KC valued the discussions that she had with the

17

The most common concern raised by the interviewees related to the fact that a self-represented litigant
may meet several different lawyers at LHO and this resulted in both an inefficiency in service delivery
which was particularly problematic in light of the fact that clients were limited to approximately 40 minute
meetings with the volunteer lawyer and the potential for inconsistent advice; particularly as it related to
litigation strategy.

18

Interview of QH dated June 3, 2015 at 3 & 13.

19

The participants interest in understanding the process in this research appears to contradict the findings of
Gidding research regarding the objectives of self-help users in Australia as several of the participants in this
research project expressed an interesting in not only receiving technical advice but also receiving more
general information about the litigation process in order to better understand why certain steps were taken
and anticipate future steps. See Jeff Giddings & Michael Robertson, “‘Law People, For God’s Sake!,
Surely I Should be Dealing with Lawyers?’ Toward an Assessment of Self-Help Legal Services in
Australia” (2002) 11:2 Griffith LR 436 [Giddings & Robertson, “Toward an Assessment of Self-Help
Legal Services”].
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volunteer lawyer at LHO. This was not simply in terms of understanding the legal
procedure, but also in terms of the advice she received regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of her case and the corresponding strategy for dealing with them. In this
regard, speaking of meetings with a particular lawyer, she noted,
[h]e’s (a volunteer lawyer at LHO also interviewed in this study) very good.
We came to what I felt like was a bit of a conflict of interest because he was
a bit harsh with me but I like that too. You don't always want to hear
everything that’s good. And he said when you talk you sound like you’re a
bit all over the place. He said ‘you have to be focused or a judge gets upset
with that.’ And that’s not bad advice….Of course, --- helped me in the
sense that he played the devil’s advocate if you will. And he gave me a few
examples of how he had won in court, just keeping it simple. Keep it
simple, factual.20
In terms of the benefits associated with participation, both empowerment and
engagement are considered to contribute to a sense of community-building. This is in
part due to individuals moving from an exclusively private sphere to a public sphere. In
the process, they begin to take account of more than their own self-interest; they begin to
consider the “welfare of the community as a whole.”21 In this context, communitybuilding contemplates a shift away from the ‘private’ toward the creation of public
norms, as well as the positive spill-over associated with participation that begets further
participation in other public spheres.

Modest illustrations of the shift from private

interests to public concerns were observed in this research. The overwhelming majority
of the self-represented litigants interviewed in this research project were both cognizant
of and sympathetic to the challenges that particular categories of individuals might face
when attempting to access justice as a self-represented litigant.

Specifically, the

interviewees noted that, notwithstanding the challenges that they faced in representing
themselves, there were likely certain individuals (i.e., new immigrants, those who did not
speak English, and/or individuals who suffered from mental health issues) who would be

20

Interview of KC dated April 28, 2105 at 14 & 19.

21

Jocelyne Bourgnon, “Responsive, Responsible and Respected Government: Towards a New Public
Administration Theory” (2007) 73:1 International Review of Administrative Sciences 7 at 16.
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disproportionately impeded when attempting to represent themselves.

From his

experiences in various court settings, LM noted,
[y]ou’ve got to figure from looking at the array of people that come in and
out through here (LHO) and the upstairs and anywhere else in the
courtrooms, certainly the majority of the people in the court are at the
bottom end of the scale whether it’s monetarily or intelligence or resources
or however you want to look at it. So right from the start its either people
that are almost disadvantaged in society as a whole, either trying to defend
their rights or trying to defend themselves against being attacked by
somebody else whose perhaps abusing the system or has abused them in
some way and may now justify themselves.22
In this regard, BN also noted a concern that, “there’s a lot of people that I know
that there’s no way they could have pulled this off. So it makes me worry about the
people – like I can do this but there’s people who can’t do this. And if they’re left with
the same options, that worries me.”23
What is also interesting about these illustrations was the corresponding
acknowledgement by certain of the interviewees that what was needed, in addition to the
service provided at LHO, were informal forums that self-represented litigants could join.
There, self-represented litigants might share their experiences and provide practical
advise and support to other self-represented litigants engaged in legal processes. In
particular, SE suggested that what would be beneficial as a self-represented litigant
would be “to have a database of former self-represented litigants would could talk about
their experiences. And just say ‘hey just so you know what you’re in for, you might learn
from experience. I would do that. When this is all said and done.”24 SE further
elaborated on the rationale associated with such a forum for self-represented litigants
when she suggested that, “it would be like an emotional support because I kind of feel
like I’m out there on my own. I feel like I’m in this jungle with a machete just hacking

22

Interview of LM dated May 21, 2015 at 14.

23

Interview of BN dated April 30, 2015 at 5.

24

Interview of SE dated December 23, 2014 at 8.
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my way through. Am I heading in the right direction here, what’s going on.”25 In this
sense, there was an acknowledgement that, having been through this experience, the
individuals would be in a position to help, guide or, at least, support other selfrepresented litigants.
These examples of the empowering aspects of the interviewees’ experiences,
together with the positive individual benefits associated with their engagement, support
an argument for the promotion of meaningful participation as a basis for thinking about
access to justice theory and policy. At this point, some might suggest that the effort to
advance democracy by way of civil litigation is misguided in the sense that the courts
were not designed or are not best suited for making up the democratic deficit in society.
While this stance might have some credence in an ideal democratic context, the present
circumstances are far from ideal. In other words, my proposal to think about civil
ligation is not intended as a replacement for direct and meaningful participation in the
political process; that would be and is an ideal situation. Rather, litigation can act as a
support to that broader ambition.
There are two main reasons why my proposal is defensible and worthy of serious
consideration.

First, the work and approach of courts are already located within a

democratic framework. The judicial development of constitutional law, administrative
law, and even the common law generally are grounded in and justified in terms of
democratic justice: judges shape the formal and substantive dimensions in line with
demands and deficiencies of a democratic process of governance.26 Secondly, the rise in
self-represented litigants presents both a crisis in and opening for the advancement of
democratic participation. As the experience and reflections of self-represented litigants
themselves reveal, litigation is a means through which otherwise excluded persons can

25

Interview of SE dated December 23, 2014 at 23.

26

See discussion in Trevor Farrow’s book regarding the role and the work of the courts in a democratic
society. Specifically, Farrow quotes former Supreme Court Justice Lebel who aptly stated “courts play a
key role in a democracy”. Trevor CW Farrow, Civil Justice, Privatization, and Democracy (Toronto,
Canada: University of Toronto Press, 2014) at 18-30 [Farrow, Civil Justice, Privatization, and Democracy]
citing Lebel J in Named Person v Vancouver Sun, [2007] 3 SCR 252 at para 85.
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not only resolve particular disputes, but also have some say in the workings of
government and the law. By promoting access that contemplates individuals being heard
in a meaningful fashion, the legal system and the democratic process more generally is
legitimized. Consequently, whatever the ideal role of courts, their contemporary status
and raison d’etre is intimately tied to the democratic project and therefore it is imperative
that more marginalized citizens be brought into an otherwise elite forum of decisionmaking. The pressing question becomes whether the existing litigation process could
ultimately be designed to advance a more democratic approach to access to justice that
takes account of meaningful and direct participation by self-represented litigants.
A New Paradigm For Self-Represented Litigants
In 1976, Abram Chayes charted a paradigm shift that was taking place in civil litigation.27
Like him, I want to insist that another paradigm shift is (or should be) taking place today.
Whereas Chayes focused on the role of the judge in civil litigation, I identify and analyze
a similar transformation of size and significance that is beginning to occur in civil
litigation when understood from the perspective of the self-represented litigants who now
comprise a large portion of the litigants in the justice system.28 This shift gives rise to a
corresponding imperative to develop a broader conceptualization of access to justice
based on the democratic thesis.

As I have tried to show through exploring the

experiences and perceptions of certain self-represented litigants as they grapple with and
within the existing legal system, the signs of impending crisis and the resulting need to
re-evaluate the existing adversarial model are evident. The existence of self-represented
litigants does not simply create difficult challenges within the legal process, but also
presents a huge and subversive challenge to certain of the foundational assumptions about
the legal process.

27

Abram Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation” (1976) 89:7 Harv L Rev 1281 [Chayes,
“The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”].

28

Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”, ibid. In his discussion of the need to re-define
the role of the judge in cases involving self-represented litigants, Rollie Thompson stated that, “It’s time to
admit that the traditional adversary system cannot accommodate more unrepresented litigants. And it’s
time to address this in a systematic way, by way of practice directions and rule changes.” See Rollie
Thompson, “The Judge as Counsel” (2005) 8 News and Views on Civil Justice Reform 3 at 5 [Thompson,
“The Judge as Counsel”].
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The fact alone that self-represented litigants are the overwhelming majority of
litigants in some legal settings warrants a serious re-appraisal of the structure and
dynamics of the adversarial context.

When this is combined with a sense of

disempowerment and disengagement by those who do self-represent and/or those who do
not litigate at all,29 the need for deep and systemic change in the system becomes
apparent. As such, I maintain that Chayes’ comments are as pertinent now as they were
then: “we are witnessing the emergence of a new model of civil litigation and, I believe,
our traditional conception of adjudication and the assumptions on which it is based
provide an increasingly unhelpful, indeed misleading framework for assessing either the
workability or the legitimacy of the roles of the judge and court within this model.”30
Accordingly, I want to recommend that this changing landscape presents
important challenges to the legitimacy of the prevailing paradigm of civil litigation.
While there is not yet any fixed or settled notion of what a new paradigm would look
like, there are signs that one is needed. What is clear is that there are indications that, as
the traditional model and its underlying assumptions start to fray and unravel, a reappraisal of the litigation process and its operating assumptions are required. Reform of
the legal process and the role of those that operate within the civil justice system is
required. This should be in conjunction with a commitment to meaningful participation.
How the legal process responds will be a good indication of whether there is a genuine
desire to make substantial changes that best promote and advance a broader
conceptualization of access to justice that encourage citizens’ direct participation.
29

Due to the nature of the self-help centre and the fact that it offers assistance to a wide range of
individuals addressing civil legal matters, one particular challenge faced by the staff and highlighted by
several of the interviewees in this project was the difficulty in addressing the needs of individuals with
mental health issues. On a regular basis, there were often individuals waiting to speak to a volunteer
lawyer who were suffering from apparent mental health issues as well as issues of homelessness and
substance abuse. In these instances, it appeared that the staff found it quite challenging when attempting to
understand the nature of the individual’s legal problem and how LHO might be able to assist them. Thus,
an important question raised in respect of this research is that while the fact is that there are lots of selfrepresented litigants making use of self-help legal services to resolve their legal problems, this fact also
begs the question of who is not accessing the self-help services and/or fall outside the scope of services
offered by LHO and as such, unable to get assistance if at all.
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Chayes, “The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation”, supra note 27 at 1282.
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Looked at from the perspective of access to justice and meaningful participation
consistent with the democratic thesis, some of the defining features of the existing model
of litigation include:
 a complex legal system that necessitates individuals hiring lawyers in order to
resolve their disputes in court;
 a legal profession that maintains almost exclusive control over the creation and
application of the procedural, as well as substantive, aspects of litigation;
 an assumption that lawyers work with and against other lawyers that are, within
certain parameters, evenly matched and generally have the same knowledge and
skills;
 an assumption that adjudicators remain neutral, largely passive umpires in the
disputes between legal professionals; 31 and
 an assumption that ultimately the parties are primarily responsible for how their
case goes forward including how it will be presented by their lawyers for the
adjudicator’s consideration.32
Taken together, these features are foundational aspects of the adversarial system of
litigation. However, they are all, to a greater or lesser extent, no longer defensible
features of a system in which a significant number of the individuals entering the legal
system are not represented by legal professionals and do not themselves have the same
legal training as the legal professionals already acting within the adversarial system.
The Presence of Self-Represented Litigants
As noted in chapter four, approximately 40% of litigants in the civil justice (non-family)
system are unrepresented by lawyers: this percentage is significantly higher in family
courts. The very adversarial structure of the justice system and the assumptions that
31

While in 1976, Chayes argued that there was a shift in paradigm regarding the litigation model from a
traditional private law model (originating in the 19th century) to a newer public law model, I believe that
many of those traditional assumptions about litigation and the role played by the various actors in the legal
system remain deeply ingrained in the adversarial system.
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Neil Brooks, “The Judge and the Adversary System” in A Linden, ed, The Canadian Judiciary (Toronto,
Canada: Osgoode Hall Law School, 1976) 90 at 90.
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underlie this structure - that each party has a trained legal representative who will
advocate on the party’s behalf and from which a just result will be derived33 - starts to
break down when only one party has an advocate who is familiar with the substantive law
and legal procedures. Moreover, the data from this project, as well as data collected in
other research projects on self-represented litigants, suggests that many self-represented
litigants are frustrated and dissatisfied with their experiences in the civil justice system.34
The consequence is that individuals remain disengaged from the law-making processes
that impact their lives.

This continued disengagement by a significant portion of

individuals further diminishes the legitimacy of the justice system and is inconsistent
with democratic principles. However, before discussing those aspects of the adversarial
system that might be changed in order to provide self-represented litigants with an
opportunity to participate in a more meaningful manner, it is important to examine certain
features of the existing system in light of some of the particular challenges generated and
faced by self-represented litigants. In doing so, it will then be possible to engage in a
discussion about those features that require change. While the proposed changes may
appear piecemeal, it is in keeping with Chayes’ analysis that an accumulation of
individual changes signals a transformation in the system that ultimately leads to a new
model of litigation.

33

In describing the failings of the English adversary system, Jack Jacob stated, “[f]or the proper
functioning of the adversary system, a basic assumption is that the opposite parties command equal
resources and can engage lawyers having equal skill, expertise and competence, but in practice this
assumption is not fulfilled in a much larger volume and variety of cases than is generally imagined; and
indeed, the adversary system accentuates the inequality in terms of resources and legal advice and
representation between the parties….The true casualties are the litigants themselves, who are frustrated in
their search for justice….Lastly, it may be said that, in the interplay between the court and the parties and
their lawyers, the adversary system envelops the machinery of civil justice with a kind of mystique, even
mysticism, which alienates people and inhibits them from resorting to the courts for the resolution or
determination of their disputes.” See Sir Jack I H Jacob, The Fabric of English Civil Justice (London, UK:
Stevens, 1987) at 5-19.
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The evolving demographic of self-represented litigants suggests that poverty is
not the sole indicator of self-representation. Perhaps, more significantly, the increasing
numbers of self-represented litigants give rise to some fundamental questions not only
about the practical realities associated with the presence of self-represented litigants in
the legal system, but also about the legitimacy of the current legal system as a means of
resolving disputes and promoting justice. In this regard, Sande Buhai noted that, “[t]he
rise of pro se litigants has been seen as a ‘sign of system breakdown,’ the implication
being that the system needs more or less expensive-lawyers. We should consider the
possibility, however, that a system that only works when every party is represented by
competent and equal counsel is not a system worth saving.”35 One of the consequences
of the existing organization of the adversarial system is that, because the quality of legal
services continues to have a significant impact on proceedings and legal services are
distributed through a market to which only a few can gain entry, justice is effectively
being bought and sold. Russell Pearce argues that the result is unequal justice under the
law.36 Thus, to the extent that there is an unequal application of justice, it is necessary to
re-examine the efficacy of the existing adversarial system given the increased presence of
self-represented litigants within the system.
In my study, the majority of the self-represented litigants interviewed had varying
levels of post-secondary education.37 They were employed, owned their own businesses
or were the recipients of certain temporary government assistance programs. 38 As noted
in chapter four, Scott Barclay’s research on litigants that pursue appeals without legal
35

Sande L Buhai, “Access to Justice for Unrepresented Litigants: A Comparative Perspective” (2009) 42
Loy LA L Rev 979 at 983-984 [Buhai, “Access to Justice for Unrepresented Litigants”].
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970 [Pearce, “Redressing Inequality in the Market for Justice”]; see also Lloyd L Weinreb, “The Adversary
Process is Not an End in Itself” (2002) 2 The Journal of the Institute for the Study of Legal Ethics 59 at 62
[Weinreb, “The Adversary Process is Not an End in Itself”].
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chartered accountant business and the other had been a project manager. There was also one young adult
who had recently completed her high school diploma and had been employed in transit. Finally, two other
individuals were on temporary disability insurance from their employment.
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representation also suggests that, while many individuals may prefer to have a lawyer
handle their case, there are also a portion of people who choose to represent themselves
on appeal.39 The purpose in doing so may vary from individual to individual. However,
a loss of faith in lawyers or a desire to ensure that their case is presented as they see it are
examples of the reasons provided by the self-represented appellate litigants. There are
also a number of self-represented litigants who may choose to represent themselves
because they believe that the subject matter of the legal problem is small or discrete and,
therefore, manageable. Alternatively, they might wish to present their story to the court
in their own words. Ultimately, these reasons represent a new reality that affects the
traditional dynamic of how litigation might unfold when the parties engaging in the legal
process are not lawyers.
(i) The Role of Lawyers
One of the fundamental assumptions about the litigation process and the legal system
more generally is that, due to the complexities of the legal system and the
professionalization of law, individuals require lawyers in order to successfully navigate
their way through the system. The empirical research completed by Sandefur, Seron,
Engler and others reinforces this basic assumption; individuals who are represented by
lawyers tend to achieve better legal results. Underlying this assumption is a further
premise that, in accordance with the client’s wishes, the lawyer will take responsibility
for individuals’ legal problems without further engaging or, at least, only minimally
engaging the individual in the process. However, the assumption that individuals rely on
lawyers to navigate the legal system and resolve their legal problem is inconsistent with
the new reality of self-represented litigants.40 The data suggests that not only is there an
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Scott Barclay, “The Decision to Self-Represent” (1996) 77 Social Science Quarterly 912 [Barclay, “The
Decision to Self-Represent”].
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increasing number of self-represented litigants in the legal system, but also that this trend
does not show signs of diminishing.41
As part of the existing adversarial framework, it is further assumed that lawyers,
as professionals, are exclusively skilled and knowledgeable about the process and
substance of law (which they both develop and administer). Thus, they claim to be
entitled to maintain exclusive control over the litigation process.

In this regard,

Zimmerman and Tyler note, “as lawyers develop a greater role in the system, the legal
process becomes more professionalized and complex, and, when the procedural design
assumes representation, the ability of individuals to actually proceed successfully without
an attorney, or to directly participate when they do have a attorney, diminishes.”42 Given
this professionalization of law and the corresponding complexity of the legal process, it is
assumed that lawyers are the only individuals properly equipped to handle and resolve
legal matters. This is further perpetuated by the mystification of legal practice whereby
both lawyers and non-lawyers assume that there is a way of engaging in the practice of
law that is only known to and operationalized by lawyers, trained first in law schools and
then in legal practice through work with other lawyers.43
However, these assumptions must be balanced against certain other assumptions
that underlie our legal system.

For instance, the by-laws of the Law Society Act

contemplate non-lawyers representing a friend, neighbour or family member in court so
long as certain conditions are met. These conditions include not acting in more than three
matters per year and not receiving compensation or benefit for representing the
individual.44 There is also an assumption that individuals have the right to appear in
court in person and the Rules of Civil Procedure presuppose that individuals are entitled

41

Practically speaking, without a significant reduction in legal fees, the trend would suggest that more not
less individuals are likely represent themselves.
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to appear without representation. More fundamentally, the recent Supreme Court of
Canada decision regarding hearing fees acknowledged that ensuring individuals have
access to courts is important for the development of law, as well as a means of holding
the state to account – all of which is crucial to the preservation of the Rule of Law. 45
Certain of these presumptions are also grounded in classic liberal concepts of personal
autonomy and liberty.46 However, to the extent that a fundamental right to be heard
appears to run contrary to other assumptions about how one might be heard effectively—
namely the need to use lawyers—it will be important to reconcile this contradiction.
This is particularly true given the practical realities that suggest that lawyers will not be
available for all those who require assistance.
Several of the interviewees in this study grappled with this mystification of law
and legal practice when seeking to take procedural steps in their matter. When they
attended at LHO to obtain advice regarding how they might successfully complete a
particular step in the litigation, it was not uncommon for a volunteer lawyer to tell them
that, despite the wording of the particular procedural rule, it was not the generally
accepted practice among lawyers to proceed in that fashion.47 In these instances, selfrepresented litigants were often dissuaded from proceeding with the particular procedural
step. In the course of being dissuaded, they were left with the impression that engaging
in the practice of law was something that is known exclusively to lawyers and, by
extension, unknowable by non-lawyers.
The specialized knowledge and training of lawyers which is supposed to make
them uniquely positioned to engage in the practice of law also underlies another
fundamental assumption about the current litigation model – namely, that lawyers work
45

Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia v British Columbia (Attorney General), 2014 SCC 59 at
para 39-40.
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with and against other lawyers who are equally trained and well-matched. In accordance
with the traditional dominant model of litigation, it is assumed that evenly-matched legal
representatives will act as zealous advocates for their client. 48

This assumption

underscores the functioning of the adversarial system as well as the validity of the
outcomes reached in that system. However, the validity of this assumption is called in to
question by the fact that it assumes most lawyers are evenly matched49 or, even more
fundamentally, that a zealous approach to advocacy results in the best or most just legal
outcomes.50 As Sande Buhai has noted, “the adversarial system expects parties to be
selfish in their arguments, creates incentives to hide evidence, and rewards parties whose
attorneys are the most skilled and well-funded.”51 All of this seriously undermines the
legitimacy of the results reached.
Finally, the recent influx of self-represented litigants into the litigation process
now more urgently calls this assumption into question.

Contrary to certain of the

assumptions underpinning a zealous advocacy approach to litigation, one party is likely
to have a distinct advantage over the other. In fact, to the extent that trained lawyers are
regularly appearing against self-represented litigants, the notion of zealous advocacy
within the adversarial system (already suffering from questions of legitimacy) becomes
distinctly problematic and potentially unfair when one side (the legally represented party)
48
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has a disproportionate advantage in experience, skills and knowledge of the applicable
legal rules and procedures.
(ii) The Role of The Judge
Finally, within the adversarial model, judges are thought to function as neutral umpires
who generally ensure that evenly matched legal representatives work within certain
parameters defined by principles of procedural justice. As opposed to an inquisitorial
legal system in which the judge actively manages the legal process by conducting
investigations, determining issues and controlling the presentation of evidence, the
adversarial model places these responsibilities squarely on the parties’ shoulders with
respect to the presentation of evidence, issues and law.52 With the adversarial model, the
assumption is that, by not taking an active role in the administration or presentation of the
case in court, the adjudicator will remain unbiased, unpartisan and therefore impartial.53
In defence of the adversarial system, many members of the legal profession maintain that
judicial impartiality is a necessary precursor in order to be able to arrive at the truth or
‘justice’. Related to this assumption is the further belief that impartiality is demonstrated
through the adoption of a passive and neutral stance. In accordance with this assumption,
judges do not undertake their own investigations or participate actively in the search for
the truth in the cases presented before them.
This view is subject to significant debate and, on occasion, may be challenged on
the basis that, “empirical research has cast doubt on the premise that judges really are
unbiased, suggesting that what is really at stake is only the appearance of impartiality.”54
It has been noted that an impartial decision-maker is “one who is able to make judgments
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with an open mind – that is, one who comes to the decision-making table without his or
her ‘mind already made up’ or without connections that improperly influence the
decision-making process.”55 Within the inquisitorial model, judges may participate more
actively in the presentation of the parties’ cases, but they are still expected to be impartial
and unbiased: their decisions are supposed to be based on fact and law, not extraneous
issues.56 The participant, SE, provided an interesting insight into a self-represented
litigants’ perception of the judge’s role when she noted,
I think that they’re beholding to the laws and the rules. So even if they can
see what this lawyer is doing, even if you have an ethical judge, a judge
who is interested in justice, he can see what’s going on but he’s kind of
shackled in a way because he can see the other lawyer is abusing the
system, but he’s abusing it in a way that’s legal so to speak.57
One of the problems with the assumption that passivity is commensurate with
impartiality is that it is based on a concept of the adversarial system that, in turn, makes
certain assumptions about the players within the system. It assumes that cases involve a
contest between lawyers who are equally well-versed and equally well-resourced in the
requisite procedural and substantive law and that they are equally prepared for the legal
contest.58 These assumptions mean that, in an effort to remain passive (and thereby
impartial) judges may fail to take account of self-represented litigants’ lack of legal
knowledge and experience.

When “judges remain passive in the face of litigant

59

confusion,” many litigants are left feeling like outsiders who are unable to participate
because they are unfamiliar with the professional legal language spoken by lawyers and
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judges; they are also equally unfamiliar with many of the procedures that take place in
the courtroom.60 Given this disparity between lawyers and self-represented litigants in
terms of training and experience, the validity and fairness of this judicial attitude is
seriously called into question. While these views are very problematic in their own right,
there are even more significant issues raised about the fairness and justness of a legal
system in which significant numbers of litigants do not understand the process, receive no
assistance when attempting to engage with the system and, as such, are left unable or
unwilling to express themselves. Effectively, this is no participation at all.
By contrast, in a recent example, Judge Posner undertook his own research
relating to a case he was reviewing. This was considered to call his role as a neutral
decision-maker into question. 61 Specifically, Judge Posner had searched certain medical
websites regarding information about a prescription drug that an unrepresented inmate
claimed was being unfairly administered by the prison in which he was incarcerated. The
prison administration had counsel as well as expert witnesses. Posner’s fellow judges,
while concurring in the result, found that Posner, in conducting research online and
outside the evidence presented by the parties, had turned the court into an advocate for
one side. However, Judge Posner queried whether “the unreliability of the unalloyed
adversary process in a case of such dramatic inequality of resources and capabilities of
the parties as this case is to be an unalterable bar to justice?”62 He felt that the inmate
was ill-equipped to challenge the expert medical evidence presented by the
administration. As such, Judge Posner believed, “it is heartless to make a fetish of
adversary procedure if by doing so feeble evidence is credited because the opponent has
no practical access to offsetting evidence.”63
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The criticisms directed at Judge Posner in respect of his positive step to ensure
that the self-represented litigant’s case was properly presented is grounded in what
Goldschmidt characterized as a “current reluctance of the judiciary to assist selfrepresented litigants.” This is rooted in assumptions about the traditionally passive role
of the adversarial trial judge and reflected in American case law that generally refuses to
recognize a duty of judicial assistance. 64

Notwithstanding these considerations,

Goldschmidt suggests that the new reality respecting the significant numbers of selfrepresented litigants in the civil justice system is forcing the judiciary to grapple with the
question, “how far can a judge go in guiding and assisting a self-represented litigant in
such a way as to avoid the possibly harsh or unjust consequences resulting form their lack
of familiarity with the judicial process?” 65 In the Canadian context, there is an
acknowledgement of the need for adjudicators to provide judicial assistance in the course
of a hearing. This duty has been articulated in several decisions.66 In a decision of the
Ontario Superior Court, MacDonald J dismissed a motion for a mistrial that was based on
her having assisted a self-represented party to raise issues during the self-represented
litigant’s examination and cross-examination. In her reasons, the trial judge stated,
[t]rial fairness requires ensuring that an unrepresented person is not denied a
trial on the merits by her lack of knowledge of either the trial process or
procedural or substantive law, or by the stress of appearing in court, or by a
combination of those factors. Litigants have the right to appear in court
without counsel and the right to a fair hearing regardless of whether they are
legally represented. Since it is the trial judge who is required to give effect
to those rights, doing so cannot amount to abandonment of the role of the
trial judge and assumption of a counsel-like role.67
MacDonald J’s concern about trial fairness caused her to acknowledge that while the
adversarial system in “its purest form” provides a potential advantage to the represented
64
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party who is opposing a self-represented party, such an advantage must be tempered by a
commitment to fair trials; it must be deemed fair by “reasonable and informed observers
of the trial process.”68 While tempered by a concern for impartiality and not assuming a
‘counsel-like’ role, this approach to adjudication was upheld in a later decision of the
Manitoba Court of Appeal. In her discussion of active adjudication, Michelle Flaherty
recognizes the importance of judicial impartiality as a “key component of procedural
fairness.”69 However, she also challenges traditional notions of impartiality that require
judicial passivity in light of the presence of self-represented litigants and the recognition
that without judicial assistance, self-represented litigants are not likely to get a fair
hearing. In light of this concern, Flaherty advocates for the adoption of “substantive
impartiality.”70 Substantive impartiality is contextual in the sense that adjudicators do
not treat all litigants the same but rather treat litigants fairly, particularly as is needed to
ensure that self-represented litigants are able to navigate their hearing in a meaningful
manner.71 As such, the question that must be posed is how the judiciary can better
facilitate self-represented litigants’ opportunities to be heard in a meaningful manner?
The starting point for addressing this question must include a recognition that the
opportunity to be heard cannot be interpreted in the traditional sense whereby two parties
are deemed cognizant of the rules and relevant procedures, are legally represented, and
appear before a neutral adjudicator.
The fact that a great majority of civil courts suffer from long delays and civil
cases can involve drawn out procedural steps raises further concerns about the
appropriateness of the judiciary’s traditional passivity in civil law matters.

Taking

account of these structural criticisms, it may be that the judge’s role as neutral umpire
fails to ensure that litigants act in accordance with concepts of procedural fairness, both
in and outside the courtroom. In other words, in many instances, the concern is that
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lawyers and litigants may act in certain ways outside of the court setting that are rarely
captured and/or regulated by the judge. This is due in part to the fact that certain
procedural steps, such as motions, must be initiated by the parties based on their
understanding of the procedural rights and responsibilities, these steps can take a long
time to implement, and add additional costs to an already costly process. Again, this
situation disproportionately affects self-represented litigants who may be unfamiliar with
the rules or their rights and are thereby disadvantaged when dealing with opposing
counsel.
This incongruity was highlighted by one of the participants in this research project
when she drew an analogy between the role of the judge and a referee in a hockey game.
As noted in chapter seven, SE challenged the efficacy of the judge’s ability to regulate
the parties and their lawyer’s conduct given the role played by the adjudicator and the
nature of the process by which a litigant is able to challenge an opposing party’s conduct.
Specifically, she stated:
[w]hen there’s a hockey game there’s a ref and there seems to be no ref
here. So its like he [opposing counsel] can do whatever he wants, slashing,
hooking, smash me into the boards face first and then I can go to the ref but
that’s the court…it could be months after the game’s over and guess what,
I’ll end up having to pay.72
Added to this is the further concern that judges, having trained as lawyers, “tend
to reflect the entrenched attitudes, interests and constant influence of the organized
bar.”73 To the extent that the bar maintains a commitment to zealous advocacy and the
conduct that flows from an adherence to that approach, self-represented litigants are
likely to remain disadvantaged.
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Proposed Areas of Change
These foundational assumptions about the litigation process and the particular challenges
faced by self-represented litigants demand a transformation in the prevailing approach to
the model of litigation and the legal process more generally. At a minimum, they
necessitate a re-evaluation of the traditional model. Some of the required changes are
relatively practical and easy to incorporate, but there are others that require more
fundamental shifts in how the litigation process is conceptualized. In both cases, it is
important to remember that the primary objective is the engagement of self-represented
litigants in the civil justice system such that they are able to participate in a meaningful
manner. In the final section of this chapter, I will propose certain changes (and areas that
require transformation) that are based, in part, on the research data collected in this
project and informed by the democratic thesis of access to justice. It is only if the
litigation process generally and our thinking about how it might be transformed that real
progress can be made in achieving a true measure of access to justice that is consistent
with the democratic thesis.
(i) Access to Legal Advice and Information
The participants in this research project all made repeated use of the self-help legal
services at LHO in downtown Toronto.74 As their legal matters progressed, they returned
to LHO to receive additional information and advice about preparing for the next step in
the litigation as well as responding to action taken by opposing parties. For KC, who had
been to the centre several times during the course of her legal matter,
It was very time-consuming but I’ve been lucky in that the calibre of
lawyers who volunteer their time at Pro Bono is exceptional. Some are
more versed than others. But my experience has been that they’re always
been very generous with eliminating conflicts of interest and in one sense its
consumed far too much time. But on another sense if you believe in the
greater good in the universe that things do take time. Each time I’ve gone
there’ve been people who’ve strategically helped me get to where I am now.
Its been like a stepping stone. A building process, stepping stone. Which is
what any case is, is it not?75
74

A description of LHO is contained in chapter six of this thesis.
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Interview of KC dated April 28, 2015 at 20.
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This educative service provided the individuals with information, advice, skills
and tools that assisted them in managing their own case. The self-represented litigants
were able to speak directly with volunteer lawyers who could advise them on substantive
legal and procedural matters. As well, the volunteer lawyers were able to assist them in
making strategic decisions about the progress of their case.
The critique that self-help legal services represents a shifting of responsibility to
citizens to advocate on their own behalf within a complex and professionalized legal
system raises legitimate concerns about the reliance on this initiative. It is suggested that
this initiative can engender a sense of disempowerment.76 This is particularly true if is
assumed that the legal system in which individuals are compelled to participate remains
inhospitable to them. However, this critique must be weighed against two counterbalancing factors: the practical realities of the existing legal system, (i.e., the growing
number of self-represented litigants in need of legal advice and information); and the
aspirational goals of the democratic thesis of access (i.e., promotion of meaningful
participation and the demystification of law) that occurs when law is ‘taken back by
ordinary citizens.’ Self-help can encourage non-lawyers to engage in conversations about
law and legal process and do so in their own voices. By so doing, they will begin to
shape a new legal vernacular – a new language of law that is reflective of and constituted
by the very citizens it is meant to govern. Thus, taking account of these considerations
and recognizing the ongoing limitations of the civil justice system as it relates to selfrepresented litigants, I maintain that self-help legal services have an important role to
play in the promotion of participation and the corresponding demystification of law. The
76

See discussion of the neoliberal critique of self-help contained in chapter four of this thesis. In addition
to the neo-liberal critique of self-help, there is a further consideration that requiring individuals to spend
significant amounts of time addressing their legal problems is unrealistic when it is assumed that these
individuals may already be fully occupied and perhaps overwhelmed within their day-to-day lives. Erhard
Berner and Benedict Phillips raise this critique in the context of self-help in poor communities when they
state, “It would be a mistake to assume that those poor in income are rich in spare time: ‘[i]n many of the
lowest-income households all men and women work such long hours that they are unable to commit
themselves to projects that involve a lot of self-help.’” See Erhard Berner & Benedict Phillips, “Left to
Their Own Devices? Community Self-Help Between Alternative Development and Neoliberalism”, Paper
presented at N-Aerus Seminar: Beyond the Neoliberalism Consensus on Urban Development: Other Voices
from Europe and the South (May 15-17, 2003).
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question that arises in this regard is how both the practical realities facing selfrepresented litigants and the goals of a democratic approach to access might shape the
form and content of self-help legal services.77
During my time observing meetings at the centre, I saw several lawyers
explaining not only the process of litigation, but also the underlying reasons for a
particular legal procedure in plain language.

This often facilitated a meaningful

conversation between the lawyers and the self-represented litigants about their legal
issues before ultimately making decisions about how to proceed. In many instances, the
volunteer lawyers also advised clients to speak in plain language when telling their
stories to the court. In this regard, the volunteer lawyers engaged in discussions with the
self-represented individual in a way that a review of the particular rule or legal principle
in a text book or online service could not. Thus, these services represent an essential
component of a self-represented litigant’s attempt to participate and they are relevant to
the legal profession’s responsibility to further access to justice.78
The approach adopted by LHO and the lawyers who volunteer there (i.e., to
provide substantive and technical advice as well as an underlying explanation for why
certain steps are required) is an important element of self-help services. It offers the
opportunity to assist individuals in better understanding how the legal system operates
and how they may participate in it. Moreover, by offering assistance that improves
individuals’ ability to articulate positions either in writing or orally in a court setting,
77

For example. empirical research conducted in respect of sell-representation in Alberta recommended the
establishment of self-help services - but qualified the nature of the self-help services that should be
offered. Specifically, the report stated: “[a]n SHC must be easily accessible, welcoming and nonintimidating, have hours that work for clients, provide outreach to those who cannot come to the centre, and
be adequately resourced to meet client demand with quality service.” See Mary Stratton, Alberta SelfRepresented Litigant Mapping Project Final Report (Edmonton, Canada: Canadian Forum for Civil Justice,
2007) at 46-47. Available online at www.cfcj.fjjc.org/docs/2007/mapping-en.pdf. See also Trevor CW
Farrow, Diana Lowe, Bradley Albrecht and Martha E Simmons, “Addressing the Needs of SelfRepresented Litigants in the Canadian Justice System” A White Paper Prepared for the Association of
Canadian Court Administrators (March 2012). Available online at www.cfcj.fjcj.org.
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Moreover, in addition to being consistent with lawyer’s duties to promote the public interest, involving
lawyers in local pro bono programs and clinics is beneficial because it “involves lawyers as long term
partners in communities’ efforts to gain control of their destiny.” See Ruth Bader Ginsburg, “In the Pursuit
of the Public Good” (2001) 7 Wash U J of L & Pol’y 1 at 13.
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self-help legal services can potentially serve to build self-confidence and the assist
individuals develop the skills needed to participate more generally. In this regard, unlike
more limited self-help programs in the United States, the scope of self-help services
should not be limited to legal information; it should be expanded to provide for the
development of skills and education necessary to support and encourage participation.
Finally, the example of the community lawyer project in Connecticut might also provide
a basis for an expanded notion of self-help services whereby the self-help centres would
include advice and information and training on topics that extended beyond litigation.79
In light of the potential benefits associated with providing self-help, efforts should
be made to ensure that the services are more widely available for self-represented
litigants to avail themselves.

The existing self-help centres are located in civil

courthouses in Ontario. It would appear that the choice of these locations was made on
the basis that the services are accessible to self-represented litigants who attend at that
court or have matters in that court. However, it was noted by both staff and self-help
users at LHO that clients will often travel from other areas in the province in order to get
assistance from LHO as there are currently only two such centres in Ontario.80 Locating
the self-help centres in courthouses has worked to ensure that the judges and court staff
working in those same courthouses are aware of the services and able individuals to
direct litigants to the service for assistance.81 In light of the contribution that these
services make in assisting and supporting self-represented litigants to participate in their
own case, the scope and availability of self-help legal services should be expanded.
There should be more centres like LHO, preferably in the every civil courthouse in
Ontario. Moreover, from a logistical standpoint, the centres should be open to the public
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For a more detailed discussion of the community lawyer project, see chapter three of this thesis.
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Currently, there is a self-help centre in downtown Toronto (University Avenue) and another located at
the civil courthouse in downtown Ottawa (Elgin Street). There is also a self-help centre at the Small
Claims court in Toronto (Sheppard Avenue). This does not suggest that every courthouse requires a fully
staffed self-help centre but rather that there are sufficient resources to address the needs of litigants
throughout the province.
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Staff reported that judges at the courthouse at 393 University Avenue will, on occasion, hold a matter
down in order to allow a self-represented litigant to leave the courtroom, go downstairs and speak with a
lawyer at LHO before proceeding.
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beyond a regular nine-to-five schedule so that the centres may accommodate those
individuals who work consistent with the shifting demographic of self-represented
litigants.82
(ii) The Role of Lawyers
While there are a significant number of self-represented litigants entering the civil justice
system and managing their own files, the reality is that a great number of them are
litigating against trained lawyers. 83 By virtue of their traditional role within the
adversarial system and as required by the Rules of Professional Conduct in Ontario, a
significant number of lawyers continue to be motivated by a commitment to zealous
advocacy. Carrie Menkel-Meadow has suggested that, “the lawyer’s ‘habitat’ remains
primarily one of partisan protectionism, looking out for the client’s interests.”84 This
continued commitment to zealous advocacy within the adversarial system is contrasted
with the view held by members of the legal profession regarding the difficulty associated
with advocating against self-represented litigants.85 Thus, in many cases, there is likely
to be a serious imbalance of power whereby one party, represented by a legal
professional, holds the relevant knowledge, skills and experience. The self-represented
litigants’ experiences suggest that they are aware of the fact that they do not have the
same information or skills as the opposing lawyers. As a result, they feel intimidated or
bullied by opposing counsel and vulnerable to being taken advantage of by lawyers.
Russell Engler has also noted that,
attorney misconduct permeates the interaction between counsel and an
82

This was a common complaint from the self-represented litigants interviewed, namely the difficulty in
attending at LHO during work hours. Interestingly, as there are more and more middle-class selfrepresented litigants who are employed full-time, this may become a more immediate issue for self-help
centres to address.
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Thompson and Engler have noted that, in the civil context, proceedings involving both represented
parties and unrepresented parties present the greatest challenges in terms of developing court processes that
are fair and take proper account of the unique needs of the self-represented litigant. See Thompson, “The
Judge as Counsel”, supra note 28 at 6.
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Menkel-Meadow, “The Lawyer as Problem-Solver”, supra note 50 at 790.
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For example, one lawyer recently commented “lawyers don't like dealing with angry self-represented
litigants. That is what articling students are for.” See Linda Perlis, “The Death of a Divorce Lawyer”
(December 2, 2015) The Globe and Mail, Globe Life and Arts, Facts and Arguments, L6.
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unrepresented adversary. Lawyers routinely engage in impermissible
advice-giving, often including a misleading presentation of the law or facts,
and over-reaching. Lawyers present legal and factual issues in a
strategically favorable light, selectively control the flow of information, and
manipulate their un-represented adversary by misusing argument, appeals,
threats, and promises. Whatever assistance an unrepresented litigant has
received may be undercut by the litigant's encounter with the opposing
86
lawyer.
The resulting imbalance and the views that this fosters call into question the fairness and
legitimacy of the adversarial process. Roger Cramton has noted that the role lawyers
play is further complicated by the fact that, even if lawyers attempt to express personal
values that extend beyond the minimum requirements of their ethical codes or traditional
adversarial role, “[e]veryday practice, however, pushes the conscientious lawyer to
engage in conduct that is unfair and unjust.”87 Moreover, as officers of the court who are
obligated to ensure that the administration of justice is not brought into disrepute, there is
an argument that lawyers should not be permitted to act in ways that unfairly restrict or
impede individuals from being heard; this is particularly so when similar action would
not be taken against an opposing lawyer.88 As such, the question arises as to the extent to
which lawyers can or should continue to act as zealous advocates (in the traditional sense
of that notion) for their clients when acting against self-represented litigants?
From an ethical standpoint, the application of general principles regarding the
conduct of lawyers as advocates contained in the professional rules of conduct places
little responsibility on lawyers when acting against self-represented litigants. 89 For
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Russell Engler, “And Justice for All – Including the Unrepresented Poor: Revisiting the Role of Judges,
Mediators and Clerks” (1999) 67 Fordham L Rev 1987 at 1908 [Engler, “And Justice for All”].
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Cramton, “Furthering Justice by Improving the Adversarial System”, supra note 49 at 1605.
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The commentary respecting Rule 5.1-1, the lawyer as advocate states “[t]he lawyer must discharge this
duty by fair and honourable means, without illegality and in a manner that is consistent with the lawyer’s
duty to treat the tribunal with candour, fairness, courtesy and respect and in a way that promotes the
parties’ right to a fair hearing in which justice can be done.” See The Law Society of Upper Canada, Rules
of Professional Conduct, Rule 5.1-1, commentary 1.
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For the purposes of this discussion, I have focused on the rules of conduct that govern lawyers in Ontario
as these rules are directly relevant to the empirical research I undertook at LHO in downtown Toronto.
While not directly referencing self-represented litigants, the commentary on Rule 5.1-1 does contemplate
the responsibilities incumbent on a lawyer when opposing interests are not represented, either because it is
related to a matter for which notice is not required or alternatively, involves a situation which the “full
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example, Rule 5.1-1 of the Rules of Professional Conduct of the Law Society of Upper
Canada outlines the scope of the lawyer’s duties when representing a client.

The

commentary on this Rule further colours the role of the lawyer in an adversarial
context.90 Rule 7.2-9 of the Rules of Professional Conduct in Ontario deals expressly
with a lawyer’s duties to unrepresented litigants and is quite limited in its scope; it
comprises only two subsections with next to no commentary. The main focus of the
professional conduct rules addressing self-represented litigants is on the lawyer’s
obligation to ensure that a self-represented litigant does not mistakenly believe that he or
she can rely on any advice given by the lawyer or that the lawyer has taken account of her
interests.91 There are no other positive duties imposed on lawyers in respect of selfrepresented litigants.

Moreover, in reviewing the rules pertaining to lawyers’

responsibility to other parties, it is interesting to note that the scope of lawyers’
responsibility to represented parties as well as different corporate entities and
governments is quite extensive, particularly when contrasted with the rules that outline
lawyers’ duties to self-represented parties.
Moreover, these limited provisions are overshadowed by a continued focus on and
adherence to a principle of zealous advocacy that permeates lawyers’ professional
proof and argument inherent in the adversarial system cannot be achieved.” In these instances, the lawyer
must take particular care to be accurate, candid, and comprehensive in presenting the client’s case so as to
ensure that the tribunal is not misled.” See The Law Society of Upper Canada, The Rules of Professional
Conduct, Rule 5.1-1, commentary 6.
90

The first part of the commentary in Rule 5.1-1 characterizes the nature of the advocate’s role and duties
in an adversarial system:
[1] Role in Adversarial Proceedings – In adversarial proceedings, the lawyer has a duty to the
client to raise fearlessly every issue, advance every argument and ask every question, however
distasteful, that the lawyer thinks will help the client’s case and to endeavour to obtain for the
client the benefit of every remedy and defence authorized by law. The lawyer must discharge this
duty by fair and honourable means, without illegality and in a manner that is consistent with the
lawyer’s duty to treat the tribunal with candour, fairness, courtesy and respect and in a way that
promotes the parties’ right to a fair hearing in which justice can be done. Maintaining dignity,
decorum and courtesy in the courtroom is not an empty formality because, unless order is
maintained, rights cannot be protected; and
[3] The lawyer’s function as advocate is openly and necessarily partisan. Accordingly, the lawyer
is not obliged (except as required by law or under these rules and subject to the duties of a
prosecutor set out below) to assist an adversary or advance matters harmful to the client’s case.
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The Law Society of Upper Canada, The Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 7.2-9. Available online at
https://www.lsuc.on.ca/uploadedFiles/RulesofProfessionalConduct.pdf.
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identity. At a minimum, this is insufficient from an ethical standpoint as it signals a
focus on how lawyers should act when interacting with other lawyers and/or represented
parties while, at the same time, downplaying the need to identify distinct ethical concerns
that may arise in the context of acting against unrepresented parties. This state of affairs
is compounded by the risk that particular conduct by a lawyer, (e.g., unreasonably
withholding consent, misconstruing a position or the application of a relevant rule) is
likely to be noted as “sharp practice” by opposing counsel who are familiar with the rules
to which they are also subject, but not be appreciated by a self-represented litigant.
Finally, the failure to articulate specific ethical obligations vis-à-vis self-represented
litigants also sends an implicit message that this is not something with which lawyers
(and the system at large) need to be concerned.
Lawyers are subject to certain ethical requirements when acting as advocates for
their clients.

In certain contexts, this can include competing requirements.

These

become more problematic when the opposing party is a self-represented litigant. For
instance, the commentary contained in rule 5.1 acknowledges that lawyers are “openly
and necessarily partisan” while representing a client: they are, therefore, under no
obligation to assist an adversary. However, this acknowledgement is contrasted with the
lawyers’ duty not to take advantage of other’s party’s slips or mistakes (e.g., so-called
sharp practices). In an adversarial system where it is assumed that lawyers are relatively
evenly matched, these conflicting interests may not cause significant issues or, if an issue
arises, it is likely that the conduct may be caught by opposing counsel who is equally
well-versed in the professional rules of conduct. However, when the inexperience and
lack of professional training of many self-represented litigants is taken into account, these
types of contradictory duties have greater significance.
The absence of more comprehensive ethical guidelines regarding self-represented
litigants, as well as the contradictory nature of the existing rules, is in need of correction.
Given the influx of self-represented litigants in the civil justice system, it may become
necessary to address expressly the treatment of self-represented litigants by opposing
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counsel within the rules of professional conduct framework.92 There is an assumption
that lawyers act as ‘neutral mechanics’ that, without judging the morality of their clients’
actions, undertake to act on their behalf within the confines of the law. However, this
approach of neutral partisanship is often used to justify behaviour that is not necessary for
the lawyer to do their job (i.e. adopting unreasonable positions that delay or obfuscate the
process). While lawyers have an unwavering duty to their clients and a duty that is
partisan, there must be limits placed on the behaviour undertaken in the name of that
duty. Acknowledging the need for such limits, there is a further need for a critical
evaluation of the lawyer’s role and the lawyer’s corresponding ethical duties when
dealing with self-represented litigants.

This would provide lawyers with ethical

guidelines and tools to resolve these issues in the context of self-represented litigants.
The failure to do so means that self-represented litigants are potentially subject to
conduct by lawyers that, while not clearly in violation of their ethical duties in the
traditional sense, pushes the envelope regarding ‘norms of practice’; these might not
otherwise be pushed if both sides were represented.
In addition to various ethical considerations, a zealous approach to advocacy that
does not take account of the particular position of the self-represented litigants also
serves to undermine the democratic thesis more generally. It discounts the deleterious
affects that a negative interaction can have on the self-represented litigants’ perception of
their ability to participate and willingness to engage in other forums and processes. As
such, it is imperative that account be taken of the inequality in power between many selfrepresented litigants and counsel.

This accounting also necessitates a serious

commitment from lawyers to promote and protect ‘the right to be heard’ in accordance
with principles of procedural justice and their ethical responsibilities: this includes the
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to draft appropriate rules of professional conduct regarding selfrepresented litigant. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that such rules will likely, in cases involving
self-represented parties, need to take account of certain practices that potentially result in unfair advantages
to the represented party. Also, any rules will need to address the broader framework of the legal
profession’s responsibility to balance not only its duty to its clients, but also its duty to the administration
of justice.
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obligation to “promote the parties’ right to a fair hearing.” 93

Perhaps more

fundamentally, these calls for change challenge the appropriateness of the current role of
the lawyer in the adversarial system and demand substantive reform of the adversarial
system.94
In accordance with the democratic thesis, a shift in the role of the lawyer in the
adversarial system has implications beyond that of opposing counsel’s behaviour in a
litigation context. At this stage, it is important to distinguish between a differentiated
role for lawyers and a rejection of the role for lawyers in society. In both the criminal
and civil justice context, there are examples of the acknowledgement of the importance of
legal representation. From a constitutional perspective, the courts have also recognized,
in both criminal and child welfare contexts, a right to state-funded counsel in narrow
circumstances where necessary to ensure meaningful participation in the adjudicative
process.95 Provincial legal aid organizations such as Legal Aid Ontario list criteria and/or
factors that delineate certain types of cases in which legal representation is either
important or necessary.96 Moreover, lawyers play a significant part in the development
of the common law through the cases that are brought before the courts and the
arguments made in the course of those cases. All of this underscores the important
function that lawyers play in society. Therefore, without undermining lawyers’ roles, it is
important to re-evaluate the traditional role and function of legal representation in the
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Under the Rules of Civil Procedure, there is a recognition that the right to a fair hearing should not be
undermined by the failure to comply with a requirement under the rules. Both this recognition as well as
the lawyer’s duties as officers of the court take on special significance in the case where lawyers are acting
against self-represented litigants who are more likely to contravene inadvertently the rules. Rules of Civil
Procedure, RRO 1990, Reg 194, Rules 1.04 and 2.01.
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context of the democratic thesis. In other words, what would lawyering look like if
approached from a more democratic perspective?
Within most democratic societies, lawyers are uniquely positioned to know the
rules and processes that individuals need to understand in order to participate
meaningfully.97 In contrast to traditional ideas about lawyering and consistent with a
broader conceptualization of access to justice, democratic or rebellious lawyers engage in
non-hierarchical partnerships with clients: lawyers encourage client participation in the
legal decisions and strategies that affect their cases as well as the implementation of those
decisions.98 Underlying this approach to lawyering is the democratic principle that “no
single person should have sole responsibility for making and implementing [such]
decisions.”99 Lawyers and clients deliberate together to both frame the issue and then
implement the decided-upon strategies in addressing the issue. While this approach is not
limited to the direct interests or needs of opposing self-represented litigants seeking
assistance, such an approach does have the potential to and is consistent with encouraging
more meaningful engagement of clients in the legal system more generally. In this
regard, a further potential benefit of this approach is a better understanding and
awareness by individuals of the impact of their decisions. Taken further, a democratic
approach to lawyering challenges traditional notions of a binary adversarial system that is
focused on wins and loses in a particular case; it asks lawyers to take a step back and
97

While this is most often contemplated in the context of lawyers engaged with clients advocating social
change, a democratic approach to access and by extension lawyering is not limited to cases engaging issues
of social justice. In their article entitled “Building Power and Breaking Images: Critical Legal Theory and
the Practice of Law”, Peter Gabel and Paul Harris argue that even in “non-political cases” (cases involving
divorce, personal injury or unemployment - many of which will make up the bulk of many lawyers’
practice), it is important that lawyers de-professionalize the lawyer-client relationship such that when
confronted with the client’s problem, the lawyer acts as an “ordinary person with special experience - to
emphatically comprehend these needs and help the client to articulate them in the most effective and
meaningful way possible”, taking account of the political nature of the conflict rather than characterizing it
as an abstract legal concept. See Peter Gabel & Paul Harris, “Building Power and Breaking Images:
Critical Legal Theory and the Practice of Law” (1982-83) XI Review of Law and Social Change 369 at
408. See also Carrie Menkel-Meadow, “The Lawyer’s role(s) in Deliberative Democracy” (2004) 5 Nev LJ
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fulfill their public interest duties to promote access to social justice. Moreover, it is
worth noting that a portion of the participants interviewed in this study had retained
lawyers in the past and/or had indicated that they would retain a lawyer in the future. To
the extent that this is reflective of self-represented litigants more generally, it will become
more important to re-evaluate the relationship between lawyers and clients.
One of the continuing challenges for democratic lawyers as legal experts is to
resist the temptation to take over the process when it becomes difficult or “place pressure
on subordinated groups to formulate their interests in forms that the law can process.”100
To do so would entail a retreat to a more formal approach to lawyering that contemplates
a division between the “active elites” who govern with little involvement from the
“passive masses.”101 This approach is more consistent with principles of representative
democracy than participatory democracy.

Pursuant to such an approach, lawyers

continue to act on behalf of others’ interests in a traditionally adversarial process; the
individuals are not involved in the process or the decision-making that ensues. This
approach was rejected by certain of the self-represented litigants interviewed in this
project.
In terms of participatory processes, this traditional view has also been challenged
by scholars, such as Carrie Menkel-Meadow. She is interested in “exploring how those
with legal training can harness what they already know” and learn new skills. In so
doing, they will become not only "architects of process," but "architects of participatory
democracy."102 Menkel-Meadow further suggests that in this respect the lawyer has an
important role to play not only in both creating new processes and institutions but also
engaging with those processes and institutions such as to “provide more participatory and
legitimate outcomes and more humane processes”. 103 Moreover, by engaging with
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lawyers, learning about various legal processes, and devising solutions to address their
issues and concerns, clients become empowered to devise their own solutions. In so
doing, they relinquish their reliance on experts and have a direct ‘say’ in the legal
decision-making that affects their lives. 104 It is worth noting that, in the course of
observing volunteer lawyers and client at LHO, I noticed the volunteer lawyers moved
away from a traditional legal role in which they assume responsibility for the client’s
legal issue. Instead, they adopted more of a teaching role through which they undertook
to explain not only the procedure that the self-represented litigant was required to
complete, but also the reason for the particular procedure and how it fit within the
broader legal process.

Additionally, in defining their role at LHO, several of the

volunteer lawyers suggested that their duties included a responsibility to encourage the
self-represented litigants’ confidence and by extension, engagement.
(iii) Changes to the Litigation Process
The continuing need for procedural clarification and change remains an important
component of self-represented litigants’ ability to participate in the civil justice system.
Several of the participants interviewed in this research project have suggested that one of
the most significant challenges that they faced involved discerning when it was necessary
or prudent to take certain procedural steps.

An illustration of this involves the

enforcement of deadlines in accordance with the Rules of Civil Procedure and the
measures available to a party when a deadline is not met (i.e., noting a delinquent party in
default). While there may be informal norms of practice that dictate when a lawyer is
likely to pursue certain measures, those norms are typically not known to the selfrepresented litigant. As a result, self-represented litigants are often left questioning when
they may adopt a particular course of action or may be subject to certain action by
opposing counsel.
In his call for more systematic reform, Thompson specifically addressed the need
for the procedural rules to change in order to better accommodate non-lawyers in the civil
104
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justice system. Currently, the rules are premised on an assumption that parties appearing
in court are represented and, generally speaking, that lawyers understand both the
interpretation and application of the rules. However, Thompson suggests that what is
needed is a new set of rules (or at a minimum, two sets of rules) that take direct account
of self-represented parties and are designed from their perspective.105 In other words,
these rules would not be drafted for lawyers. Rather, they would be written for the
myriad of non-lawyers now attempting to resolve disputes in the civil justice system. At
certain stages of the litigation process, such a set of rules and procedures may adopt a
more active approach to judicial procedure that is focused on assisting the selfrepresented litigant present their case. At the same time, this would need to ensure the
continued protection of certain principles of procedural justice.
Another challenge raised by the participants related to the drafting of pleadings
and affidavits; these remain technical and bogged down in formal legal terminology.106
The self-represented litigants expressed difficulty in being able to conform their
pleadings to the technical legal requirements. When XE was preparing his statement of
defence, this meant,
I had to somehow figure out how to respond in a very professional way and
to handle it as a lawyer would handle it. That’s a steep learning curve. So
what I found was I did find some sample statements of claim which used the
types of phrases like to the extent that this relates to me, so, and so and to
the extent that it relates to the other person I have no knowledge or
insufficient knowledge. So I was able to find that language in these other
statements of claim. If I hadn’t found that I would have been out in the
cold, I wouldn't have known what to do. Another point in the statement of
claim where a lawyer here (LHO) assisted me was when I tried to explain
that the owners of the adjoining property were negligent because they were
aware of the problem of negative airflow on to their property. But I didn’t
105
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know how to express that in such a way so as to show that this was not my
primary defence. My primary defence was that it was accidental and I just
didn’t know how to word that properly. My lawyer (at LHO) helped me to
do that to use the expression ‘in the alternative’, which I wouldn't have
known. That’s just almost entirely legalese because it’s not day-to day, in
the alternative is not day-to-day language.107
Thus, there is a continuing need for plainer language in legal documents that are
used in court proceedings. Also, more flexibility in the way in which self-represented
litigants are permitted to articulate their positions would be helpful.108 This commitment
to the use of plain language and a further move away from a legal language is consistent
with the adoption of a new legal vernacular whereby individuals are engaged in the
creation and use of a language that reflects their lives. However, in undertaking to adopt
plain non-legal language, it is important to take account of Roderick MacDonald’s
criticism that “all attempts to make legal language accessible are bundled up in attempts
either to cast non-official law as non-legal or to incorporate non-official law into the
existing and stabilizing normative order in a way that reduces citizens’ input into its
formulation and makes true justice inaccessible.”109
In discussions with both self-represented litigants and volunteer lawyers, the
notion of more extensive case management was often raised as a means of assisting selfrepresented litigants in a very practical way. One of the greatest challenges for selfrepresented litigants is getting into court, becoming familiar with the procedures of court,
and being able to stand up and make submissions before judges and opposing counsel. In
fact, several of the self-represented litigants interviewed characterized the process of
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going to court as ‘foreign’ and ‘intimidating.’110 These concerns included navigating
physically the courthouse, signing in to court, addressing the bench in the proper manner,
and knowing when and when not to speak. Consequently, providing for designated
courtroom and/or judges who case-managed self-represented litigants’ matters would
ensure a level of consistency and familiarity that might ease the anxiety of the selfrepresented litigants and reduce confusion over formalities. Another notion of a modified
procedure for self-represented litigants involves more case management at the pre-trial
stage where judges or properly trained court officers could “supervise the pre-trial
process, assisting parties with filing forms, disclosure, identification of issues,
preparation of the case for trial, and case management before trial.”111
While case-management offers the potential to assist self-represented litigants in
better preparing and presenting their case, it is also important to note the limitations
associated with case-management. Several of these problems were highlighted by Chief
Justice Warren Winkler in his 2008 report.112 Specifically, the initial implementation of
intensive case-management in all civil cases gave rise to a series of problems. These
included ineffectual mediations scheduled too early in the process, increased backlogs
regarding trial dates within the civil justice system, reduced judicial resources for
motions and trials (due to the fact that judges were consumed with case conferences and
trial scheduling matters), and longer dates for the smaller number of matters that actually
proceeded to trial.

113

While the premise underlying the implementation of

comprehensive case-management was to compel lawyers to pick up and move files
forward earlier with the assistance of active judicial intervention, the result was to burden
further the civil justice system and tax already limited judicial resources. Upon review of
these implications, the conclusion reached was to develop a modified form of case-
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management that did not contemplate case-management in every case and removed
certain additional procedural steps that disproportionately consumed judicial resources.
Notwithstanding the challenges associated with case-management, it is still contended
that modified forms of these programs could work to ensure that the self-represented
litigants are able to concentrate on making their submissions in the most meaningful
manner. Modified approaches to case-management might also contemplate involvement
by actors other than judges and/or prioritized case-management in certain types of cases.
Moreover, self-represented litigants liked the idea of reappearing before the same
judge. By proceeding in this way, the judge could also become familiar with the facts of
their case and be in a position to guide them through the various procedural steps that are
part of litigation. Returning to the same judge or master also meant that there was a
greater likelihood that the judge could better regulate opposing counsel’s behavior toward
the self-represented litigant both in and out of court. Assumedly, if the opposing lawyers
knew that they would be back before the same judge at a later date and that that judge
actively managed the procedural aspects of the file, it would be more difficult to engage
in unethical or overly aggressive conduct toward the self-represented parties. In addition,
the regular engagement by a judge familiar with the case could assist in ensuring that the
self-represented litigant is not unduly delaying the process or raising extraneous issues.
The continued engagement by one judge, albeit done properly, is also likely to reassure
self-represented litigants that their case is being heard and addressed.
(iv) The Role of the Judge
One of the assumptions underlying the existing adversarial model of litigation is that
judges will act as neutral umpires that facilitate evenly matched legal professionals being
able to present their respective cases.114 Given the complexity of many legal procedures,
not to mention the relevant substantive law, the preparation and presentation of a case
typically necessitates expert legal advice and specialized information. Notwithstanding
114
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this complexity, it is assumed that the judge remains a ‘neutral and impartial referee’.115
If it is also assumed that the parties are in the control of the process, their ability to
‘lawyer the case’ effectively becomes an important determinant of how the case will be
decided.

Without active intervention or, at a minimum, some assistance from the

adjudicator, there is an inherent disadvantage to those who attempt to participate, but are
unfamiliar with the processes, particularly as it relates to the preparation of one’s case. In
this sense,
[w]here the law, the rules of procedure, and the legal processes are
unintelligible or unfamiliar to one or more of the litigants, cases stop being a
dialogue between
informed and experienced participants within a
framework designed to test evidence and facilitate truth seeking. Instead,
cases turn into a frustrating exercise in imposing legal norms on parties who
do not grasp their significance, and who see them as arbitrary, unfair, or
simply unintelligible.116
The practical realities associated with the increase in self-represented litigants render
traditional

assumptions

about

judges

and

passive

adjudication

fundamentally

untenable.117
The adversarial system has traditionally operated on the assumption that parties
require lawyers in order to successfully maneuver through the civil justice system: the
same is not always assumed within the administrative law context, particularly as it
relates to appearances before certain tribunals. In the context of procedural fairness,
there has been much debate about the extent to which tribunals should follow the
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procedural processes of the common law court systems.118 However, given that many
administrative tribunals contemplate individuals appearing without counsel, perhaps it is
time to reverse the process and examine the operationalization of tribunals in terms of
civil court reform. In calling on judges to adopt a more active role within the courtroom
to ensure that self-represented litigants are provided with an opportunity to participate in
a fair process, Russell Engler has suggested that,
[t]he precedents from small claims courts and administrative agencies serve
as an important reminder that impartiality does not require judges to be
passive. Like other judges, small claims judges must re- main impartial.
ALJs [Administrative Law Judges] in Social Security, welfare, and
unemployment benefits' cases must also remain impartial. Judges may
therefore be active in assisting unrepresented litigants without
compromising their impartiality.119
This sentiment was more recently echoed by Thompson who also advocated the
need for superior court judges to adopt a more active role at trial similar to administrative
agencies. 120

Questions about the nature of the adjudicator’s role within tribunal

proceedings have traditionally been examined within the context of the dichotomy
between the adversarial-inquisitorial models of judicial procedure.121 However, Robert
Thomas suggests that a better way to approach questions about the role of the adjudicator
would be to examine the “degree of intervention – ranging from a passive, reactive stance
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to a more proactive or intrusive one of the adjudicator.”122 Flaherty characterizes the
nature of adjudicative behaviour as spreading across a spectrum that contemplates
permissible judicial assistance or involvement at one end and clearly impermissible
behaviour at the other end. Between these two points, it is contemplated that there would
be a range of judicial direction and assistance necessary to ensure that the parties are able
to “meaningfully present their case” without giving rise to a claim of partiality on the
adjudicator’s behalf.123 These approaches are particularly relevant in addressing the
needs of self-represented litigants.
The development of an “enabling approach” would require that a particular
tribunal provide self-represented litigants with “every possible assistance to enable her to
participate and to compensate her for her lack of skills or knowledge.”124 One of the
benefits of this approach is that it allows a specific tribunal to adopt its own processes;
this would include varying degrees of judicial activism depending on a variety of factors,
one of which would be the presence of self-represented litigants and the need to ensure
that self-represented parties are provided with a fair hearing. Thomas notes that there are
challenges associated with increased judicial activism. 125 However, the move away from
a strict adherence to either an adversarial or inquisitorial model and the corresponding
move toward an enabling approach does provide an opportunity to address better selfrepresented litigants’ needs in a more realistic fashion. As such, the adoption of an
enabling approach within the administrative law setting could provide important lessons
for the reform of judicial procedure within the civil justice system.
In light of very serious concerns about the fairness of the legal processes in which
self-represented litigants are compelled to engage, many have called for judges to take a
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more active role in ensuring that self-represented litigants are provided with a fair
opportunity to present their case.126 In particular, Russell Engler has suggested that
judges should “assist the unrepresented litigant in developing a full, factual record, and to
help the litigant with matters of procedure and substantive law.”127 Also, Brent Cotter
has questioned whether in order to provide better justice for self-represented litigants, it
will be necessary to consider less conventional judicial approaches that can better ensure
meaningful access for self-represented parties.128 Thompson has suggested there are
certain immediate and necessary steps for judges to take. These include providing legal
information to self-represented litigants (notwithstanding the judge’s role as a neutral
umpire), moving the legal matter through the various procedural steps by providing
information along the way, ensuring that procedural rulings move matters forward,
effectively ‘telling’ the self-represented litigant what to do, and, finally, relaxing the
procedural rules so that self-represented litigants can engage with the substantive issues
sooner.129
In the particular context of this research project, the self-represented litigants
interviewed had very definite views on what they perceived as a fair adjudicative process
and what left them feeling disempowered or excluded from the process. As such, their
experiences in court and the interpretation they impute to those experiences provide a
useful basis of discussion about judicial reform. For self-represented litigants who had
positive experiences presenting their cases to judges and masters, there were certain
similar characteristics shared by the participants. First of all, on a very practical level, the
adjudicators took account of the self-represented litigant in the courtroom. For example,
the judge might move the matter to the bottom of the list of matters to be heard that day.
At first glance, this might appear to be unfair to the self-represented litigants. However,
it was noted that, by moving the matter to the end of the day, it was likely that the
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courtroom would be less full and, therefore, it would be a less intimidating experience for
the individual getting up to speak. Secondly, in these instances, the adjudicator took time
to explain the process to the self-represented litigant; this included how the hearing
would unfold, who would speak first, when there would be an opportunity to respond,
etc. This initiative has a dual effect of easing the self-represented litigants’ anxiety over
legal formalities and providing them with a roadmap for the process. This is particularly
important when it is remembered that many of these steps are not always outlined in the
Rules of Procedure; they are part of the informal court processes that lawyers learn
through experience.

In her discussion about active adjudication, Michelle Flaherty

outlined several steps she would take in human rights tribunal hearings in order to help
alleviate self-represented litigants’ confusion and frustration about the process of
adjudication. Specifically, she would begin the hearing by outlining the legal issues (and
provide an opportunity for the parties to comment on the articulation of the issues),
explain the conduct of the hearing (again providing an opportunity for questions and
comments from the parties), engage in a discussion of the issue in a chronological
fashion, and allow each witness to give evidence on each issue with the adjudicator
posing questions throughout.130 While the administrative context of a human rights
tribunal contemplates the adoption of alternative processes, Flaherty’s example does
highlight the fact that changes to certain procedures may assist in ensuring that selfrepresented litigants both understand the process and are able to participate in a
meaningful manner consistent with concepts of substantive impartiality.
This method of informing the self-represented litigant about the process also
extended to the delivery of an endorsement or a judgment in which the reasons for
judgment were written and explained to the self-represented litigants in plain language.131
In addition to taking time to explain both the process and the resulting decision reached,
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the adjudicators also took additional steps to engage the self-represented litigants in their
submissions by asking questions, allowing the individual time to respond without feeling
that they were imposing on the court, and signaling to the self-represented litigants that
they had read the self-represented litigants’ materials and made efforts to understand their
position. While many of these steps do not fundamentally change the judges’ role within
the adversarial process, they do require judges to adopt a more active role that assists
self-represented litigants appearing before them.
In the American context, Richard Zorza has proposed certain best practices that
should be adopted by judges when adjudicating matters involving self-represented
litigants. These proposals were based on research undertaken in family courts in the
United States in which court staff and the judges made a commitment to developing and
implementing ‘access-friendly’ policies aimed at assisting self-represented litigants. The
researchers determined (through post-court interviews with the judges and litigants) that,
in adopting certain policies, there was better and more effective communication between
the parties and the members of the judiciary. As a result of their studies, the researchers
were able to develop ‘best court practices’ 132 in respect of cases involving selfrepresented litigants. These best practices were subsequently used in training/educational
sessions with other judges.
Zorza maintained that the adoption of these best practices was part of a need to reconceptualize how judges engage with self-represented litigants in their courtrooms. This
reconceptualization encourages judges to engage actively with self-represented litigants.
The researchers characterized the best practices as ‘engaged neutrality,’ a concept that
assumes that judges can be “deeply engaged with the case without threatening, in any
way, the neutrality of the court or running afoul of ethics prohibitions.”133 Consequently,
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additional family courts undertook to revise existing procedures and practices based on
integrating self-represented litigants’ needs and competencies in order to ensure that selfrepresented litigants were in a position to participate in a meaningful manner. Not
unsurprisingly, many of the examples of best practices proposed by Zorza are consistent
with the self-represented litigants’ experiences in this research project. For example, as
part of actively engaging with self-represented litigants, the best practices developed and
adopted by judges in Zorza’s study called on judges to reorganize court procedures in
cases involving self-represented litigants, take steps to explain the procedures, assist
parties in framing the issues, and ultimately explaining the law and the decision
reached.134
While many of these actions appear modest in effort, the effect on the selfrepresented litigants’ perceptions about their ability to participate and be heard can be
significant.

Interestingly, in many of the positive incidents recounted by the self-

represented litigants in this research, the individuals were either unsuccessful or only
partially successful in persuading the court of their position. However, their assessment
of the fairness of the proceeding was more encouraging and accepting. Thus, while it
may be frustrating from the judge’s perspective to have an individual appearing who is
unfamiliar with the process and possibly uncomfortable speaking, there is an important
benefit to be obtained by judges who say to self-represented litigants, “You have an hour.
You booked an hour, you tell me everything you want to tell me for the next hour and I
am going to write my notes.”135
In this vein, the Canadian Judicial Council has taken a positive step toward a
judicial approach that contemplates ‘engaged neutrality’ when faced with selfrepresented litigants.

While advisory in nature, the Judicial Council’s statement of

its commentary to Rule 2.2: Impartiality and Fairness that under subsection (4) It is not a violation of this
Rule for a Judge to make reasonable accommodations to ensure pro se litigants the opportunity to have
their matters fairly heard.
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principles on self-represented litigants does highlight the important role that judges must
play in ensuring that self-represented litigants are provided with an opportunity to
participate. Specifically, the Judicial Council states that “[j]udges, the courts and other
participants in the justice system have a responsibility to promote opportunities for all
persons

to

understand

and

meaningfully

present

their

case,

regardless

of

representation.”136 In the course of fulfilling this commitment, the Judicial Council
suggests judges may, when hearing cases involving self-represented litigants, take added
steps to explain the process, provide information about the law and evidentiary
requirements, modify the order in which evidence is presented, and question witnesses.
All of these steps contemplate a role for the judiciary that goes beyond the traditional role
of a neutral arbiter of cases. It requires that adjudicators actively ensure that individuals
are able to participate in a meaningful manner despite not being trained legal
professionals.

Arguably, such an approach is consistent with certain principles

underlying procedural and democratic justice that seek to afford individuals a chance to
participate in the decision-making process. More specifically, these include disclosure of
the information on which a decision is made, an opportunity to engage in the process, an
opportunity to provide evidence, and an articulation of the reasons for the decision.137
By contrast, present practices can have serious negative effects on the selfrepresented litigant’s perceptions about the process and access more generally: failing to
allow a self-represented litigant to speak (or otherwise advising that it was not necessary
to hear from the individual); speaking in legal terms to opposing counsel without taking
the time to explain the terms to a self-represented litigant who is likely unfamiliar with
the term; failing to account for discrepancies in form that do not affect principles of
procedural fairness, and/or yelling at the self-represented litigant.
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There is also an argument that, to the extent that members of the judiciary act in a
certain fashion, it will have a ‘trickle-down’ effect on lawyers who appear before those
judges. As judges begin to address self-represented litigants in different ways, there
might be a corresponding expectation on behalf of those judges that the opposing lawyers
will also begin to engage in a different fashion. In this regard, judges have a crucial role
to play in setting the tone regarding conduct toward self-represented litigants as well as
managing self-represented litigants’ expectations.

These efforts by adjudicators

underscore more crucial questions about the role of the judge in the litigation process as it
pertains to self-represented litigants. While this thesis does not advocate a shift from an
adversarial model to an inquisitorial model of dispute resolution, the research does raise
serious and foundational questions about the extent to which judge should intervene to
ensure that self-represented litigants are able to participate meaningfully. At the same
time, attention will need to be paid to ensuring a corresponding commitment to impartial
and fair decision-making in accordance with principles of procedural justice.
Related to these fundamental questions about the role of the judge are operational
concerns that a more interventionist approach by the judiciary will cause additional delay
and strain on the civil justice system. However, Carrie Menkel-Meadow has cautioned
that, in performing research about the function of courts and, more importantly how
courts and process ought to function, care must be taken to ensure whose needs are
represented.138 In this case, concerns about over-burdened courts, timely resolution of
disputes, and a need for increased efficiency must be weighed against the views and
perceptions of the self-represented litigants attempting to engage in the civil justice.
Also, account must be taken of the harms associated with continued disengagement by
large segments of the population. Thus, one of the important aspects of future research
must involve the role of the adjudicator and, more generally, the role of the civil justice
system. To the extent that the objective (for which solutions are sought) is to provide
individuals with an opportunity to be heard in a fair and transparent process that resolves
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disputes in a manner that maintains the legitimacy of the legal system, it is necessary to
revisit the role of judges as it relates to self-represented litigants.
(v) The Need for More Qualitative Research
The need to weigh competing interests when articulating a research agenda raises a final,
but important recommendation regarding the work to be done going forward. This work
involves the need for more qualitative research that engages self-represented litigants in a
dialogue about their experiences participating in the civil justice system. This initiative
has the potential to demonstrate what will be needed in order to ensure that they are better
able to participate in a more meaningful manner. However, in undertaking this research,
it is important, as noted by Albiston and Sandefur, to resist,
the pull of the policy audience: …[l]imiting our efforts to evaluation
research risks allowing the policy agenda to define the research questions
before the problem and potential responses are fully understood. It does
little to identify the mechanisms through which civil legal services might
address troubling inequalities or change society. If we truly wish to address
a crisis in access to justice, we need a broader understanding of both what
access to justice means and what the current lack of access entails.139
This broader understanding of access requires the infusion of self-representatives’
perspectives in identifying not only the nature of access, but also the impact that a lack of
access has on citizens. Such an approach to access to justice research is consistent with a
broader conceptualization of access that encourages individuals to speak in their own
voice and become engaged in the decision-making and problem-solving processes as part
of a democratic sensibility.

Only then is it possible to explore potential policy

approaches that encourage and support engagement, taking account of the practical
realities of what individuals’ require and what can be provided.
As the data collected in this research project disclose, there is a significant
disconnect between some of the views and perceptions held by self-represented litigants
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regarding members of the judiciary and their expectations regarding the adversarial
process and the role of the judge within the adversarial process. Thus, there is also a
particular need for additional qualitative research that engages members of the judiciary
and the bar in discussions about the role they do or should play in respect of selfrepresented litigants. This should also incorporate how the relationship between all of
these parties might be better reconciled going forward. It is my belief that, in light of the
critical role played by judges, particularly as it relates to the potential for self-represented
litigants’ meaningful participation, this research is urgent if the civil justice system is to
meet its democratic potential and maintain its legitimacy.
Conclusion
To date, the access to justice movement has had numerous successes, but they remain
relatively limited in those it has reached and piecemeal in effect. Driven by a range of
different rationales, the reforms introduced have shared a similar and limiting
institutional assumption – they have been hostage to a very lawyer-based conception of
the problem to be solved. In this thesis, I have sought to suggest a different way of
approaching access to justice and, as a result of the research completed, have
recommended a different approach to remedying some of the ongoing challenges in the
access to justice movement.

Focussing on the increase in and situation of self-

represented litigants, I have proposed a democratic paradigm for appreciating the
challenge of access to justice and working toward a more responsive collection of
interventions that engage a variety of stakeholders. Such a perspective is optimistic in
the promise it holds for transforming not only the specific plight of self-represented
litigants, but also the broader problems of access to justice. As part of this endeavour,
there will be a need for more and better qualitative as well as quantitative research if that
promise is to be fulfilled. This thesis offers itself as an important first step on that
exciting journey.
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APPENDIX A
Interviews with pro bono volunteers at LHO
Demographics
- Year of Call?
- Type of practice – field / firm?
- How did you first hear about LHO?
- How long have you volunteered?
Experience at LHO with self-help legal services
- why did you decide to volunteer at LHO - what did or do you hope to accomplish?
- how do you view your role at the centre?
- what role do you think that self-help provides for individuals?
- challenges for you in volunteering at LHO? What is the most difficult part?
- what do you find most rewarding?
Thoughts on Self-Help and SRL’s
- what is your general thoughts/perceptions about SRL’s that you see come in to LHO?
- in talking with SRL’s - what is your sense of what they wish to accomplish in coming
to somewhere like LHO?
- In other words, what is your understanding of their expectations in terms of seeking
help?
- do you think you are able to assist them in this regard?
- biggest challenge facing SRL’s? In representing themselves?
- what do you think about SRL’s ability to participate in these civil legal processes?
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- what do you see (if any) long term affects or benefits of self-help?
- In your opinion - what do you think SRLs need? [Now putting aside lawyers –
assuming this is not economically or practically feasible – what do they need?]
- What do you think would improve SRL’s ability to participate directly?
- reflecting back on your experience at LHO are there any cases that stood out for you either positively or negatively?

Thoughts on Access More Generally
- generally speaking – what do you think about when you think about improving access
to justice?
- what about more specifically in terms of access for SRLs?
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Interview Outline
1. Are you involved with a case now or in the past year?
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

can you describe the nature of the case?
What kind of legal matter?
What side were you on?
Is it settled or ongoing? If ongoing, what stage is it at?
Have you been to court?

2. Before this case, have you been involved in other legal cases?
-‐
-‐
-‐

do you have any formal training in law?
Have you sought legal advice in the past? Or retained a lawyer?
Alternatively, have you been a self-represented litigant before?

3. Initial reasoning for engaging in self-help? (Factors involved in decision to engage SH?)
-‐
-‐

Putting aside the outcome you wished to achieve, could you reflect on what
you hoped to achieve using self-help? What you expected?
Also - aside from wishing to get a positive outcome in your case, what other
factors were important in deciding to pursue your matter on your own?
(Potential Prompts: ie - time, control over the matter/the principle of the
matter/emotional reasons)

4. What type of services did you get at Self-Help? (Experience in conducting your own
file)
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

did those services help you with your case? If so, how?
What other resources if any did the client make use of when dealing with their
legal matter?
In hindsight - can you think of something that would have also helped?
What specific tasks have you undertaken in your case?
How did you feel about doing those tasks?
(Potential prompt: Did S-H prepare you for those tasks?)
Did you feel like you knew what to do?
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-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

How do you value your legal experience - do you think it was fair/evenhanded? If so, why/ If not, why not?
How do you feel about interacting with lawyers?
How do you feel about interacting with Judges?
Do you feel that you were able to make yourself heard?
Did you feel that you were listened to?

5. What skills, if any, did you gain from the assistance at Self-Help?
-‐

-‐
-‐

Thinking about what you learned about the legal process and the skills needed
to participate in that process, can you think of any ways you might use that
information/knowledge and skills in the future? This could be legal or nonlegal?
Can you reflect on the impacts (other than purely ‘legal’ – ie a particular
outcome) that this experience may have had on you?
What did you learn about this process? about legal proceedings?

6. Use of self-help in the future?
-‐
-‐
-‐

if you had had a choice about using a lawyer would you have done so?
What about in the future? (given this experience)
How would your answer change if you knew that you would get the same
result even with a lawyer?

7. What does the term access mean to you?
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

what does the term “justice” mean
What would ‘justice’ look like in their particular circumstances?
Given the above question, does the client feel that he or she was able to obtain
justice? If not, why not?
Having been through this - what does it mean to get justice in a case?
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APPENDIX B
Informed Consent Form

Study Name: The Role of Civil Law Self-Help Centres in Promoting Access to Justice
Researchers: Jennifer Leitch
PhD Candidate, Osgoode Hall Law School
[email address]
Purpose of the Research: To examine the role that self-help law centres play in a
broader conceptualization of access to justice that which contemplates direct and
meaningful citizen engagement and participation in civil society.
What You Will Be Asked to Do in the Research: In order to help with this research,
you will be asked whether you are prepared to have a researcher observe a meeting
between yourself and a volunteer lawyer at LawHelp Ontario. During the course of the
meeting, the researcher will not participate in the meeting but simply observe the process
and the discussion between you and the volunteer lawyer regarding your legal matter.
Following this meeting, you may be contacted regarding your willingness to participate
in an one-on-one interview with the researcher. This interview should take no more than
one hour.
Risks and Discomforts: I do not foresee any risks or discomfort from your participation
in the research.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and
you may choose to stop participating at any time. Your decision not to volunteer will not
influence the nature of your relationship with LawHelp Ontario or York University either
now, or in the future.
Withdrawal from the Study: You can stop participating in the study at any time, for
any reason, if you so decide. Your decision to stop participating, or to refuse to answer
particular questions, will not affect your relationship with the researcher, LawHelp
Ontario or York University, or any other group associated with this project. In the event
you withdraw from the study, all associated data collected will be immediately destroyed
wherever possible.
Confidentiality: All information you supply during the research (including all
information discussed during the course of your meeting) will be held in strict confidence
and unless you specifically indicate your consent, your name will not appear in any report
or publication of the research. If individual information is used, it will not be identifiable
in any way. The data will be comprised of transcripts of the audio recorded interviews
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and handwritten notes taken following or during meeting or interviews. While these will
have identifying information for the convenience of the study, such identifying
information will be kept strictly confidential. Your data will be safely stored in a locked
facility and/or on a password-protected computer device and only research staff will have
access to this information. Data will be stored for two years at which time it will be
destroyed. Confidentiality will be provided to the fullest extent possible by law.
Questions About the Research? If you have questions about the research in general or
about your role in the study, please feel free to contact me or my Graduate Supervisor –
Professor Janet Mosher by e-mail [email address]. This research has been reviewed and
approved by the Human Participants Review Sub-Committee, York University’s Ethics
Review Board and conforms to the standards of the Canadian Tri-Council Research
Ethics guidelines. If you have any questions about this process, or about your rights as a
participant in the study, please contact the Sr. Manager & Policy Advisor for the Office
of Research Ethics, 5th Floor, York Research Tower, York University (telephone ******-**** or e-mail address)

Legal Rights and Signatures:
I______________________________________________, consent to participate in the
research project entitled The Role of Civil Law Self-Help Centres in Promoting Access to
Justice conducted by Jennifer Leitch. I have understood the nature of this project and
wish to participate. I am not waiving any of my legal rights by signing this form. My
signature below indicates my consent.
Signature
Participant

Date

Signature
Jennifer Leitch
Principal Investigator

Date
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Informed Consent Form - Interview
Study Name: The Role of Civil Law Self-Help Centres in Promoting Access to Justice
Researchers: Jennifer Leitch
PhD Candidate, Osgoode Hall Law School
[email address]
Purpose of the Research: To examine the role that self-help law centres play in a
broader conceptualization of access to justice that which contemplates direct and
meaningful citizen engagement and participation in civil society.
What You Will Be Asked to Do in the Research: In order to help with this research,
you will be asked whether you are prepared to participate in an one-on-one interview
with the researcher. This interview should take no more than one hour. The focus on this
interview is on your experience as a self-represented litigant who has made use of the
legal services at LawHelp Ontario.
Risks and Discomforts: I do not foresee any risks or discomfort from your participation
in the research.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and
you may choose to stop participating at any time. Your decision not to volunteer will not
influence the nature of your relationship with LawHelp Ontario or York University either
now, or in the future.
Withdrawal from the Study: You can stop participating in the study at any time, for
any reason, if you so decide. Your decision to stop participating, or to refuse to answer
particular questions, will not affect your relationship with the researcher, LawHelp
Ontario or York University, or any other group associated with this project. In the event
you withdraw from the study, all associated data collected will be immediately destroyed
wherever possible.
Confidentiality: All information you supply during the research (including all
information discussed during the course of your meeting) will be held in strict confidence
and unless you specifically indicate your consent, your name will not appear in any report
or publication of the research. If individual information is used, it will not be identifiable
in any way. The data will be comprised of transcripts of the audio recorded interviews
and handwritten notes taken following or during meeting or interviews. While these will
have identifying information for the convenience of the study, such identifying
information will be kept strictly confidential. Your data will be safely stored in a locked
facility and/or on a password-protected computer device and only research staff will have
access to this information. Data will be stored for two years at which time it will be
destroyed. Confidentiality will be provided to the fullest extent possible by law.
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Questions About the Research? If you have questions about the research in general or
about your role in the study, please feel free to contact me or my Graduate Supervisor –
Professor Janet Mosher by e-mail [email address]. This research has been reviewed and
approved by the Human Participants Review Sub-Committee, York University’s Ethics
Review Board and conforms to the standards of the Canadian Tri-Council Research
Ethics guidelines. If you have any questions about this process, or about your rights as a
participant in the study, please contact the Sr. Manager & Policy Advisor for the Office
of Research Ethics, 5th Floor, York Research Tower, York University (telephone ******-**** or e-mail address)
Legal Rights and Signatures:
I______________________________________________, consent to participate in the
research project entitled The Role of Civil Law Self-Help Centres in Promoting Access to
Justice conducted by Jennifer Leitch. I have understood the nature of this project and
wish to participate. I am not waiving any of my legal rights by signing this form. My
signature below indicates my consent.
Signature
Participant

Date

Signature
Jennifer Leitch
Principal Investigator

Date
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Informed Consent
Study Name: The Role of Civil Law Self-Help Centres in Promoting Access to Justice
Researcher: Jennifer Leitch
PhD Candidate, Osgoode Hall Law School
[email address]
Purpose of the Research: To examine the role that self-help law centres play in a broader
conceptualization of access to justice that contemplates direct and meaningful citizen
engagement and participation in civil society.
Dear

,

I am writing to ask if it would be possible for me to interview you about your experiences
providing legal assistance to self-represented litigants. My understanding is that you
volunteer your time and legal services at LawHelp Ontario and in so doing, assist selfrepresented litigants with their civil law legal matters.
I am a graduate student at York University here in Toronto. I am completing a research
project on self-represented individuals’ experiences in the civil justice system in Toronto,
Ontario, which includes their experiences with securing self-help and the ways in which
self-help impacts an individual’s access to justice. For the purposes of my research
access to justice is defined quite broadly to include meaningful participation in various
aspects of life in a democratic society.
As part of my research, I am hoping to spend some time at LawHelp Ontario observing
the process and procedures as well as sitting in on meetings between volunteer lawyers
and self-represented parties that attend at the centre. My goal in conducting this research
is to familiarize myself with the way in which the centre runs (and thus be able to
contextualize the experiences of the self-represented litigants) and potentially gain a
better understanding of how self-represented litigants make use of self-help services.
Additionally, as noted, I would like to conduct a brief interview about your experience
providing volunteer legal services as well as your thoughts and views about self-help and
access to justice.
Our meeting would be in the nature of a conversation, initiated with open-ended
questions on the research topics outlined above, as opposed to a formal interview or
survey. I expect it to take about 45 minutes to one hour. In addition to ensuring that the
content of our conversation is protected in accordance with the research ethics
requirements of York University as noted below, I further confirm that your interview
will remain anonymous and any identifiable information respecting any particular legal
matter discussed including the court file number, the names of the parties, any reference
to specific court dates or appearances or specific details about the case will be removed
from the research file such that any reference to a specific legal case would not be
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identifiable to an outside reader. I confirm that this will be in keeping with a continued
expectation of confidentiality, akin to what you would provide in a legal context as part
of the legal services that you provide at LawHelp.
My goal is to gain an understanding of your personal experience with a self-help program
and self-represented litigants as well as your views and thoughts about non-lawyers’
ability to participate in the civil justice system. With your permission, I may use
quotations from our meeting in any published material that I may later produce. If that is
the case and I do wish to use a quotation, I will send you the quote before it is included so
that you may have the opportunity to correct any misunderstanding that I may have. I
will use a tape recorder during this interview, but only as a supplement to my own notetaking. The data from this interview will be securely stored on the hard drive of a
password protected computer and in the locked office of the researcher. After the twoyear period, it will be stored in the researcher’s secure archives in a locked storage space.
The research will result in a thesis that I will submit as a requirement for my Doctoral
degree at York University. Doctoral theses are not widely circulated, but they are
available to the public. I may also decide to publish portions of the research in academic
journals.
York University has a research ethics policy. It indicates that, of course, you are under
no obligation to meet with me or to answer any particular question that I might pose.
You may stop the conversation at any point. The notes from our meeting will be kept on
file with me for two years. They will be treated as confidential and kept in a secure
location. This research and the methods involved in conducting this research (including
the conversations that are part of it) have been reviewed and approved by a university
research ethics committee for compliance with research ethics protocols. Should you
have any questions about this study, you may contact me at [email address] or my
Graduate Supervisor – Janet Mosher by email [email address]. If you have any questions
or want further information about the ethics related to this study, please feel free to
contact the Manager, Office of the Research Ethics, York University, 5th Floor, York
Research Tower, phone ***-***-****.
I will contact you within the next two weeks to see if a convenient time for meeting can
be arranged.
Regards,
Jennifer Leitch
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Legal Rights and Signatures:
I, ______________________________________________, consent to participate in the
research project entitled The Role of Civil Law Self-Help Centres in Promoting Access to
Justice conducted by Jennifer Leitch. I have understood the nature of this project and
wish to participate. I am not waiving any of my legal rights by signing this form. My
signature below indicates my consent.
Signature____________________________________
Date____________________________
Participant

Signature____________________________________
Date____________________________
Jennifer
Researcher

Leitch
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